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PREFACE

Performing measurement tasks and experiments on complex tele-laboratory
structures is gaining momentum as a relevant aspect in a number of areas, from
scientific and technological research, to environmental monitoring, to distance
learning and training. The diffusion of e-Science requires real-time interaction
of researchers’ teams worldwide; this, in turn, relies on a number of function-
alities, which include, among others, the widespread use of collaborative tools
and the possibility to access and control remote instrumentation.

The Grid architecture (or, more generally, the service-oriented architecture,
SOA), viewed as a tool for the integration of distributed resources, plays a sig-
nificant role, not only as manager of computational resources, but increasingly
as aggregator of measurement instrumentation and pervasive large-scale data
acquisition platforms (e.g., sensor networks). In this context, the functionality
of a service-oriented architecture allows managing, maintaining, and exploit-
ing heterogeneous and geographically sparse instrumentation and acquisition
devices in a unified way, by providing standardized interfaces and common
working environments to their users. This is achieved through the properties
of isolation from the physical network and from the peculiarities of the instru-
mentation, granted by standard middleware, together with secure and flexible
mechanisms to seek, access, and aggregate distributed resources.

Though the notion of cooperative sharing of laboratory instrumentation,
data and computing power in integrated virtual structures (collaboratories)
dates back to 1989, successive advances in Grid middleware have mainly em-
phasized the aspect of distributed computation, with respect to the access to and
control of real laboratory instrumentation and measurement devices. More re-
cently, a growing interest has developed toward such infrastructures. However,
making real instruments become full members of the Grid requires a number
of advances in research and development of additional functionalities, to be
integrated in existing middleware architectures. Noticeable efforts in this di-
rection have been, among others, the CIMA (Common Instrument Middleware
Architecture) project, funded by the National Science Foundation (NSF) in the
United States, and the GRIDCC (Grid Enabled Remote Instrumentation with
Distributed Control and Computation) and RINGrid (Remote Instrumentation
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in Next-generation Grids) projects, funded by the European Commission (EC)
in Europe.

It is worth noting in this context that the issues that are relevant to the above-
mentioned full integration of remote instrumentation services cover a wide
range of inter-disciplinary research areas. Besides middleware functionalities
and architectural aspects, we can mention the following: (i) communications
and networking, in particular as regards quality of service (QoS) provisioning,
cross-layer interaction with the service-oriented layers and wireless sensor net-
works (WSNs); (ii) instrumentation and measurement, including the study of
the metrological problems connected with distributed measurement systems;
(iii) collaborative tools and advanced data visualization techniques.

This book stems from the 2nd Workshop on Distributed Cooperative Lab-
oratories – Instrumenting the Grid (INGRID 2007), held in Santa Margherita
Ligure, Italy, from April 16 to 18, 2007. All chapters are based on presen-
tations held at the workshop, either as keynote addresses, invited, or regular
contributions. The first workshop in this series was held in Sorrento, Italy, in
July 2005, within the framework of the International Tyrrhenian Workshop on
Digital Communications (TIWDC), and originated a previous publication in
edited book form by Springer on this streamline.

The INGRID Workshop and this book would not have been possi-
ble without the existence and activity of a number of European and Na-
tional projects that participated in the organization. In the first category, the
already-mentioned GRIDCC (http://www. gridcc.org) and RINGrid projects
(http://www.ringrid.eu) have played a major role. As regards national projects,
a Polish and an Italian effort have been involved, namely, VLAB (Virtual LAB-
oratory; http://vlab. psnc.pl) and CRIMSON (Cooperative Remote Intercon-
nected Measurement Systems Over Networks; http://www.prin-crimson.org).
In addition, a follow-up effort was the creation of the OGF (Open Grid Fo-
rum) research group called RISGE (Remote Instrumentation Services in Grid
Environment).

The book is structured into five parts, which contain each a number of chap-
ters on the theme of the part. Part I, Sensor Networks as Data Acquisition
Devices, covers aspects regarding the integration of WSNs into the Grid, data-
centric storage, decentralized detection, multi-hop WSNs, and consensus pro-
tocols.

Part II, Networking and the Grid, touches some points of interaction be-
tween the service layers and networking, the impact of biologically inspired
approaches on computer networking and on nanoscale biological networks,
network monitoring, and the optimization of specific networking software, also
in relation to Grid applications.

Part III is titled Instrumentation and Measurement and is dedicated to tele-
measurement platforms, instruments’ abstractions, metrological aspects, and
collaborative tools for e-Science, with the use of remote instrumentation.
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Part IV, Grid Resource Allocation, QoS, and Security, deals with brokering
techniques, QoS-aware workflows and QoS guarantees, knowledge spaces, ap-
proaches to Grid security, support of interactive applications; it also provides a
thorough overview and future directions of the CIMA middleware architecture
and ends with a glimpse on Web 2.0 and a comprehensive review of several
research activities and applications of this topic.

Part V is devoted to Applications and reports activities in a large number of
different fields: support of interactivity and its use in plasma physics visual-
ization; network performance monitoring in support of Grid applications; Grid
support for network emulation; remote operation of food engineering equip-
ment, automated irrigation systems, telecommunication devices, and particle
accelerators; 3D data analysis; parallel image processing; electronic very large
baseline interferometry (e-VLBI); digital libraries; workflow management in
biomedicine.

The book complements the previous volume in this series,1 by emphasizing
the role of Grid middleware and services in the domain of remote instrumen-
tation. In this respect, it is a first contribution to the discussion that initiated
in the framework of the OGF, with the already-mentioned recent creation of
the RISGE Research Group (http://forge.ogf.org/sf/projects/risge-rg). Its aim
is to set the basis for further development and, at the same time, to offer an
up-to-date and comprehensive overview of this field.

Franco Davoli
Norbert Meyer

Roberto Pugliese
Sandro Zappatore

1F. Davoli, S. Palazzo, S. Zappatore, Eds., Distributed Cooperative Laboratories: Networking, Instrumen-
tation, and Measurements, Springer, New York, NY, 2006; ISBN 0-387-29811-8.
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DATA-CENTRIC STORAGE IN NON-UNIFORM
SENSOR NETWORKS

M. Albano1, S. Chessa1,2, F. Nidito1, and S. Pelagatti1
1 Computer Science Department, University of Pisa, Largo Pontecorvo 3, 56127 Pisa, Italy,
2 Istituto di Scienza e Tecnologie dell’Informazione, Area della Ricerca, CNR di Pisa, S.Cataldo,
56100 Pisa, Italy

Abstract Dependable data storage in wireless sensor networks is becoming increasingly
important, due to the lack of reliability of the individual sensors. Recently, data-
centric storage (DCS) has been proposed to manage network-sensed data. DCS
reconsiders ideas and techniques successfully proposed in peer-to-peer systems
within the framework of wireless sensor networks. In particular it assumes that
data are uniquely named and data storage and retrieval is achieved using names
instead of sensor nodes addresses. In this chapter, we discuss the limitations of
previous approaches, and in particular of geographic hash tables (GHT), and in-
troduce DELiGHT, a protocol that provides fine QoS control by the user and
ensures even data distribution, also in non-uniform sensor networks. The merits
of DELiGHT have been evaluated through simulation in uniform and Gaussian-
distributed sensor networks. The simulation results show that the protocol pro-
vides a better load balancing than the previous proposals and that the QoS is
ensured without appreciable overhead.

1. INTRODUCTION

A sensor is a micro-system, which comprises a processor, one or more sens-
ing units (transducers), a radio transceiver and an embedded battery. A wire-
less sensor network (WSN) is a network formed by a large number of tiny and
inexpensive sensors that cooperate to perform measurement tasks [4]. Sensors
are spread in an environment (sensor field) without any predetermined infras-
tructure and cooperate to execute common monitoring tasks, which usually
consist in sensing environmental data. The sensed data are collected by an ex-
ternal sink node, when it is connected to the network. The sink node, which
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could be either static or mobile, is in turn accessed by the external operators
to retrieve the information gathered by the network. In a WSN, data can be
accessed according to different paradigms, which define sensor-to-sensor and
sensor-to-sink communications.

Recent paradigms [7,9,14] see the WSN as a distributed database. The WSN
is then “programmed” by the sink by sending queries to the sensors. Sensors
in turn reduce and filter the sensed data locally before sending an answer.

In this scenario, dependable in-network data storage is becoming increas-
ingly important, due to the lack of reliability of sensor nodes [3, 5, 11, 12].

In WSNs the content of data is generally more important than the address
of the sensor that has gathered the data. This naturally leads to data-centric
storage (DCS) [12], in which data are univocally named and the node in which
data are stored is determined by the name associated with them.

GHT [12] implements data-centric storage using geographic hash tables.
Each datum has a unique meta-datum (or name), which is hashed uniformly as
a coordinate in the sensing area, represented as a two-dimensional plane. GHT
implements two operations: put, which stores data, and get, which retrieves
them. In the put operation, the name of data to be stored is first hashed into
a location (x,y) in the sensing field. Then, GHT selects the closest sensor to
(x,y), which becomes the home node for that data. The home node is selected
using the GFG routing protocol [6]. GFG uses two operation modes: greedy
and perimeter. Each packet starts in the greedy mode, in which it is routed pro-
gressively closer to its destination at each hop. When a packet reaches a node
si whose neighbors are all farther than si to the destination, GFG switches to
the perimeter mode and the packet is forwarded using the right-hand rule (the
packet is forwarded on the next edge clockwise from the edge from which the
packet has been received). As soon as the packet reaches a node closer to des-
tination than the previous ones, it returns to the greedy mode. If the destination
(x,y) does not correspond to any sensor, GHT uses the perimeter mode of GFG
to locate all the sensors surrounding (x,y) (called the perimeter of (x,y)). The
closest sensor in the perimeter becomes the home node for (x,y). GHT stores a
copy of the data in the home node as well as in all the sensors belonging to the
perimeter. Storing on all the perimeter is essential to guarantee data persistence
also in presence of node faults. Data retrieval uses a get operation. The name
is first hashed into the destination (x,y), then GFG is used to route the request
to (x,y). When the request reaches a node in the perimeter of (x,y), the data
are returned back to the sender. Replicating all data on the perimeter of (x,y) is
a simple choice, which allows to use GFG with almost no changes and which
can work quite well on very large sensing fields with uniformly distributed sen-
sors. However, this choice has two important drawbacks. The first one is that in
non-uniformly distributed sensor networks the number of data stored on each
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sensor can be very different. This leads to load unbalance (a few nodes need to
answer many gets) and to rapid consumption of sensor batteries. The second
problem is related to dependability and QoS. In GHT, the user has no means to
ask for better dependability for a really important datum. This is because the
number of replicas of each datum depends only on the GFG perimeter around
the home node of its meta-datum.

Other data-centric storage for sensor networks [3, 5, 11] differ from GHT in
terms of algorithms used to compute the set of sensors that should store a given
data, but like GHT they fail to address QoS in data dependability and they do
not address issues related to sensors distribution.

Our work originates from GHT. In some previous work, we proposed Q-
NiGHT [1,2], in which we implemented QoS using geographic hash functions.
In Q-NiGHT, a user can specify an extra parameter for put operations which
tell the system the level of QoS (i.e., the number of replicas) required for a
given datum. Then, the protocol takes care of spreading exactly this number
of replicas in the surroundings of the home node. Results show that Q-NiGHT
was actually able to provide QoS with small extra overhead with respect to
original GHT puts and gets. However, to reach these results, Q-NiGHT needed
to know exact sensor distribution function in advance, showing poor results
and load unbalance when the actual sensor distribution was different.

In this chapter we propose DELiGHT (Density Estimation for Load bal-
ancing in Geographic Hash Tables), a novel DCS protocol, which moves from
GHT and Q-NiGHT in order to provide QoS control and good load balance
among sensors in WSNs of any (possibly changing) distribution. DELiGHT
uses a strategy similar to the rejection method [10] to build a hash function
biased with sensor distribution. This spreads data more evenly among nodes.
In addition, DELiGHT can provide QoS with different redundancy techniques.
We detail the protocol using pure replication, allowing the user to choose the
number of replicas required for a given datum. We conduct detailed simulations
of DELiGHT , Q-NiGHT and GHT and compare the results obtained with re-
spect to the load of each sensor (i.e., the number of data stored in each node)
and the number of messages needed for data storage and retrieval. Results show
the good performance of DELiGHT on different sensors distributions in terms
of both protocol costs and load balance.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the problems of
load unbalance in GHT in more detail, presenting the results of simulations car-
ried on with uniform and Gaussian distributions. Section 3 presents the density
estimation technique used in the protocol. Then, Section 4 details DELiGHT
and discusses how different redundancy techniques can be incorporated in the
protocol. Finally, Section 5 reports on the simulation of our protocol and com-
pares its performance with plain GHT. Conclusions are presented in Section 6.
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2. LOAD UNBALANCE IN GHT

GHT [12] implements data-centric storage using geographic hash tables and
the GFG protocol. We have already discussed how the protocol works in Sec-
tion 1. Here, we discuss the behavior of GHT, w.r.t. load balancing. In partic-
ular, we describe a simulation experiment which gives better insights into the
protocol behavior and settle some motivations for our proposal.

Our experiment is organized as follows. In order to measure the degree of
unbalance of GHT on realistic scenarios, we simulated a flat square sensing
field, with a 400 m side. Each node has circular transmission range with 10 m
radius. In this area, we simulated several WSNs ranging from 3600 to 20,000
sensors, which correspond to a mean network density ranging in (8,40). For
each density, we randomly generated 100 networks with uniform distribution.
For each network, we compute the mean and the variance of the number of
nodes found in a GFG perimeter as follows. For each sensor network the simu-
lator randomly selects 1000 points and, for each point, it computes the number
of nodes in the perimeter surrounding the point. GFG needs to work with a
planar graph in order for the perimeter mode to behave correctly. We assume
to planarize graphs using the GG (Gabriel Graph) [8] algorithm. Figure 1a
shows that, as the network density increases, the average number of nodes in a
perimeter decreases. However, the actual number of nodes remains highly vari-
able. This variance is partly due to the behavior of nodes in the outer part of the
sensing area, since in that area the probability of having very long perimeters
(i.e., following the whole border) is high. With low densities, the probability
that a random point belongs to the exterior of the network (and thus it is asso-
ciated to the external perimeter) is not negligible.

Perimeters on the border. In order to understand this border effect, we per-
formed another set of simulations in which the sensing networks are generated

Figure 1. Mean and variance of perimeters (number of nodes) measured for different densities
with GG planarization
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in the same way as above but the external area is not used to store data. We “cut
away” 5% of the area from each border, for a total of 19% of the total area. We
randomly generate 1000 points in the white area and again measure the length
of each perimeter and compute the mean and the variance. Figure 1b shows the
results we computed. The mean and the variance improve if the border nodes
are left out, but the standard deviation remains high, leading to a high load
unbalance in the nodes.

Non-uniform sensor distribution. In order to understand the behavior of
GHT with non-uniform sensor distribution, we repeated our experiments using
a Gaussian function (σ = 1 with maximum on the center of the area) for dis-
tributing sensors. The function is structured to have the 99 percentile matching
the area. The results are shown in Figure 2. The behavior is much worse than
with uniform distribution because GHT uses a uniform hash function indepen-
dently of the real distribution of the sensors. This brings to a pathological state
of load unbalance that is due to the different quantity of data that must be man-
aged by an equal number of sensors: A sensor on the border of the deployment
area must manage a quantity of data that is larger than the quantity managed
by a sensor in the center of the network.

Load unbalance and QoS. Another issue with GHT is that there is no
way to control the QoS provided for each datum. Since the point (x,y) is ob-
tained computing a hash function h on its associated meta-data M, the selection
of the sensors candidate for storage is in practice independent of the impor-
tance of the datum. In principle this ensures the same treatment for each stored
datum. However, if the meta-datum M is particularly popular and many sen-
sors generate data described by M, the sensors located in the perimeter around
(x,y) = h(M) would be burdened with a high storage and communication load.
For this reason the authors of GHT [12] introduce the technique of structured

Figure 2. Mean and variance of GHT perimeters for different WSNs densities, Gaussian sen-
sor distribution
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replication that replicates the same datum in different sub-areas. However, nei-
ther GHT nor the structured replication ensures that the level of redundancy
associated to a data is related to the importance of the data itself: GHT as-
sures only the same average treatment of each stored data. Another aspect is
that, although the average level of redundancy of the meta-datum is constant,
in practice it can vary significantly (due to the fact that each geographic point
is surrounded by a different perimeter), even in case of uniform distribution of
the sensors.

3. DISTRIBUTION ESTIMATION

GHT is designed to work on uniform networks and the hash function is a
plain uniform hash function. When the network is randomly distributed the
sensors can be distributed in a non-uniform way. This may bring to a patholog-
ical state of load unbalancing. To ensure data load-balancing DELiGHT must
be able to spread data following a function fitting the distribution of the sensors
in the environment.

In DELiGHT, this problem is addressed using a generic hash function (de-
tailed in Section 4.2). This function takes two input parameters: The first one
is the meta-datum to hash and the second one is the probability distribution
function with which we want to spread the data in the network.

A solution that uses the actual distribution of the sensors is impracticable
because this distribution can be unknown or it may vary with time, and measur-
ing the number of neighbors of each sensor and broadcasting the information
is too expensive in terms of energy consumption. Thus, to use the non-uniform
hash function technique, DELiGHT must be able to approximate the actual
distribution of the nodes during the lifetime of the network.

The DELiGHT architecture exploits the measurement of a limited number
of sensors (probes) using an estimation function, in order to approximate the
actual distribution function of the nodes.

At network startup, the sink chooses a number of geographical points in the
network and sends them an initialization message. The message is routed by
GFG and the sensors that are the closest to each of the selected geographical
points detect their number of neighbors. Then they store this information in
the network using the put operation of DELiGHT under the assumption of
uniform nodes’ distribution, using Probed Distribution (PD) as key.

Every node that needs to estimate the distribution of the sensors does a
get operation to retrieve the measurements. Then, the sensor uses the es-
timation function to calculate the distribution. In front of frequent topology
modifications, it is possible for the probes to detect periodically their num-
ber of neighbors to update the estimation function. The tradeoff between the
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communication cost of the distribution of probe’s measurements and the fi-
delity of the estimation is evaluated in Section 5.

Probes’ selection algorithm chooses the geographical points in a regular
pattern, as shown in Figure 3. The number of probes is k2, and the Cartesian
axis of the network area is divided in to k + 1 segments. All the segments on
the x-axis have the same length, except the first and the last, which have half
length. The y-axis is divided in the same way. The geographical points are on
the convergence of the delimiters of the segment. We set k2 = 25, which proved
a good tradeoff as shown in Section 5. Thus, the first and last segments of the
x-axis are 10% of the x range, and each other segment is 20% of the range.

The estimation function is the weighted mean of the density measured by the
three nearest probes, with the weight equal to 1 divided by the squared distance
from the probes, or, in formulae, the density estimation for the geographical
point (x,y) is

Figure 3. Geographical points chosen for nine probes
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ρ(x,y) =
∑3

i=1
di

(x−xi)2+(y−yi)2

∑3
i=1

1
(x−xi)2+(y−yi)2

(1)

with (xi,yi,di) probes, respectively, the coordinates and the number of
neighbors of the three nearest probes.

4. DELIGHT: EXTENDING GEOGRAPHIC HASH
TABLES WITH DENSITY ESTIMATION

In the initialization phase of DELiGHT the sink node selects the set of ge-
ographical points to be used to probe the network density and sends the ini-
tialization message to these points using GFG [6] as discussed in Section 3.
Once the network density had been probed and stored in the network using the
put operation of DELiGHT under the assumption of uniform distribution of
the nodes, DELiGHT is full functional and can be used to store data by any
node in the network taking into account the nodes’ distribution.

To this purpose DELiGHT offers a modified version of the put and get op-
erations. The first time a node performs either a put or a get, it preliminarily
acquires PD (the Probed Distribution). The put and get operations
are detailed next.

4.1 The put and get Operations

During the initialization, PROBED, a state variable which corresponds to
meta-datum PD, is set to NULL. The get operation is used to retrieve a datum
described by a meta-data (which could also be PD itself). It takes as parameter
a key (the meta-data) and exploits the information about network distribution
stored in PROBED, if available. If PROBED is NULL, then the get first ac-
quires PROBED. This is achieved since the position of the nodes that stored
PROBED can be computed using the function RejectionHash over meta-
data PD and assuming uniform distribution of the nodes (Figure 4).

Otherwise, if PROBED is available, it directly computes the location of the
desired data using the function RejectionHash over the input meta-data
and using PROBED as distribution of the nodes.

In DELiGHT the interface of the put includes, along with the meta-data K
and the data D, a parameter Q expressing the desired QoS. put uses PROBED,
a state variable, to estimate the distribution of the sensors. If PROBED is not
available, it is first retrieved using a get operation with meta-datum PD. Then
the algorithm calculates the geographical coordinates (x,y) and it routes the re-
quest to the home node for (x,y). In turn the home node will apply the dispersal
protocol, which is presented in Section 4.3. The dispersal protocol stores the
datum D, using Q as a parameter of the dependability required for the data, in
terms of number of replicas required for the data (Figure 5).
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get(K) {
if (PROBED == NULL OR K == PD) {

(x,y) ← RejectionHash(PD, UNIFORM)
Route the request towards (x,y) using GFG
PROBED is set to the received PD

}
if( K != PD ) {

// now PD is available
(x,y) ← RejectionHash(K, PROBED)
Route the request towards (x,y) using GFG
Return the received data associated to key K

}
}

Figure 4. get(K) algorithm

put(K,D,Q) {
if (PROBED == NULL )

PROBED ← get(PD)
// now PD is available
(x,y) ← RejectionHash(K, PROBED)
Route the request to the home node for (x,y) using GFG
Store datum D using the dispersal protocol

}

Figure 5. put(k,D,Q) algorithm

4.2 Non-uniform Hashing

A hash function h(k) is a kind of pseudo-random number generator: Starting
from a seed (in our case the key k) it produces an output (in our case a value in
R2) such that for near values of the key, the hashed values must be distant. With
this consideration in mind, we define a new hash function based on the rejec-
tion method [10], but with some differences. Rejection method is a technique
used in random number generation to produce random numbers following any
probability distribution, with limited dominion. The basic idea is the follow-
ing: The probability function is boxed and we generate uniform random values
in the box. If the value generated is below the distribution function, the value is
accepted and returned. Otherwise we randomly generate new points in the box
until a value is below the function. Notice that in principle there is a non-null
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Figure 6. Mean and variance of GHT perimeters for different WSNs densities, Gaussian sen-
sor distribution and non uniform hashing

probability of non-termination because any number of subsequent values can
be generated all above the function. In practice, a good uniform hash grants
to generate values in the box. The function RejectionHash returns a pair
(x,y) of coordinates where to place data from its key k, belonging to the esti-
mated PD. Instead of using uniform randomization, it uses random hashing on
the key. At each iteration, if necessary, it changes lightly the key in a determin-
istic way. Figure 6 shows a good behavior of the non-uniform hash function.
RejectionHash fits well the sensor distribution in the data dissemination
strategy with a good global load balancing. These results are better than the
results provided with uniform distribution and uniform hashing (Figure 1a and
b). This is due to the Gaussian distribution of the nodes that does not have a
border effect as evident as in the uniform distribution.

4.3 The Dispersal Protocol

As in GHT we call home node the sensor sd (of coordinates (x′,y′)) geo-
graphically nearest to the destination coordinates. The home node naturally
receives the packet as a consequence of applying GFG. Upon the reception of
packet Pp, sensor sd begins a dispersal protocol, which selects Q sensors to
store a copy of <M,D>. The dispersal protocol is iterative and uses the concept
of ball. Given a sensor sd of coordinates (x,y), we denote with B(x,y)(r) the
ball centered in (x,y) of radius r, that is the set of sensors that are within a
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Euclidean distance r from (x,y). n the first iteration sd broadcasts a replica of
D to all the sensors included in the ball B(x′,y′)(r). r is chosen in order to reach
the Q sensors nearest to (x,y) with high probability. In simulations, to com-
pute r, we use a simple strategy based on the density estimation calculated as
in Section 3. Using this heuristic, we have experimented that the method con-
verges in no more than two iterations. Each sensor receiving a replica responds
with an acknowledgment to sd. Sensor sd confirms the Q−1 acknowledgments
received from the sensors geographically nearest to (x,y) and disregards the
others. The confirmation requires an extra packet sent by sd. Sensors which re-
ceive the confirmation keep the data while the other sensors will disregard the
data after a timeout. If sd receives Q′ < Q acknowledgments, then it executes
another iteration of the dispersal protocol with r = 2r in which it considers only
the sensors in B(x′,y′)(2r)−B(x′,y′)(r). The dispersal protocol stops as soon as Q
sensors have been hired or the outermost perimeter has been reached. When a
node sg of coordinates (r,z) executes get(M) it first computes (x,y) = h(M)
and sends a query packet Pg=<(x,y),<(r,z),M>> using the GFG proto-
col. In turn, packet Pg will reach the perimeter surrounding (x,y) and it will
start turning around the perimeter. Eventually, the packet will reach either the
home node or another node containing a replica of the data D associated to M.
This node will stop packet Pg and will send the required data back to sg. The
complexity of the put protocol clearly depends upon the choice of r as this
determines the number of iterations made to successfully place the Q repli-
cas. However, if we know the distribution of sensors f , for any given (x′,y′),
coordinates of sd, and Q, it is possible to fix r in such a way that, with high
probability, at least Q sensors belong to the ball B(x′,y′)(r).

4.4 Behavior in Case of Faults

If some of the nodes holding the replicas of <M,D> fail, our protocol ensures
graceful degradation of data availability. Due to GFG protocol, any get with
key M is routed to the node geographically nearest to (x,y) = h(M) (home node
of M). If the faulty node is not the home node, the protocol implicitly discards
it. If this is not the case, the second nearest node in the perimeter is always
included in the ball built by our protocol.

5. SIMULATIONS AND RESULTS

In this section, we discuss the results of our simulation. We simulated a
square with a 400 m side, with sensor transmission range of a perfect 10 m ra-
dius circle. We assumed a density of 14 and performed 2000 put operations
with randomly generated meta-data using both GHT and DELiGHT. In these
trials, DELiGHT uses a pure replication QoS with 15 replicas for each datum.
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Figure 7. Average load of sensors

Figure 7 compares the behavior of GHT (graphics a,c,e) and DELiGHT (graph-
ics b,d,f ). Charts (a,b) consider uniform sensor distribution and uniform hash-
ing, (c,d) Gaussian sensor distribution and uniform hashing and finally (e,f)
Gaussian sensor distribution and Gaussian hashing. In all graphs, the x-axis
shows the different load (e.g., number of data) on a node and the y-axis shows
the number of nodes storing exactly this number of data. Values on the y-axis
follow a logarithmic scale for better comprehension. We can notice that DE-
LiGHT reaches better load balance even in the uniform case (graphs a,b), while
from graphs (c,d) it is evident that DELiGHT reaches better load balance even
in the uniform case. Figure 7c and d shows the average load of sensors in case
of Gaussian sensor distribution and uniform hashing. GHT shows its usual un-
balance problems, while DELiGHT is able to balance the load (despite uniform
hashing) because it keeps replica distribution localized and avoids replication
on long perimeters (which happens with GHT in low-density areas). This be-
havior is even more evident in Figure 7e and f in which we compare the load of
GHT and DELiGHT in case of Gaussian distribution of sensors and Gaussian
hashing.

Evaluating puts and gets. Figure 8 shows the mean and standard devia-
tion of the cost of the basic put and get operations (number of hops needed to
store a data). We performed 2000 puts and 2000 gets with randomly chosen
meta-data. The QoS for DELiGHT is again pure replication with 15 replicas for
each datum. In all graphs, the x-axis shows the sensor density in the network
and the y-axis the operation cost measured. Graphs in the first row compare
the cost of a put operation in GHT (a) and DELiGHT (b). The put is much
more efficient in DELiGHT as it keeps the replicas localized in a ball without
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Figure 8. Mean and standard deviation of the costs (number of hops) of put and get with
Gaussian distribution

following long perimeters across the network. On the other hand, Figure 8c
and d shows the mean and standard deviation of the cost of a get operation
with GHT (c) and DELiGHT (d). The cost of DELiGHT is greater than GHT.
This is due to the fact that in GHT, as soon as a get request hits a node in the
perimeter it immediately finds the data; on the other hand, using DELiGHT
that request must travel until it reaches the replication ball, which may need
more hops. In fact, if meta-data is hashed outside the external perimeter, a
get operation could mean traversing the entire network before hitting the ball
where the data was stored.

Note, however, that the higher costs incurred in the get of DELiGHT is
largely counterbalanced by the much larger cost of the put of GHT, and that
this additional cost also provides load balance and QoS in the network. Note
also that the put operations are expected to be much more common than gets
during the network lifetime.

Density estimation evaluation. In this section we show the results of the
simulations that we performed to select an estimation function to approximate
the sensor distribution.
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Section 3 details the motivation to have an heuristic that estimates the den-
sity of the sensors.

The geographical points to place the probes are chosen as a regular pattern
of k2 points. We performed simulations with k2 = 9,16,25,36,49.

Let Ax,y be the area around the geographical point (x,y) of which we want
to estimate the density, and (xi,yi,di) the coordinates and the density measured
by the probes. The estimation functions that we test are

1. The mathematical mean of the densities measured by the probes

2. The theoretical density of the network

3. The density measured by the nearest probe

4. ρ(x,y) =
∑i

di
(x−xi)2+(y−yi)2

∑i
1

(x−xi)2+(y−yi)2
with the summation performed on all the probes of

the network

5. ρ(x,y) =
∑3

i
di

(x−xi)2+(y−yi)2

∑3
i

1
(x−xi)2+(y−yi)2

with the summation performed on the three probes

that are closer to (x,y).

The difference between heuristics 4 and 5 is that the latter performs the
weighted mean only on the three probes of the PD (Probed Density) that
are closer to (x,y) while the former uses the entire PD.

The other simulation parameters are

Network area is a square with a 400 m side.

Sensor transmission range is 10 m.

The number of sensors is between 3600 and 20,000.

Sensor distribution can be uniform or Gaussian.

The performance of the estimation is measured using the χ2 of the estima-
tion with a number of degrees of freedom equal to the number of nodes minus
the number of probes. The χ2 is divided by the number of degrees of freedom.
As shown in [13], the χ2 function should approach 1.

Note that the Gaussian distribution is approximated using polynomial func-
tions. The motivation is that we look for a general solution to the estima-
tion problem. Thus, we do not exploit the knowledge of the real distribution
function.

The results of the simulations show that a uniform distribution of sensors is
estimated equally well by every estimation function we proposed. More inter-
esting are the results on Gaussian-distributed WSNs.
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Figure 9. χ2 for different heuristics. From top to bottom, Heuristics 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5

The first two heuristics have a lousy performance. In fact, they calculate a
global estimation, independent of the geographical point the density is esti-
mated on.

Heuristic 3 performs slightly better, but it does not implement a real inter-
polation of the densities measured by the probes.

Heuristic 4 does a poor job, caused by the non-locality of the data that are
used in the estimation.

Heuristic 5 significantly outperforms the other heuristics. The χ2 cannot
approach 1, because the estimation function we used is not a Gaussian.

Figure 9a shows a comparison of the different heuristics with 25 probes.
Figure 9b shows the same comparison with 49 probes. The behaviors of the
estimation functions are clearly visible, and it is seen that the quality of the
approximation with more than 25 probes does not provide significant improve-
ments, while with less than 25 probes the quality is poor.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, we discussed the limitations of the GHT in practical WSNs
and we have proposed a new protocol (DELiGHT) which overcomes these
limitations and allows a fine QoS control by the user. DELiGHT corrects the
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ill-behavior of GHT in three ways: (1) It uses non-uniform hash tables, which
allow a much more balanced distribution of data across the WSN when sen-
sors are distributed in a non-uniform way. (2) The dispersal protocol used in
DELiGHT allows the user to control the number of replicas of a given da-
tum (using the quality of service parameters in the put). (3) Data replicas are
placed in sensors which are “as close as possible” to the home node, which
results in much more balanced load on all the WSNs. The merits of DELiGHT
have been evaluated through simulation in uniform and Gaussian-distributed
WSNs. The results show that the protocol performs a better load balancing
with respect to GHT and has a smaller cost for put operations.
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Abstract Grids of computing and storage resources have been extended with a new type
of resources, the instruments, in what is referred to as instrumentation grids.
Sensor grids can be viewed as an instance of instrumentation grids, whereby
wireless sensor networks are integrated within a distributed computing/storage
resource-sharing environment. They enable wireless sensor networks with com-
puting power, high-capacity storage and standardized interaction with users and
other sensor networks. In this chapter we propose a sensor grid based on the
architecture and services of the instrumentation grid as developed within the
GRIDCC project. We also present a sensor grid testbed and application that we
deployed to study and improve our architecture.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, grid computing has evolved as a platform for the coordinated
sharing of distributed and heterogeneous resources over the network amongst
dynamic virtual organizations. Today’s existing implementations have focused
on computational and data grids. They address the requirements for high com-
putational power and data storage for applications with increasing demands in
fields like high-energy physics, meteorology and biomedical computations.

Recently, along with computing elements and storage elements new types
of resources – instruments – are joining grid infrastructures.

Instruments share common needs like the possibility to be accessed and
monitored remotely and introduce requirements for real-time or highly inter-
active operation with computing grid resources. Instrumentation grids focus
on the creation of a coherent collection of services that can allow the remote
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configuration of partitions and controls of a physical instrument and a better
integration with the computational grid. Instrumentation grids introduce a new
type of resource, the instrument element (IE) [7] that is equivalent to the com-
puting elements (CE) and storage element (SE) of computational grids.

Inside the IE, a set of Web Service interfaces called VIGS (virtual instru-
ment grid service) enables users to remotely access physical instruments. In
addition the IE provides facilities for interactive co-operation between com-
puting grid resources and applications that have real-time requirements or need
fast interaction with CEs and SEs.

Wireless sensor networks are increasingly being deployed in many impor-
tant applications that require interaction between computer systems and the
physical world. They allow high-resolution (dense) observation of the physical
environment and they increase the quantity and quality of real-world data for
applications. Examples of sensor network applications include weather moni-
toring, healthcare monitoring of patients, security surveillance and smart home
management [4,6].

Sensor grids extend the grid paradigm to add sensors as new types of
resources in the network. A sensor grid is the result of the integration of mul-
tiple and isolated sensor networks with each other, in order to form a large
overlay network, and with the existing grid resources and services.

Sensor networks greatly enhance their functionality by being organized
according to the grid architecture and interworking with computational stor-
age grids. First of all data from a larger number of sensors can be collected to
increase the resolution of the observation space and to enable new distributed
algorithms to be applied on disperse sensors data. Second, data can be redi-
rected to storage and computing elements, complementing the sensor networks
with computational power and storage capacity.

Sensor grid is a relatively new area of research. Design and implementa-
tion of such a system needs to address issues like interconnection of dissim-
ilar devices, routing, scalability, availability, quality of service, security and
scheduling.

We propose a sensor grid architecture based on the instrumentation grid plat-
form to address these issues. The rationale behind this approach is that a sensor
network, being a set of spatially distributed autonomous devices, has similar
requirements for remote access, management and interaction with computing
grid, as other instruments do.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present
the instrumentation grid infrastructure as it is implemented in the GRIDCC
project. In Section 3 we discuss how sensor networks can benefit from integra-
tion with the instrumentation grid in more detail. In Section 4 we describe the
setup of our prototype sensor grid testbed, and finally Section 5 concludes the
chapter.
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2. THE GRIDCC PROJECT

“Grid enabled Remote Instrumentation with Distributed Control and Com-
putation” (GRIDCC) [7] is a project funded by the European Community,
aimed at providing access to and control of distributed complex instrumen-
tation.

The GRIDCC system allows managing, maintaining and exploiting hetero-
geneous instrumentation and acquisition devices by providing the users with
standardized interfaces and common working environments. This is achieved
through the properties of isolation from the physical network and from the
peculiarities of the instrumentation, granted by standard middleware, together
with secure and flexible mechanisms to seek, access and aggregate distributed
resources.

The core services of the system are shown in Figure 1 and can be summa-
rized as follows:

1. Virtual control room (VCR): Provides a common set of collaboration tools
and allows users to build complex workflows, which are then submitted to
the execution services, and to directly monitor and control remote instru-
ments in real time.

2. Compute elements (CE) and storage elements (SE): Provide access to
computing and storage resources, which are common place in grid
infrastructures.

Figure 1. The GRIDCC services
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3. Execution services (ES): Control the execution of the workflows defined
by the user in the VCR, maintaining the status of the tasks that make up
the workflow. Also, they support the advance reservation of resources. This
information is passed to the user in the VCR upon request.

4. Problem solver (PS): Offers automated problem solving in a grid environ-
ment at two levels. The first, local to a given instrument element, allows
solving problems related to functionalities of a given instrument. The sec-
ond, that is global, allows solving system-wide problems.

5. Security services (SS): GRIDCC uses a split security system. When inter-
acting with components of other grids the GSI security will be used and the
users will be identified by their X.509 proxy certificate. When interacting
with the IE the user will be identified by a Kerberos ticket to decrease the
overhead of complex public key cryptography.

6. Information service (IS): Stores information about resources and provides
such information to the ES and VCR to discover available and appropriate
resources.

7. Monitoring service (MS): This service uses a publish/subscribe system to
disseminate monitoring data.

8. Instrument element (IE): This is a unique concept to GRIDCC. It consists
of a coherent collection of services which provide all the functionality to
configure partition and control the physical instrument.

Overall, the GRIDCC system provides with the tools necessary to dis-
cover and interact with appropriate real-life instruments and in addition to
visualize them in a control room, define complex workflows to combine ser-
vices and connect them with other grid resources, all in a secure standardized
environment.

3. INTEGRATION OF SENSOR NETWORKS
WITH INSTRUMENTATION GRIDS

In this section we discuss the integration of wireless sensor networks with
instrumentation grids, creating a sensor grid, and discuss the benefits of this
approach.

In Figure 2 we depict the architecture of a sensor grid that utilizes compo-
nents from the instrumentation grid structure.

The most important building block is the integration of the sensor network
within the instrument element. The instrument element’s internal structure
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Figure 2. Sensor grid architecture

allows this kind of interaction by the implementation of a specific module,
the instrument manager (IM). IMs are the internal modules of IEs that act as
the mediators between the actual devices and the IE. In a wireless sensor net-
work (WSN) the IM does not need to connect with all sensors. A single sen-
sor, referred to as the sink sensor, can act as the cluster head, responsible for
collecting information from the network and reporting it to higher layers for
further processing.

The IM is composed of sub-modules responsible for keeping the state of
the sensors in a state machine, publishing monitoring data and collecting and
storing observation data. Especially for data movement, the IE can send all
data directly to SEs with the data mover module. The IE can also detect prob-
lems or errors in the sensor network with the help of the local problem solver
module

Once the IE connects to the WSN, it enables users of the wired grid network
to access and exploit them as they would do with all other shared resources.
Communications between the components on the wired part of the sensor grid
are based on standard grid protocols (Web Services) to ensure interoperability
and reusability with heterogeneous client applications.
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3.1 Interconnection and Networking

Connectivity of wireless sensors is of an ad hoc nature (no pre-determined
network hierarchy), exhibiting low bandwidth, high latency and susceptible
to faults due to noise and signal degradation from environmental factors. On
the other hand, grid connections are fast and reliable, based on high-quality
Internet infrastructures. They use web standards to hide the low-level internal
details of the resources to make applications technology agnostic.

Sensor grids require that sensor networks interconnect with the computing
grid, so reliable networking and standardization protocols need to be intro-
duced in the sensors. Since a sensor is by definition a lightweight power-limited
device, it cannot have multiple interfaces to implement the complex function-
ality of reliable networking protocols.

The IE acts as a proxy that bridges the wireless sensor network with the
wired grid network. Control messages, monitoring data and measurements are
transformed from the binary protocols of the wireless devices to XML mes-
sages and vice versa. This approach exhibits several benefits. First, the extra
load of communication with demanding protocols is handled outside the sen-
sor network, thus preserving the battery power of the sensors for its main tasks.
In addition, the interface of the IE, the virtual instrument grid service (VIGS),
is based on standard Web Services specifications and is already compatible for
deployment in a grid environment.

3.2 Scalability

A highly desirable feature in sensor applications is the ability to add more
sensors to a single network or more sensor networks to a sensor grid without
the need to update the software architecture. An application should be able
to receive data from heterogeneous sensor networks, from different domains,
and combine their abilities to create a large-scale sensor infrastructure in a
dynamic nature.

Adding a sensor to a standalone network is simple. The sensor network de-
tects the new node; its data are passed to the cluster head sensor that is con-
nected to an IM, and from there to the IE and the grid network.

Adding a new sensor network is also a relatively straightforward procedure.
First it is required that a new IE is instantiated with the appropriate IM that
will interact with the new sensor network. The next step is to update the in-
formation service (a GRIDCC service) with the existence and capabilities of
the new resource. After the resource and services catalogue is updated, client
applications can discover and use this new resource.

With the help of the GRIDCC execution service users can create complex
workflows to collect data from a large number of sensor networks dynamically
and redirect them to storage and computing elements for further analysis. This
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process is not hard-coded and can be updated to include resources as they come
and go in the grid network without the need to update software modules. From
a virtual control room administrators can monitor the state and health of all the
sensor networks and manage them accordingly.

3.3 Availability

Sensor nodes rely on limited battery power. Since the collected data can be
critical, algorithms to increase the availability of the nodes are crucial.

The IE gathers monitoring data and, with the help of the local problem solver
(PS), can react to changing conditions in the standalone network. If the IE
detects a drop in the available power of the sensors it can reconfigure sensors
to increase their lifespan (e.g., tune their power or switch them off ). The PS
supports rule-based algorithms and neural network, already developed within
GRIDCC, but its modular architecture allows other algorithms for detection
and reaction to be implemented and deployed to the system as plugins.

The monitoring service (MS) constantly updates with its publish/subscribe
mechanism all interested parties, whether they are users at the virtual control
room, the global problem solver or a custom application. The MS provides
information on all sensor networks that participate in the grid, so decisions on
increasing availability can be based on a global understanding of the state of
all the resources and not on an isolated observation of a single resource.

3.4 Scheduling and Partitioning

Sensor grids allow multiple users and applications to share the same re-
sources. To ensure that the sensors availability is not depleted by an overload
of requests and that users do not interfere with each other, the platform has to
provide scheduling and partitioning mechanisms. This applies to both the local
scale, where a single resource can be partitioned to smaller parts, and the global
scale where multiple resources from different domains can be combined.

A module of the IE, the resource service, provides users with the ability
to partition a locally controlled network. A user can lock a subset of a sensor
network for an application.

On a global scale, the execution service (ES) provides with the ability to
lock a set of resources from more than one IE. The ES accepts reservation
requests from users and aims at satisfying them in a single transaction, taking
into account all reservations scheduled by other users.

3.5 Quality of Service

Quality of service (QoS) on a sensor grid determines whether sensor re-
sources are provided efficiently, according to user requirements, using appro-
priate discovery and scheduling services.
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The specification of the user’s requirements should be described at a higher
level, avoiding low-level technical details. A mechanism that maps these re-
quirements to specific low-level configurations on the sensor networks is re-
quired. A user request will typically address parameters like amount of sensors,
memory, bandwidth and latency. The service that interfaces with resources has
to be able to export information on these parameters to external users and grid
applications in general.

Once the appropriate resources are identified, a user must be able to reserve
them in advance. This is tightly coupled to the scheduling and partitioning
mechanisms. The QoS-enabled reservation service must utilize the existing
mechanisms for scheduling and partitioning of resources, but at the same time
needs to be adaptive in nature and be able to consider changes on the states
of the resources. For example it must take into account changes in resource
availability (power status), network topology, bandwidth and latency in order
to select the resources that meet the requirements not only on the present time
but also in the future with a high probability of success.

The IE has an embedded service that measures QoS parameters (e.g., la-
tency) and provides this information to the other components of the grid net-
work. The component that is more concerned with this information is the exe-
cution service (ES).

The ES receives as input a workflow accompanied with a desired level of
quality of services participating in the workflow. This is based on standard
XML formats like BPEL [1] and describes the QoS demands in a high level.
The virtual control room has a module that helps users to write the workflow
document, as BPEL is very complex in nature to write manually. The ES analy-
ses the workflow and, using information on the state and abilities of the sensor
resources, it identifies a set of resources that meet the desired requirements.
The ES subsequently proceeds with the actual reservation using the scheduling
mechanism of the IEs.

3.6 Security

Security is of utmost importance in any grid system. Organizations will not
share their resources unless there is a guarantee that they will be protected in
terms of authentication and authorization. An authentication and authorization
infrastructure (AAI) enables a distributed community to form virtual organiza-
tions [3].

Wireless sensor networks are prone to security problems such as the com-
promising and tampering of sensor nodes, eavesdropping of sensor data and
communication and denial of service attacks. Techniques to address these
problems include sensor node authentication, efficient encryption, secure
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MAC, etc. Some of these techniques are essential for the sensor network to
filter the dataflow from and to authenticated-only nodes and the IE.

In sensor grids we also need to ensure that once a sensor network joins the
grid fabric it is protected from malicious users. The key issue here is to allow
access of an authorized and authenticated user to a sensor through a single
controlled and secure channel. In our sensor grid architecture the instrument
element is the only entry point for managing the sensor network resources.
As this element is protected by well-established grid-secure mechanisms, it
secures all instruments related to it.

4. TESTBED SETUP AND IMPLEMENTATION

Our wireless sensor testbed network at NTUA (NETMODE Laboratory)
consists of 15 Tmote Sky motes [5]. These motes feature a 250 kbps 2.4 GHz
IEEE 802.15.4 Chipcon radio, an integrated onboard antenna with 125 m
range, integrated humidity and temperature sensors, ultra low current con-
sumption, fast wakeup from sleep (< 6�s), hardware link – layer encryption
and authentication and programming – data collection via USB.

At present we have deployed a sensor grid as shown in Figure 3 where sen-
sors in different computer rooms are monitoring the room temperature, and

Figure 3. Testbed/application architecture
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GRIDCC’s IE and other services are collecting them and creating graphs for
the users to view.

In more detail, we have installed the following components:

1. In each room we have deployed two sensors. One is acting as the monitoring
probe and is placed inside the computer room. The other one is acting as the
base station and collects the data from the probe. The location of the base
station can be anywhere, limited to the probes transmission range. The base
station is also connected to a PC via USB.

2. For each base station we have installed an instrument element that collects
the data and makes them available to clients of the wired network.

3. One Web Service, the Graph Service, that takes as input monitoring data
and creates MRTG graphs as output.

Figure 4. Application workflow
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4. One execution service that orchestrates the flow of information in the wired
network.

The application lifecycle is implemented as the workflow shown in Figure 4.
First the execution service initializes some parameters like endpoints and local
variables. It then invokes in parallel the instrument elements function that re-
turns the values of the monitoring data. Next the values are copied to a variable
that is the input for the Graph Service which is in turn invoked. Finally we run
the recalculate graphs function of the service.

We have implemented the application workflow in BPEL and we are running
it in circles of 5 min. The result of the workflow is the web page shown in
Figure 5.

In another deployed workflow, the data from the sensors are collected from
the corresponding IEs and are then stored in a storage element. Grid jobs are

Figure 5. Web page with monitoring graphs
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then submitted to a CE to analyze them as required. For this example we have
used IASA’s node, which is part of the EGEE grid [2], and consists of 44 HP
DL140 servers, 4 HP DL360 servers, an HP MSA 1500 storage server and
Cisco 3750 switches.

It is part of our current and future research plans to experiment more with the
workflow and QoS mechanism of the GRIDCC infrastructure. In addition we
will add more features on instrument element concerning power management,
availability and error detection.

5. CONCLUSIONS

Wireless sensor networks and grid computing are technologies that can ben-
efit greatly by converging with each other. This opens the path to an exciting
new world of applications, as sensors become a key part of ambient, ubiquitous
computing and the need for adding intelligence to sensor data is of paramount
importance.

In this chapter we have discussed the architecture and features of a sen-
sor grid implementation based on the instrumentation grid platform provided
by the GRIDCC project. We examined issues like internetworking, scalabil-
ity, availability, scheduling, quality of service and security, in conjunction with
tools that the instrumentation grid platform should offer to address them.

Finally, we have outlined a prototype testbed deployed in our laboratory,
based on sensor networks and computing/storage grid resources. This testbed
can be used to emulate sensor grid realization ideas.
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Abstract In this chapter, we study sensor networks with decentralized detection of a spa-
tially non-constant phenomenon, whose status might change independently from
sensor to sensor. In particular, we consider binary phenomena characterized
by a fixed number of status changes (from state “0” to state “1”) across the
sensors. This is realistic for sensor networking scenarios where abrupt spatial
variations of the phenomenon under observation need to be estimated, e.g., an
abrupt temperature increase, as could be the case in the presence of a fire in a
specific zone of the monitored surface. In such scenarios, we derive the mini-
mum mean square error (MMSE) fusion algorithm at the access point (AP). The
improvement brought by the use of quantization at the sensors is investigated.
Finally, we derive simplified (sub-optimum) fusion algorithms at the AP, with
a computational complexity lower than that of schemes with MMSE fusion at
the AP.

1. INTRODUCTION

Sensor networks have been an active research field in the last years [1]. In
particular, a lot of civilian applications have been developed on the basis of this
technology, especially for environmental monitoring [14]. Several frameworks
have been proposed for the analysis of sensor networks with a common binary
phenomenon under observation [5, 15]. In [4], noisy communication links are
modeled as binary symmetric channels (BSCs) and a few techniques, such as
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the use of multiple observations or selective decentralized detection, are pro-
posed in order to make the system more robust against the noise.

While in [4] the focus is on decentralized detection of a binary phenomenon
common for all sensors, it is of interest to extend this approach to a scenario
where the status of the phenomenon may vary from sensor to sensor. In [10],
the authors consider a scenario with a single phenomenon status change
(denoted, in the following, as boundary) and propose a framework, based on a
minimum mean square error (MMSE) detection strategy, to determine the po-
sition of the boundary. In [11], under the assumption of proper regularity of the
observed boundary, a reduced-complexity MMSE decoder is proposed. In [2],
the authors show that an MMSE decoder is unfeasible for large-scale sensor
networks, due to its computational complexity, and propose a distributed de-
tection strategy based on factor graphs and the sum–product algorithm. Finally,
MMSE-based distributed detection schemes have also been investigated in sce-
narios with a common binary phenomenon under observation and bandwidth
constraints [9].

In this chapter, we propose an analytical approach to the design of decen-
tralized detection schemes in scenarios with spatially non-constant binary phe-
nomena, i.e., phenomena with status (either “0” or “1”) which may vary from
sensor to sensor. First, we focus on phenomena with a single boundary, i.e.,
scenarios where there is a single (spatial) position in correspondence to which
the phenomenon status changes. Then, we analyze scenarios with a generic
number of boundaries, i.e., more realistic scenarios where the number of phe-
nomenon status changes may be larger than one. For both these scenarios, we
derive the MMSE fusion algorithms1 at the AP, considering various quanti-
zation strategies at the sensors [8]. In order to make our approach practical,
we derive simplified fusion algorithms with a computational complexity much
lower than that of the MMSE fusion rules. Although heuristic, the simplified
fusion algorithms guarantee a limited performance loss for sufficiently high
values of the sensor SNR.

This chapter is structured as follows. In Section 2, we derive MMSE and
simplified fusion rules in a scenario where the observed phenomenon is charac-
terized by a single boundary. In Section 3, we extend our framework to the case
with a spatially non-constant phenomenon with a generic number of bound-
aries. In Section 4, numerical results associated with the proposed fusion rules
are presented. In Section 5, a simple computational complexity analysis, based
on the number of operations required by the derived algorithms, is proposed.
Finally, in Section 6 concluding remarks are given.

1Note that the proposed MMSE distributed detection schemes are optimal in the processing performed at
the AP. However, the use of quantization at the sensors makes the overall schemes sub-optimal. Overall
optimality holds only for a scenario with no quantization at the sensors.
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2. PHENOMENA WITH A SINGLE BOUNDARY

2.1 MMSE Fusion Rule

Consider a network scenario where N sensors observe a (spatially) non-
constant binary phenomenon characterized by a single status change across
the sensors. The phenomenon status can be expressed as HHH = [H1,H2, . . . ,HN ],
with

Hi �
{

0 if i < α
1 if i ≥ α i = 1, . . . ,N

where the index α is the position of the boundary in correspondence to which
the phenomenon status changes (from “0” to “1”). The position of the boundary
is modeled as uniformly distributed across the sensors, i.e., P(α = �) = 1/N,
� = 1, . . . ,N.

The signal observed at the ith sensor can be expressed as

ri = cE,i +ni i = 1, . . . ,N

where

cE,i �
{

0 if Hi = 0
s if Hi = 1

and {ni} are additive observation noise samples. Assuming that the noise sam-
ples {ni} are independent with the same Gaussian distribution N (0,σ 2), the
common signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) at the sensors can be defined as follows:

SNRsensor =
[E{cE,i|Hi = 1}−E{cE,i|Hi = 0}]2

σ2 =
s2

σ2

Each sensor quantizes the observed signal and the value sent by the ith sensor is
denoted as di � fquant(ri), where the function fquant(·) depends on the specific
quantization strategy. In the following, we consider (i) binary quantization, (ii)
multi-level quantization, and (iii) absence of quantization (i.e., the observations
{ri} are sent to the AP). Based on the messages sent by the sensors, the goal
of the AP is to reconstruct, through an MMSE fusion strategy, the status of the
distributed binary phenomenon HHH. More precisely, in the considered setting
the AP needs to estimate correctly the position of the boundary.

2.1.1 Binary Quantization

In this scenario, the ith sensor makes a decision comparing its observa-
tion ri with a threshold value τi and computes a local decision di ∈ {0,1},
i.e., fquant(ri) =U(ri−τi), where U(·) is the unit step function. In order to opti-
mize the system performance, the thresholds {τi} need to be properly selected.
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In this chapter, a common value τ at all sensors is considered. This choice
is intuitively motivated by the fact that the sensor SNR is constant across the
sensors. While in a scenario with a common binary phenomenon the relation
between τ and s is well known [13], in the presence of a non-constant phe-
nomenon the threshold τ needs to be optimized in order to minimize the prob-
ability of decision error at the AP. This optimization will be carried out for all
the considered scenarios (see the beginning of Section 4 for more details).

The estimated boundary position, denoted as α̂ , can be reasonably chosen
as the minimizing value for the mean square error (MSE), i.e.,

α̂ � argmin
α̃=1,...,N

E
[
|α − α̃|2|ddd

]
(1)

where ddd � [d1,d2, . . . ,dN ] is the vector of sensors’ decisions. The solution of
the MMSE problem (1) is well known [6, Ch.10]:

α̂ = E [α |ddd] =
N

∑
m=1

mP(α = m|ddd) (2)

where each conditional probability P(α = m|ddd) can be expressed, using the
Bayes formula and the total probability theorem [12], as

P(α = m|ddd) =
P(ddd|α = m)P(α = m)

∑N
�=1 P(ddd|α = �)P(α = �)

(3)

At this point, one has to calculate the probabilities {P(ddd|α = m)}m in (3). Since
the noise samples are independent, conditionally on the value of the boundary
position the sensors’ decisions are also independent. Therefore, one obtains

P(ddd|α = m) =
N

∏
k=1

P(dk|α = m) (4)

where

P(dk|α = m) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

P

(
nk

dk = 0
>
<

dk = 1

τ

)
k < m

P

(
nk

dk = 0
>
<

dk = 1

τ − s

)
k ≥ m

(5)

One should note that expression (5)—and, consequently, the estimated bound-
ary position α̂ in (2)—depends on the particular sequence ddd of sensors’
decisions.

The computational complexity required for the evaluation of (2) is very
high. For this reason, in the following, MMSE-based detection schemes will be
applied only in scenarios with a (relatively) small number of sensors. In Sec-
tion 2.2, we will derive a simplified fusion rule, in order to analyze scenarios
with larger numbers of sensors.
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2.1.2 Multi-level Quantization

Considering nb quantization bits, we set the 2nb −1 quantization thresholds
as follows:

s
2
,

s
2
±Δ,

s
2
±2Δ, . . . ,

s
2
±
(
2nb−1 −1

)
Δ

where Δ is a system parameter which needs to be properly optimized—more
details on its optimization will be provided in Section 4.1. The central thresh-
old corresponds to τ = s/2, so that if nb = 1, one obtains the scenario with
binary quantization [4]. In this case, the sensors’ quantized decisions are taken
according to the following rule:

di =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0 if ri < s/2−
(
2nb−1 −1

)
Δ

1 if s/2−
(
2nb−1 −1

)
Δ ≤ ri < s/2−

(
2nb−1 −2

)
Δ

· · · · · ·
2nb −2 if s/2+

(
2nb−1 −3

)
Δ ≤ ri < s/2+

(
2nb−2 −1

)
Δ

2nb −1 if ri > s/2+
(
2nb−1 −1

)
Δ

(6)

The MMSE fusion algorithm at the AP is similar to that in Section 2.1.1. How-
ever, one needs to properly compute the probabilities {P(ddd|α = m)}m in (4).
According to (6), expression (5) can be generalized as follows:

P(dk = j|α = m) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

Φ
(
τ −
(
2nb−1 −1

)
Δ− s ·U(m− k +1)

)
if j = 0

Φ
(
τ −
((

2nb−1 −1
)
− j
)

Δ− s ·U(m− k +1)
)

−Φ
(
τ −
((

2nb−1 −1
)
− j +1

)
Δ− s ·U(m− k +1)

)
if j = 1, . . . ,2nb −2

1−Φ
(
τ +
(
2nb−1 −1

)
Δ− s ·U(m− k +1)

)
if j = 2nb −1

(7)
where Φ(x) �

∫ x
−∞

1√
2π exp(−y2/2)dy. Obviously, the computational complex-

ity of the fusion algorithm at the AP increases with the use of multi-level
quantization. In fact, from (7) one can conclude that 2nb probability values
have to be evaluated—they reduce to 21 = 2 values in the presence of binary
quantization.

2.1.3 Absence of Quantization

In this case, the observations at the sensors are not quantized and a local
likelihood value, such as the conditional probability density function (PDF)
of the observable, is transmitted from each sensor to the AP. Obviously, this
is not a realistic scenario, since an infinite bandwidth would be required to
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transmit a PDF value. However, investigating this case allows to derive useful
information about the limiting performance of the considered decentralized
detection schemes, since transmission of the PDF of the observables does not
entail any information loss at the sensors.

The MMSE estimate of the boundary position can now be written as

α̂ = argmin
α̃=1,...,N

E
[
|α − α̃|2|rrr

]
= E [α |rrr] =

N

∑
m=1

mP(α = m|rrr) (8)

where rrr = [r1,r2, . . . ,rN ] is the vector of the observed signals (rather than the
vector of decisions ddd as in (1)). The a posteriori probabilities in (8) can be
expressed similarly to (3), i.e.,2

P(α = m|rrr) =
p(rrr|α = m)P(α = m)

∑N
�=1 p(rrr|α = �)P(α = �)

where, owing to the independence of the observations, p(rrr|α = m) = ∏N
i=1

p(ri|α = m) and

p(ri|α = m) =

{
pN (ri) i < m

pN (ri − s) i ≥ m

with pN (n) � 1√
2πσ2

exp
(
− n2

2σ2

)
.

2.2 Simplified Fusion Rule

Since the computational complexity of the MMSE fusion strategy rapidly
increases with the number of sensors [10], in this section we derive a simpli-
fied low-complexity fusion algorithm. The key idea of this simplified algorithm
consists in approximating the MMSE boundary estimate α̂ in (2) (and, simi-
larly, in (8)), which involves a statistical average, with a simpler deterministic
expression. As in Section 2.1, various quantization levels at the sensors are
considered. Note that the proposed approach relies on the fact that our goal
is to estimate a single boundary. However, extensions of this approach to a
scenario with multiple boundaries will be considered in Section 3.

2Note that the uppercase P is used to denote the probability of an event, whereas the lowercase p is used to
denote the PDF of a random variable.
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2.2.1 Binary Quantization

In this case, the boundary position can be estimated as follows:

α̂ = argmin
1≤ j≤N

{
j−1

∑
i=1

|di|2 +
N

∑
i= j

|di −1|2
}

(9)

The intuition behind (9) is based on the fact that there is a single boundary:
the initial sensors’ decisions (from the first to the ( j−1)th) are compared with
“0,” whereas the others (from the jth to the Nth) are compared with “1.” The
estimated boundary minimizes the simplified cost function |ddd −ddd j|2, where
ddd j � [0, . . . ,0, 1︸︷︷︸

jth position

, . . . ,1], over all possible values of j.

2.2.2 Multi-level Quantization

The approach proposed here can be extended to scenarios with multi-level
quantization at the sensors. In particular, we propose the following decision
rule at the AP:

α̂ = argmin
1≤ j≤N

{
j−1

∑
i=1

f1(di)+
N

∑
i= j

f2(di)

}
(10)

where

f1(di) � min{|di|2, |di −1|2, . . . , |di − (2nb−1 −1)|2}
f2(di) � min{|di −2nb−1|2, |di − (2nb−1 +1)|2, . . . , |di − (2nb −1)|2}

The rationale behind (10) is the following. Assuming that the boundary is in
the jth position, we compare the first j−1 decisions with the “low” half of the
quantization levels (i.e., from 0 to 2nb−1 −1), whereas the remaining N − j +1
decisions are compared with the “high” half of the quantization levels (i.e.,
from 2nb−1 to 2nb − 1). In both groups, the quantization levels closest to the
corresponding decisions are selected (through the functions f1 and f2).

As an aside, we remark that for sufficiently large sensor SNR the estimation
strategy in (10) (and, as a special case, in (9)) leads to the same performance
obtained with the MMSE fusion strategy.
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2.2.3 Absence of Quantization

In this scenario, one can use the a posteriori probabilities of the two hy-
potheses at each sensor, conditionally on the observables, to derive the proper
objective function. In this case, one can write3

α̂ = argmax
1≤ j≤N

{
j−1

∑
i=1

P(Hi = 0|ri)+
N

∑
i= j

P(Hi = 1|ri)

}
(11)

where, using Bayes formula and assuming P(Hi = 0) = P(Hi = 1) = 1/2z, ∀i,
one has

P(Hi = �|ri) =
p(ri|Hi = �)

p(ri|Hi = 0)+ p(ri|Hi = 1)
=

p(ni − � · s)
p(ni)+ p(ni − s)

� = 0,1

3. PHENOMENA WITH GENERIC NUMBERS OF
BOUNDARIES

In this section, we focus on a network scenario where the status of the phe-
nomenon under observation is characterized by a generic number, denoted as
as Nbs, of boundaries.4 This scenario is more realistic than that considered
in Section 2, since a generic phenomenon (e.g., the humidity level) could
change its status from “0” (e.g., low humidity) to “1” (e.g., high humidity),
or vice versa, in correspondence to more than one sensor. Note that the case
with Nbs = 1 corresponds to the previously investigated scenario with a single
boundary. The following assumptions are expedient to simplify the derivation
of the MMSE detection strategy:

changes of the phenomenon status are not admitted in correspondence to
the first and last sensors, i.e., 1 ≤ Nbs ≤ N −2;

the phenomenon status is perfectly known at the first sensor (H1 = 0) and
there is no change at the last sensor (i.e., HN = HN−1).

According to the considered assumptions, the Nbs boundaries {α1, . . . ,αNbs}
have to satisfy the following relation:

2 ≤ α1 < α2 < .. . < αk−1 < αk < .. . < αNbs ≤ N −1.

3Note that in (11) the “argmax” function is used, instead of the “argmin” function used in (9) and (10), since
the objective function needs to be maximized.
4We remark that throughout this chapter the status of the phenomenon will be supposed independent from
sensor to sensor. The existence of correlations between sensors would require an extension of the derived
algorithms. However, this extension goes beyond the scope of this chapter.
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Therefore, between 1 and α1 − 1 the phenomenon status is “0,” between α1

and α2 −1 the phenomenon status is “1,” and so on. In order for the boundary
distribution to be realistic, the following condition must necessarily hold:

αk−1 < αk ≤ (N −1)− (Nbs − k) = N −Nbs + k−1 k = 2, . . . ,Nbs (12)

Condition (12) formalizes the intuitive idea that the kth boundary cannot fall
beyond the (N−1−Nbs +k)th position, in order for the successive (remaining)
Nbs − k boundaries to have admissible positions.

3.1 MMSE Fusion Rule

3.1.1 Binary Quantization

Denoting as ααα the sequence of boundaries (α1, . . . ,αNbs), the MMSE fu-
sion strategy can be determined by directly extending the derivation in Sec-
tion 2.1.1, obtaining α̂αα = E [ααα |ddd]. On the basis of the assumptions introduced
at the beginning of this section, the generic term of the vector α̂αα can be written
as5

α̂k = E [αk|ddd] =
N

∑
αk=1

P(αk|ddd) =
N−Nbs+k−1

∑
αk=k+1

αkP(αk|ddd) k = 1, . . . ,Nbs (13)

where the upper and lower bounds of the sum in the last term are properly mod-
ified in order to take into account the constraint (12). The computation of (13)
can be carried out by extending (in a multi-dimensional sense) the approach
in Section 2.1.1. The probability P(αk|ddd) (k = 1, . . . ,Nbs) can be obtained by
marginalizing the joint probabilities of proper boundaries’ sequences. By ap-
plying the Bayes formula and the total probability theorem [12], after a few
manipulations one obtains

P(ααα|ddd) = P(ddd|ααα)P(ααα)

⎡
⎣N−Nbs

∑
α1=2

. . .
N−Nbs+k−1

∑
αk=k+1

. . .
N−1

∑
αNbs=Nbs+1

P(ddd|ααα)P(ααα)

⎤
⎦
−1

(14)

The first multiplicative term at the right-hand side of (14) can be written as

P(ddd|ααα) =
N

∏
i=1

P(di|ααα) =
α1−1

∏
i=1

P(di|ααα)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hi=0

α2−1

∏
j=α1

P(d j|ααα)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hj=1

· · ·
N

∏
q=αNbs

P(dq|ααα)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Hq=0 or 1

(15)

5Note that for ease of notational simplicity, in (13) we use the same notation αk to denote both the ran-
dom variable (in the second term) and its realization (in the third and fourth terms). The same simplified
notational approach will be considered in the remainder of Section 3.1. The context should eliminate any
ambiguity.
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where we have used the fact that the sensors’ decisions are independent. Note
that, in the last N −αNbs + 1 terms, Hi = 0 if Nbs is even, whereas Hi = 1 if
Nbs is odd. As in Section 2.1.1, the component conditional probabilities at the
right-hand side of (15) can be written as

P(di|ααα) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

P

(
ni

di = 0
<
>

di = 1

τ

)
if i ∈ I0(ααα)

P

(
ni

di = 0
<
>

di = 1

τ − s

)
if i ∈ I1(ααα)

(16)

where

I�(ααα) � {indexes i such that Hi = �|ααα} � = 0,1 (17)

The second multiplicative term at the right-hand side of (14), instead, can
be written, using the chain rule [12], as

P(ααα) =
Nbs

∏
i=1

P(αi|αi−1, . . . ,α1) = P(α1)
Nbs

∏
i=2

P(αi|αi−1) (18)

where we have used the fact that the position of the ith boundary depends only
on the position of the previous (i− 1)th boundary. Each multiplicative term
at the right-hand side of (18) can be written by observing that each boundary
is uniformly distributed among the sensors according to the constraints intro-
duced in (13). In particular, by using combinatorics, one obtains

P(α1) =
1

N −Nbs +1

P(αk|αk−1) =
1

N −Nbs + k−αk−1
k = 2, . . . ,Nbs

The last term at the right-hand side of (14) (i.e., the denominator) can be
easily obtained by observing that it is composed by terms similar to those eval-
uated in (15) and (18).

Finally, the a posteriori probabilities of the boundaries’ positions {P(αk|ddd)}
(k = 1, . . . ,Nbs) in (13) can be obtained by proper marginalization of (14):

P(αk|ddd) = ∑
∼{αk}

P(α1, . . . ,αNbs |ddd) k = 1, . . . ,Nbs

where the notation f (yi) = ∑∼{yi} f (y1,y2, . . . ,yn) (i = 1, . . . ,n) means that the
marginal function f (yi) is obtained from the joint function f (y1,y2, . . . ,yn) by
summing over all variables

{
y j
}

, with j 
= i [7].
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3.1.2 Multi-level Quantization

The derivation of the MMSE fusion algorithm for a scenario with multi-
level quantization (with nb quantization bits) at the sensors is the same as that
provided in Section 3.1.1 for the case with binary quantization. However, as in
Section 2.1.2, 2nb possible values for the decisions at the sensors are admissible
(see (6)) and 2nb probabilities have to be computed (see (7)).

3.1.3 Absence of Quantization

Let us finally consider the scenario with no quantization at the sensors,
i.e., with the sensors transmitting the PDFs of their observables. As in Sec-
tion 2.1.3, the estimated boundaries can be written, according to the assump-
tions outlined at the beginning of Section 3, as

α̂k = E [αk|rrr] =
N−Nbs+k−1

∑
αk=k+1

αkP(αk|rrr) k = 1, . . . ,Nbs (19)

The probabilities in (19) can be obtained, as in Section 3.1.1, through proper
marginalization of joint conditional probabilities of the following type:

P(ααα|rrr) = p(rrr|ααα)P(ααα) ·

⎡
⎣N−Nbs

∑
α1=2

. . .
N−Nbs+i−1

∑
αi+1

. . .
N−1

∑
αNbs=αNbs−1+1

p(rrr|ααα)P(ααα)

⎤
⎦
−1

Since sensors’ observations are independent, it holds that

p(rrr|ααα) =
N

∏
i=1

p(ri|ααα)

where, similar to Section 2.1.3,

p(ri|ααα) =

{
pN (ri) if i ∈ I0(ααα)

pN (ri − s) if i ∈ I1(ααα)

where I0(ααα) and I1(ααα) are defined as in (17).

3.2 Simplified Fusion Rule

Obviously, the computational complexity of the MMSE distributed detec-
tion strategy in scenarios with an arbitrary number of phenomenon boundaries
increases more rapidly than in scenarios with a single phenomenon boundary
(for more details see Section 5). Therefore, the derivation of simplified fusion
algorithms with low complexity (but limited performance loss) is crucial.
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A first possible choice is a direct extension of the sub-optimal approach, pre-
sented in Section 2.2, for scenarios with a single phenomenon status change.
However, this class of simplified fusion algorithms is not efficient in a scenario
with multiple boundaries, since the number of comparisons with all possible
sequences of boundaries rapidly increases with the number of sensors. There-
fore, in the following we introduce another class of reduced-complexity fusion
algorithms, which do not make use of these comparisons. As before, depend-
ing on the quantization strategy at the sensors, we distinguish three possible
scenarios.

3.2.1 Binary Quantization

Define the following function:

fbq(k,dddk
1) �

k

∑
i=1

[P(Hi = 0|di)−P(Hi = 1|di)] k = 1, . . . ,N (20)

where dddk
1 = (d1, . . . ,dk). The key idea of our approach is the following. The

function fbq(k,dddk
1) is monotonically increasing (or decreasing), with respect to

k, while the phenomenon does not change its status. In correspondence to each
change of the phenomenon status, the function fbq(k,dddk

1) changes its mono-
tonic behavior. More precisely, a phenomenon variation from “0” to “1” corre-
sponds to a change, trend-wise, from increasing to decreasing; a phenomenon
variation from “1” to “0” corresponds to a change, trend-wise, from decreasing
to increasing. Therefore, by detecting the changes of the monotonic behavior
of fbq one can estimate the positions of the boundaries.

The probability P(Hi = �|di) (� = 0,1; i = 1, . . . ,N) in (20) can be written,
by applying the Bayes formula and following an approach similar to that in
Section 2.2.3, as

P(Hi = �|di) =
P(di|Hi = �)

P(di|Hi = 0)+P(di|Hi = 1)

where we have used the fact that P(Hi = 0) = P(Hi = 1) and

P(di|Hi = �) =

{
P(s · �+ni < τ) = P(ni < τ − s · �) if di = 0

P(s · �+ni > τ) = P(ni > τ − s · �) if di = 1

3.2.2 Multi-level Quantization

A simplified fusion algorithm for a scenario with multi-level quantization at
the sensors can be directly obtained from the one just introduced for the case
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with binary quantization, with the difference that the probability P(di|Hi = �)
(� = 0,1; i = 1, . . . ,N) can assume 2nb ≥ 2 values:

P(di|Hi = �) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

P(s · �+ni < τ − (2nb−1 −1)Δ) if di = 0

P(τ − (2nb−1 −1) ≤ s · �+ni < τ − (2nb−1 −2)Δ) if di = 1

...
P(τ +(2nb−1 −2)Δ ≤ s · �+ni < τ +(2nb−1 −1)Δ)

if di = 2nb −2

P(s · �+ni ≥ τ +(2nb−1 −1)Δ) if di = 2nb −1

3.2.3 Absence of Quantization

In the absence of quantization at the sensors, one can use the probability
P(Hi = �|ri) (� = 0,1; i = 1, . . . ,N) and introduce the following function:

fnq(k,rrrk
1) �

k

∑
i=1

[P(Hi = 0|ri)−P(Hi = 1|ri)] k = 1, . . . ,N

where rrrk
1 = (r1, . . . ,rk). The fusion algorithm at the AP is then the same as that

presented in the case with binary quantization, but for the use of fnq in place
of fbq.

4. NUMERICAL RESULTS

We now analyze, through Monte Carlo simulations, the performance of
sensor networks using the decentralized detection algorithms previously de-
scribed. We preliminary denote as D(HHH,ĤHH) the quadratic distance between the
observed phenomenon HHH and its estimate ĤHH:

D(HHH,ĤHH) �
∣∣∣< (HHH ⊕ĤHH);(HHH ⊕ĤHH) >

∣∣∣2 (21)

where the notation ⊕ stands for bit-by-bit ex-or. Note that ĤHH is the estimated
phenomenon, directly derived from the estimated boundaries’ positions α̂αα . We
will simply refer to D as “distance.” We remark that (21) reduces to D(HHH,ĤHH) =
|α − α̂|2 in the case of single-boundary phenomena.

The Monte Carlo simulation results are obtained through the following
steps:

1. the number of boundaries and their positions are randomly generated (in the
case of a single boundary, only its position is randomly generated);
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2. the sensors’ decisions (or the PDFs of the observables, according to the
chosen quantization strategy at the sensors) are taken and transmitted to the
AP;

3. the AP estimates the boundaries’ positions through either MMSE or simpli-
fied fusion algorithms;

4. the distance D (between the true phenomenon and its estimate) is evaluated
on the basis of the estimated sequence of boundaries;

5. steps 1–4 are repeated a sufficiently large number of times;

6. the average distance D is finally computed.

4.1 Single-Boundary Phenomena

In Figure 1, the distance D is shown, as a function of the decision threshold
τ at the sensors, for three different values of the number N of sensors: (i) 8,
(ii) 16, and (iii) 32. The sensor SNR is set to 0 dB. As expected, the optimum
value of τ , which will be selected, corresponds to s/2 (s = 1 in the considered
simulations). When the number of sensors is small, e.g., N = 8, the results in
Figure 1 show that D depends on τ in a limited way, and there is not a well-
pronounced minimum. The minimum (in correspondence to τ = 0.5) becomes
more pronounced when N increases—obviously, the larger is the number of
sensors, the larger is the distance D, since α can assume a wider set of values.

Figure 1. Distance, as a function of the decision threshold τ at the sensors, in a scenario
with a single boundary phenomenon, binary quantization, MMSE fusion rule at the AP, and
SNRsensor = 0 dB. Three possible values of the number N of sensors are considered: (i) 8, (ii)
16, and (iii) 32
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Figure 2. Distance, as a function of the sensor SNR, in a scenario with a single boundary
phenomenon and MMSE fusion rule at the AP. Three possible values for the number N of
sensors are considered: (i) 8, (ii) 16, and (iii) 32. Solid lines correspond to no quantization at the
sensors, whereas dashed lines are associated with binary quantization

In all numerical results presented in the following, the threshold τ is optimized
in order to minimize the probability of decision error.

In Figure 2, the distance D is shown, as a function of the sensor SNR, in sce-
narios with binary quantization at the sensors (dashed lines) and, for compari-
son, with no quantization (solid lines). Three possible values for the number N
of sensors are considered: (i) 8, (ii) 16, and (iii) 32. As expected, the distance
is a decreasing function of the sensor SNR. In fact, when the accuracy of the
sensors’ observations increases, the decisions sent by the sensors to the AP are
more reliable and, consequently, the estimated phenomenon at the AP is closer
and closer to the true phenomenon. Note also that the performance degrada-
tion incurred by the use of quantization, with respect to the unquantized case,
increases for increasing number of sensors.

Let us now turn our attention to a scenario with multi-level quantization at
the sensors. First, one needs to optimize the value of Δ in (6) for the multi-
level quantization scheme. As for the decision threshold τ , the optimization
is carried out by minimizing the distance D. In Figure 3, the distance D is
shown, as a function of Δ, in a scenario with MMSE fusion strategy at the AP
and multi-level quantization at the sensors. The sensor SNR is set to 0 dB.
As in Figures 1 and 2, three possible values for the number N of sensors are
considered: (i) 8, (ii) 16, and (iii) 32. In each case, the performance with 2-bit
quantization (solid lines) is compared with that with 3-bit quantization (dashed
lines). One can observe that in the case with N = 8 sensors, the performance
remains the same regardless of the value of Δ. As will be shown later, this is
due to the fact that more than one quantization bit at the sensors do not lead
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Figure 3. Distance, as a function of the quantization parameter Δ, in a scenario with a single
boundary phenomenon, MMSE fusion rule at the AP, multi-level quantization at the sensors,
and SNRsensor = 0 dB. Three possible values for the number N of sensors are considered: (i) 8,
(ii) 16, and (iii) 32. Solid lines correspond to 2-bit quantization at the sensors, whereas dashed
lines are associated with 3-bit quantization

to any performance improvement when the number of sensors is too small. On
the other hand, the minimum exists in the cases with N = 16 and N = 32. In
the following, for any value of N the corresponding optimized value of Δ will
be used. Note that a value of Δ slightly larger than 0.5 is practically the best
for all considered values of N.

In Figure 4, the distance is shown, as a function of the sensor SNR, in a
scenario with N = 32 sensors, MMSE fusion algorithm at the AP, and vari-
ous quantization levels at the sensors. As expected, the larger is the number of
quantization bits, the better is the performance. In fact, a larger amount of in-
formation about the observed phenomenon is collected at the sensors and, con-
sequently, the reconstruction of the phenomenon at the AP is more reliable—
obviously, the performance in a scenario with no quantization at the sensors
represents a lower bound for the distance D. Obviously, there is a price to pay
in order to improve the performance through multi-level quantization. In fact,
transmission of a larger number of bits leads to higher energy and/or bandwidth
consumption.

We now focus on a decentralized detection scheme where the simplified
fusion rule derived in Section 2.2 is applied to estimate the boundary position.
In Figure 5a, the distance between the true boundary position and its estimate is
shown, as a function of the sensor SNR, in scenarios with no quantization (solid
lines) and binary quantization (dashed lines) at the sensors, respectively. Three
different values for the number N of sensors are considered: (i) 8, (ii) 16, and
(iii) 32. From the results in Figure 5a, one can observe that the simplified fusion
rule leads to a performance loss with respect to the case with MMSE fusion
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Figure 4. Distance, as a function of the sensor SNR, in a scenario with N = 32 sensors, single
boundary phenomenon, and MMSE fusion rule at the AP. Two possible values for the number of
quantization bits at the sensors are considered: (i) 1 and (ii) 2. For comparison, the performance
in a scenario with no quantization at the sensors is also shown

Figure 5. Performance, as a function of the sensor SNR, in a scenario with a single boundary
phenomenon and simplified fusion algorithm at the AP: (a) distance and (b) percentage loss
with respect to the MMSE fusion algorithm. Three different values for the number N of sensors
are considered: (i) 8, (ii) 16, and (iii) 32. The performance in the presence of no quantization
(solid lines) is compared with that using binary quantization at the sensors (dashed lines)

rule (compare the results in Figure 5a, for instance, with those in Figure 2).
However, in the region of interest (SNRsensor > 0 dB) the performance with the
simplified fusion algorithm is close to that of the MMSE scheme. Moreover,
the distance goes to zero with the same trend observed in Figure 2 for the
MMSE fusion rule.
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In order to evaluate the loss incurred by the use of the simplified fusion
algorithm, define the following percentage loss:

L �
√√√√√

Dsimp −DMMSE

DMMSE︸ ︷︷ ︸
Term1

· Dsimp −DMMSE

N2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Term2

(22)

The intuition behind the definition of (22), given by the geometric average of
Term1 and Term2, is the following. Term1 represents the relative loss of the
simplified fusion rule with respect to the MMSE fusion rule. However, using
only this term could be misleading. In fact, for high sensor SNR, the terms
Dsimp and DMMSE are much lower than N2 (the maximum possible quadratic
distance). Therefore, even if Dsimp > DMMSE (for example, Dsimp = 4 and
DMMSE = 1 with N = 32), both algorithms might perform very well. The intro-
duction of Term2 eliminates this ambiguity, since it represents the relative loss
(between MMSE and simplified fusion algorithms) with respect to the maxi-
mum (quadratic) distance, i.e., N2. In Figure 5b, the behavior of L is shown
as a function of the sensor SNR. In the region of interest (SNRsensor ≥ 0 dB),
one can observe that L is lower than 15%, i.e., the proposed simplified fusion
algorithm is effective.

In Figure 6, we compare directly the performance of MMSE (solid lines)
and simplified (dashed lines) fusion algorithms in a scenario with N = 16 sen-
sors and multi-level quantization. Two possible quantization levels at the sen-
sors are considered: (i) 2 bits (curves with circles) and (ii) 3 bits (curves with
triangles). One can observe that, as in Figure 4, the performance improves

Figure 6. Distance, as a function of the sensor SNR, in a scenario with single boundary phe-
nomenon and N = 16 sensors. Two possible values of quantization bits at the sensors are con-
sidered: (i) 2 bits (circles) and (ii) 3 bits (triangles). The performance with the MMSE fusion
rule (solid lines) is compared to that with the simplified fusion rule (dashed lines)
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for increasing number of quantization bits. Using a 3-bit quantization level
is sufficient to achieve the performance limit corresponding to the absence of
quantization—the improvement, with respect to a scenario with 2-bit quanti-
zation, is minor.

4.2 Phenomena with Multiple Boundaries

In Figure 7, the distance is shown, as a function of the sensor SNR, in a
scenario with a multi-boundary phenomenon, for (a) N = 8 sensors and (b) N =
32 sensors. No quantization is considered at the sensors and the performance
with the simplified fusion algorithm at the AP is compared directly with that
obtained using the MMSE fusion rule. As expected, the distance D reduces
to zero for increasing values of the sensor SNR and the performance with the
MMSE fusion algorithm is better than that with the simplified fusion algorithm.
We recall that the performance with the MMSE fusion rule is evaluated only
with N = 8, since the computational complexity becomes unbearable for values
of N larger than 8 (the simulations are too lengthy).

In order to investigate scenarios with larger numbers of sensors, the use
of the reduced-complexity simplified fusion algorithms derived in Section 3.2
is mandatory. In Figure 7b, the distance is shown, as a function of the sen-
sor SNR, in a scenario with N = 32 sensors and using the simplified fu-
sion algorithm at the AP. Four different quantization scenarios at the sensors
are considered: (i) no quantization, (ii) 1-bit quantization, (iii) 2-bit quanti-
zation, and (iii) 3-bit quantization. All curves overlap, i.e., the performance
does not improve by using more than one quantization bit at the sensors.
It remains to be investigated what is the relative loss of the simplified fu-

Figure 7. Distance, as a function of the sensor SNR, in a scenario with a multi-boundary
phenomenon, considering (a) N = 8 sensors and absence of quantization (MMSE and simplified
fusion algorithms at the AP are considered) and (b) N = 32 and multi-level quantization (only
the sub-optimum fusion algorithm at the AP is considered)
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Figure 8. Distance, as a function of the sensor SNR, in a scenario with a multi-boundary
phenomenon, simplified fusion algorithm at the AP, and 3-bit quantization at the sensors. Three
different values for the number of sensors N are considered: (i) 8, (ii) 16, and (iii) 32

sion algorithm, with respect to the MMSE fusion algorithm, in scenarios with
multi-boundary phenomena. The fact that the quantization strategy at the sen-
sors has little impact suggests that this relative loss might not be negligi-
ble.

Finally, we investigate the impact of the number of sensors N on the system
performance. In Figure 8, the distance is shown, as a function of the sensor
SNR, considering three different values for N: (i) 8, (ii) 16, and (iii) 32. The
simplified fusion algorithm at the AP and 3-bit quantization at the sensors are
considered—we remark that similar results hold also for other quantization
scenarios. As expected, the smaller is the number of sensors, the smaller is the
distance between the observed phenomenon and its estimate. In fact, when the
number of sensors increases, the number of phenomenon boundaries increases
as well and, consequently, the distance can assume larger values. However, as
expected, the distance reduces to zero for sufficiently high values of the sensor
SNR.

5. COMPUTATIONAL COMPLEXITY

It is now of interest to evaluate the improvement, in terms of computational
complexity with respect to the MMSE fusion rule, brought by the use of the
simplified fusion algorithms introduced in Sections 2.2 and 3.2. As complexity
indicators, we choose the numbers of additions and multiplications (referred to
as Ns and Nm, respectively) required by the considered fusion algorithms.

In a scenario with single-boundary phenomena and MMSE fusion rule at the
AP, by analyzing (2), (3), and (4), it is possible to show that Nopt

s = Θ(N2) and
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Nopt
m = Θ(N3), where the notation f (n) = Θ(g(n)) means that there exists an n0

such that for n > n0, ∃c1 ∈ (0,1), c2 > 1 such that c1g(n) ≤ f (n) ≤ c2g(n) [3].
In a scenario with the simplified fusion algorithm introduced in Section 2.2
(for single-boundary phenomena), instead, by analyzing (9), (10), and (11), it
is possible to show that Nsub-opt

s = Θ(N2) and Nsub-opt
m = Θ(N2). Therefore,

one can conclude that the complexity of this simplified fusion algorithm is
lower than that of the MMSE fusion algorithm only in terms of the number of
multiplications.

Let us now turn our attention to a scenario characterized by phenomena
with multiple boundaries. By reasoning as in the cases with single-boundary
phenomena, the number of operations (in terms of additions and multipli-
cations) required by the MMSE fusion algorithm is Nopt

s = Θ(N2Nbs) and
Nopt

m = Θ(N2Nbs+1), respectively—recall that Nbs is the number of boundaries.
As described at the beginning of Section 4, in the considered simulation set-
up the number Nbs of boundaries is chosen randomly between 1 and N − 2.
Therefore, one can assume that the phenomenon is characterized, on aver-
age, by N−2

2 = N/2−1 boundaries. Under this assumption, the computational
complexity of the MMSE fusion algorithm would be Nopt

s = Θ(NN−2) and
Nopt

m = Θ(NN−1). On the other hand, the reduced-complexity fusion algorithm
requires only N additions, since no multiplication has to be performed. There-
fore, the complexity of the proposed simplified fusion algorithm is Nsub-opt

m = 0
and Nsub-opt

s = N, showing a significant complexity reduction with respect
to the MMSE fusion algorithm—this also justifies the non-negligible perfor-
mance loss for small values of the sensor SNR.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, we have analyzed the problem of decentralized detection of
spatially non-constant binary phenomena, i.e., phenomena with statuses char-
acterized by single or multiple boundaries. An analytical framework has been
developed to attack this problem, distinguishing between: (i) binary quanti-
zation at the sensors, (ii) multi-level quantization, and (iii) no quantization.
In all cases, the MMSE fusion algorithm at the AP has been derived and the
impacts of relevant network parameters (e.g., the decision threshold at the sen-
sors, the interval of quantization, the sensor SNR, and the number of sensors)
have been investigated. Then, we have turned our attention to low-complexity
fusion rules. In particular, we have proposed a suboptimal fusion rule, based on
a deterministic approximation of the MMSE strategy, in scenarios where the
phenomenon has a single boundary. We have further simplified this approach
in scenarios with multi-boundary phenomena. Our results show that the perfor-
mance penalty introduced by the simplified fusion algorithms is asymptotically
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(for high sensor SNR) negligible. Finally, we have compared the computational
complexities of MMSE and simplified fusion algorithms, in terms of required
numbers of additions and multiplications. Our results underline that the sim-
plified fusion algorithms allow to reduce the numbers of operations, especially
in scenarios with multi-boundary phenomena.
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Abstract In wireless sensor networks, transmitting information from sensors to a far
access point (AP), out of direct transmission range, might make the use of re-
laying crucial. The goal of this chapter is to study the impact of relaying in Zig-
bee wireless sensor networks. In particular, we focus on Zigbee wireless sensor
networks and analyze scenarios where the sensors transmit to an AP (or coor-
dinator) (i) directly, (ii) through a relay node (or router), or (iii) through two
relays. We study how the network performance (in terms of delay, transmission
rate, and throughput) is influenced by the number of sensors, the traffic load,
and the use of ACKnowledgment (ACK) messages. This performance analysis
is carried out with simulations, analytical considerations, and experimental mea-
surements. Our results show that the use of one or two relays, combined with the
use of ACK messages (not efficiently managed by the upper layers of the net-
work protocol stack), may cause a significant performance degradation. On the
opposite, if ACK messages are not used, then the performance improves signif-
icantly. In addition, we also consider the impact of the network lifetime on the
network transmission rate.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks are an interesting research topic, both in military
[1–3] and civilian scenarios [5, 17]. In particular, remote/environmental mon-

itoring, surveillance of reserved areas, etc., are important fields of application
of wireless sensor networking techniques. Typically, very low power consump-
tion and low-cost hardware are required [13].
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One of the latest standards for wireless sensor networking with low trans-
mission rate and high energy efficiency has been proposed by the Zigbee
Allianc [8, 21]. An experimental analysis of Zigbee wireless sensor networks,
taking into account the impact of the most important system parameters (e.g.,
the received signal strength indication (RSSI), throughput, network transmis-
sion rate, and delay), is presented in [7, 8, 12].

In this chapter, we evaluate the impact of the presence of one or two
relay nodes (also referred to as routers) on the network performance. Both
experimental and simulation results, obtained using a wireless sensor network
constituted by PICDEM Z nodes (produced by Microchip) [14] and the Opnet
simulator [16], respectively, are presented. As performance indicators, we use
network transmission rate, delay, and throughput. We evaluate the impact of
the number of nodes and the packet length on the system performance. In addi-
tion, we investigate the impact of the variation of the ACKnowledgment (ACK)
window duration (i.e., the time interval during which a node waits for an ACK
message after transmitting its data). A simple-minded analytical framework is
also proposed to validate the simulation results. Finally, we characterize the
behavior of the network transmission rate as a function of the network life-
time given by the percentage of sensors’ deaths which make the network dead
(i.e., the maximum tolerable network death level), in the presence of cluster-
ing. A small number of required sensors’ deaths (i.e., a short network lifetime)
can be integrated as a stringent quality of service (QoS) condition.

2. ZIGBEE STANDARD OVERVIEW

The Zigbee standard is suited for the family of low-rate wireless personal
area networks (LR-WPANs), allowing network creation, management, and
data transmission over a wireless channel with the highest possible energy sav-
ings. Three different types of nodes are foreseen by the Zigbee standard: (i)
coordinator, (ii) router, and (iii) end device. In the absence of a direct commu-
nication link from an end device to the coordinator, the router is employed to
relay the packets toward the correct destination. The coordinator, in addition to
being able to relay the packets itself, can also create the network, exchange the
parameters used by the other nodes to communicate (e.g., a network IDentifier
(ID), a synchronization frame), and send network management commands. The
router and coordinator are referred to as full function devices (FFDs), i.e., they
can implement all the functions required by the Zigbee standard in order to set
up and maintain communications. The end devices, which are also referred to
as reduced function devices (RFDs), can only collect data from sensors, insert
these values into proper packets, and send them to destination nodes.

The Zigbee standard is based, at the first two layers of the ISO/OSI stack,
on the IEEE 802.15.4 standard [10], which employs a non-persistent carrier
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sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) medium access
control (MAC) protocol and operates in the 2.4 GHz band (similarly to the
IEEE 802.11 standard [9]). In addition, the IEEE 802.15.4 standard provides
an optional ACK message to confirm the correct delivery of a packet. In a
scenario with transmission of ACK messages, the access mechanism of the
non-persistent CSMA/CA MAC protocol is slightly modified. More precisely,
after successful transmission of a data frame, a time interval, denoted as short
inter f rame spacing (SIFS), is reserved. The duration of this interval is longer
than the duration of an ACK message and shorter than the ACK window du-
ration. Therefore, the receiving node can immediately send an ACK message
back, avoiding any collision. If the SIFS is too short, this mechanism may in-
cur some problems in the presence of a router. In this case, in fact, the sum of
the transmission times of the two ACK messages may be longer than the SIFS:
therefore, the second ACK message may collide with other on-going transmit-
ted packets (from other nodes). This problematic behavior is exacerbated with
two routers.

We remark that the medium access mechanism in Zigbee wireless networks
makes use of a back-off algorithm to reduce the number of packet collisions.
A node, before transmitting a new packet, waits for a period randomly chosen
in an interval defined during the network start-up phase. After this period has
elapsed, the node tries to send its packet: if it detects a collision, it doubles the
previously chosen interval and waits; if, instead, the channel is free, it transmits
its packet. This procedure is repeated five times, after which the waiting inter-
val is maintained fixed to its maximum value. This back-off algorithm makes
it likely, in the considered scenarios with low traffic loads, that a node will
eventually succeed in transmitting its packet.

3. EXPERIMENTAL AND SIMULATION SETUP

Our experimental wireless sensor network is constituted by PICDEM Z
nodes produced by Microchip [14]. All the experiments have been performed
in an indoor scenario, and the PICDEM Z nodes have been configured in order
to remain active all the time. Two network configurations have been considered
for the experimental tests, with RFDs connected to the coordinator (i) directly,
as shown in Figure 1a, or (ii) through a router, as shown in Figure 1b, respec-
tively. In both these experimental scenarios, the number of packets transmitted
by the RFDs is equal to 1000.

In order to validate and extend our experimental results, we make use of
the Opnet Modeler 11.5 simulator [16] and a built-in Opnet model for a stan-
dard (without router) Zigbee sensor network created at the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST) [15]. Both in the case of simulation and
in the case of experimental results, we consider a scenario where the sensors
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Figure 1. Possible sensor network topologies: three RFDs are connected to the coordinator (a)
directly, (b) through one router, or (c) through two routers

transmit to the coordinator, which only collects the performance statistics and,
if required, sends back the ACK message. The adopted simulation model does
not consider power attenuation due to transmission in a non-ideal channel and,
in addition, does not take into account multipath phenomena which, instead,
influence the experimental results. In some cases, in fact, experiments had to
be repeated because of the presence of people crossing the wireless commu-
nication links between nodes. Besides the topologies in Figure 1a and b (also
analyzed experimentally), the developed simulator allows to evaluate a wider
set of topologies, such as that shown in Figure 1c, corresponding to a sce-
nario where the RFDs communicate to the coordinator through two routers.
In Section 4.4, an even more complex network simulation setup will be used,
as a generalization of the model shown in Figure 1b. More precisely, we will
consider a clustered scenario, where RFDs are grouped into clusters and each
cluster is associated with a relay, which forward the data received from its
RFDs to the coordinator.

Since the Opnet model for a Zigbee network developed at NIST [15] does
not make use of a router, we have implemented a router model which receives
the packets (from the RFDs or another router) and properly changes some
parameters (such as destination and source addresses) in order to allow the co-
ordinator to send back ACK messages to the RFDs. More precisely, we assume
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an ideal “binding” between the source nodes (RFDs) and the destination node
(coordinator). In other words, whenever the RFDs are not directly connected
with the coordinator, they send data packets to the router which, in turn, sub-
stitutes the destination address embedded in the packet header with the new
destination address (i.e., the coordinator address) and forward the packet. In
the NIST Opnet simulator, the channel is modeled as an infinite buffer: when
a node generates a packet, it inserts it in the channel buffer and schedules its
transmission after a period of time associated with processing and transmis-
sion delays. After this interval, the simulator checks if there is any collision1:
if so, the node reschedules its transmission; if not, the packet is sent and the
destination node (the coordinator in the case of direct transmission or, in the
case of transmission through routers, at first the routers and then the coordina-
tor) starts processing the packet. Once the router has relayed the packet to the
coordinator, it waits for the ACK message from the latter (for a time interval
corresponding to the ACK window duration) and does not accept any other in-
coming packet: this is due to our implementation, where no transmission queue
has been inserted in the router. A time description of this behavior is summa-
rized in Figure 2. As will be shown later, this specific implementation of the
router leads to a significant performance loss. We are currently working on the
extension of the relay model, to make it more efficient and compliant with its
experimental implementation in the PICDEM Z nodes.

Figure 2. Temporal description of the behavior of a router in the presence of a new incoming
packet

1The simulator just checks if there is any other transmission scheduled for the interval during which a
node wants to transmit. If there is a transmission, it declares a collision. Otherwise, if no transmission is
scheduled, the simulator declares the channel idle and notifies the destination node (either the coordinator
or the router, depending on the scenario) that there is a transmission in progress.
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We remark that both simulation and experimental tests have been performed
in the beaconless mode. All simulation durations, except for those related to
lifetime analysis, have been set equal to 1 h.

4. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

We now characterize the network performance, evaluating the impacts of
(1) the number of sensors, (2) the traffic load, (3) the ACK window duration,
and (4) the network lifetime.

4.1 Impact of the Number of Sensors

We distinguish between scenarios with and without the use of ACK mes-
sages, respectively.

4.1.1 With the Use of ACK Messages

The packet length is set to L = 64 byte/pck and a fixed packet generation
rate, equal to gpck = 2 pck/s, is considered. While the value of L has been
chosen as intermediate between the minimum and maximum packet lengths
admitted by the Zigbee standard, the value of gpck has been selected to make
the experiments feasible. The PICDEM Z nodes, in fact, use a single memory
register for both transmitted and received packets. Therefore, if the transmis-
sion rate is too high, the router cannot relay the packets and may experience a
buffer overflow.

The network transmission rate, defined as the average number of bits re-
ceived per second, and the delay, defined as the time interval between packet
generation and packet correct reception, are shown, as functions of the number
of the nodes N, in Figure 3a and b, respectively. Two network configurations
are considered: (i) direct transmission from the RFDs to the coordinator (see
Figure 1a) and (ii) transmission through a router (see Figure 1b). We first com-
ment on the network transmission rate, then on the delay.

As one can see from the simulation results in Figure 3a, in the presence
of direct transmission from the sensors to the coordinator, the network trans-
mission rate is an increasing function of the number of sensors and saturates
at approximately N = 128 sensors. In the presence of a router, instead, there
is a drastic reduction of the transmission rate for small values of N. The net-
work transmission rate reaches its maximum in correspondence to N = 3 sen-
sors and then starts decreasing with N. In Figure 3a, experimental results for
the network transmission rate are also shown. In the case without the router,
the experimental results are in excellent agreement with the simulations. In
the case with the router, instead, the experimental results on the network
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Figure 3. Network performance, as a function of the number of transmitting nodes, in terms
of (a) network transmission rate (at the coordinator) and (b) delay, in the case with packet
length L = 64 byte/pck and packet generation rate at the RFDs equal to gpck = 2 pck/s. Two
scenarios are considered: (i) direct transmission between remote nodes and coordinator (lines
with diamonds) and (ii) relayed transmission through a router (lines with circles). The sym-
bols (in a) are associated with experimental results, while the curves correspond to simulation
results

transmission rate do not agree with the simulations. The reason for this mis-
match will be explained in the following paragraph. In the case with a router,
the slope change at N = 3, however, can be justified as follows. When the
number of nodes is small, the transmission rate is high, since the relaying ca-
pabilities of the router can still compensate for the increasing number of col-
lisions between the packets transmitted by the RFDs. For a number of nodes
larger than 10, the decrease is due to the fact that the relaying capabilities of
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the router are reduced because the number of collisions is larger and it is more
likely that the channel is occupied by another transmitting node.

In order to justify the simulation/experimental results, we propose a simple
and intuitive approach to evaluate the saturation value of the network transmis-
sion rate in ideal conditions. In the case without the router, the transmission
rate tends to saturate to an ideal maximum value if, after transmission of an
ACK message from the coordinator, a new packet is immediately available
from an RFD. Considering the experimental values for the data packet length
(L = Lpayload = 64 byte/pck), the packet header length (Lheader = 80 b/pck), the
data rate (Rb = 250 kbps), the ACK message length (Lack = 88 b/pck), and ne-
glecting processing and propagation delays, the saturation value of the network
transmission rate is

Ssat =
L ·Rb

L+Lack +Lheader
= 188.2 kb/s (1)

In the presence of a router, instead, one has to consider the transmission not
only from the sensors to the router, but also from the router to the coordina-
tor: this doubles the number of bits to be transmitted. Therefore, the effective
network transmission rate saturates at

Ssat =
L ·Rb

2 · (L+Lack +Lheader)
= 94.1 kb/s (2)

Comparing the analytical values in (1) and (2) with the simulation results in
Figure 3a, the following comments can be made. In the absence of the router,
the network transmission rate obtained with simulations (line with diamonds)
approaches the saturation value in (1); at the opposite, in the presence of a
router, the saturation value in (2) is not approached (in the considered range
of values of N) by the simulation results (line with circles). Note that the the-
oretical limits do not take into account the impact of control messages and
the particular router implementation in the simulator. This justifies why the
maximum transmission rate predicted by the simulations is lower than the the-
oretical value in (2). In order to obtain more accurate analytical results, in the
Appendix we adapt the analytical framework in [4], relative to IEEE 802.11
networks, to IEEE 802.15.4 networks.

Considering the delay performance shown in Figure 3b, in the absence of
a router the delay between two subsequent received packets is an increasing
function of N. As for the network transmission rate, the saturation value of the
delay is approximately reached around N = 128 sensors. In the presence of a
router, instead, the delay behavior can be characterized as follows. For small
values of N, this delay is higher than the delay in the absence of the router,
in agreement with the network transmission rate behavior in correspondence
to small values of N. For large values of N, instead, the delay reduces and be-
comes basically equal to that in the absence of a router. This is due to the fact
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that the router (in the simulator) relays the received packets almost immedi-
ately (due to the limited number of packets which effectively are able to access
the channel and reach the destination), so that the channel is likely to be free
from other transmissions from the RFDs.

In Figure 4a and b, the network transmission rate and the delay are analyzed,
as functions of the number N of sensors, in all topologies shown in Figure 1.
Looking at Figure 4a, the curves related to the scenarios without a router and
with a single router are the same as in Figure 3a. In the case with two routers,

(b)

(a)

Figure 4. Network performance, as a function of the number of transmitting nodes, in terms of
(a) network transmission rate (at the coordinator) and (b) delay, in the case with L = 64 byte/pck
and packet generation rate gpck = 2 pck/s. Three scenarios are considered: (i) direct transmission
without a router (curves with circles), (ii) transmission through a router (curves with diamonds),
and (iii) transmission through two routers (curves with triangles). An ACK message is sent back
from the coordinator to the RFDs to confirm the correct data reception
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the network transmission rate has a very similar trend with respect to the case
with a single router. As explained in Section 3, if the router is waiting for an
ACK message from the coordinator, it refuses any new incoming data packet
until it can forward the ACK message received from the coordinator. In the
case with two routers, when the traffic load is low, the network transmission
rate is close to that related to the case with one router. When the offered traffic
increases, the relaying capabilities of the routers drastically reduce, because of
the larger number of nodes which try to access the channel. In particular, since
each packet travels through a three-hop path, it is likely that each router can no
longer receive new incoming packets. When the number of nodes is small, the
number of collisions is small, so that each router is likely to deliver its packet
almost immediately. On the opposite, if a router cannot relay a packet, data
transmissions from other nodes fail.

In Figure 4b, the delay performance is evaluated in scenarios with no router,
one router, and two routers, respectively. Note that while in the absence of a
router the delay is an increasing function of N, in the presence of one router
and in the presence of two routers the delay first increases significantly (it
reaches its maximum for N  10) and decreases to the same asymptotic value
observed in the absence of a router. In all cases, the delay saturates for in-
creasing values of N. In particular, in the presence of one router, the delay is
higher than in the case with two routers for large values of N. This fact can
be explained considering that in the presence of two routers, the number of ex-
changed packets is small (and, consequently, the number of collisions is large).
Therefore, a node, which can access the channel, transmits almost immediately.

4.1.2 Without the Use of ACK Messages

In this section, the network performance is analyzed in a scenario with no
transmission of ACK messages. As in the case with the use of ACK messages,
the network topologies shown in Figure 1 are considered. Unlike in Figure 2,
in this case the ACK message transmission disappears: as soon as the router
sends a data packet to the coordinator, the former is ready to receive a new
incoming data packet from an RFD. Therefore, the probability of finding the
router ready to process new packets increases. The simulation setup is, but for
the absence of ACK messages, the same as in the case with ACK messages.

In Figure 5a, the network transmission rate is shown as a function of the
number of RFDs. Various network configurations are considered: (i) absence
of the router (as in Figure 1a), (ii) presence of one router (as in Figure 1b), and
(iii) presence of two routers (as in Figure 1c). As one can see from the results in
Figure 5a, the behavior of the network transmission rate is similar in all these
network configurations. For small values of N, the network transmission rate
rapidly increases until it reaches its maximum between N = 10 and N = 50
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5. Network performance, as a function of the number of transmitting nodes, in terms of
(a) network transmission rate (at the coordinator) and (b) delay, in the case with L = 64 byte/pck
and gpck = 2 pck/s. Three scenarios are considered: (i) direct transmission without a router
(curve with circles), (ii) transmission through a router (curve with diamonds), and (iii) transmis-
sion through two routers (curve with triangles). ACK messages are not used

(depending on the network configuration). Beyond this maximum value, the
network transmission rate decreases, with a trend typical of networks using
the CSMA/CA MAC protocol [11]. Expression (1) for the saturation value of
the network transmission rate in a scenario with no router can be rewritten as
follows:

Ssat =
L ·Rb

L+Lheader
= 216.2 kb/s (3)

Comparing (1) with (3), one can observe that, at the denominator, the term re-
lated to Lack has been eliminated. Therefore, in the absence of ACK messages,
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the saturation value of the network transmission rate is expected to be higher
than in the case with ACK messages.2

The delay is shown, as a function of the number of RFDs, in Figure 5b. For
all considered network configurations, the delay increases rapidly for small
values of N and then saturates at values of N between 10 and 20. Since no
ACK message is sent, the delay is marginally influenced by the presence of
a router, as already highlighted in Figure 4b. In this case, in fact, because the
number of exchanged control messages per data packet is smaller (no ACK
message is sent, for instance), it is more likely that the channel is found free
and, therefore, the router can process new data packets.

4.2 Impact of Traffic Load

In Figures 6 and 7, the network transmission rate and the delay are shown,
as functions of the packet length L, in two scenarios with (a) N = 20 RFDs and
(b) N = 100 RFDs, respectively.

The packet generation rate is fixed to the value gpck = 2 pck/s and ACK mes-
sages are used. Looking at Figure 6, both in the presence and in the absence
of a router, the transmission rate increases rapidly and then tends to saturate
(except for some fluctuations introduced by the limited number of delivered
packets). As one can observe, the network transmission rate with direct trans-
mission to the coordinator (no router) is basically equal to the total network
traffic load, whereas it is approximately two orders of magnitude lower in the
presence of a router. The network transmission rate in the presence of one
or two routers is heavily affected by the limited relaying capabilities of the
router in the presence of a high traffic load. The delay, on the other hand, is
approximately constant, with respect to L, in the absence of the router and
slightly varying in the case of transmission through one or two routers. In-
tuitively, the delay in the presence of the router is given by the sum of the
delays (i) between the RFDs and the router and (ii) between the router and
the coordinator. The former delay is shorter than the latter since, according to
our Opnet model, the router relays a packet right after receiving it, so that
it is likely to find the channel free. Processing and propagation delays are
negligible—they are three orders of magnitude lower than the transmission
delay.

In Figures 6a and 7a, the performance results (in terms of network trans-
mission rate and delay) in a scenario with N = 20 RFDs are shown. The per-
formance behaviors are basically the same as those shown in Figures 6b and
7b, relative to scenarios with N = 100 RFDs. This fact can be justified as

2We remark that the simple analytical approach used to derive (3) is approximated. Therefore, the value
in (3) is optimistic with respect to the maximum network transmission rate in Figure 5a.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 6. Network transmission rate, as a function of the packet length, in networks with (a)
N = 20 RFDs and (b) N = 100 RFDs, respectively. The packet generation rate at the RFDs
is gpck = 2 pck/s. Three scenarios are considered: (i) direct transmission between RFDs and
coordinator (lines with circles), (ii) transmission through a router (lines with diamonds), and
(iii) transmission through two routers (line with triangles). ACK messages are sent back from
the coordinator to confirm correct data reception

follows. According to the chosen packet generation rate, the network traffic
load is small and, therefore, the number of collisions is limited. In the pres-
ence of a router, instead, the network performance is heavily influenced by
the packet loss due to the absence of a transmission queue at the relay node,
which discards any new incoming data packet—while relaying another data
packet—without taking any trace of it. Therefore, when the offered traffic load
increases, the network performance improves.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 7. Delay, as a function of the packet length, in networks with (a) N = 20 RFDs and
(b) N = 100 RFDs, respectively. The packet generation rate at the RFDs is gpck = 2 pck/s.
Three scenarios are considered: (i) direct transmission between RFDs and coordinator (lines
with circles), (ii) transmission through a router (lines with diamonds), and (iii) transmission
through two routers (line with triangles). ACK messages are sent back from the coordinator to
confirm correct data reception

In Figure 8, the throughput, defined as the ratio between the number of data
packets correctly delivered at the coordinator and the number of data packets
sent by the RFDs, is shown as a function of the packet length. Two possible
values for N are considered, namely 3 and 10. As one can see, the through-
put in the case of direct transmission is basically equal to 1, regardless of the
value of N, and decreases slightly for increasing values of L. This behavior
is due to the fact that the total network traffic load for the considered values
of L is too low to create congestion with the used CSMA/CA MAC proto-
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Figure 8. Throughput, as a function of the packet length L, in four scenarios: (i) 3 RFDs
sending messages directly to a coordinator (solid line with circles) or (ii) through a router (solid
line with squares), (iii) 10 RFDs sending messages directly to a coordinator (dashed line with
circles) or (iv) through a router (dashed line with squares)

col. Both in the case with direct transmission and in the case of transmission
through one router, the throughput reduces for increasing values of N. This is
due to the used MAC protocol and the specific router implementation. In fact,
since the router immediately relays a received packet, for increasing number of
sensors the probability of a collision in an idle interval increases significantly.
In the scenario with N = 3 RFDs and one router, the throughput is close to that
in the case of direct transmission, due to the limited offered traffic and colli-
sions. In the case with N = 10 RFDs and one router, instead, the throughput is
heavily affected by the traffic load. In this case, in fact, due to the larger num-
ber of collisions, the network transmission rate first increases for small values
of L and then decreases for larger values of L. In this case, it is possible to
identify an “optimal” traffic load (very low) which maximizes the throughput.
This maximum is around L = 10 byte/pck.

In Figures 9 and 10, experimental results relative to the impact of the
traffic load on the network performance are presented. The considered net-
work configurations are those shown in Figure 1a and b: the RFDs are con-
nected, either directly or through a router, to the coordinator. As discussed in
Section 3, the used experimental nodes belong to the PICDEM Z family. In or-
der to make a meaningful comparison, in the experiments we have considered
the same packet generation rate (gpck = 2 pck/s) used in the simulator.

In Figure 9a, the network transmission rate is shown, as a function of
the packet length L, in scenarios with (i) one, (ii) two, and (iii) three RFDs,
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(b)

(a)

Figure 9. Experimental network performance, as a function of the packet length, in terms of
(a) network transmission rate and (b) delay. Three scenarios with direct transmission to the
coordinator are considered: (i) one RFD (lines with triangles), (ii) two RFDs (lines with di-
amonds) or (iii) three RFDs (lines with circles). The considered packet generation rate at the
RFDs is gpck = 2 pck/s

in the case with direct transmission to the coordinator. As intuitively expected,
the scenario with the highest network transmission rate is the one with only one
RFD transmitting to the coordinator. This is due to the fact that in the presence
of more than one RFD, the RFDs trying to access the channel may incur into
collisions. Therefore, retransmissions may be needed (according to the used
back-off algorithm) and the network transmission rate reduces. In all cases, for
short packet lengths, the throughput is low for all network configurations; for
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(b)

(a)

Figure 10. Experimental network performance, as a function of the packet length, in terms of
(a) network transmission rate and (b) delay. Three scenarios with transmission to the coordinator
in the presence of a router are considered: (i) one RFD (lines with triangles), (ii) two RFDs (lines
with diamonds), and (iii) three RFDs (lines with circles). The considered packet generation rate
at the RFDs is gpck = 2 pck/s

increasing values of L, it rapidly increases and tends to saturate for large values
of L (i.e., high traffic loads).

In Figure 9b, the delay is shown as a function of the packet length. It can
be noticed that the delay behavior is similar in the three considered scenarios,
i.e., with (i) one RFD, (ii) two RFDs, and (iii) three RFDs. This is due to the
fact that for the considered values of the network parameters, the traffic load is
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low and, therefore, an RFD is likely to send a data packet either at its first or
second attempt. Therefore, the delay is not influenced by the network traffic.

In Figure 10a, the network transmission rate is shown, as a function of the
packet length, in the presence of a router. In this case, unlike for the simulation
results shown in Figure 4, the network transmission rate is not affected by the
use of ACK messages in a scenario with a router. In Figure 10a, the network
transmission rate rapidly increases, even at small values of L, and then satu-
rates for large values of L. Comparing the results in Figure 9a with those in
Figure 10a, it can be noted that the behavior of the network transmission rate
is almost identical. This fact can be explained considering that the software
implementation of the networking and communication protocols in the PIC-
DEM Z nodes provides all the functionalities required by the Zigbee standard.
The nodes employed in the simulations, at the opposite, have only the function-
alities of the first two layers of the ISO/OSI stack [19]: therefore, they lack the
upper-layer network capabilities that contribute to correct ACK message man-
agement. In addition, in the PICDEM Z nodes the router is equipped with a
queue where received messages can be stored—we recall that our Opnet router
model, instead, does not accept any new incoming packet until it has delivered
the current one.

In Figure 10b, the delay is shown, as a function of the packet length, in a
scenario with a router. In the case with N = 1, the delay is slightly increasing,
since the RFD always finds the channel free. In the scenarios with N = 2 and
N = 3, instead, the delay is high for low values of L and then decreases for
large values of L. This behavior is quite surprising at first sight, since one
intuitively expects a higher delay for large values of L. However, the observed
behavior can be explained considering that, after a collision, a packet can be
delayed for a certain amount of time because of the back-off algorithm. In the
experiments with N = 2 RFDs, we have observed that while an RFD could not
transmit for a certain time interval, the other RFD was sending its messages
regularly. In other words, out of the two RFDs one starves and the other gets all
the resources. In general, since the RFDs are in the same carrier sensing range,
while an RFD is transmitting a packet, the other RFDs must wait (according to
the back-off algorithm) before transmitting their packets. In unfortunate situa-
tions, it may happen that a node detects the channel as busy for a long time and,
therefore, cannot transmit any message. This behavior might also be related to
the capture effect, which affects IEEE 802.15.4 wireless networks [18].

4.3 Impact of the ACK Window Duration

Under the use of ACK messages, it is of interest to investigate the impact of
the ACK window duration. While a data packet is transmitted according to the
CSMA/CA protocol, an ACK message is transmitted using another protocol.
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In fact, after successful transmission of a data packet, all RFDs must wait a
SIFS interval before transmitting, as this interval is used by the receiving node
to send back the ACK message. Therefore, an RFD can estimate the amount
of time, denoted as ACK window duration, it will have to wait for the ACK
message. If an RFD does not receive the ACK message within this estimated
time, it stops generating new packets. The standard provides a maximum ACK
window duration, after which the packet is declared lost. After a maximum
number of attempts (which is pre-determined during the network setup), the
data packet is discarded and a new data packet may be generated.

In order to investigate the impact of the ACK window duration, we resort
to our Opnet simulator. More precisely, we consider a scenario where N = 3
RFDs are sending data messages to a coordinator (i) directly or (ii) through a
router (topologies a and b in Figure 1, respectively). The major network param-
eters are fixed as in the previous simulations (in particular, gpck = 2 pck/s and
L = 64 byte/pck). In Figure 11, the delay is shown as a function of the ACK
window duration, in the cases with no router (solid line) and with a router
(dashed line). Both in the case of direct transmission and with transmission
through a router, with low traffic, the delay between two subsequent pack-
ets is short and increases slowly for increasing offered traffic load. However,
the delay curve, in the case with transmission through a router, presents some
fluctuations, introduced by the presence of the router, which, in addition, intro-
duces a further delay due to the retransmission of the packet from the router to
the coordinator.

Figure 11. Transmission delay, as a function of the ACK window duration, in a network with
N = 3 RFDs, packet generation interval at the remote nodes given by gpck = 2 pck/s, and fixed
packet length L = 64 byte/pck. Two scenarios are considered: (i) direct transmission (solid line)
and (ii) transmission with router (dashed line)
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In Figure 11, we also show the confidence intervals (η −σ , η + σ ) associ-
ated with each simulation point, with

η � ∑nTrials
i=1 Di

nTrials
σ �

√
∑nTrials

i=1 (Di −η)2

nTrials

where nTrials is the number of simulation runs and Di is the delay value col-
lected in each simulation run. As one can observe, the simulation results in the
absence of a router are very reliable (i.e., the confidence interval is very small),
whereas, in the presence of a router, the confidence interval is larger, accord-
ing to the fluctuations introduced in the performance results. Similar consid-
erations (especially in terms of accuracy) hold also for the other simulation
results presented in this chapter. We did not explicitly indicate the confidence
intervals in all figures for the sake of illustrative clarity.

4.4 Impact of Network Lifetime

A critical issue in wireless sensor networking is the network lifetime, since
nodes are typically equipped with a limited-energy battery and may be subject
to failures. In order to save as much energy as possible, the sensors may be
grouped into clusters, i.e., they transmit their data to intermediate nodes (de-
noted as cluster-heads), which may properly modify these data and relay them
to the coordinator. In the remainder of this section, we try to analyze the im-
pact of the network lifetime on the network performance (evaluated in terms
of network transmission rate), considering various clustering configurations.

First, one has to define until when the network has to be considered “alive.”
Several definitions have been proposed in the literature [6]. In general, the
network can be considered alive until a proper QoS condition is satisfied. Ob-
viously, the more stringent the QoS condition, the shorter the sensor network
lifetime. We consider, as QoS condition, the tolerable network death level χnet

(adimensional), which is defined as the percentage of RFDs’ deaths at which
the overall network is assumed to be dead. In other words, if the QoS condi-
tion is stringent, the network is considered dead just after a small percentage
of the RFD population dies. The lifetime of a single RFD is modeled as an
exponential3 random variable with mean value equal to 300 s. We remark that
our results have been obtained in the absence of ACK messages to confirm the
correct reception of the packet.

In Figure 12a, the network transmission rate is shown, as a function of the
tolerable network death level, in a scenario with N = 16 RFDs. Various con-
figurations are considered, including the case with no cluster (i.e., the RFDs

3We point out that an exponential distribution is often considered to characterize the lifetime of technologi-
cal devices [20]. However, we did not investigate, from an experimental viewpoint, a more accurate lifetime
distribution. Our approach, however, can be applied with any sensor lifetime distribution.
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Figure 12. Network transmission rate, as a function of the tolerable network death level
provided by the network (i.e., the number of RFDs’ deaths required to declare the network
dead), in various clustering configurations. Two scenarios are considered: (a) 16 RFDs trans-
mitting to the coordinator and (b) 64 RFDs transmitting to the coordinator. The packet length is
L = 64 bytes/pck and the packet generation rate at each RFD is gpck = 2 pck/s

communicate directly to the coordinator) and a few clustered cases (the RFDs
in each cluster communicate to an intermediate relay which, in turn, communi-
cate to the coordinator). For a low tolerable network death level χnet, i.e., when
the network is considered dead after a small number of sensors’ deaths, the net-
work transmission rate slightly decreases. When the tolerable network death
level becomes less stringent, i.e., when the number of RFDs’ deaths necessary
to make the network dead increases, the network transmission rate quickly
decreases. This can be explained considering that when the average number
of transmitting nodes is large (this happens for stringent tolerable death-level
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conditions), under the condition of low traffic load, the number of delivered
packets is large. When the average number of transmitting nodes decreases
(this is allowed for less stringent tolerable network death level), the number of
delivered packets decreases as well. Moreover, the overall maximum network
transmission rate is reached in a scenario with no clustering. Increasing the
number of clusters has a negative impact on the network performance, accord-
ing to the intuition that the relays (i.e., the cluster-heads) act as bottle-necks
for data transmission.

In Figure 12b, the network transmission rate is shown, as a function of the
tolerable network death level, in a scenario with N = 64 RFDs. The network
performance trend is very similar to that shown in Figure 12a. In this case as
well, the best performance is obtained when no clustering is used. Moreover,
a higher number of cluster-heads causes a reduction of the network transmis-
sion rate. However, it is immediate to observe that the network performance
trend is similar in the two considered scenarios. This fact suggests that it
could be possible to create a general simulator and, consequently, an analytical
model which allows to predict the performance of an IEEE 802.15.4 wireless
network.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, we have analyzed the impact of relaying on the performance
of wireless sensor networks. In particular, we have presented simulation and
experimental results, together with simple analytical considerations. Our sim-
ulator has been built with Opnet, and our experiments have been carried out
using PICDEM Z nodes. Various topologies have been considered, including
scenarios with direct transmission from the RFDs to the coordinator (absence
of relaying) and the presence of one relay or two relays. In all scenarios, the
system performance has been evaluated considering the impact of (1) the num-
ber of sensors, (2) the traffic load, (3) the ACK window duration, and (4) the
tolerable network death level (a measure of the network lifetime). In scenarios
with at least one router, our results show that the performance is highly de-
graded if ACK messages are used and can be improved either by limiting the
number of contemporaneous transmitting nodes (maybe through synchroniza-
tion between RFDs) or by eliminating completely the use of ACK messages—
this improvement is, of course, possible because of the low traffic load typical
of sensor networks. In a scenario with clustering, we have discovered that the
best system configuration (in terms of number of clusters) does not depend
on (i) the number of RFDs and, consequently, (ii) the tolerable network death
level. In particular, the performance trend is similar for N = 16 and N = 64
RFDs.
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APPENDIX. ANALYTICAL APPROXIMATION
OF THE SIMULATION RESULTS

In IEEE 802.11 networks, the MAC protocol is given by the distributed
coordination function (DCF), which corresponds to a slotted 1-persistent
CSMA/CA MAC protocol. The MAC protocol of the IEEE 802.15.4 standard
differs from the DCF in the sense that (i) the access is unslotted and (ii) the
used CSMA/CA protocol is non-persistent. In order to apply the framework
in [4] (valid for a slotted scenario) to a Zigbee network (which uses an unslot-
ted communication scheme), we consider a “mini-slotted” time subdivision.
The mini-slot dimension, denoted as σ , corresponds to the duration of a sym-
bol in the Opnet simulations—this is also expedient for comparison purposes
between analytical and simulation results. In fact, all time parameters available
in the Opnet simulator are expressed as multiples of this value. In [4], the anal-
ysis is presented only for a scenario with many RFDs connected directly to the
coordinator, as shown in Figure 1a. Therefore, a comparison between analysis
and simulations is possible only in this case. A simple analytical framework
applicable to a scenario with a router, in fact, does not lead to reasonable, yet
accurate, results. Our conclusion is that a novel Markov chain-based approach,
inspired by [4], should be developed in a two-router scenario, and we are cur-
rently pursuing this research direction.

In [4], the following expression for the network transmission rate is derived:

S =
L

Ts −Tc + σ(1−Ptr)/Ptr+Tc
Ps

(4)

where L is the data packet length, σ is the duration of a mini-slot, Ts is the av-
erage time interval during which the channel is sensed busy, Tc is the average
time interval during which the channel is sensed busy by each station during
a collision, Ptr is the probability that there is at least one transmission in the
slot, and Ps is the probability of successful transmission through the channel.
In particular, Ptr can be expressed as Ptr = 1− (1− τ)N , where τ is the proba-
bility that an RFD transmits and N is the number of nodes. The probability Ps,
instead, can be expressed as

Ps =
Nτ(1− τ)N−1

1− (1− τ)N

Therefore, expression (4) for S can be rewritten as follows:

S =
L

Ts −Tc + σ(1−τ)N+Tc[1−(1−τ)N ]
Nτ(1−τ)N−1

(5)

In Figure 13, the network transmission rate is shown, as a function of the
number of nodes N, in a scenario with direct transmission from the RFDs to the
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Figure 13. Network transmission rate, as a function of the number of RFDs, in a scenario with
direct transmission to the coordinator. The results are obtained through simulation (line with
squares) and analysis (line with circles). The parameters used in the simulation are shown in the
figure

coordinator. The parameters employed in the analysis are summarized in the
figure. The difference between the curve obtained with the analysis (line with
circles) and the curve given by the simulations (line with diamonds) can be ex-
plained by observing that the analysis is based on a slotted network, whereas
the simulation corresponds to an unslotted networking scenario—note that the
simulation curve in Figure 13 is the same as that in Figure 4a relative to the
case with no router. A direct comparison of the two curves shown in Figure 13
shows that asymptotically (for increasing values of N) the analytical results are
in agreement with the simulation results. In fact, when the offered load is high,
the main difference between slotted and unslotted networks is the presence of
synchronization, which, in the former case, leads to a (slight) performance im-
provement. In order to provide a more detailed comparison between the analyt-
ical framework and the simulation setup, we are extending the Markov chain-
based approach to the CSMA/CA-based medium access technique to the case
with one or more routers.
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Abstract In sensor networks, average consensus and gossiping algorithms, featuring only
near neighbor communications, present advantages over flooding and epidemic
algorithms in a number of distributed signal processing applications. This chap-
ter looks into the implementation of average consensus algorithms within the
constraints of current sensor network technology. Our event-based protocols
work in the real event-based environment provided by a common Mica2 plat-
form and use its wireless CSMA packet-switched network interface. Within this
architecture our chapter derives different protocols according to an event-based
software architecture that are suitable for an environment like TinyOS, the most
used operating system for low-power mote platforms. Theoretical and simulation
results are presented, and the main advantage over traditional routing protocols
is given by the fully distributed and scalable nature this approach follows.

1. INTRODUCTION

Wireless sensor networks have been widely studied in recent years.
The most immediate applications are represented today by environmental
monitoring, surveillance of seismic areas, intrusion detection and target
tracking [4,12]. In many of these applications the scale of the network renders
impractical the direct transmission of data from the sensors to a fusion center,
because of the energy consumption it entails; also, a centralized approach,
in which a single unit processes all the data received from the sensors by
direct or multi-hop transmissions, creates a communication bottleneck causing
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increased delay, non-uniform accuracy in the data collection and possibly a
delay in the sought response mechanism, when the monitoring is associated
to a feedback control mechanism. Yet, in many practical engineering systems
this is the architecture of choice.

Alternatives, however, are not lacking. Fully distributed algorithms ap-
peared first in the computer science literature as a tool to provide distributed
means of querying the data and performing distributed computations: exam-
ples are the information dissemination/gossiping methods (see, e.g., [13]) and
the epidemic protocols in [1, 7]. More recently, a class of algorithms that re-
quires only near neighbors interactions has gained increasing interest: they are
called consensus or agreement protocols [2, 18–20, 25].

In a nutshell, in all these protocols the nodes iteratively update and exchange
a state variable, which converges to be identical and, in the average consensus
case, it is the average of the initial states of every node. In several protocols the
communication is described as analog and noiseless or affected by a constant
independent additive white Gaussian noise added to it. To capture the pres-
ence of a wireless channel, several recent works have investigated the effect
of a switching topology [22, 25] as well as completely asynchronous proto-
cols [15].

1.1 Specific Contributions of the Paper on
Communication Protocols for Average Consensus

Agreement protocols possess features that a good algorithm for sensor net-
work applications should have, such as being: (1) decentralized; (2) robust to
link failures, link asymmetries [11] and time delays; (3) adaptable to switching
topologies.

The objective of our study is that of examining some of these options on
a common Mica2motes platform, which is considered representative of the
current state of the art. Our contribution is the design, analysis and comparison
of different implementations for the agreement protocols over this network.

The chapter is organized as follows: we first review agreement protocols
in Section 3. In Section 4, we describe different implementations on commer-
cial platforms. Section 5 discusses theoretical and simulation results. Section 7
summarizes our main results and observations. Sections 2 and 6 describe in
detail the wireless model we assumed for our simulations and possible appli-
cations of average consensus algorithms.

2. WIRELESS NETWORK MODEL

The Mica2Motes RF interface is compliant with the IEEE802.15.4 stan-
dard. Two bands are supported, one at the 2.4/2.4835 GHz band with data rates
of 250 kb/s and one supporting 20/40 kb/s in the 868/915 MHz band. In both
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bands the physical layer adopts orthogonal modulation, enabling simple non-
coherent detection. The channel can only operate in half-duplex. The chan-
nel access scheme is carrier sensing multiple access with collision avoidance
(CSMA/CA). The so-called distributed coordination function (DCF) mecha-
nism handles retransmissions of collided packets using a binary exponential
back-off delay and requiring a two-way hand-shaking performed with ACK
messages. The stable throughput of CSMA/CA was analyzed in [8].

In this context, links can be modeled as packet erasure channels, whose
erasure probability depends on the fading state of all the links active including
the one under examination. We can also assume that data transferred in the
payload are represented with infinite precision, as other errors exist that will
make the error due to finite representation negligible.

As a coarse approximation one can assume that packets are exempt from
collisions, only if one transmitter transmits at a time, as assumed in [8]. Equiv-
alently, one can imply that the collision avoidance mechanism is so effective
that only nodes that are causing negligible interference to each other can ever
transmit simultaneously. In this case the successful reception of the packet can
be mapped approximately in the requirement of having a sufficient signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) over the link, while no one in a certain range r∗ from the
receiver.1 This model is similar to the so-called protocol model in [9]. The
SNR of the link from node j to node i can be modeled as

SNRi j = κβi j/rη
i j (1)

where βi j is a random small-scale fading coefficient, ri j is the link distance, η
is a path loss exponent and κ is the transmit power-to-noise ratio. Fading as
well as collisions can cause an erasure. According to this model the network is
a random geometric graph G2(n,r∗) [9] of packet erasure links, which allows
to calculate a series of interesting statistics, including the distribution of each
node degree. For example, for a uniform deployment of n nodes over an area A,
the node degree di is a Bernoulli random variable B(n−1, p) with probability
of success p = πr∗2/A.

An alternative model includes interfering signals and allows also to describe
the so-called capture phenomena that occur in wireless random access. In it, it
is assumed that the receiver experiences an SNR equal to

SINRi j =
βi jr

−η
i j

κ−1 +∑p 
=i, j βipr−η
ip

(2)

where the sum of interfering signals at the denominator includes all nodes that
are simultaneously active.

1Truly, the transmitting node can only preventively sense the area around itself and cannot monitor the area
around the receiver which can have, as well known, hidden terminals.
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Simulations are based on the common variant of Mica motes, composed of
an Atmel ATMEGA103 microcontroller unit, 128 kB program memory, 4 KB
RAM and a RFM TR1000 radio transceiver, with 50 kB of transmission rate at
916.5 MHz. The platform simulator is event-based, handling interrupts such as
messages arrival and clock firing.

The MAC layer is a simplified CSMA-CA, in which every node, before
transmitting a packet, waits, the first time, for a random time interval, given by
the sum of a constant (200 bit times) plus a uniform random contribution of 128
bit times. After the first time, if the channel is sensed busy, the node begins the
back-off mechanism. A generic node, instead, checks for the incoming signal
power and, depending on the two interference models described above, is able
to know if a message has arrived safely or collided. In fact, during the reception
of a frame, other nodes far from a generic transmitter can send messages to the
same receiving node causing, under some conditions, the collision of two or
more packets.

3. PRELIMINARIES ON AVERAGE CONSENSUS

Consensus protocols are gossip-based algorithms and allow a network of
nodes to reach an agreement on a common value that depends on the initial
state of all the sensors.

The generic network, directed or undirected, is typically described as a
graph G = G(V,E), where V is the set of vertices, E is the set of edges that,
as mentioned before, can be modeled as a packet erasure channel. We are go-
ing to describe discrete time consensus protocols, since computations in our
event-driven network are naturally described using a discrete index that points
to each iteration of the algorithm. Let

Ni =
{

v j ∈ G : (vi,v j) ∈ E
}

(3)

be the set of neighbors of node vi. The k +1th computation update at node i is
as follows:

xi(k +1) = f (xi(k),ui(k)) (4)

where xi(k) represents the state variable of node i, and ui(k) = g(x1(k), . . . ,
xNi(k)) is a coupling or update variable, function of the external signals that
convey state information of neighbor nodes, defined in (3). In its simplest form
the state-updating rule is an integrator:

xi(k +1) = xi(k)+ εui(k) (5)
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where ε is a step-size parameter, and ui(k) is linear:

ui(k) = ∑
j∈Ni

ai j(x j(k)− xi(k)) (6)

It can be seen that the global state, at each time-step, is updated as follows:

x(k +1) = (I − εL)x(k) � Wx(k) (7)

where L is the graph Laplacian matrix, defined by

li j =

⎧⎨
⎩

∑ j∈Ni
ai j j = i

−ai j j 
= i and j ∈ Ni

0 else
(8)

and W � (I − εL). The goal of a generic f -consensus protocol is to reach an
agreement on the state variable of the whole network driving all node states
to become equal to a function of the initial state. Thus, if x is the fixed point
of the system (7), x = f (x(0)), f (·) the desired function of the initial state. In
average consensus problems f (x(0)) = ∑i xi(0)

n .
Simple choices to ensure the convergence of (7) were derived in [25]. In par-

ticular, the convergence is guaranteed when ε ∈ (0,1/degmax), where degmax
is the maximum degree of the network, or εi j < 2/(max(di,d j)). Even if other
choices of the weight associated to the update rule are known, based on the
optimization of the particular topology a network describes, the two possibili-
ties presented above are the most suitable for a sensor network, in which every
node is aware of its neighbors only. Section 4 presents two approaches to es-
timate the degree of a generic node and its neighbors, while in Section 4.2 a
protocol with constant weights is described.

4. METROPOLIS-HASTINGS AVERAGE
CONSENSUS

Each node updates its internal state variable according to the following rule:

x(k +1) = x(k)+
Ni

∑
j=1

1
max(di,d j)

(x j(k)− xi(k))

where di and d j represent the degree of nodes i and j, respectively. The algo-
rithm is so composed by two stages: (i) a discovery phase and (ii) an averaging
phase. This method comes from the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, and guar-
antees convergence, provided the graph is not bipartite [3].
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Figure 1. Discovery phase

Each node discovers its neighbors, calculates its own degree and the degree
for each of the neighbors it can reach. As shown in Figure 1, every time an
internal clock fires, node 0 sends a message, i.e., a “hello message”, inserting
within the message the ID number and the actual local degree. Each receiv-
ing node updates the degree of node 0, d0, and answers by a “how are you”
message: the format is the same, but the session ID is different to avoid infinite
loops. After a node i has answered, all the nodes that can hear it update their in-
ternal neighbor table with respect to i, if the degree is greater than the previous
one (this is done to avoid delays due to the CSMA-based medium access).

The nodes can be, or not, synchronized. For this latter case the protocol
takes into account the possibility that different nodes finish the discovery phase
at different absolute clock times, and that was the scenario we simulated. This
is a realistic assumption, since even if nodes are synchronized, an initialization
phase, during which a starting signal has to be disseminated into the network,
causes different starting times.

The main concepts of this algorithm can be described for each node:

A fixed number of # hello message are sent. Every time a node answers,
upgrade the local degree.

If a hello message was received, answer with a howAreYou msg; if
howAreYou msg are received from other nodes, do not answer (to avoid
loop cycles), but update.

When the discovery phase is finished start the averaging phase (divided in
clock periods).
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Figure 2. Evolution, over time, of a network with N = 160 nodes in a 500×500 m2 area and
radius R = 100 m

If an avg msg is received update a neighbors table (if the value is not present
from that node). If some hello msg arrives, answer and update local degree.

For every clock fire, within the average phase, update value and broadcast it.

As an example, the evolution of a scenario with N = 160 sensors deployed
in a 500× 500m2 area, with a radius of R = 100 m, is depicted in Figure 2.
After the discovery phase, each node starts to update its internal variable and
interact with the other. As we can observe, if all the sensors are connected, the
internal values converge to an agreement that is, in this case, the average value.

In Algorithm 1 an event-based code implementation is derived. The node
can be in “discovery” or “averaging phase”. Initially, the node sets the initial
value. The internal state is then set to “discovery phase”, since that is the first
stage of the algorithm, and it takes # number of clock fires to complete the al-
gorithm. Within this stage the node sends “hello message” every time the clock
fires, and records all the incoming answers from its neighbors. After the last
clock fire has expired, the state turns to “averaging”, and it starts the local state
update. During this period, characterized by a fixed number of iterations, if
a “hello message” arrives an update is performed. The averaging phase takes
a fixed number of iterations, and the final value is considered the average of
initial values.
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Algorithm 1 Local degree with training
1. Initialization Phase
2. read value;
3. Set Clock( next time );
4. state ← discovery phase;
5. num hello msg ← 0;
6. neighbor table ← [];
7. Event Packet Received:
8. if discovery phase then
9. if found(msg.ID, neighbor table) then

10. update( );
11. else
12. add entry( );
13. end if
14. if msg.type == hello msg then
15. Send HowAreYou msg( local degree );
16. end if
17. else
18. // we are in averaging phase
19. if hello msg then
20. update( neighbor table, msg.degree );
21. Send HowAreYou msg( local degree );
22. else
23. if found(msg.ID, neighbor table) then
24. update( );
25. else
26. add entry( );
27. end if
28. end if
29. end if
30. Event Clock Fired:
31. if discovery phase then
32. Send HowAreYou msg( ID, value, local degree );
33. num hello msg = num hello msg +1;
34. if num hello msg == max num hello msg then
35. state ← averaging phase;
36. end if
37. Set Clock( next time );
38. else
39. // we are in averaging phase
40. sum = 0;
41. for i = 1 : size(neighbor table) do
42. if neighbor table(i).received == 1 then
43. sum ← sum + max(neighbor table(i).degree, local degree) · (neighbor table(i).value - value);
44. end if
45. end for
46. value ← value + sum;
47. Send Avg msg( ID, value, local degree );
48. neighbors table(:, received) ← 0;
49. Set Clock( next time );

50. end if

4.1 Metropolis-Hastings Without Training

This algorithm differs from the previous one by the fact that the training (or
discovery) phase is absent. During the iterations each node receiving messages
from the neighborhood simply updates its local degree as messages from new
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nodes come, so that its nearby nodes learn the new values of that cardinality
progressively.

Algorithm 2 Local degree without training
1. Initialization Phase
2. read value;
3. Set Clock( next time );
4. neighbor table ← [];
5. Event Packet Received:
6. iffound(neighbors table) then
7. add entry( );
8. else
9. update( degree );

10. ifalready received then
11. update( value);
12. end if
13. end if
14. Event Clock Fired:
15. for i = 1 : size(neighbor table) do
16. if neighbor table(i).received == 1 then
17. sum ← sum + max(neighbor table(i).degree, local degree), · (neigh-

bor table(i).value - value);
18. end if
19. end for
20. value ← value + sum;
21. neighbors table(:, received) ← 0;
22. Send Avg msg( ID, value, local degree );
23. Set Clock( next time );

4.2 Constant Weight

In this case every node uses the same weight to compute the updated value.
Hence, the knowledge of the local degree is not required and every time an
internal clock fires, the sensor simply has to check all messages arrived within
the previous time window, calculate the new value and broadcast it to the
neighborhood. The common weight must fall within the interval 0 < α < 2

λ1(L) ,

and the optimum value is given by α∗ = 2
λ1(L)+λN−1(L) . This value was found

by averaging on Monte Carlo simulations and set to be the constant weight.
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Algorithm 3 Constant weight
1. Initialization Phase
2. read value;
3. Set Clock( next time );
4. neighbor table ← [];
5. Event Packet Received:
6. iffound(neighbors table) then
7. add entry( );
8. end if
9. Clock Fired:

10. for i = 1 : size(neighbor table) do
11. if neighbor table(i).received == 1 then
12. sum ← sum + const weight · (neighbor table(i).value - value);
13. end if
14. end for
15. value ← value + sum;
16. neighbors table = [];
17. Send Avg msg( ID, value, local degree );
18. Set Clock( next time );

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In our analysis we will resort to a statistical characterization of the delay
derived based on the following outage probabilities averaged over all random
graphs G with identically distributed nodes as

P(k)
out−node(ζ ) � E{P(|δi(k)|2 > ζ |G)} (9)

P(k)
out (ζ ) � E{P(||δ (k)||2 > ζ |G)} (10)

If x(0) is zero mean and jointly normal N (0,Rx), δ (k) is jointly normal with
covariance Rδ (k) = (W k − n−111T )Rx(W k − n−111T )T . Hence, for k > 0, as-
suming all nonzero eigenvalues νi(k) of the auto-covariance of δ (k) are dis-
tinct, we have

P(k)
out−node(ζ ) = E

{
e
− ζ

[Rδ (k)]ii

}

P(k)
out (ζ ) =

n−1

∑
i=1

E

{
∏
m
=i

νi(k)
νi(k)−νm(k)

e−
ζ

νi(k)

}
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Upper and lower bounds for this expression are

Lemma 1 The following bounds on the per node and total average outage
probability hold:

P(k)
out−node(ζ ) ≤ P(k)

out (ζ )

P(k)
out (ζ ) ≤ E

{
P

(
χ(n−1) >

ζ
λ1(Rx)(1− ελ1(L))k

)}
(11)

P(k)
out−node(ζ ) ≥ E

{
e
− ζ

λn(Rx)(1−ελ1(L))k

}
(12)

where χ(n−1) is a chi-square random variable with n−1 degrees of freedom.

Proof The first equation is because ||δ (k)||2 ≥ |δi(k)|2. The second bound is
obtained considering that ||δ (k)||2 = ∑n−1

i=1 νi(k)z2
i where zi ∼ N (0,1) are the

i.i.d. Gaussian random variables obtained whitening the vector δ (k). Assuming
νi(k) are in descending order, this implies that νn−1(k)χ(n−1) ≤ ||δ (k)||2 ≤
ν1(k)χ(n−1), where χ(n−1) = ∑n−1

i=1 z2
i is a central chi-square distribution with

n−1 degrees of freedom.
Hence, P(k)

out (ζ |G)≤ P(χ(n−1) > ζ/ν1(k)). The inequality then follows from
the fact that ν1(k) ≤ λ1(Rx)λn−1(W ) = λ1(Rx)(1 − ελ1(L)). In Figure 3 an

Figure 3. Outage probability of a network with N = 50 sensors over a 500×500m2 area, with
a radius of 100 m, and k = 25 iterations, with Metropolis-Hastings algorithms (MH with/out
training) and constant weight algorithm. Simulations are based on SINR wireless channel model
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example is reported with N = 75 nodes, a normalized radius of r = 0.2 and
k = 10 iterations.

As an example, Figure 3 depicts the outage probability Pout(ζ ), of the pro-
posed protocols, obtained using network simulator. As expected, the “local
degree without training” algorithm performs worse than the other ones. How-
ever, the “local degree with training” and “constant weight” have similar per-
formance in a real network simulation.

6. APPLICATIONS FOR AVERAGE CONSENSUS
ALGORITHMS

The most obvious application of average consensus algorithms is to syn-
chronization problems, where these protocols address an old problem that has
been studied since the first appearance of distributed systems [10, 16] and has
been investigated in database theory as well [5]. There are two main families
of algorithms that have been proposed for sensor networks synchronization:
the main protocol falling in the first class is the reference broadcast synchro-
nization (RBS) algorithm (RBS) [6], where a reference node signal sent to the
neighborhood allows the nodes to exchange the time stamp of their reception
time and then compute their relative clock difference (improvements of RBS
are in [17, 21, 23]); the second class of algorithms is derived from the net-
work time protocol (NTP), and it uses a global clock time scale combined with
flooding algorithms, which disseminate the information on the timing through-
out the network [14, 24]. Agreement protocols allow the nodes to calculate a
common average clock phase iteratively, only using local communications, and
they naturally support EBS-like protocols.

Synchronization is only one of many applications. Any query on sensor data
that can be reduced to having a linear synopsis can be calculated through an
agreement protocol. Let s be the vector of sensor data, with entries si. Agree-
ment protocols permit to compute at sensor j any function that can be decom-
posed as follows:

g j(s1, . . . ,sN) = p j

(
N−1

N

∑
i=1

fi(si)

)
(13)

This can be easily accomplished by initializing the state variable at node i so
that xi(0) = fi(si) and, assuming that convergence is attained at time/iteration
T , by computing the function p j(x j(T )).

There are several statistical signal processing functions that can also be cal-
culated under certain constraints, beginning with a simple histogram of the
data. For example, for identically distributed sensor data, to estimate the cu-
mulative distribution function Fs(γ) one can simply set fi(si) = 1 if si ≤ γ and
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fi(si) = 0 otherwise. Certain statistical inference problems also have this struc-
ture: for example, the log-likelihood ratio Λi j(s) = ln(p(s|Hi)/p(s|Hj)), in the
case where the sensor data are conditionally independent, becomes a sum of
likelihood ratios:

Λi j(s) =
N

∑
k=1

ln(p(sk|Hi)/p(sk|Hj)) =
N

∑
k=1

Λi j(sk)

In a parameter-estimation problem, with parameter vector θ , if the sensor data
are conditionally independent, also Λθ (s) = ∑N

k=1 Λθ (sk).
Because of their decentralized nature, these methodologies are ideal to en-

force coordinated actions and control mechanisms which are based on the net-
work state.
Given the array of applications for consensus protocols discussed above, it is
evident that the interplay with the physical aspects of communications, conges-
tion problems, network delays, energy consumption, deserves close attention.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we derived different implementations for average consensus
protocols. In a fully distributed and decentralized scenario a generic node of
the network is likely to be aware of its neighborhood and, consequently, the
available information can be only the local degree, i.e., the cardinality, and the
degree of neighbors. This leads to the design of cooperative protocols based
on a few information about the local structure of a network. In such a way,
we proposed and evaluated algorithms (i) based on the estimation of the lo-
cal cardinality, and neighbors degree, and (ii) based on constant weights. In
the latter case no additional training is required, nor additional updates during
the averaging phase, since every node knows in advance the parameter to use
within the updating rule. The performance results indicate that the “constant
weight” protocols are advantageous over the alternatives because their poten-
tial performance difference compared to the other choices is negligible when
the algorithm is run over a realistic network scenario, and the algorithms are
much simpler to implement, because they do not require an initial network
discovery phase.
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Abstract This chapter describes two branches of biologically inspired approaches to
networks: biologically inspired computer networks (i.e., the bio-networking ar-
chitecture) and biologically inspired nanoscale biological networks (i.e., molec-
ular communication). The first branch, biologically inspired computer networks,
applies techniques and algorithms from biological systems to the design and
development of computer networks. The second branch, biologically inspired
nanoscale biological networks, applies techniques and algorithms from biologi-
cal systems to the design and engineering of nanoscale biological networks.

1. INTRODUCTION

Information processing systems today are composed of a larger number of
devices gathering, exchanging, and processing information (e.g., grid comput-
ing). In addition, system components (e.g., computational and sensing devices)
are becoming smaller, potentially less reliable, and integrated directly into the
environment (e.g., sensor networks for environmental monitoring). As a result,
information processing systems today face research challenges of scaling to a
larger number of system components and adapting to changes in the environ-
ment and failures that may occur in system components.

Observation of the biological world shows that a biological system is com-
posed of a massive number of nano/micro-scale biological components that
adapt to changes in the environment and failures of biological components.
In biological systems, biological components self-organize into complex sys-
tems in a hierarchical manner, where a higher level structure is composed of
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a number of lower level components. For example, an organism is composed
of multiple organs, each of which is composed of multiple cells, and so on.
Components at each level communicate and coordinate through a variety of
mechanisms (e.g., electric signals, molecule diffusion), allowing biological
systems to adapt to environmental changes and component failures.

Design principles from biological systems may thus be applicable to de-
signing of today’s information processing systems that need to integrate large
number of components and be adaptive to environmental changes and com-
ponent failures. This chapter describes two branches of biologically inspired
approaches to network systems: (1) biologically inspired computer networks
and (2) biologically inspired nanoscale biological networks. The first branch,
biologically inspired computer networks, applies design principles found in
biological systems to improve computer networks design. The second branch,
biologically inspired nanoscale biological networks, applies the principles to
engineering nano to microscale biological networks.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes an
example of biologically inspired computer networks (i.e., the bio-networking
architecture), and Section 3 describes an example of biologically inspired
nanoscale networks (i.e., molecular communication). Section 4 concludes this
chapter.

2. BIOLOGICALLY INSPIRED COMPUTER
NETWORKS

Future computer networks are expected to be autonomous, scalable, and
adaptive. They autonomously operate with minimal human intervention. They
scale to and support billions of nodes and users. They adapt to diverse user de-
mands and remain available to users. They also adapt to dynamically changing
network conditions such as network failures.

Key features of future networks mentioned above, i.e., autonomy, scalabil-
ity, and adaptability, have already been achieved in biological systems. For
example, scalability is observed in large-scale social insect colonies (e.g., ant
colonies) that contain millions of entities (e.g., worker ants), yet exhibit highly
sophisticated and coordinated behaviors (e.g., division of labor in foraging and
nest building). Insect colonies also adapt to dynamically changing conditions
(e.g., change in the amount of food in the ant colony) through local interac-
tion of entities that adjust their behavior based on environmental conditions
(e.g., more ants go out of a colony and gather food when the food level in the
colony becomes low.). Based on the observation that biological systems exhibit
key features required for future networks, an increasing number of researchers
are currently investigating the feasibility of applying biological concepts and
principles to computer networks design [1, 3, 4, 7, 9, 10, 16–18, 20].
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We also believe if a network is modeled after biological principles, network
applications are able to satisfy key requirements such as autonomy, scalability,
and adaptability. We have therefore designed a biologically inspired network,
called the bio-networking architecture [26,28] where key biological principles
and concepts (e.g., self-organization, emergence, redundancy, natural selec-
tion, and diversity) are applied to the design of computer networks and network
applications.

In this section, we first describe biological principles applied to the bio-
networking architecture and then describe our design of a middleware frame-
work for this architecture.

2.1 Biological Principles Applied

A key concept in biological systems is emergent behavior. In biological sys-
tems, useful behavior often emerges through the collective, simple, and au-
tonomous behaviors of individual biological entities. For example, when a bee
colony needs more food, a large number of bees will leave the hive and go to
the flower patches in the area to gather nectar. When the bee colony is near
its food storage capacity, only a few bees will leave the hive to gather nectar.
This adaptive food gathering function emerges from the relatively simple and
local interactions among individual bees. If a returning food-gathering bee can
quickly unload its nectar to a food-storing bee, it means that the food-storing
bees are not busy and that there is little food in the hive. This food-gathering
bee then encourages other nearby bees to leave the hive and collect nectar by
doing the well-known “waggle dance.” If a returning food-gathering bee must
wait a long time to unload its nectar, it means that the food-storing bees are
busy and that there is plenty of food in the hive. This food-gathering bee then
remains in the hive and rests. Since the food-gathering bee performs a local-
ized interaction only between itself and the food-storing bee, the interaction
can scale to support the large or growing nutritional needs of a bee colony.
The bee colony also exhibits other types of emergent behavior, such as self-
organization, evolution, and survivability. Thus, emergent behavior is the for-
mation of complex behaviors or characteristics through the collective, simple,
and autonomous behaviors or characteristics of individual entities.

In the bio-networking architecture, we apply the concept of emergent be-
havior by implementing network applications as a group of autonomous enti-
ties called the cyber-entities (see Figure 1). This is analogous to a bee colony
(an application) consisting of multiple bees (cyber-entities). Each cyber-entity
implements a functional component related to the application and also fol-
lows simple behavior rules similar to biological entities (such as reproduc-
tion, death, migration, relationship establishment with other cyber-entities). In
the bio-networking architecture, useful application functionality emerges from
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network
application

individual
cyber-entity
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Figure 1. Cyber-entities and network applications

the collaborative execution of application components (or services) carried
by cyber-entities, and useful system behaviors and characteristics (e.g., self-
organization, adaptation, evolution, security, survivability) arise from simple
behaviors and interaction of individual cyber-entities.

Another key concept that we borrow from biological systems is evolution.
Evolution in biological systems occurs as a result of natural selection from di-
verse behavioral characteristics of individual biological entities. Through many
successive generations, beneficial features are retained while detrimental be-
haviors become dormant or extinct, and the biological system specializes and
improves itself according to long-term environmental changes.

Within a biological system, diversity of behaviors is necessary for the sys-
tem to adapt and evolve to suit a wide variety of environmental conditions. In
the bio-networking architecture, we design multiple cyber-entities to perform
the same task with different behaviors to ensure a sufficient degree of diversity.
For instance, we design multiple cyber-entities to implement the same service
with different behavior policies (e.g., one cyber-entity with a migration policy
of moving toward a user and another cyber-entity with a migration policy of
moving toward a cheap resource cost node). In the bio-networking architec-
ture, we design cyber-entity reproduction to include mutation and crossover
mechanisms to produce new behaviors and new behavior policies.

Within a biological system, food (or energy) serves as a natural selection
mechanism. Biological entities naturally strive to gain energy by seeking and
consuming food. Similar to an entity in the biological world, each cyber-entity
in the bio-networking architecture stores and expends energy for living. Cyber-
entities gain energy in exchange for performing a service, and they pay energy
to use network and computing resources. The abundance or scarcity of stored
energy affects various behaviors and contributes to the natural selection process
in evolution. For example, an abundance of stored energy is an indication of
higher demand for the cyber-entity; thus the cyber-entity may be designed to
favor reproduction in response to higher levels of stored energy. A scarcity of
stored energy (an indication of lack of demand or ineffective behaviors) may
eventually cause the cyber-entity’s death.
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Reproduction to create diverse cyber-entity behaviors along with a mech-
anism for natural selection will result in the emergence of evolution to allow
applications to adapt to long-term environmental change in the bio-networking
architecture.

2.2 Middleware Framework

The bio-networking architecture is a middleware framework that supports
design and development of network applications. It consists of interconnected
bio-networking nodes as shown in Figure 2. A virtual machine capable of re-
source access control (such as the Java virtual machine) runs atop the native
operating system. The bio-networking platform software, which provides an
execution environment and supporting facilities for cyber-entities, runs using
the virtual machine. The platform software also manages underlying resources
such as CPU and memory.

Cyber-entities that provide network applications run atop the platform soft-
ware. A cyber-entity consists of three main parts: attributes, body, and behav-
iors. Attributes carry information regarding the cyber-entity (e.g., cyber-entity
ID, description of a service it provides, cyber-entity type, stored energy level,
and age). The body implements a service that a cyber-entity provides and con-
tains materials relevant to the service (such as data, application code, or user
profiles). For instance, a cyber-entity’s body may implement control software
for a device, while another cyber-entity’s body may implement a hotel reser-
vation service. A cyber-entity’s body that implements a web service may con-
tain a web page data. Cyber-entity behaviors implement non-service-related
actions that are inherent to all cyber-entities. Major behaviors of cyber-entities
are listed below:

Virtual Machine
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Figure 2. Bio-networking node
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Energy exchange and storage: Cyber-entities may gain/expend and store
energy as described above.

Communication: Cyber-entities communicate with others for requesting a
service, fulfilling a service, or routing messages (e.g., discovery messages)
for other cyber-entities.

Migration: Cyber-entities may migrate from bio-net platform to platform.

Replication and reproduction: Cyber-entities may make copies of them-
selves (replication). Two parent cyber-entities may create a child cyber-
entity (reproduction), possibly with mutation and crossover.

State change: Each cyber-entity may have autonomous, active, and inactive
(sleeping) states during its lifetime. Cyber-entities in different states con-
sume resources differently; therefore they expend energy at different rates.

Death: Cyber-entities may die because of old age or energy starvation.

Relationship establishment: Cyber-entities may have their own relationships
with others.

Discovery: Cyber-entities may discover other cyber-entities by sending a
discovery message through their relationships.

Resource sensing: Cyber-entities may sense the type, amount, and unit cost
of resources (e.g., CPU cycles and memory space) available on both local
and neighboring platforms. Each platform determines the unit cost of re-
sources provided on that platform based on their availability.

2.3 Current Status

As an application of the bio-networking architecture, we have designed
Aphid, a web content distribution application [27]. Aphid cyber-entities ac-
cept requests for web pages and deliver them using the HTTP protocol. Sim-
ulation studies have been conducted to demonstrate that the Aphid exhibits
unique and desirable features such as scalability, adaptability, and survivabil-
ity/ availability. Some other network applications have also been implemented
using the bio-networking architecture in [15]. In addition, the bio-networking
architecture has been implemented and empirically evaluated in [26]. Exten-
sive simulation studies on evolvability of the bio-networking architecture have
been performed in [22].
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3. BIOLOGICALLY INSPIRED NANOSCALE
NETWORKS

Current bionanotechnology has advanced to the point where engineering of
biological systems (e.g., receptors, nano-scale reactions) is feasible, as demon-
strated through modification of DNA to produce new cell functionality. Tech-
niques of engineering biological systems can now be used to design nano-scale
or (at least small-scale) biological network systems.

Along this line, we have proposed molecular communication [14, 21] as
one solution for nano-scale communication between nanomachines. Nanoma-
chines (e.g., biological molecules, artificial devices) represent small devices or
components that perform computation, sensing, or actuation. Molecular com-
munication provides a mechanism for one nanomachine to encode or decode
information into molecules and to send information to another nanomachine.

Molecular communication represents a more direct and precise mechanism
for interacting with biological cells and it may be used, for instance, in implant
devices [8] to directly interact with human cells for human health monitor-
ing. Molecular communication may also be useful in molecular computing.
In the molecular computing area, researchers are currently creating molecular
logic gates (e.g., an inverter and a NAND gate) and memory [5, 11, 12, 18,
19, 24] using components from biological systems. Those molecular compo-
nents may be interfaced through molecular communication to perform more
complex computing functionality.

In Section 3.1, we first introduce biological communications with two exam-
ples of how communication is performed within/between cells. In Section 3.2,
we describe a molecular communication architecture. In Section 3.3, we
present a design of two molecular communication systems based on specific
biological communications.

3.1 Biological Communications

Biological nanomachines (e.g., cells) exhibit a wide variety of mechanisms
for exchanging information at the nano and micron scales. Some specific
biological mechanisms include intracellular communication and intercellular
communication [2].

In intracellular communication, communication occurs between compo-
nents within a single biological cell. For example, acetylcholine is transported
within a neuron along the axon and released, causing a response in the adja-
cent neurons that have a receptor for acetylcholine. A component of the cell
sends molecules (e.g., vesicles containing acetylcholine) carried by molec-
ular motors. A molecular motor (e.g., kinesins and dyneins) is a protein or
protein complex that transforms chemical energy (e.g., ATP hydrolysis) to
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mechanical movement of the molecular motor along a cytoskeletal track (e.g.,
microtubules).

In intercellular communication, communication can occur through cell–cell
channels called gap junction channels. Gap junctions allow connected cells to
share small molecules such as Ca2+ (calcium ions) and inositol 1,4,5- trispho-
sphate (IP3) and, therefore, enable coordinated actions among adjacent cells.
For example, ciliated airway epithelial cells communicate with each other
through the diffusion of IP3 via gap junctions. A stimulated cell first increases
the intracellular IP3 concentration that results in the release of Ca2+ from the
intracellular calcium store. IP3 diffuses through gap junctions to adjacent cells,
resulting in the release of Ca2+ from intracellular stores in each of the adjacent
cells. Diffusion of IP3 continues and thus propagates calcium waves over a
number of cells.

3.2 Molecular Communication Architecture

Molecular communication can be described relative to a generic commu-
nication architecture that consists of system components and communication
processes of a molecular communication: encoding, sending, propagation, re-
ceiving, and decoding (Figure 3).

3.2.1 Molecular Communication System Components

The generic molecular communication system consists of information
molecules (i.e., molecules such as proteins or ions) that carry the information
to be transmitted, sender nanomachines that transmit the carrier molecules,
receiver nanomachines that receive carrier molecules, and the environment in
which the carrier molecules propagate from the sender to the receiver.

The sender and receiver nanomachines may be biological cells that use pep-
tides, ions, or phosphates such as inositol-triphosphate as carrier molecules

ReceiversSenders
Information molecules

1. Encoding

2. Sending

3. Propagation

4. Receiving

5. Decoding

Figure 3. Molecular communication architecture
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(e.g., cells that communicate through calcium ions). The sender stores carrier
molecules and releases them according to some event (e.g., high concentration
of an external signal molecule). For instance, calcium ions may be pumped
into a sender cell from the external environment and stored in the endoplasmic
reticulum of a sender cell. A sender may then release the stored calcium when
a ligand binds to a receptor of a sender cell. The receiver includes calcium-
sensitive components to detect increased calcium concentration and reacts to
it. For example, calcium ions bind to receptors of the receiver, resulting in
neuron action potential or a cellular immune response such as inflammation.

The information molecules propagate from the sender to the receiver in the
environment. The environment of molecular communication may be an aque-
ous medium with various ions and molecules dissolved in solution.

3.2.2 Molecular Communication Processes

The communication processes of molecular communication include encod-
ing, sending, propagation, receiving, and decoding (Figure 4).

Encoding is the process by which a sender translates information into carrier
molecules that the receiver can capture or detect. Information may be encoded

Figure 4. Molecular communication using intracellular communication (molecular motors
and rail molecules)
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in the specific molecules used, in a subcomponent of the molecule (e.g., subse-
quence of a DNA sequence), or in characteristics of the molecules. Information
may also be encoded in the environment by, for example, the sender emitting
molecules that modify the environment, and a receiver that detects the changes
in the environment.

Sending is the process by which the sender emits the carrier molecule into
the environment. For example, a sender may emit ligands toward membrane
receptors of nearby cells, which results in the generation of calcium waves that
propagate from cell to cell. Another example of sending is the sender emitting
carrier molecules using peptide translation machinery. In this case, the carrier
molecule may be a peptide sequence that is encapsulated into a vesicle, trans-
ported by molecular motor machinery of the cell from the endoplasmic retic-
ulum (site of vesicle encapsulation) to the cellular membrane (site of vesicle
exocytosis), and emitted outside of the sender cell using vesicle exocytosis.

Propagation is the process by which carrier molecules move through the
environment from a sender to a receiver. Propagation may occur through sim-
ple passive propagation (e.g., Brownian motion) in which the carrier molecules
do not actively use energy to move through the environment. Propagation may
also be controlled by constraining the volume of the environment in which
carrier molecules can move. For example, in propagation through gap junc-
tions, propagation is limited to inside the cell and the gap junction and thus
molecules do not propagate in all directions. Another example of controlled
propagation is molecular motors that walk over rail molecules to transport car-
rier molecules.

Receiving is the process by which the receiver captures carrier molecules
propagating in the environment. The receiver may contain a selective recep-
tor (e.g., sensitive to calcium ions or specific peptides) to capture the carrier
molecule. The receiver may contain gap junctions that allow molecules (e.g.,
calcium ions) to flow into the cell without using receptors. Another option for
receiving is to use fusion of vesicles (observed in vesicle transport) containing
carrier molecules into the membrane of receivers.

Decoding is the process by which the receiver, after receiving carrier
molecules, decodes the received molecules into a reaction. The design of a
reaction is dependent on the application. If biological cells are used as re-
ceivers, potential reactions include enzyme-mediated reactions or protein syn-
thesis. For instance, to report a detected molecule, the receiver may express
GFP (green fluorescent protein) in response to the transmitted signal.

3.3 Molecular Communication Systems

We have designed two molecular communication systems, one using intra-
cellular communication and the other using intercellular communication. The
following illustrates their design relative to the generic molecular communica-
tion processes described in Section 3.2.2.
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3.3.1 Molecular Communication Using Intracellular Communication

In the molecular communication system using intracellular communication
(Figure 5) [6, 20], the sender nanomachine sends information molecules that
are contained in an interface molecule. The interface molecule is a container
that stores various information molecules and isolates information molecules
from inside the propagation environment and, thus, reduces interference from
environmental noise. Transport molecules (e.g., molecular motors such as
dynein or kinesin) propagate along guide molecules (e.g., microtubule) and
carry interface molecules (containing information molecules) from the sender
to the receiver nanomachines. The network topology of guide molecules de-
termines the direction that molecular motors will move. Communication pro-
cesses in this molecular communication system are described as follows.

Encoding: Sender nanomachines encode information on information
molecules (e.g., DNA molecules, proteins, peptides). For example, nanoma-
chines encode information on sequences of peptides and inject the peptides
into vesicles. Vesicles can be loaded on molecular motors, and thus a variety
of encoded molecules can be sent.

Sending: Sender nanomachines then emit information molecules. The infor-
mation molecules are then attached to molecular motors that move along rail
molecules.

Propagation: Propagation is performed through molecular motors that move
along rail molecules from sender nanomachines to receiver nanomachines in a
directed manner.

Receiving: Receiver nanomachines are assumed to retrieve interface
molecules from molecular motors using protein tags. When molecular motors
approach receiver nanomachines, interface molecules such as vesicles may be
fused into receiver nanomachines and thus release information molecules into
the receiver.

Figure 5. Molecular communication using intercellular communication
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Decoding: In decoding, receiver nanomachines invoke reactions in re-
sponse to information molecules. For example, peptides (e.g., neurotransmit-
ters) transported through molecular motors in a neuron cause receiver neurons
to generate an action potential.

3.3.2 Molecular Communication Using Intercellular Communication

In the molecular communication system using intercellular communication,
a sender nanomachine (i.e., a cell) communicates with a receiver nanoma-
chine (i.e., a cell) through a network of cells that passively propagate in-
formation molecules from a sender nanomachine to a receiver nanomachine
(Figure 5) [23]. The particular intercellular communication mechanism used in
this system is cell–cell calcium signaling that is described in Section 3.1. Com-
munication processes in this molecular communication system are described as
follows:

Encoding: Ca2+ waves are used to encode various cellular information such
as muscle contraction, chemical secretion in biological systems. Similarly, in
this molecular communication, a sender nanomachine encodes various infor-
mation onto Ca2+ waves by varying the properties of Ca2+ waves (e.g., fre-
quency, amplitude, and duration of Ca2+ waves). Encoding in this system is
thus the process of selecting the properties of Ca2+ waves (e.g., release of ago-
nistic substances in certain amounts) that represent different information at the
receiver nanomachine(s).

Sending: A sender nanomachine releases chemical substances (e.g., Ca2+

and/or Ca2+-mobilizing molecules such as IP3) in the manner decided in the
encoding process. The released chemical substances stimulate a nearby cell to
initiate the following propagation process.

Propagation: A stimulated cell increases its Ca2+ level, and the increased
Ca2+ level propagates from cell to cell through gap junction channels. The
network of cells may perform amplification of the Ca2+ level to increase the
distance that the Ca2+ wave propagates. The network of cells may also per-
form switching by opening and closing gap junctions so that the Ca2+ wave
propagates to a specific receiver nanomachine(s).

Receiving: Receiving is a process by which the receiver nanomachine de-
tects cellular responses of the neighboring cell in the environment. For ex-
ample, cells in the environment receiving the propagating Ca2+ waves may
release molecules into the environment, and a receiver nanomachine detects
the released molecules in the environment.

Decoding: The receiver nanomachine invokes an application-specific re-
sponse corresponding to the information molecule it receives. Possible de-
coding at a receiver nanomachine (e.g., a nanomachine based on a cell)
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includes differential gene expression, secretion of molecules, and generation of
movement.

3.4 Current Status

We are currently designing and investigating the feasibility of the two
molecular communication systems described in this section. In addition, re-
searchers in molecular communication are designing and testing different sys-
tems [13, 22, 25].

Research of molecular communication has just started and there are many
research issues that need to be addressed, including (1) representing informa-
tion such that nanomachines can understand and biochemically react (encod-
ing), (2) selectively addressing destination receiver nanomachines at a sender
nanomachine (sending), (3) controlling propagation of information molecules
(propagation), (4) selectively receiving information molecules at a receiver
nanomachine (receiving), and (5) decoding of information molecules to cause
desired chemical reaction and status change at a receiver (decoding).

4. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter described biologically inspired approaches to two different
classes of networks: computer networks and nanoscale biological networks.
As an example of each biologically inspired network, we described our work
of the bio-networking architecture and molecular communication. In the bio-
networking architecture, biological principles such as emergence and evolu-
tion are applied to design a broad range of network applications that need to
scale to a large number of network components and be adaptive to environ-
mental changes and various failures. In the molecular communication, com-
ponents and mechanisms from biological communications are used to design
and implement nano- and cellular-scale biological networks. In both classes of
networks, biological inspiration is explored to construct scalable and adaptive
networking systems.
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Abstract The design and deployment of grid environments for remote instrumentation
services represent a key challenge for high-speed next-generation networks: not
only is it necessary to implement a (G)-MPLS backbone offering Quality of Ser-
vice at IP level, but it is also essential to design and develop new control plane
mechanisms for dynamic resources allocation in explicit and optimized way. To
this goal, we introduced the Grid Network Resource Broker (GNRB), a new ar-
chitectural entity, which acts as an intermediate between the network and the
grid environment. This chapter focuses on the design of the Path Computation
Element, a key building block of the GNRB, which performs LSP path com-
putation with QoS constraints. Several tests have been carried out to verify its
applicability, in terms of LSP set-up time, to a grid environment scenario.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the possibility of using unique and expensive laboratory equip-
ment plays a key role for the success of many research and industrial projects.
Remote instrumentation services and technologies, which allow virtualized, re-
mote and shared access to industrial or scientific equipment, are therefore a key
factor to open up new relevant opportunities for industry, science and business.

Grid technologies offer effective strategies to achieve such ambitious goals.
Originally conceived to solve large-scale computation problems, according to
[4, 6, 7], a grid may be defined as “a system which coordinates resources that
are not subject to a centralized control, using standard, open, general-purpose
protocols and interfaces, to deliver non-trivial qualities of service.” Moreover,
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in most cases, grid applications heavily stress the network used to intercon-
nect the grid resources, so the performance of the applications depends on the
QoS (Quality of Service) provided by the network. Emerging e-Science ap-
plications include high-energy particle physics experiments, such as the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN [16], that produce data sets in the order of
petabytes per year. Data are then transferred from the LHC to research centers,
distributed all over the globe, to be processed and analyzed. End-to-end con-
nections at 10 Gbps among these centers are necessary. These connections are
usually scheduled in advance and are sometimes set up simultaneously.

Supernova [17] is another application, which allows scientists to monitor the
behaviour of physical phenomena arising in space. Parallel simulations run-
ning on a supercomputer or high-performance grids generate terabytes of data,
which are transferred to a cluster for visualization.

Furthermore, NASA has developed several applications to predict
hurricanes and tsunamis. Several hundred terabytes of data are collected from
observations at different locations across the globe and then transferred to dif-
ferent NASA sites for weather and climate forecasts.

Electronic Very-Long Baseline Interferometry (e-VLBI) [18] allows radio
astronomers to study objects in the universe at ultra-high resolution and ultra-
high accuracy of earth motion measurements. Data (several hundreds of gi-
gabytes) simultaneously acquired from a global array of up to about 20 radio
telescopes are collected and have to be processed at a central location.

In summary, emerging eScience applications have the following networking
requirements [8]:

Cost effectiveness.

High degree of flexibility for users communications needs.

Inter-domain and internetworking dynamic provisioning.

Short/long-term, as well as low/high-capacity connections should be sched-
uled.

Distributed fault management mechanisms.

The (G)-MPLS [10–12] distributed control plane has three main capabilities
that allow it to meet most of the above requirements:

Distributed routing.

Near-real-term connection set-up using signaling.

Network services and topology auto-discovery mechanisms.

Dynamic provisioning of end-to-end deterministic bandwidth pipes is an
essential capability to enable grid applications.
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Depending on the type of application, requests for grid or networking re-
sources could be immediate or book-ahead, the duration of connection short
(seconds to a few minutes) or long (tens of minutes to hours) and the band-
width granularity fine (tens to few hundred Mbps) or large (1–10 Gbps).

In previous works [1,3], some of the authors of this chapter proposed a cen-
tralized approach, based on a Grid Network Resource Broker (GNRB) to dy-
namically provision Bandwidth-on-Demand (BoD) services for grid applica-
tions in DiffServ/MPLS networks. This chapter focuses on the PCE (Path Com-
putation Element), a key building block of the GNRB, introducing a new algo-
rithm, which allows to perform LSP path computation with QoS constraints.

The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the architecture of
the Grid Network Resource Broker (GNRB). Section 3 proposes a new path
computation algorithm, to be implemented within the GNRB, for the dynamic
provisioning of end-to-end connections with bandwidth and delay constraints.
In Section 4, we show the results of some simulations performed to validate
our algorithm. Section 5 sums up the work with some final remarks.

2. GRID NETWORK-AWARE RESOURCE BROKER
ARCHITECTURE

The cooperative working of a grid infrastructure with the network (Figure 1)
requires the development of a new Grid Middleware Service, called Network
Resources Manager (NRM), which can be invoked by the Grid Application
Manager (GAM) to ask for different types of network services.

To achieve a Grid Network-aware environment, we adopted a centralized
architecture where a new entity, the Grid Network Resource Broker (GNRB),

Grid Application
Manager

Grid Network 
Resource Broker

Cluster

Cluster

Figure 1. Grid-enabled network infrastructure
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provides two basic functionalities: network resource management and network
information retrieval.

In particular, the NRM is equipped with an interface to request a pre-defined
network service and may include a Resources Management System (RMS) to
optimize the utilization of network resources.

A Network Information Database (NID) is also necessary to collect infor-
mation about the network status and to control service agreements.

In the following, before analyzing the architectural components, we briefly
describe the services offered by the GNRB.

2.1 GNRB Network Services

Grid network services may be divided in two groups: path oriented and
knowledge based [5]. The former includes a number of network services
with specific connectivity requirements (e.g., visualization session, large data
streaming coordinated with job execution, networked supercomputing, and file
replica management), while the latter includes information-oriented services,
related to network monitoring and usage scenarios of performance data (e.g.,
passive monitored data, administrative setup of measurement campaigns).

Most of remote instrumentation and distributed measurements services may
be classified as a hybrid use case between path-oriented and knowledge-based
grid network services.

In our GNRB-based architecture, the network services that the Grid Re-
source Broker can request are the following:

Network Topology Discovery: this service provides information about the
topology of the network and QoS metrics (available bandwidth, delay, etc.)
associated to the links. In this case, the GAM may choose the grid resources
taking into account also the network status. Anyway, the network only pro-
vides a Best Effort service.

Weighted Topology Discovery: this service provides the best paths, ac-
cording to a metric specified by the GAM, which interconnect a set of grid
resources. When the GNRB receives a weighted topology discovery request,
the NRM retrieves the information on the network resources status from the
NID and runs the path computation algorithm to determine the paths.

QoS Provisioning: in this case, a set of end-to-end connections among the
grid resources, which satisfy specific QoS constraints (Bandwidth, Delay,
Packet Loss), is provided for the whole running time of the application. Dif-
ferent types of services may be assured based on application requirements:

1. Premium service, defined in terms of Peak Rate, Burst Size, Maximum
Latency
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2. Better than best-effort service, where Mean Rate, Burst Size and Mean
Latency are specified.

Generally, it is necessary to reserve network resources on-demand to satisfy
the application requirements or to reject the request if there are not enough
available resources. In our architecture, an ad hoc protocol is used by the
GNRB and the GAM to exchange query/response messages, formatted by us-
ing XML-based schemes. Figure 2 shows an example of two QoS Provisioning
requests for Premiun (Peak Rate and Burst Size) and Better than best-effort
services, respectively.

Notice that each mapping request consists of a service type and one or more
LSP set-up requests. Every LSP has to connect the Ingress-LER and Egress-
LER that allow the source and destination LANs, where grid resources are
located, to access the MPLS backbone.

<mappingrequest>
<id>1</id>

<service>PREMIUM</service>
<componentPath>

<srcLan entryRouter="10.0.0.1">100.2.250.23/24</srcLan>
<dstLan entryRouter="10.0.0.2">200.243.23.11/30</dstLan>

<Bandwidth>
<peak>10</peak>
<burst>10</burst>

</Bandwidth>
</componentPath>
<componentPath>

<srcLan entryRouter="10.0.0.2">200.243.23.11/30</srcLan>
<dstLan entryRouter="10.0.0.5">193.168.1.2/24</dstLan>

<Bandwidth>
<peak>40</peak>
<burst>10</burst>

</Bandwidth>
</componentPath>

</mappingrequest>
<mappingrequest>
<id>2</id>

<service>BEST\_than\_BE</service>
<componentPath>

<srcLan entryRouter="10.0.0.5">193.168.1.2/24</srcLan>
<dstLan entryRouter="10.0.0.1">100.2.250.23/24</dstLan>
<Bandwidth>

<mean>100</mean>
<burst>10</burst>

</Bandwidth>
</componentPath>

</mappingrequest>

Figure 2. XML query messages
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2.2 GNRB Architecture

The GNRB (Figure 3) consists of a Network Resource Manager (NRM),
which interacts with the Network Monitoring System (NMS) and a Network
Element Configuration Manager (NECM).

2.2.1 Network Resource Manager

The NRM performs the following tasks [3]:

Policy-based provisioning.

Path computation.

Network resource scheduling.

When a network service request is delivered to the GNRB, the Policy-based
module checks if the user is allowed to ask for the service by querying a
database, which associates policies to users (or group of users).
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At a lower-level, policies are also associated to network elements, so that the
compliance of the request with the Service Level Agreement (SLA) established
between the Network Provider and the Virtual Organization may be verified.
Moreover, policy-based provisioning allows incorporating AAA (Authentica-
tion, Authorization, Accounting) policy and scheduling information into path
computation, resource allocation and signalling functions.

The GNRB collects topology information about its domain by listening to
the local OSPF-TE protocol and exchanges inter-domain routing information
with external GNRB peers, so as to enable inter-domain path computations and
traffic-engineered LSP (Label Switched Path) provisioning.

On behalf of network nodes, the Path Computation Element (PCE) performs
route computation and determines if a network service request with QoS con-
straints may be accepted, must be rejected or reclassified. In more detail, the
PCE executes advanced algorithms, which allow path computation with mul-
tiple constraints (e.g., CSPF, Wang-Crowcroft, etc.). The network topology is
represented as a graph whose edges are weighted according to QoS metrics
(available bandwidth, packet loss, delay, jitter) stored within the NID. Such
database contains statistics concerning the status of network resource utiliza-
tion at path, link and node level, as well as information on configured MPLS
recovery strategies and performance metrics.

Finally, the Network Resource Scheduler allows planning resources utiliza-
tion (type of resource, start time, end time).

2.2.2 Network Element Configuration Manager

This module is responsible for service provisioning, that is, for the actual
configuration of the network elements.

Many tasks are performed by the NECM, such as switches and routers in-
terfaces configuration, LSP set up and tear down, LSP protection or restoration
at path/span level, etc.

The NRM sends to the NECM information concerning the configuration to
apply to the network devices. Then the NECM applies the configuration state-
ments to each network device by using, for each of them, specific configuration
commands and languages.

2.2.3 GNRB and Network Monitoring System

The GNRB is interfaced with a Network Monitoring System, which allows
to monitor the network status and to collect statistics, such as link utiliza-
tion and network performance parameters (packet loss, delay jitter), at differ-
ent architectural layers. Network status data, both static and dynamic, have
to be reported to the GNRB through an Inter-Working API. Subsequently,
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network performance parameters must be evaluated and stored into the NID
in a preliminary phase when the network infrastructure is set up. The knowl-
edge of the physical and IP configurations enables the topology discovery.
Moreover, to deliver real-time metrics reports to the GNRB, ad hoc mea-
surement systems have to be deployed. For example, a network bandwidth
probe might rely upon SNMP-enabled network devices, such as routers or
switches.

At the end, network performance may be evaluated through experiments in
the real network scenario and simulations carried out to achieve the bounds of
the network performance metrics.

2.2.4 Inter-Domain Communication

When the network nodes or the Grid extension increase, scalability prob-
lems, due to the GNRB centralized approach, may arise.

In addition to this, if multiple autonomous domains are interconnected, ad-
ministrative policies may limit the visibility of the information concerning the
status and the topology of the network.

To solve these issues, however, GNRBs may be organized in a hierar-
chical manner (Figure 4). In this new scenario, each GNRB is responsi-
ble for the administration and management of network resources within its
own network domain. Grid consumers or Grid manager applications may re-
quest a network service to the GNRB belonging to their own administrative
domain.

Besides, Inter-Domain GNRB communication allows control and coordina-
tion of the assignment of the network resources across different domains.
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XML 
Configuration
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Configuration
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Figure 4. Grid Network Resource Broker Inter-domain communication
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3. PATH COMPUTATION ALGORITHM

Given a set of N LSP set-up requests, the basic function of the Path Com-
putation System is to find N network paths that satisfy the QoS constraints.
Considering the QoS metrics, the network status and the QoS requirements,
the problem is to determine a set of paths that maximizes the chances of each
request to be successful with the minimum negative impact on the network
ability to accept the remaining requests.

3.1 QoS Metrics

Routing metrics are links’ features used to represent a network. Given the
metric d(i,j), associated to the link (i,j) and the path p=(i,j,k, . . . , l,m), the
metric d is:

Additive if d(p)=d(i,j)+d(j,k)+ . . . +d(l,m).

Multiplicative if d(p)=d(i,j)∗d(j,k)∗ . . . ∗d(l,m).

Concave if d(p)=min[d(i,j);d(j,k); . . . ;d(l,m)].

Routing protocols usually characterize a network through a single metric
(the cost of the link). In the case of QoS routing protocols and constrained-
based path computation algorithms, instead, the network is described by means
of multiple metrics. The most common ones are the following:

Cost: it is an additive metric because the cost of a path is the sum of the
costs of the links.

Bandwidth (or residual bandwidth): it is a concave metric. Indeed, we define
the bandwidth of a path as the minimum of the residual bandwidth of all
links on the path (bottleneck bandwidth).

Delay: it is an additive metric, since the delay of a path is the sum of the
delays of its links. It consists of three components: propagation delay, trans-
mission delay and queuing delay.

While the computation of the first two metrics is quite straightforward, it is
not easy to properly evaluate the end-to-end delay because one of its compo-
nents, the queuing delay, is not a deterministic quantity. By using the Network
Calculus theory [9], we can compute an upper bound of the queuing delay for
flow i as follows:

Di =
M
ri

+
K

∑
j=1

S j
i (1)
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where M is the maximum burst size, ri is the guaranteed rate, S j
i is the delay due

to node j and its value is strictly dependent on the service discipline adopted
in the node. For instance, supposing that all nodes handle their output queues
according to a WFQ (Weighted Fair Queuing)-scheduling discipline, S j

i may
be computed as:

S j
i =

LMAX

R j
+

Li

ri
(2)

where LMAX is the maximum packet size, Li is the maximum size of a packet
belonging to flow i and R j is the output link bandwidth.

3.2 Wang–Crowcroft with Bandwidth and Delay Sorting
(WCBDS)

When a centralized NRM has to setup several LSPs with bandwidth and
delay constraints, the number of requests that can be allocated may depend
on the order in which they are processed by the Path Computation System.
Therefore, we introduced a new algorithm, based on a heuristic approach (see
Figure 5 for details), which tries to improve the performance of the Wang-
Crowcroft (WC) algorithm [15], when all the path computation requests cannot
be satisfied.

The Wang–Crowcroft path computation algorithm (WC) aims at finding a
path that satisfies multiple QoS constraints, given in terms of bandwidth (BMIN)
and delay (DMAX ). Every link (i,j) of the network is characterized by two pa-
rameters: bi j (residual bandwidth) and di j (propagation delay). Unlike the orig-
inal version of the algorithm, which takes into account only the propagation de-
lay, our implementation considers all the components of the delay, as described
in the previous section.

The algorithm consists of the following steps:

1. set di j = ∞ if bi j< BMIN

2. compute the path P with the minimum delay D∗ (applying Dijkstra algo-
rithm)

3. compare the delay with DMAX . If D∗ < DMAX select the path, otherwise the
request cannot be satisfied.

The basic idea behind the WCBDS algorithm is to analyze the path com-
putation requests after re-ordering them based on their bandwidth and delay
requirements.

In particular, given a random sequence of N path computation requests, our
algorithm checks whether they can be satisfied as a whole by applying the WC
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Figure 5. WCBDS Algorithm

algorithm. If some of them are rejected (Z < N), requests are sorted top-down
according to the bandwidth, and the WC algorithm is applied again.

If Z = N, the WCBDS ends, since a solution has been found; otherwise, the
requests are sorted bottom-up according to the delay DMAX requirements and
the number of requests that can be accepted is once again computed. If Z = N,
a solution has been found, otherwise an ERROR message is generated.

Therefore, the WCBDS algorithm always performs no worse than the orig-
inal WC algorithm.
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4. SIMULATION RESULTS

This section shows the results of some tests performed to validate our path
computation algorithm, through simulations [2, 13, 14], in a complex network
scenario.

Figure 6 shows the network topology chosen for the tests and Table 1 lists
the links metrics <B(Mbps) – D(ms)>.

In the following, we will suppose that a grid application has been clustered
and mapped on the resources of a grid infrastructure. The details of the map-
ping algorithm are outside the scope of this chapter. Basically, the algorithm
tries to map the nodes of the application on the Grid resources, while guaran-
teeing a pre-defined QoS level to the whole application. When multiple solu-
tions are available, the one which minimizes the intra-LAN communications is
selected. When a grid infrastructure spans over a wide area, LANs are typically
interconnected through an IP/MPLS backbone. Inter-LAN communications re-
quirements are affected by the way grid resources are distributed and clustered.
In our network scenario, three LANs are interconnected by a DiffServ/MPLS
backbone.

Several simulations have been performed to investigate the efficiency of the
WCBDS algorithm in terms of number of requests satisfied and to evaluate the
latency to set-up the LSPs.

Tables 2–5 report the LSP requirements (Ingress LER, Egress LER, band-
width and delay constraints), the paths computed by the WCBDS algorithm
and the time necessary to set-up each LSP, for four different scenarios.

In the first and in the second scenarios, the network was unloaded, while a
background traffic was introduced in the remaining two. The main difference

Figure 6. Network topology
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Table 1. Link metrics

Link Metrics

Upstream node
Downstream

node
Bandwidth

(Mbps) Delay (ms)

4 9 0.3 100
1 4 2.5 10
15 20 2.5 10
4 6 2.5 10
6 7 2.5 10
7 12 2.5 10
12 13 2.5 10
13 14 2.5 10
13 15 2.5 10
14 15 2.5 10
4 5 2 20
5 8 2 10
6 5 1 30
6 11 2.5 15
11 14 2 20
14 16 2 100
9 10 1 50
10 16 2 10
8 10 2 10

Other Other 1 10

among our tests consists of the bandwidth requirements for the third LSP:
1,800 Kbps in the first and third scenarios, 2,400 Kbps in the others.

These two factors affect the choice of the path, as well as the latency time
for the set-up of the third LSP only.

Note that in spite of high traffic load, the LSPs’ set-up time is relatively low
if compared with the typical holding time of the connections. Hence, dynamic
resources allocation strategies may be used in IP/MPLS networks to satisfy
QoS constraints of, for instance, remote instrumentation services or distributed
environment measurements.

Table 2. First scenario

Ingress Egress Bandwidth Delay Time
LER LER (Kbps) (ms) Path (ms)

4 16 600 100 4-5-8-10-16 84
16 15 100 20 16-15 11
15 4 1800 200 15-14-11-16-4 110
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Table 3. Second scenario

Ingress Egress Bandwidth Delay Time
LER LER (Kbps) (ms) Path (ms)

4 16 600 100 4-5-8-10-16 84
16 15 100 20 16-15 11
15 4 2400 200 15-13-12-7-6-4 95

Table 4. Third scenario (traffic load 50% on the path 16-14-11-6-7)

Ingress Egress Bandwidth Delay Time
LER LER (Kbps) (ms) Path (ms)

4 16 600 100 4-5-8-10-16 84
16 15 100 20 16-15 11
15 4 1800 200 15-14-11-6-4 1287

Table 5. Fourth scenario (traffic load 75% on the path 16-14-11-6-7)

Ingress Egress Bandwidth Delay Time
LER LER (Kbps) (ms) Path (ms)

4 16 600 100 4-5-8-10-16 84
16 15 100 20 16-15 11
15 4 2400 200 15-13-12-7-6-4 1287

5. CONCLUSIONS

The design and deployment of grid environments for remote instrumenta-
tion services requires the introduction of new control plane mechanisms for
dynamic resources allocation in high-speed (G)-MPLS networks.

To this goal, we propose a centralized architecture built around the GNRB,
a new entity, which acts as an intermediate between the network and the grid
infrastructure. This chapter focuses on the Path Computation Element, a key
building block of the GNRB, which performs LSP path computation with QoS
constraints.

A new algorithm for the computation of paths with bandwidth and delay
constraints has been proposed, and several tests have been performed to verify
its applicability to a grid environment scenario.

Since the simulations results are really promising, the algorithm will be im-
plemented within our GNRB and, the tests will also be performed in a real grid
environment.
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Abstract The File Mover is a file transfer infrastructure, based on the overlay networks
paradigm, specifically conceived to provide high-performance file transfers for
Data Grids. In its current implementation, the File Mover exploits only in part
the potential benefits typical of overlay networks. In this chapter we consider
three possible extensions of the File Mover, aimed at increasing its performance,
that better exploit the characteristics of overlay networks. The performance im-
provements obtained with these extensions are demonstrated by means of a set
of experiments, in which the performance obtained by an extended version of
the File Mover has been compared with that attained by its standard version.

1. INTRODUCTION

A rather large set of scientific disciplines, such as high-energy Physics, Cli-
mate Modeling, and Life Sciences, requires the archival, retrieval, and analysis
of massive data collections, whose size may well be in the order of tens to hun-
dreds of megabytes (and sometimes even Petabytes) [17]. Data Grids [28], pro-
viding infrastructure and services for distributed data-intensive applications,
are at the moment regarded as the best solution to the processing needs aris-
ing in the above application domains. As observed in [5], one of the crucial
components of Data Grids is its file transfer infrastructure, that must be con-
ceived in such a way to reduce as much as possible the time taken to trans-
fer a file among the resources in the Grid. The need for high-performance
data transfers arises from the observation that the completion time of typical
data-intensive applications is given by the sum of their execution time and of
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the time taken to transfer the data they need [22] and is often dominated by the
data transfer time.

The File Mover [3] is a file transfer infrastructure specifically conceived for
Data Grids that use production networks (e.g., the Internet) to connect their
resources. The main characteristics of such networks are (a) lack of control,
that is, it is not possible to enforce any application-specific control decision
(e.g., choosing the network path used to perform a transfer) on the network,
and (b) presence of cross traffic, originated by other applications, that competes
for the bandwidth with the traffic generated by the Data Grid applications and
components of its infrastructure.

The File Mover is based on the overlay network [1, 8] paradigm, in which
a set of machines (called File Relays) connected to the edges of the network
are used to build a virtual topology layered on top of the physical one. File
Relays communicate among them by using direct transport-layer connections
and use application-level routing to overcome the inherent limitations of IP
routing, namely (a) its inability to exploit alternative network paths that of-
ten exhibit better performance than those chosen to route traffic [23, 24], and
(b) the slow convergence time [13] of routing protocols that results in very long
time to recover routing tables after a network failure [7,18,19]. More precisely,
the transfer of a file from a source to a destination machine exploits a sequence
of File Relays (that we call virtual paths) to force the transfer to use a network
path better than the one chosen by IP routing.

As shown in [3], the File Mover is able to achieve significantly better per-
formance than state-of-the-art transfer solutions based on IP routing. However,
its performance improvements have been obtained by exploiting only in part
the potential benefits typical of overlay networks. In particular, the first ver-
sion of the File Mover exploits only a single virtual path between the source
and the destination machines, although several virtual paths may exist among
them. In this chapter, we study a set of possible optimizations, that may be in-
troduced in the File Mover design in order to further increase its performance,
which are based on the idea of properly exploiting all the virtual paths existing
between the source and the destination machines, and the storage resources
available on the various machines of the overlay. In particular, we consider
multipath file transfers, usage of file caches as transfer sources, and striped
file transfers as possible means to increase file transfer performance. In or-
der to evaluate the performance benefits yielded by these techniques, we have
implemented a prototype version of the File Mover that includes them and
performed a set of experiments aimed at comparing its performance against
those attained by its “plain” implementation. The results of these experiments,
performed on a network testbed built to accurately reproduce the operational
conditions of realistic production networks (like the Internet) in terms of both
path capacities and traffic flows, clearly indicate that the proposed techniques
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have the potential of greatly enhancing the performance attainable by the File
Mover.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
briefly review the architecture of the File Mover, its behavior, and operations.
In Section 3, we describe the various extensions we have introduced in the
File Mover. Section 4 reports the results obtained in our experiments. Finally,
Section 5 concludes the chapter and outlines future research work.

2. THE FILE MOVER

Let us briefly describe the main features of the File Mover, whose com-
plete description, as well as a thorough evaluation of its performance, may be
found in [3]. The File Mover is a system providing a high-performance transfer
service for (potentially very) large files. Its architecture, depicted in Figure 1,
features an overlay network – comprising a set of File Relays – used to carry
out the transfer between a File Server and a Client. The overlay network is
fully connected, that is, each File Relay may communicate directly with any
other File Relay via transport-layer connections (henceforth denoted as vir-
tual links). File Proxies represent the interface between the clients and the File

File
Servers

File
Proxies

Information
System

Client

File Relays

Throughput
Forecasts

Internet

Figure 1. The File Mover architecture
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Mover overlay network: when a client needs a file, it contacts one of the File
Proxies, that in turn requests the file to a server holding one of its copies and
notifies the requesting client when the transfer has been completed.1

Upon receiving a request, a Server computes the best virtual path, consisting
in the sequence of virtual links (and of the corresponding File Relays) that
connect itself with the requesting Proxy that provides the highest achievable
throughput among all the possible virtual paths connecting them. For more
details concerning the algorithm to compute the best path, the interested reader
may refer to [3].

In order to maximize the throughput on individual virtual links (and, hence,
on the virtual path they compose), the File Mover uses the UDP-based Data
Transfer (UDT) protocol [11] to move data among pairs of overlay nodes. Fur-
thermore, cut-through is used to transfer files, that is, the transferred file is
divided into fixed-size blocks that are forwarded independently of each other.

The File Mover has been conceived to be used in production networks,
where the presence of cross traffic due to other network applications can intro-
duce potentially very large variations in the bandwidth available on individual
virtual links, that result in proportional variations in the achievable through-
put. This implies that a virtual path that at a given time provides the highest
throughput may become less effective than another one that exhibits a lower
throughput at the moment of virtual path computation while the transfer is still
going on. In order to minimize the impact of these changes in cross traffic, the
File Mover computes mid-term forecasts of the throughput achievable on in-
dividual virtual links and uses them to compute the virtual path characterized
by the highest expected achievable throughput. These forecasts are computed
by measuring (by means of iperf [12]) at regular time instants, the achiev-
able throughput of each virtual link, and by feeding these measurements to the
statistical forecasting algorithms of the Network Weather Service (NWS) [30].
These forecasts are then stored into the Information System for future use. Mea-
surements are carried out on an individual basis, that is, every Server and Relay
periodically measures the available bandwidth for all its outgoing virtual link
(special care is taken to avoid interference among concurrent measurements).

3. EXTENDING THE FILE MOVER

As mentioned in the Section 1, although the File Mover architecture dis-
cussed in the previous section results in significant performance improvements
over source-to-destination direct transfers [3], further performance
improvements can be obtained by exploiting several virtual paths to

1We assume that the identity of the Server holding a copy of the requested file is determined by the Client by
means of a data location service external to the File Mover, as for instance the Replica Location Service [4].
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transfer a single file. As a matter of fact, there are situations in which the
number of available (i.e., not engaged in any file transfer) File Relays allows
the set up of multiple virtual paths directed toward the same Proxy that can be
used to transfer different parts of the same file. Furthermore, the possibility
of storing files (or part of them) at individual Relays enables one to transfer a
file either from a location different from the Server holding the file, or from
multiple locations simultaneously. In the remainder of this section, we discuss
three optimizations that result from the above observations, namely multipath
transfers, transfer from cached copies, and striped transfers.

3.1 Multipath File Transfers

The first optimization we consider consists in performing multipath trans-
fers of the requested file, where the server splits the file into independent
chunks that are sent along different virtual paths connecting the Server to
the requesting Proxy. The benefits of this approach, also known as multi-
path streaming, are well documented in the scientific literature, as discussed
in [2, 6, 9, 10, 16]. In our scenario, it is often the case that, after the best virtual
path has been chosen, the remaining set of File Proxies can be used to set up
other virtual paths characterized by lower values of the expected throughput.
The idea behind multipath transfers is to use these lower-performance virtual
path – in addition to the best one – so that the total transfer time can be further
reduced. In order to balance the work that has to be done by the various virtual
paths, the size of the chunk sent on each of them is proportional to its achiev-
able throughput. More specifically, the size S(Ci) of the chunk sent along the
ith virtual path V Pi is computed as:

S(Ci) = f ile size∗ AT (V Pi)
n

∑
j=1

AT (V Pj)
(1)

where n denotes the number of different virtual paths available at the moment
of the request, f ile size denotes the size (in bytes) of the requested file, and
AT (V Pi) is the expected value of the achievable throughput for virtual path
V Pi (the achievable throughput is defined in [3]). For example, to transfer a
1 GB file over two distinct virtual paths V P1 and V P2 such that AT (V P1)
= 40 Mbps and AT (V P2) = 60 Mbps, S(C1) = 1GB ∗ 40/(40 + 60) = 0.4GB
and S(C2) = 1GB∗60/(40+60) = 0.6GB.

To perform a multipath transfer, the Server computes first the best virtual
path, and then proceeds with the computation of the next one that does not in-
clude the Relays already used for the first one, and so on until no more available
Relays exist. Note that the Server–Proxy direct virtual link is a particular case
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of virtual path consisting in a single link and no intermediate Relays, and as
such may be used for multipath transfers.

3.2 Transfer from Cached Copies

The next optimization we consider is based on the observation that, being
File Relays standard computers equipped with hard disks, temporary copies
of the file being transferred may be stored locally on all the Relays belong-
ing to the chosen virtual path. Subsequent transfers for the same file may be
then performed using the Relays that results in the best virtual path toward the
requesting Proxy, rather than from the origin server, if this exhibits a lower
achievable throughput.

The introduction of cached replicas requires a change in the way transfers
are carried out. As a matter of fact, the original File Mover design assumes
that at any given point in time only a single instance of each file is present, so
that only the corresponding Server has to be contacted in order to request the
transfer. However, the introduction of cached copies implies that the number
of potential sources to which a transfer may be requested is larger than one,
so the following three problems arise: (a) the various existing replicas must
be located, (b) consistency among copies must be maintained if and when the
original file is modified, and (c) the replica to be used as the source must be
selected. The first two problems are solved by introducing into the File Mover
architecture a Replica Location and Management (RLM) subsystem, in charge
of keeping track of the various existing replicas, and of maintaining consis-
tency among them by means of a simple write-invalidate protocol that – upon
writing of the original file – invalidates all the existing copies. It is worth to
point out that systems of this type have been already designed and developed
for Grid infrastructures [4], so one of them may be exploited for the File Mover.
The third problem, namely replica selection, may be solved by having either
the Server or the requesting Proxy (a) query the RLM subsystem to find all
the available replicas, (b) run the virtual path computation algorithm for each
of them, and (c) choose the replica that results in the virtual path exhibiting
the highest expected achievable throughput. Although this selection might be
performed by either the requesting Proxy or the Server, our choice is to assign
this functionality to the requesting Proxy because this allows a simpler integra-
tion into the File Mover architecture of the optimization discussed in the next
subsection.

As a final consideration, it should be noted that caching may be combined
with multipath transfers, that is, the Relay holding the replica that will be trans-
ferred may set up multiple virtual paths toward the requesting Proxy and trans-
fer different chunks of the file across them, as discussed in the previous section.
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In this chapter, however, we do not consider this option, that is left as part of
our future work.

3.3 Striped File Transfers

The presence of multiple replicas of the same file enables another optimiza-
tion, namely, the usage of striped transfers in which different chunks of the
same file are simultaneously transmitted from different replicas. The size of the
chunk sent along a given virtual path is computed according to (1). One im-
portant potential advantage of striped transfers with respect to multipath ones
(as defined in Section 3.1) is that, by using separate sources for the various file
chunks, the transmission of each chunk may exploit the full bandwidth avail-
able on the link connecting the source to the Internet, so potential bottlenecks
that may arise when a single source is used are removed. As a final consid-
eration, note that although it is possible (and probably profitable) to combine
multipath and striped transfers, in which the file chunk sent by a given cache
can be further split across several virtual paths connecting the same source–
Proxy pair, in this chapter we do not consider this option, that is left as part of
our future work.

4. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the performance benefits of the three optimization tech-
niques described before, we developed a prototype implementation of the File
Moreover that included them and used it to carry out a set of experiments
aimed at comparing its performance with those attained by the standard File
Mover implementation described in Section 2 for different background traffic
scenarios.

In order to obtain reproducible and at the same time realistic results, we ran
our experiments on a local testbed built in such a way to mimic as realistically
as possible the characteristics and dynamics of real networks. On this testbed,
in addition to the Information System (a machine running a MySQL DBMS),
we deployed five Relays, one Server, one Proxy, and one Client (the motiva-
tions for using a small overlay configuration are discussed in Section 4.2). We
decided to use our own, locally controlled testbed rather than publicly avail-
able ones (e.g., PlanetLab [27] or Emulab [29]) in order to maintain control
over the workload run on the composing machines and the traffic load injected
into the network. In this way, we could ensure experiment repeatability, tool
comparison in the same operational conditions, and accuracy of result inter-
pretation, while at the same time maintaining the realism of the environment
in which experiments were executed.
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In the remainder of this section, we describe (a) the characteristics of our
network testbed (Section 4.1), (b) the scenarios in which the comparisons were
performed (Section 4.2), and (c) the results we obtained (Section 4.3).

4.1 The Network Testbed

For our testbed, we used a cluster of PCs running the Linux operating sys-
tem, each one equipped with an AMD 1.6 GHz Athlon, 724 MB of main mem-
ory, a 60 GB hard disk, and two Fast Ethernet network interfaces. The machines
were dedicated to our testbed (i.e., no other applications were executed during
the experiments) and did not have any external network connections, so no
exogenous traffic could enter the testbed network.

In order to reproduce the behavior of a real network, we equipped our
testbed with suitable mechanisms for the specification and enforcement of the
capacities of virtual links, as well as for the injection of background traffic
streams (i.e., traffic streams due to other applications using the network) on
them.

Virtual link capacity is set and enforced by means of the Traffic Control
(TC) mechanisms available in the Linux kernel [14]. TC works by associating
with each network interface a set of queues, each one representing a virtual
(unidirectional) link toward a specific host, and by enforcing a user-defined
transmission rate for each of them. In our testbed, on each machine a queue was
created for each virtual link directed toward the other File Mover components.
We chose TC rather than alternative possibilities (e.g., NistNET [25]) since
this resulted in maximal stability and minimum overhead.

Injection of background traffic is accomplished by means of the Distributed
Internet Traffic Generator (D-ITG) [20], as discussed in [3].

4.2 Experimental Scenarios

For our experiments, we considered three scenarios, corresponding to in-
jecting three different background traffic workloads on an overlay configura-
tion obtained by setting to specific values the capacities of individual virtual
links.2

Overlay Configuration. The overlay configuration used for our experi-
ments includes one Server, one Proxy, and five Relays. The choice of a rela-
tively small configuration depends on the fact that the amount of CPU capacity
required by D-ITG to generate the background traffic is directly proportional

2In this chapter, we define the capacity of a network path as the maximum throughput that the path can
provide to a flow when there is no cross traffic [21].
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to the number of streams departing from the node (i.e., the node fan-out). In
our case, being the overlay fully connected, the fan-out of each node is N −1,
where N is the total number of nodes in the overlay. The machines used in our
testbed, being relatively old, could sustain the generation of at most six D-ITG
streams, thus limiting the size of the overlay we could experiment with. How-
ever, in spite of its limited dimension, this topology allows the emergence of
interesting performance differences between the plain File Mover version and
the extended ones.

The capacities of individual virtual links have been chosen in such a way
to closely reproduce the characteristics of a realistic network setting by using
the results presented in [15] (summarized in Table 1), where the capacity dis-
tribution of the network paths among PlanetLab nodes has been reported (the
specific values of the capacities of each virtual link are reported in [3]).

Background Traffic Load. As already discussed, in order to mimic the
behavior of a realistic production network, we injected background traffic on
all the virtual links of our overlay testbed. This traffic consists in a set of data
streams transmitted between pairs of testbed nodes, each one characterized by
a set of parameters related to its intensity (i.e., how much resources it uses)
and dynamism (i.e., how it uses these resources). The parameters of a stream
related to its dynamism are its lifetime, the protocol used to transport data, and
the distribution of packet size, while intensity is expressed in terms of the time
elapsing between the generation of two consecutive packets (the inter-packet
time).

For the sake of realism, for our experiments the characteristics of these
streams have been set according to the latest research results in the field of
Internet traffic characterization. Although an analysis of the relevant literature
reveals that no single traffic model exists that takes into consideration all the
parameters mentioned above, there are studies that address each of the above
characteristics separately. We have therefore developed our own traffic model,
whose parameters are summarized in Table 2, that puts together the results
of these studies by setting the various parameters, as discussed in [3]. In or-
der to perform our comparison in various operational conditions, we defined
three different background traffic workloads corresponding to situations of low,

Table 1. Distribution of virtual link capacities

Capacity (Mbps) Fraction (%)

Uniform(0,20) 30
Uniform(20,50) 9
Uniform(50,80) 6
Uniform(80,100) 55
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Table 2. Common background traffic parameters

Stream parameter Value

Lifetime distribution 45% less than 2 sec
53% less than 15 minutes
2% up to 2 h

Protocol type distribution 80% TCP
20% UDP

Packet size distribution 25% Uniform(40,44)
50% Uniform(45,576)
25% Uniform(577,1500)

Inter-packet time distribution Exponential (parameter set according to (2)

intermediate, and high intensity. The intensity of background traffic is defined
as the fraction of the average overlay capacity (AvgCap) that it consumes, that
is, in turn defined as the arithmetic average of the capacities of the individual
virtual links. The three background traffic workloads considered in our study,
denoted in the rest of the chapter as Low, Medium, and High, correspond to
intensities of 20, 50, and 80%, respectively. The parameter PPS of the inter-
packet time distribution for the background traffic streams transmitted over the
various virtual links is computed as

PPS = �AvgCap∗BgTra f Intensity
MaxPacketSize

� (2)

where BgTra f Intensity is the intensity of the background traffic and it takes
value in the set {20, 50, 80% } as mentioned before, while MaxPacketSize is
the maximum packet length. For the overlay configuration used in our experi-
ments, we have that AvgCap = 63 Mbps, so the value of PPS are 1,050,2,625,
and 4,200 for the Low, Medium, and High background traffic intensity,
respectively.

4.3 Experimental Results

To assess whether the extensions proposed in this chapter actually result
in performance improvements, we performed a set of experiments consisting
in the repeated transfers of a 2 GB file for all the scenarios discussed above.
Our experiments were aimed at evaluating the following two features of the
proposed extensions:

the performance gain that they provide with respect to the plain File Mover
version. The performance metric used to carry out this comparison was the
average effective throughput, computed as the arithmetic average of the
throughput obtained in a set of five transfers of the same file, which has
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been in turn computed as the ratio of the file size over the time taken to
transfer it;

its adaptability to variations of the network conditions due to background
traffic measured by the number of different virtual paths used by the File
Mover to carry out all the transfers of the same file (two paths are considered
different if they differ in at least one Relay).

In order to perform the comparison in the same operational conditions, we ran
first all the experiments involving the plain version of the File Mover, and then
we restarted the testbed and performed the experiments involving the extended
version exactly at the same time instant from the beginning of the injection of
background traffic.

The results obtained in our experiments, discussed in detail in the following
subsections, demonstrate that the File Mover extensions we propose result in
significantly improved performance.

Evaluation of Transfer from Cached Copies. In order to evaluate the
effectiveness of using cached copies as sources for file transfers, in our exper-
iments we placed a replica of the transferred file on the various Relays, and
then performed a set of experiments where, for each background traffic inten-
sity, we requested the transfer of the file to the RLM that selected the replica
resulting in the best expected performance. The results of our experiments,
reported in Table 3, show that the use of cached copies (Caching FM column)
greatly enhances performance for all the background traffic intensities we con-
sidered with respect to the plain File Mover version (plain FM column). More
specifically, the gain decreased for increasing values of the background traffic
intensity and ranged from 18.12% (Low intensity) to 7.81% (High intensity).
This demonstrates the effectiveness of cached file transfers, especially in situ-
ations where the amount of background traffic limits mostly the virtual links
departing from the Server, as in the case of our experiments.

The ability of the File Mover to adapt to variations in the background traffic
intensity on individual virtual links is demonstrated by the results reported in
column Num. paths (reporting the different number of virtual paths used for

Table 3. Comparison of cached versus standard File Mover transfers

Background Average throughput (Mbps) Number
Traffic Load Caching FM Plain FM Gain paths

Low 82.69 70.00 18.12% 1
Medium 76.99 67.43 14.18% 2
High 70.58 65.47 7.81% 3
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the experiments): while only one path has been used to carry out all the five
transfers for the Low intensity, two and three paths have been selected for the
Medium and High intensities.

Evaluation of Multipath Transfers. The second set of experiments was
aimed at evaluating the possible performance benefits resulting from multipath
transfers. For these experiments, all the transfers were performed by using the
Server as the source. For each transfer request, the Server computed the virtual
paths to be used to transfer the different chunks of the file and determined the
size of each chunk as indicated by (1). In order to force the Server to use several
virtual paths, we set a priori to two the number of virtual paths used simulta-
neously to carry out the transfer. Without this restriction, the Server could have
used all the available Relays to set up a single virtual path, an event relatively
likely given the small number of Relays of our topology, thus preventing us of
performing experiments using multipath transfers.

The results obtained in our experiments are reported in Table 4, where we
can observe that, again, the introduction of multipath transfers (Multipath FM
column) results in significantly better performance with respect to the plain
File Moreover version for all the background traffic intensities we consid-
ered. More specifically we note that the performance gains are substantial (they
range from 79.8 to 42.06%), and they decrease for increasing background load
intensities. This is a consequence of the fact that a multipath transfer terminates
when all the transfers of all the chunks have been completed, so a reduction
of the achievable throughput on any virtual path degrades the performance of
the whole transfer. The probability of such a degradation increases with the
number of used virtual paths, and is more likely to occur for higher intensities
of the background load.

Evaluation of Striped Transfers. The last set of experiments we carried
out was aimed at assessing the performance of striped transfers. We modified
the overlay topology by replacing one of the Relays (Relay 5) with a Server, on
which we created another copy of the file to be transferred in the experiments.
This modification was required by the need of keeping constant the size of the
overlay, for the reason discussed in Section 4.2. For each transfer request, the

Table 4. Comparison of multipath versus standard File Mover transfers

Background Average throughput (Mbps) Number
Traffic Load Multipath FM Plain FM Gain paths

Low 125.86 70 79.80% 2
Medium 100.46 67.43 48.99% 2
High 93.01 65.47 42.06% 3
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Table 5. Comparison of striped versus standard File Mover transfers

Background Average throughput (Mbps)
Traffic Load Striped FM Plain FM Gain Number paths

Low 82.32 70.00 17.60% 2
Medium 71.48 67.43 6.01 % 3
High 68.18 65.47 4.14% 3

Proxy contacted the original Server first, that computed its best virtual path,
and then the new one that used the remaining Proxies to compute its best vir-
tual path. Each Server then independently computed the size of the chunk it
sent by using (1), that was transferred to the Proxy. The transfer of the file
was considered concluded when both chunk transfers were completed. The
results of our experiments, shown in Table 5, once again show that the pro-
posed extension (Striped FM column) results in performance improvements
over the plain File Mover version. We note, however, that the gain strongly
decreases for increasing values of the background load intensity. This is ex-
plained by the fact that the choice of computing the first virtual path first,
and then the second one by using the Relays that had been discarded by the
first Server, resulted in virtual paths characterized by very different through-
put values. Consequently, variations in the throughput exhibited by the slower
virtual path may have a negative impact on transfer performance even if the
faster one is working at full speed. While this is unlikely to occur for rel-
atively low intensities of the background traffic, thanks to the way the size
of the individual chunks is computed, its negative impact tends to become
higher for increasing intensities, as indicated by the results reported in the
Medium and High rows of Table 5. This phenomenon calls for better strate-
gies for the computation of the virtual paths used by the various sources used
to carry out a striped transfer that we plan to include in our future work.
In any case, in spite of this suboptimal choice, striped transfers always re-
sulted in performance improvement, thus demonstrating the potentials of this
technique.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter, we have considered various file transfer policies (namely,
multipath and striped, as well as transfers using cached copies as source)
for possible inclusion into the File Mover, a software infrastructure providing
a high-performance file transfer service for Grid platforms. We have imple-
mented a prototype version of the File Mover that included these extensions
and used it to carry out an experimental study aimed at comparing its
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performance versus that attained by the plain File Mover implementation. As
expected, the techniques we considered result in significant performance im-
provements but, given the limited size of the overlay we considered, these re-
sults should be considered only preliminary. A more thorough experimentation
with larger configurations is required in order to make definitive conclusions
about them. Nevertheless, although preliminary, our results can be considered
encouraging.

There are several avenues of research we plan to explore in the future. First
of all, we plan to study and implement transfer strategies obtained by combin-
ing the various extensions described in this chapter. More precisely, in addition
to the rather obvious combination of multipath and cached transfers, in which
multipath transfers are used also by the Relays selected as source for the trans-
fer, we plan to study the combination of striped and multipath transfers, in
which each chunk sent by a separate source is transferred by using a multipath
approach.

A second avenue of research is concerned with the investigation of better
algorithms for the selection of virtual paths when more sources are used for
the same transfer (as in the case of striped transfers), or when independent file
transfers are performed by different sources.

Third, we plan to improve the current method used to collect measure-
ments of the throughput achievable on individual virtual links by replacing
the application-level probes used in the current version of the File Mover (that,
as already mentioned, uses iperf ) with a more scalable and accurate approach,
working at the network level, like Plab [26]. Finally, on the experimental side,
we plan to perform experiments by using larger, and more realistic, overlay
configurations thanks to the use of more powerful machines for our network
testbed.
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Abstract Scientific equipment in remote locations may be integrated in a grid network by
means of satellite links. When the grid is an Internet overlay network, TCP-like
congestion control protocols tend to introduce large delays and to achieve poor
bandwidth utilization during the start-up phase due to the large bandwidth-delay
product of the satellite link. Recent studies demonstrate that the loss of perfor-
mance is high when a demand assignment multiple access (DAMA) scheme is
adopted to manage satellite resources. To overcome this problem, we propose
a new mechanism based on Quick Start, a recent IETF recommendation, to en-
hance the startup performance of data and streaming flows. We show, by means
of extensive simulations, that our modifications to enable a QS-based DAMA
algorithm allow the initial end-to-end delay to be significantly reduced and the
queue length in transmitting nodes stabilized. Moreover, our results point out
that the start-up delay is quite independent of the flow rate, which makes this
algorithm suitable to the high bitrate required by grid computing applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

Science practicing has embraced a number of new paradigms in the 20th
century promoted by the worldwide diffusion of the Internet, including the
growth of large geographically dispersed teams and the use of distributed

∗Work funded by the European Commission in the framework of the RINGrid project (contract no. 31891)
and partially in the framework of the “SatNEx” NoE (contract no. 507052).
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computational platforms. Essential to this new branch of e-Science applica-
tions is the capability of transferring immense amounts of data, ranging from
hundreds of TeraBytes to PetaBytes. During this decade, crossing the ”Peta“
line is even expected: Petabytes in data storage, Petaflop in CPU processing,
and Petabit/s in network bandwidth will be of common use in scientific ap-
plications. Grid computing will be the fundamental tool to deal with this new
challenge.

An obstacle to the deployment of high-speed grid networks is the diffi-
culty of retrieving data from equipment and sensors in remote locations. In
these contexts, the satellite connections could be the only practical way to pro-
vide high-speed connectivity. However, the large bandwidth-delay product that
characterizes these networks, which is actually comparable with the one of
very high-speed optical networks, determines inefficient link utilization when
TCP (or a TCP-friendly protocol) is used for congestion controlled transport
of data. Indeed, during the Slow Start phase, TCP requires several rounds of
transmission to achieve efficient bandwidth utilization. In addition, it has been
shown [5] that the demand assignment multiple access (DAMA) allocation
scheme, nowadays increasingly adopted to satisfy bandwidth requirements,
negatively impacts TCP performance.

In such grid computing scenario with a mix-up of multimedia and data con-
tents, network over-provisioning is a must but nonetheless congestion con-
trol [8] is mandatory for granting overall network stability. Consequently, it
is likely that employment of protocols like datagram congestion control pro-
tocol (DCCP) [3, 7], which provide congestion control to slowly variable flow
rates, will be necessary. Since these algorithms emulate TCP behavior, they
also exhibit bad performance on DAMA-controlled links during the start-up
phase. The authors of [11] indicate Quick Start (QS) as a valid technique to
solve the startup problems of TCP-like applications over satellite links, though
their analysis is limited to the case of constant bandwidth allocation only.

In this chapter, we present a preliminary study concerning the integration of
QS and DAMA. The basic idea is simple: the DAMA algorithm, made aware of
QS signalling at layer three, reacts quickly to the entry of a new flow by asking
the amount of bandwidth indicated by QS. The congestion control protocol
assumed in this paper is the TCP-friendly rate control (TFRC), the one that
is currently most likely to be used for streaming on the Internet. In order to
maintain compatibility with current TFRC implementations, we do not assume
any explicit cross-layer coordination between TFRC and DAMA.

Since the system tuning up and algorithm parameters may depend on the
particular system implementation, we chose SkyplexTM(produced by Eutelsat)
as reference system for configuration. However, the methodology to select the
parameters in general is exemplified in the chapter.
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The rest of the chapter has the following structure. In Section 2, we give the
description of the technologies involved in our satellite scenario. In Section 3,
we discuss our preliminary results in a simulated test-bed. Finally, Conclusions
(Section 4) highlight the performance improvements and trace the guideline for
future developments.

2. TECHNOLOGY OVERVIEW

2.1 Satellite Architecture

The IP/DVB architecture defines the basic set of functionalities required for
interactivity of users across a satellite distribution system. Basically, IP packets
are first encapsulated into an MPE (multi-protocol encapsulation) structure,
which contains the source/destination MAC addresses of the traffic stations
involved in the data transfer, then delivered using a transport stream made up
of 188-bytes MPEG-2 cells.

Figure 1 shows the main elements of a mesh satellite network, which are
possibly elements of a larger grid network. The network is divided into regions,
corresponding to the geographic areas, each covered by a satellite spot beam.
The group of traffic terminals (TTs) that belong to a specific region is moni-
tored and controlled by a centralized authority, called regional network control
center (RNCC), which is connected through a leased line with the higher level
network management system. We distinguish the forward link and the return
link in a satellite communication, since two different access methods are used

Figure 1. Network Architecture
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for each link. The information content is typically transmitted to the satellite
with a time division multiple access (TDMA) scheme on the return link, as
for example the DVB-RCS standard [1] does. Then, these signals are demod-
ulated, regenerated, and multiplexed by the on-board unit and the satellite for-
ward them over the forward link in time division multiplexing (TDM) mode,
by adopting the DVB-S standard. The application of this technology imposes
both receiver and transmitter capabilities at the ground station, thus permitting
the implementation of a network in which all terminals can communicate with
each other over bi-directional links with a single satellite hop.

In DVB-RCS, the time–frequency domain is organized into a hierarchical
structure, which consists of super-frames (the largest containers), multi-frames,
and frames. In order to establish the time-slot assignments for the traffic termi-
nals, the RNCC broadcasts periodically a burst time plan (BTP) message to its
group of traffic terminals. The DVB-RCS standard describes several methods
in order to demand an assignment of bandwidth. These methods are

Constant rate assignment (CRA). The link resources are negotiated at the
beginning of the transmission and are maintained for all the duration of the
connection. Thus, this scheme does not consume bandwidth for signalling
from TTs to RNCC but allocating resources, even when not used, usually
leads to waste precious bandwidth.

Rate-based dynamic capacity (RBDC). A TT periodically submits a ca-
pacity request message to the RNCC on the basis of the local measurement
of the incoming traffic rate. Every explicit request overrides the previous
one and new requests are submitted only if needed.

Volume-based dynamic capacity (VBDC). A TT dynamically signals the
data volume required to empty its buffer. The scheduler assigns the capacity
according to the requests that terminals send when more traffic is queued
at their input. Since the DAMA controller cannot guarantee the requested
bandwidth to the TTs, this access scheme is more suitable for best effort
traffic flows.

Free capacity assignment (FCA) is an extension that allows the unassigned
capacity to be redistributed among the TTs without any explicit request, in
order to reduce the jitter in traffic flows.

When CRA is concerned, the static case is trivial and a fixed number of time
slots is assigned to each TT.

In the dynamic case, instead, each terminal sends a request to the RNCC
on the basis of its own instantaneous need, and the time slots are assigned in
a best-effort mode. The assignment does not guarantee any priority between
terminals and quality of service. In such last case, the assignment algorithm
involves principally two processes:
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1. Each TT computes a Bandwidth request, which contains the information
about the bandwidth required on the basis of the local traffic analysis every
Tr period and sends it to the RNCC.

2. The RNCC computes the bandwidth to be assigned on the basis of the in-
formation received with the BWreq, by assigning a portion of bandwidth
that is proportional to each request. If the sum of the requests overcomes
the availability, it is normalized with the respect to the maximum capacity.

Figure 2 shows the sequence of messages exchanged between a TT and the
RNCC for the bandwidth negotiation.

The BWreq is the first message transmitted by the TT and includes the re-
sults of the local traffic monitoring.

The RNCC receives the message, it computes the value of the bandwidth to
be allocated and, after an expiration period, delivers the BTP in multicast
mode. The expiration period is the sum of the propagation delay in up- and
down-link and the processing time in order to compute the allocations.

Once the TT has received the reply from the RNCC, it waits the safety frame
period after which the BTP can be applied. The safety period accounts for
delivery time drifts among remote locations.

Thus, the allocation delay is the delay between a request and the availability
of the desired bandwidth. During this very long period – more than 500 ms
with GEO satellites – the TT can only serve the MAC queue at the previous

Figure 2. Messages for bandwidth request and assignment
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assigned rate. Hence the exceeding incoming traffic is queued in the MAC
buffer, waiting for delivery.

2.2 TCP-Friendly Rate Control Algorithm

To alleviate the problem of UDP’s inability to provide congestion control,
TFRC was designed to allow multimedia applications to provide congestion
control when using UDP with RTP [12]. TFRC is a rate-paced equation-based
congestion control transport layer protocol that requires both the sender and
the receiver to participate in determining the allowed sending rate. In TFRC,
the receiver periodically sends a feedback report informing about the recent
loss event rate that has been witnessed by the connection. The sender uses
this to calculate the allowed sending rate for the next RTT period by using an
equation that models the equivalent throughput that would have been obtained
by a TCP flow. This equation, given below, provides the throughput that a TCP
connection would receive under steady state conditions given the loss event
rate and RTT of the connection.

T =
s

RT T ·
√

2bp
3 +3 TRTO ·

√
2bp

3 · p(1+32p2)
(1)

where T is the transmit or sending rate in bytes/s, s is the packet size in
bytes, RT T is the round-trip time, p is the steady state loss event rate, TRTO is
the TCP retransmission timeout, and b is the number of packets acknowledged
by a single TCP acknowledgment. In this case b is set to 1.

Using this formula, TFRC exhibits a much lower variation of throughput
over time compared to TCP, making it more suitable for multimedia applica-
tions such as TVoIP and VoIP since it allows the sending rate to vary more
smoothly by decreasing and increasing the sending rate gradually, while en-
suring that it competes fairly with TCP. However, this makes TFRC to respond
slower to changes in available bandwidth compared to TCP. TFRC can be used
for both unicast and multicast traffic.

TFRC, which was originally intended for applications that use a fixed packet
size, was designed to be reasonably fair when competing for bandwidth with
TCP connections using the same packet size. TFRC’s conventional way of cal-
culating the sending rate in packets per round-trip time, using the loss event
ratio, has consequences: a low bandwidth TFRC flow using small packets shar-
ing a bottleneck with high bandwidth.

TCP flows using large packets may be forced to slow down, even though the
nominal rate in bytes per second of the TFRC flow is less than the rate achieved
by the TCP flows. To solve this problem, TFRC-SP [4], a Small Packet (SP)
variant of TFRC was designed for applications such as VoIP that send small
packets. TFRC-SP seeks to achieve the same bandwidth in bps as a TCP flow
using packets of up to 1,500 bytes. TFRC-SP also enforces a minimum interval
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of 10 ms between packets, to prevent a single flow from sending small packets
arbitrarily frequently.

Regarding TFRC on satellite links, the Round Trip Time (RTT) delay is an
important factor in determining the performance of a TFRC-SP flow because
the sending rate is inversely proportional to the RTT delay. Satellite networks
typically have high RTT delays. Therefore, particular attention needs to be
directed to the performance and protocol behavior over such links. Such ex-
perience is essential prior to deployment over operational satellite links. Some
problems of using TFRC or TFRC-SP on satellite networks are

Initial Slow Start: TFRC starts with four packets per RTT. This is not suffi-
cient enough for applications with large encoding rates. If the RTT is small,
then this initial rate should be fine. For satellite delays, the sending rate to
reach the encoding rate is going to be too long.

Idle period: Similarly to slow start, during an idle period, the sending rate
may get reduced to a minimum of two packets per RTT. Slow starting from
a rate of two packets per RTT to the encoding rate is going to be too long
while operating over satellite links.

Sending rate limit: TFRC sending rate can be at most twice the current
receiver rate. This growth rate is not sufficient to keep up with the encoding
rate when the application oscillates between silence and talk periods.

2.3 QS Protocol

Quickstart (QS) [10] is a new IETF experimental protocol that has been de-
signed to provide lightweight signaling of the level of congestion (specifically
available capacity) between routers and a pair of communicating end hosts.
QS was originally conceived to improve the performance of TCP bulk trans-
fers over lightly loaded network paths. QS may also be useful for multimedia
flows. In this case, it can alleviate the effect of slow starting on the encoding
rate, and after periods of silence.

The sender sends a QS request for its required sending rate (measured in
bytes per second) using a Quick-Start option placed in the IP header. Each
router along the path should, in turn, approve the requested rate, reduce the re-
quested rate, or indicate that the Quick-Start request is not approved (possibly
by ignoring this new option). In approving a Quick-Start request, a router does
not give preferential treatment to subsequent packets from that connection; the
router is only asserting that it is currently underutilized and believes there is
sufficient available capacity to accommodate the sender’s requested rate. The
Quick-Start mechanism can determine if there are routers along the path that
do not understand the Quick-Start option or have not agreed to the Quick-Start
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rate request. On receipt of the QS request, the receiver communicates the fi-
nal rate request value (if the requested rate is approved) that it receives to the
sender in a transport-level Quick-Start Response. If the Quick-Start request is
approved by all routers along the path, then the sender can send at up to the ap-
proved rate for a window of data. Subsequent transmissions will be governed
by the default transport protocol’s congestion control mechanisms of that con-
nection. If the Quick-Start request was not approved, then the sender would
use the default congestion control mechanisms.

Even though QS was proposed with TCP in mind, QS could be used with
any congestion control protocol that would prefer to inflate their sending rates
without effectively slow starting from a small initial rate. Using QS, the stan-
dard Internet protocols can effectively and efficiently work over a wide range
of links – including those with satellite delay. QS may also be useful for multi-
media flows. In this case it can alleviate the effect of slow start on the encoding
rate, and after periods of silence.

In this paper, we also explore the use of QS with TFRC to alleviate the
effects of slow start over a DAMA-enabled satellite link. The satellite terminal
takes the role of a QS-enabled router. This paper proposes QS as a mechanism
to inform the satellite sub network of the desired capacity, and for this to then
allocate resources (or prepare itself to do so at a later time). This implies an
element of cross-layer communication.

3. NUMERICAL RESULTS

In this section, we show by means of a set of detailed simulations the draw-
backs of using the TFRC protocol over a DAMA driven link. Since the round-
trip delay of a geostationary satellite link is around half a second, the typi-
cal values of the bandwidth-delay product range, depending on the available
bandwidth, from hundreds to thousands of kilobytes. In the case of multime-
dia streaming, this corresponds to hundreds of small size multimedia packets.
Since the TFRC protocol starts doubling its sending rate from one packet per
RTT, several RTTs are required to reach the steady state throughput. During
this period, the workload generated by the sending application is backlogged
into the TFRC transmission buffer, and the packet delivery is delayed. When
the satellite link is controlled by DAMA, the end-to-end delay may be signifi-
cant due to the latency induced by the demand-assignment mechanism.

Simulations were carried out with the ns-2 simulator [9] implementing the
basic bandwidth allocation mechanisms [6] of a real satellite platform (Skyplex
[2]). The system we consider has a single carrier with a capacity of 6.3 Mb/s
and implements an RBDC access scheme. The TDMA frame consists of 144
slots and has a duration of 273 ms.
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Figure 3. OWD and E2ED of a single TFRC connection over Skyplex link

Packet delays of the first 40 sec of transmission of a CBR video stream
(1,024 kb/s) using TFRC-SP are illustrated in Figure 3. The graph reports
the one-way delay (OWD), that is, the delay from wire-line transmission of
a packet to its wire-line reception, and the end-to-end delay (E2ED), the de-
lay between the time the packet is generated by the transmitting application
to the time the packet arrives to the receiving application. The difference be-
tween the two delays represents the time spent in TRFC buffers and reflects
the mismatch between the application sending rate and the TFRC rate. In or-
der to evaluate the dispersion of delays, together with the median value (solid
line), we reported the minimum and maximum delays (vertical bars) at each
time obtained starting the TFRC connection with different offsets with respect
to the beginning of the TDMA frame.

Figure 3 shows OWD and E2ED of a single TFRC connection over the
Skyplex link. This figure points out how DAMA and TFRC result in a bad
interaction. The high end-to-end delay (up to ten seconds) at the very begin-
ning of transmission has some unwanted consequences. First, it enforces the
use of large de-jitter buffers to avoid loss of data, which leads to unpleasant
long delays to get the video play-out. Second, the long transient phase leads to
considerable drop of performance when the source generates bursty traffic, or
the network is subjected to variable congestion. In addition, the delay exhibits
a large variability, which indicates the potential instability of TFRC during
the startup phase. Actually, this phenomenon is related to the way the receiver
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estimates the rate. Since the flow rate is estimated as the number of packets
seen by the TFRC receiver in a RTT, the estimator suffers from a quantization
effect when the number of packets transmitted is small.

In order to assess the benefits of QS, we repeated the simulations using a
TFRC source with QS enabled and placing a QS agent into the satellite ter-
minal. The QS agent follows a simple rule: when a new QS request arrives
to the terminal asking for satellite bandwidth, it checks the current bandwidth
utilization and approves the new request if enough bandwidth is available. To
measure the available bandwidth, various strategies can be adopted, including
an explicit signaling from the master station. Since in Skyplex the bandwidth
is allocated only when requested, the available bandwidth can be derived by
counting the unused slots in the BTP.

Figure 4 shows the beneficial effects of QS in terms of speeding up the
connection during the slow start phase. In this case, indeed, the E2ED is re-
duced by nearly 40% and the delay required in order to complete the startup
phase passes from 35 to 25 sec. Though QS is undoubtedly useful, by analyz-
ing carefully the trace during the first 5 sec, we can note that, starting from time
2.5 sec, the E2ED is subjected to a second increasing phase. As explained in the
following, this behavior is a consequence of the lack of coordination between
QS and DAMA protocols.

When the TFRC source receives a QS-response that notifies the availability
of bandwidth resources (about one RTT after the beginning of transmission),
it starts sending packets at the application encoding rate (1,024 kb/s), which
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Figure 4. Delay measures of a single TFRC connection with QS
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allows the TFRC transmission buffer to be emptied. However, since the band-
width is not available at that time, the packets are queued into the MAC buffer
of the satellite terminal, which causes a sudden increase of the OWD. Dur-
ing the subsequent RTTs, only few packets are delivered to the TFRC receiver
through the satellite link and the TFRC receiver measures a low incoming rate.
Thus, it generates feedback reports with low, throughput indications, which
eventually induce the TFRC sender to decrease its rate.

To overcome this problem preserving the TFRC end-to-end semantic, we
can choose an alternative DAMA scheme aware of QS (QSD). Our idea is
to modify the DAMA request to take into account the QS requests approved
during a prefixed observation period. For a rate-base allocation scheme, this
corresponds simply to increment the DAMA request with the sum of QS re-
quests received in the last allocation period. Thus, the necessary bandwidth is
demanded in advance and there is room for the new flow when it begins its fast
transmission.

The implementation presents a number of issues. Since QS and DAMA may
have independent dynamics, the DAMA assignments might be too early or too
late with respect to the time the TFRC receives the QS approval, which might
invalidate the benefits of QS. Indeed, if the QS response is too early, the band-
width is not available when TFRC quick-starts, eventually causing the same
problems observed in the QS-only case. Conversely, if the QS response is too
late or the QS request rejected, the bandwidth allocated is wasted. The lack of
time alignment is compensated by forwarding the QS request with a delay of
Tq seconds from the satellite terminal when satellite bandwidth demand/grant
is slower than QS transaction, or the DAMA request when it is faster. In Sky-
plex scenario, the long allocation delay (about 1,600 ms) determines a DAMA
response always late with respect to the QS response. Thus, in our simulations
we hold the QS request packet at the satellite terminal for Tq seconds.

Figure 5 compares the maximum E2ED measured in QS and QSD cases
(for different the Tq settings) as a function of application encoding rate. While
the improvements achieved by QSD with Tq = 0 sec are marginal with respect
to QS, setting Tq = 1.23 sec allows not only to reduce considerably the initial
end-to-end delay but it allows drastically decrease the delay variability, which
indicates a more stable flow control. Moreover, the delay is almost independent
of the flow rate, which is an appealing feature for grid-computing applications
that require high flow bitrates.

Finally, Figure 6 shows the initial maximum E2ED as a function of the Tq.
A delay margin of just 0.3 sec is sufficient to trigger Quick Start into the TFRC
source. However, the correct selection of Tq parameter is strongly dependent
of satellite frame parameters and delaying the request might be unnecessary in
a different system (e.g., when the allocation delay is smaller).
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4. CONCLUSIONS

When a high bit rate stream possibly carrying scientific data is transmitted
from a remote site over a grid-network, the satellite links could be the only
cost-effective solution. However, if a TCP-friendly protocol is used as conges-
tion control mechanism for such streams, the connection startup phase suffers
significant performance degradation in terms of end-to-end delay and delay
jitter, especially over DAMA-controlled satellite links.

In this paper, we presented a novel mechanism based on quick-start, a recent
IETF proposal, to enhance the performance of multimedia streaming applica-
tions at the beginning of connection or after long idle periods. Our simulations
reveal that, though QS reduces the initial end-to-end delay of TFRC pack-
ets, the performance improvements are marginal, compared with analogous
tests over terrestrial links because of the lack of coordination between trans-
port layer and satellite MAC layer. Hence, we introduced a modified DAMA
scheme (QSD) to manage the QS request upon its arrival. The new (implicit)
cross-layer approach not only allows us to speed up the connection startup but
also is able to regulate the size of the transmission buffer. More important, the
startup delay is independent of the flow rate, which permits to support the bulk
flows required by grid computing applications.

As a future work, we plan to define a criterion to properly select the param-
eters involved in the QSD algorithm and investigate QSD performance in more
complex traffic scenarios.
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Abstract Today there are very few open source optical network monitoring solutions
available for grid users and even network operators. Most of the available optical
monitoring solutions are proprietary and single vendor solutions. Even the exist-
ing software is often limited in functionality and extremely difficult to apply in
a distributed grid environment. grid users can only successfully use optical grid
infrastructures spanning over multiple domains if they have efficient monitor-
ing and fault detection tools available to them. In this chapter we present a tool
for monitoring wavelengths. Our approach recognizes and facilitates the abil-
ity of independent networks to set policies while facilitating the status and per-
formance monitoring by users interested in optical paths connecting distributed
resources.

1. INTRODUCTION

Grid [1] is an infrastructure that involves integrated and collaborative use of
computers, networks, databases and scientific instruments owned and managed
by multiple organizations. grid applications often involve large amounts of data
and/or computing resources that require secure resource sharing across organi-
zational boundaries. This makes grid application management and deployment
a complex undertaking.

The development of computer networks and the increase in the number of
grid environments over the last decade has driven the requirement for new
grid monitoring solutions (to guarantee resource availability). The monitor-
ing of network resources dedicated to grid environments is now an essential
requirement for grid users, but as the importance and size of grid environments
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have increased so too have the importance and complexity of monitoring solu-
tions.

Currently there are remarkably few monitoring tools available for monitor-
ing grid networks. In order to overcome the lack of suitable available moni-
toring tools, the grid community has created some tools which perform some
level of monitoring. The following are three grid-related monitoring tools.

The most commonly used grid monitoring solution is the R-GMA (re-
lational grid monitoring architecture) [9] which was developed within the
European Data Grid Projects to bring the power of SQL to an information
and monitoring system for the grid. It provides producer and consumer ser-
vices to both publish and retrieve information from anywhere within a grid
environment. R-GMA is used for the information system as well as for making
details about grid resources available for use by other middleware components.
R-GMA monitors grid jobs by members of CMS and D0 (virtual organizations
of grid users) collaborations where information about jobs is published from
within a job wrapper, transported across the grid by R-GMA and made avail-
able to the users.

The next example of grid monitoring solutions is MonALISA [6] (moni-
toring agents using a large integrated services architecture) which has been
developed by Caltech and its partners. The framework is based on dynamic
distributed service architecture and is able to provide monitoring, control and
global optimization services for grid architectures. Focusing on all the aspects
of grid monitoring, MonALISA can provide the following information:

System information for parts of grid architecture (i.e. computer and
clusters)

IP layer network information (traffic, flows, connectivity, topology) for grid
architecture

Monitoring the performance of applications, jobs or services.

Another commonly used solution for network resources monitoring in a grid
environment is designing and developing custom-made tools dedicated to a
particular project. This is a very popular solution especially in various R&D
projects, e.g. EGEE-II SA2 Activity [3], GridLab – Adaptive Components Sys-
tem (Delphoi) [4] and CLUSTERIX (National CLUSTER of LInuX Systems)
[2] but it is also not a very often publicly available software and limited only
to the grid architecture chosen in that project.

In the Section 2 we describe the biggest limitations and disadvantages of
existing solutions for grid architectures and network resources monitoring.

In Section 3 we present requirements for optical networks monitoring
system.
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Section 4 includes detailed description of our implementation of the
“Lambda Monitor” software which solves the most important disadvantages
and limitations of existing grid monitoring solutions.

In Section 5 we describe a set of propositions for further development of the
“Lambda Monitor”.

The last section (6) includes our summary and conclusions

2. PROBLEMS WITH EXISTING APPROACHES
AND TOOLS

The biggest limitation and disadvantage concerning all the above-mentioned
solutions for grid architecture monitoring is the lack of publicly available and
free (open source) software with the functionality for monitoring of the physi-
cal layer (L1) of the grid network resources (especially for optical networks).

All previous solutions monitor only higher layers. The R-GMA monitors
mainly grid jobs, the MonALISA system monitors IP network layer for infor-
mation like traffic, flows, connectivity and logical topology, even the solutions
created to meet only the selected project requirements are limited to IP layer
monitoring.

Traditionally only large proprietary applications and vendor-specific tools
were available for monitoring DWDM networks. Vendor and platform-specific
tools are unsuitable for monitoring in a grid environment as multiple vendors
and equipment platforms need to be integrated into a monitoring solution. Typ-
ically grid monitoring solutions have ignored monitoring of the physical layer
of the grid’s network resources. As wavelengths become key parts of grid net-
work resources, the requirement to monitor them will become a crucial task.
This is a non-trivial problem for optical grids based on dedicated lambdas in
the next-generation DWDM network.

In this chapter we propose a solution that overcomes many of these issues
associated with the existing tools.

3. REQUIREMENTS FOR OPTICAL NETWORKS
MONITORING SYSTEM

Our idea was to create a monitoring system dedicated to optical grid archi-
tecture which would be characterized by the following features:

Capable of monitoring the physical layer of the grid optical network re-
sources.

A user must be able to view all lambdas that are part of a particular grid
network.
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Easy to identify and localize any alarms and faults. Including identifying
which part of the optical layer of the grid network is faulty.

Provide detailed information on the configuration of the grid lambdas and
the physical optical characteristics and parameters of each wavelength.

Speed up and facilitate the work of the grid NOC.

Open source software tool which could be developed and extended by
independent grid/network communities or R&D projects for their own pur-
poses and special requirements.

The next section describes our implementation of this idea which solves the
most important disadvantages and limitations mentioned before.

4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE “LAMBDA
MONITOR” SOFTWARE

Our software implementation called “Lambda Monitor” is a monitoring so-
lution which can be used for optical grid architectures. It is this feature that
distinguishes Lambda Monitor from other currently available grid monitoring
tools. This application makes it possible to monitor many lambda circuits si-
multaneously and to notify, in real time, of current problems occurring in the
network physical layer of the optical grid. By means of this application we are
capable of affirming in a quick and exact manner which part of the lambda
circuit (exactly which device) causes problems.

This system also provides users with much detailed information about the
managed circuits on both lambda and device levels. The Lambda Monitor
architecture and operation scheme is presented in Figure 1.

The Lambda Monitor has a special alarms checker module which gath-
ers information about the states of the optical layer of the grid architecture
every 5 minutes, and this interval time can be easily changed by the user. This
module makes use of the snmpwalk function for checking standard as well as
vendor-specific MIB subtrees for determining of alarms in each of the moni-
tored devices which form the grid architecture. If any alarm occurs, the alarms
checker module saves this information into the MySQL database. The Lambda
Monitor software also uses some secure mechanisms (SSL) for user’s authen-
tication which ensures that only registered users can log into the system.

The Lambda Monitor has three levels of user interface (called layers) and
additionally current and historical alarms browsers. The first part of the user
interface called “Lambdas layer” shows the current status of the monitored
lambda circuits (end-to-end). All three possible states of the lambdas along
with a short description are presented below:
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Figure 1. Lambda Monitor architecture and operation scheme

OK state – lambda circuit works OK without any alarms (Figure 2)

Warning state – occurs when some warning type alarms are present in the
lambda circuit (Figure 3)

Critical state – occurs when any of critical alarms appeared in lambda circuit
(Figure 4)

Figure 5 illustrates an example view of different lambda states in “Lambdas
layer” interface.

The second level of the user interface is the “Devices layer” where the lamb-
das are presented in the device-oriented view. This interface’s level shows the

Figure 2. Lambdas layer – OK state

Figure 3. Lambdas layer – warning state
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Figure 4. Lambdas layer – critical state

Figure 5. Lambdas layer interface in Lambda Monitor

current status of the DWDM devices terminating selected lambda. The possible
states of the devices and their interfaces are shown in Figure 6.

Figure 7 depicts an example view of device interfaces’ states in the “Devices
layer” interface.

The last and most detailed level of user interface is called the “Parameters
layer”. This layer presents the current values of various monitored parameters
on selected device’s interface in the form of graphical tables. In these tables

Figure 6. Possible states of the DWDM devices’ interfaces
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Figure 7. The states of the DWDM devices’ interfaces in the “Devices layer”

users can find very detailed information about many parameters which deter-
mine and influence the operation of lambdas used by, e.g. the grid infrastruc-
ture (Figure 8).

The “Parameters layer” is divided into the following tables:

Trail Termination – contains parameters for optical interfaces that terminate
an optical trail

TTPLP15min – The Interface Trail Termination (TT) Physical Layer Per-
formance (PLP) 15 Min Interval Table contains statistics collected by an
interface over the last 16 intervals (15 minutes each)

TTPLP24h – The Interface Trail Termination (TT) Physical Layer Perfor-
mance (PLP) 24 h Interval Table contains statistics collected by an interface
over the last 2 intervals (24 hours each one)

FecCurrent15min – The otuFec Current 15 Minute Table – values from the
FEC mechanism

FeCurrent24h – The otuFec Current 24 Hour Table – values from the FEC
mechanism
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Figure 8. Trail Termination table in the “Parameters layer”

Fec15minInterval – The otuFec 15 min Interval Table contains statistics col-
lected by the FEC mechanism for an interface over the last 16 intervals

Fec24hInterval – The OtuFec 24h Interval Table contains statistics collected
by the FEC mechanism for an interface over a maximum of the previous 24
hours of operation.

Lambda Monitor also has the “Current alarms” module which enables view-
ing of information about alarms that occur currently in the monitored lambda
circuits (Figure 9).

The “Alarms history” module presents all the alarms that occurred formerly
(Figure 10).

The Lambda Monitor system has been successfully deployed in the National
Research and Education Network in Poland – Pionier (Polish Optical Internet
[8]) as well as in the HEAnet network in Ireland [5]. The architecture of the
Pionier network embraces 21 ADVA FSP 3000 devices which form the core
of the DWDM system, and HEAnet has a network consisting of 13 ADVA
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Figure 9. Current alarms browser

FSP 3000 devices. In these two large networks deployments Lambda Monitor
proved to be a reliable and suitable physical layer monitoring system for such
next-generation networks which can also be used and dedicated to any optical
grid architectures.

HEAnet as Ireland national education and research network is closely
involved in providing networking resources and services to the Irish grid com-
munity as a whole. As part of developing new services, HEAnet is investigat-
ing ways to provide grid users with direct access to wavelengths. In order to
achieve this, new methods of monitoring optical resources must also be pro-
vided to the grid community in order for the grid community to manage their
own optical resources. As part of this evaluation, HEAnet has been testing
the Lambda Monitor (LM) from PSNC. The Lambda Monitor has been set up
to monitor 9 of the 10 Gbit/s point-to-point wavelengths used in the HEAnet
national backbone. The Lambda Monitor has a user-friendly web-based front
end that provides a visual representation of each wavelength in the network.
Each wavelength is colour coded to represent the state of the wavelength: Red
(Fault), Yellow (Warning) or Green (Ok). The main advantage of this visual
representation of each wavelength is that it provides a simple visual indication
to the viewer of the current status of a wavelength without having to understand
large numbers of complex alarm messages from numerous DWDM network
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Figure 10. Alarms history browser

elements and line cards. Hence LM is excellent at hiding the complexity of
the network from the viewer. In addition LM provides more detailed informa-
tion on a per wavelength basis if required, by selecting the individual network
element in the device layer tab.

Figure 11. Lambda Monitor interface (HEAnet)
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An example of what Lambda Monitor looks like for a subset of the HEAnet-
monitored wavelengths is shown in Figure 11.

The green-coloured wavelengths indicate that the operational status of these
wavelengths is ok, while the red wavelength indicates that there is a fault with
the wavelength Esatx to Waterford.

5. FURTHER DEVELOPMENT OF “LAMBDA
MONITOR”

One of the main advantages of Lambda Monitor is its open source license
which will enable individual grid users to use and modify Lambda Monitor
for their own grid applications. Future developments of Lambda Monitor may
include the ability to partition the monitored wavelengths into individual grid
user groups that would enable grid users to see only their wavelengths.

Additionally web services interface may be developed for grid applications
to directly query the status of grid wavelengths. This web services interface
could also be used for integration into the GEANT2 joint research activity
perfSONAR. perfSONAR [7] is currently working on an inter-domain end-to-
end monitoring solution.

Currently the Lambda Monitor supports only the ADVA DWDM system,
but we plan to extend support to other DWDM systems in the near future.

6. CONCLUSIONS

To summarize, we have shown that monitoring of the optical grid architec-
ture is a very important and essential activity which requires the use of the
dedicated monitoring solutions. We have covered different types of grid mon-
itoring solutions available on the market along with their short characteristics.
The available software for grid monitoring focuses its attention on monitoring
of upper layers only (IP and application layers). Unfortunately there is a sig-
nificant lack of solutions which can monitor the physical (especially optical)
layer of the grid network resources, what surely is a considerable limitation and
disadvantage. Next, we have outlined the main features of the optical grid mon-
itoring solution of a system which should fill the existing gap. Then we have
described in detail the “Lambda Monitor” – our own software implementation
consistent with our idea of solving the mentioned problems and tested in vari-
ous real WAN environment. Our system dedicated to monitor the optical grid
architectures exemplifies the grid monitoring solutions needed today as well as
in the nearest future. Last but not least, there is an additional paragraph which
describes different suggestions for further development of Lambda Monitor
software and various visions of its extensions for future needs and require-
ments which can be done even within independent projects and by communi-
ties thanks to its open source nature.
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Abstract The article describes a practical approach to the process of designing a
monitoring system. Several available tools are discussed with their features,
pros, and cons, giving a rough overview of the possibilities and limitations. Then
the authors point out a few requirements that are necessary to provide a unified
interface tool, which could combine all the tools in a single, consistent web por-
tal, with the support for user authentication and authorization. Several design
considerations are discussed in-depth, along with the implementation examples
of the tool written at PSNC.

1. INTRODUCTION

In today’s network and computer installations, monitoring and accounting
play a very important role, helping administrators manage and track system
performance and resource usage as well as foresee possible problems.

Poznan Supercomputing and Networking Center (PSNC) is the operator
of the National Research and Education Network PIONIER [9] and of the
Metropolitan Area Network POZMAN. PSNC is also a High Performance
Computing Center and hosts and maintains many different network services,
including web portals, audio/video streaming, mail, DNS, and computational
services in grid environments.

Heterogeneous service domains to which monitoring is applied in PSNC are
corresponding to heterogeneous tools used to monitor particular parameters as
well as general systems performance. This diversity is a source of problems for
administrators at both application/services and infrastructure level. The prob-
lems that we summarize further on became the main reason for working on
the interoperability of monitoring domains to build a unified presentation of
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different monitoring data, e.g., statistics, network weather maps, values that
need to be correlated between different sources as well as aggregated on the
basis of abstract parameters.

Administrators use different monitoring tools to accomplish their daily
tasks. Most of the tools used in PSNC to gather statistics are based on GPL
license and are presented further in the next section. All mentioned tools store
their data in the common data format RRD (Round Robin Database); however,
each tool has its own specific configuration format. Many tools also include
some scripts for the presentation of collected data, but presentations concern
only data specific to the tool.

RRD data can be presented not only as line charts but also as bar graphs
or color arrows on the map (network weather maps). Some more sophisticated
tools allow viewing the chart after pointing to a connection of interest repre-
sented as an arrow on the map. The problem is that these tools have their own
additional configuration, which has to be kept in sync with the configuration
of presentation scripts for the creation of the charts and configuration of the
monitoring tool.

For quick and accurate diagnosis there is a need for reports that correlate
data from different sources and present the results in a readable, easy to un-
derstand form. Network administrators, after receiving signals regarding, for
instance, problems in network performance, have to check the level of errors,
collisions, bandwidth usage (MRTG) and RTT/packet loss (SmokePing). Lost
packets can confirm the problem; however, it is not clear whether the loss is
caused by errors or by (D)DoS – (Distributed) Denial of Service – protection.
Similarly, network services administrators need access not only to the system
performance parameters (CPU load, memory and disks usage, I/O stats) but
also to the parameters of the underlying network, which is used to connect with
the service. Access to correlated reports via a single unified interface reduces
the time needed to accurately diagnose the problem.

Another common problem is the presentation of aggregated values, e.g.,
in the case of trunked (teamed) connections using many interfaces or light
wavelengths (lambdas) in parallel.

A very important issue is the authorization of the access to data and reports.
Some institutions connected to national or metropolitan networks are inter-
ested in reports of their connections. These reports should be available for the
institution only, and users of different institutions should not be granted access
to these data.

For the above-mentioned reasons and to allow higher level administrators
(i.e., application and service level) to eliminate problems at the infrastructure
level in their diagnosis tasks, the unified access to monitoring tools became
mandatory, to provide a robust and up-to-date interface to data about perfor-
mance of all infrastructure components.
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In the following Sections, the main design issues of the proposed system
are discussed (Section 2) followed by a general description of monitoring tools
that are being used in PSNC (Section 3). Then, the proposed unified interface
solution is presented (Section 4) followed by the description of future work
and the conclusions (Section 5).

2. DESIGN ISSUES

2.1 Methodology

The first step in designing the monitoring system is determining the scope
and requirements of the project. The answers to the following questions should
be collected:

What is the purpose of monitoring the systems?

Which parameters should be measured, what is the source of the data, and
how can the data be obtained?

How frequently should the data be collected and how should the collection
process be scheduled?

How will the performance data be analyzed?

How should the data be visualized and reported, and who will be viewing
the data?

How long should the data record be kept?

What resources are available?

A real-time monitoring system should be built using several components:
data collection utilities, a data storage system, and a data presentation system.
To reduce the cost of creating the system before writing one’s own tools to
capture and analyze data, existing tools and packages should be considered. In
all cases, in order to use the tools efficiently, it is important to know how data
is collected, what types of data are collected, and how to use the data to keep
the system at its best. Naturally, the method used to monitor certain parameters
or collect data should be as non-invasive as possible.

Because of the general aim of statistics gathering, we can single out three
domains of monitoring, presented below. These three domains have much in
common; for example, accessibility can be seen as response time below a cer-
tain level, covered by the Service Level Agreement. Finding how these do-
mains cover our needs plays a key role in the selection of monitoring tools.
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2.2 Performance Monitoring

Monitoring performance is a necessary part of preventive maintenance for
the computer system. Through monitoring it is possible to obtain performance
data that are useful in diagnosing system problems and in planning for the
growth in demand for system resources. Routine performance monitoring starts
with establishing a default set of counters to track. By using the performance
monitoring tools for real-time observation and periodic logging, it is possible
to acquire important information about the health of the system. In addition,
while troubleshooting system problems, performance data give some informa-
tion about the behavior of system resources at the time the problem occurs,
which is useful in pinpointing the cause. Finally, the analysis of the trends in
system performance provides data to plan the future growth and to estimate
how changes in the system configurations might affect future operation.

Generally, performance monitoring concentrates on the operating system re-
source usage (i.e., system load, processor and memory usage, disk throughput,
network bandwidth), as well as any applications or services that are capable
of performance data collection (for example, the number of web server users,
number of streaming server listeners, etc.).

The data source for performance monitoring is the monitored system or ap-
plication itself. Data can be fetched through some well-defined interfaces. Most
commonly used interfaces are the SNMP protocol (for both network devices
and operating systems monitoring), SE Toolkit (for Solaris operating system),
ProcFS file system (for Linux operating systems), Performance Counters (for
some Microsoft family operating systems), or other system utilities (for exam-
ple, vmstat for Unix-family operating systems).

2.3 Monitoring Versus Accounting

While monitoring as previously described is generally perceived as real-
time and on-line data collection, viewing, and reporting, system accounting is
the methodology and set of tools that provide methods of collecting per-process
or per-user resource usage data and charging fees to specified users or organi-
zations. Even if no real fee charging is used, it is important to know which users
are consuming which resources for both cost allocation and capacity planning
purposes. Accounting concentrates on presenting accumulated or average re-
source usage (depending on the resource type). For “consumable” resources,
like power, processor time, an accumulated value over a specified period of
time can be presented, while for “non-consumable” resources like disk space,
accounting, and fee charging can be based on average resource usage level or
on assigned resource quota. Usage accounting is even more challenging in the
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case of large systems because of the larger quantities of usage data that are
captured and must be managed. Accounting data collection is tightly related to
the monitored application or in case of system resource usage, to the system
kernel.

2.4 Availability Monitoring

Another type of monitoring methodology is availability monitoring. In this
case tools are oriented toward checking whether the host and its services are
working correctly and are capable of servicing user requests. Different ap-
proaches can be adopted based on the monitoring targets. The most common
solution for host monitoring is using the ICMP Echo Request (so-called ping)
packets. Another solution mostly applied to network devices is querying with
SNMP protocol requests. This solution can also provide means for monitor-
ing applications and other system components with the use of SNMP agents.
However, a typical solution for application testing is to write custom tools,
which imitate the application protocol (for example, send HTTP and interpret
the response). Such tools serve as a data collection source, returning arbitrary
constants as service status.

The topic of availability monitoring slightly overlaps performance monitor-
ing in areas where apart from the sole application response the response time
should also be measured. In such case the response time can also be treated as
data source and recorded along with the service state.

3. COMMONLY USED TOOLS

3.1 RRDTool

The most popular format for storing data is the Round Robin Database
(RRD) format [10]. RRD provides a flexible binary format for the storage of
numerical data measured over time. RRD files consist of a few data series,
archives, and aggregation methods. Every data series accept real values as an
input. Using aggregation and built-in archives it can cover quite a long period
in parallel with a small file size, and automatic multi-level aggregation (e.g.,
automatic computing of daily, monthly, yearly archives). The size of the file
remains the same during the data collection process, so there is no risk con-
cerning storage overfill. Because of the database internal structure, access to
the data stored in RRD files is extremely fast.

The tools provided to manage RRD archives also offer very good support
for charts creation; however, there is no way to access parameters of a created
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chart. It is easy to embed the created chart on a webpage, but any attempt to
use the onMouseOver event over the chart or legend area to display additional
information is really a hard task because the coordinates of the image areas
where the legend or plot is placed are unknown. It is possible to combine data
from different files, compare them, create mathematical formulas, and make
nice-looking charts with a colorful legend.

Despite all its features, the RRD format also has some limitations. RRD
databases are binary files, so they cannot be shared between systems with dif-
ferent data architectures. In some cases, it means the data have to be stored
and visualized on the same machine. Moreover, RRD files do not provide any
mechanism to store metadata. Thus it is not possible to store any description
of the data series or information on events happening during data collection.

Another problem, which needs to be very carefully considered, is the usage
of different units and scales for different data series. An example of such situ-
ation is RTT and PacketLoss presentation. It can be done using a certain tricky
way (like the SmokePing does).

3.2 MRTG

MRTG [6] stands for Multi Router Traffic Grapher. It is one of the oldest
examples of GPL software to monitor traffic on network devices. MRTG is
devoted to log and visualize traffic, but it can be customized to collect any pair
of values with a common unit and scale. Similarly, in basic configuration it
is just enough to point the interface by its ifIndex number, description, name,
IP address or MAC address, and MRTG polls for ifInOctets and ifOutOctets. It
can also query an arbitrary oID, combine it with another oID using the supplied
mathematical formula, or even fetch data from an external script.

Data can be stored in two exclusive formats: human readable log or binary
RRD format. The human readable log is a native data format. Assuming that
the data are viewed on the same station it is collected, no web servers are
necessary to present the data, and even if it is necessary to publish the results
no support for dynamic technologies like php or cgi is required. Among others,
it provides better security. By its simplicity, this format is laden with some
disadvantages. Every time a new data sample is collected, the whole log file
has to be rewritten and each webpage and image have to be generated. It can
cause huge I/O load. On the contrary, the RRD format is much more efficient
and concise. It has great support in different visualization scripts.

Besides the choice of data format, there are also other decisions to be taken.
As an example from the network monitoring – what to do when a network
node is reconnected from one network device to another? Should the historical
volume traffic data be moved along with the node to its new attachment point
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or should the data be duplicated on both interfaces: the old one and the new
one? In other words: which relation should be really maintained:

data file to network device interface,

data file to IP address,

data file to function/destination.

Nowadays MRTG has some successors like Cricket or Cacti but still remains
very popular software.

3.3 Smokeping

Smokeping [11] is a tool for Round Trip Time and packet loss monitoring.
It supports RRD and has a built-in script for data visualization.

The design of the tool allows to configure different probes, so it can be used
not only for RTT timings and packet loss but it can also monitor HTTP, DNS,
and SSH availability. It is also possible to define parameters of probing and
patterns for alerts, making Smokeping a very flexible tool.

Two series of data collected by Smokeping are visualized on the same chart
with a clever use of line color and line level to represent two data domains
on a single graph. The Y-axis is the response time and the color of the line
indicates host or service availability. In fact this is done in a very tricky way.
Every section of the line is a part of the bar, and the chart creation is a two-
phase process. In the first phase the script gets the resolution of the whole
image and min/max values to calculate the thickness of the line; on the second
phase the real job of drawing grayscale bars (representing jitter) and color lines
(representing packet loss) is done.

3.4 Netflow Tools

Netflow is a proprietary protocol developed by Cisco Systems for collect-
ing IP-layer traffic information. However proprietary, the protocol specification
has been published in an open form and, starting from version 9, has been pub-
lished as RFC3954. The protocol is based on a definition of the flow. Cisco pro-
posed to use the common 5-attribute tuple definition (see [4]). Routers should
output a record when they determine that the flow is finished. Flow expiration
is based on flow aging counters and TCP session termination. Routers can also
be configured to output a record at a specified time interval, regardless of the
fact that the flow is still ongoing. Further versions of NetFlow added more
fields to the record definition.
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Flow accounting can be computationally expensive and, as such, unaccept-
able for many applications. To avoid problems concerning router CPU exhaus-
tion, Cisco proposed a “Sampled NetFlow” solution. Rather than checking each
packed processed by the router, only every n-th packet is accounted. The n
value can be a configured constant (in case of a Deterministic NetFlow) or be
randomly selected (in case of Random Sampled NetFlow).

While there are numerous projects developed to collect and present data
provided by a NetFlow-enabled device, nfdump [1] and NfSen [2] proved to
be the most powerful and flexible.

The nfdump project is a set of tools to collect and process netflow data. The
goal of the design is to be able to analyze netflow data from the past, as well
as to track interesting traffic patterns continuously. All data are stored to a disk
before analyzing. This separates the process of storing and analyzing the data.
The amount of time back in the past is limited only by the disk space available
for all the netflow data.

NfSen provides a graphical web-based front end for nfdump tools. It allows
display netflow data organized as flows, packets, or bytes using RRDs. It is
possible to easily navigate through netflow data and define filter profiles and
process the netflow data within specified time range. One of the most powerful
features of NfSen is the ability to write and use additional plug-ins to process
and store collected data (backend plug-ins) and display various views of the
data (frontend plug-ins).

3.5 Orca

Orca [8] is a Perl script designed to plot arbitrary data from text files to a
directory on a Web server. It can plot the same type of data from different files
into different or the same images, group multiple columns into a single plot
using regular expressions on the column titles, plot the results of arbitrary Perl
expressions, including mathematical formulas.

To build a complete monitoring system one needs to separately run a tool
that collects the data. Several such tools have been developed for Orca, espe-
cially for monitoring server performance. For Solaris there is, for example, a
SEToolkit with an appropriate orcallator.se program, while for Linux one can
use another Perl script known as procallator.pl. With some changes, Orca can
be also used to process MS Windows Performance Monitor logs.

Configuration for Orca is stored in a file. The directories specified in the
configuration are being watched for new files, and all found files are moni-
tored for updates. Source data are read from white space separated files. The
last modification time for each file is stored so they do not have to be reread
continuously. The timestamp of each data record is also parsed from the data
file. The data read for the files are passed through an arbitrary number of
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consolidation functions (as defined in Orca configuration) and are permanently
stored in RRD databases.

The Web interface for Orca is a collection of HTML files and PNG plots
created by Orca. Among these HTML pages there is also an index of URL
links listing all available targets, as well as an index of URL links listing all
different plot types (allowing to easily compare the same parameter of dif-
ferent monitoring targets). In this type of interface no separate CGI set up is
required. However, one of the drawbacks is the need to recreate all plot images
in addition to updating all the RRDs after each data read.

3.6 Nagios

Nagios [7] is an open source host, service, and network monitoring program.
It watches hosts and services that are defined in the configuration, alerting the
administrator of arising problems. Some of Nagios include monitoring of hosts
and network services, monitoring host resources, network topology awareness,
simple plug-in APIs, and monitoring redundancy.

All hosts and services data, as well as network topology, are defined in text
files. The main process – Nagios daemon – is responsible for reading and pars-
ing configuration data. The work of Nagios is based on the scheduled execution
of the so-called plug-ins, which can be any binary executables or script files.
The scheduling queue is maintained by the Nagios daemon, while the timing
between subsequent plug-in executions is taken from the configuration file.
The value returned by the plug-in determines the actual service or host state as
seen by Nagios. As defined in the plug-in API, the returned value defines the
service (OK, WARNING, CRITICAL, UNKNOWN) or host state (DOWN,
UP, UNREACHABLE). Host or service administrators can be notified about
any state changes, and some actions (including restarting the service) can be
automatically taken by Nagios itself. Another interesting feature of Nagios is
the possibility to easily create a redundant and distributed monitoring setup.

All features presented (which are only a fragment of full Nagios functional-
ity) make it a very powerful monitoring tool; yet some steps could be taken to
slightly improve the Nagios web interface.

4. UNIFIED MONITORING INTERFACE

4.1 Project Motivation

The tools described in the previous chapter are very well designed and do
their job very well, but to work with them all efficiently one needs to combine
them under a single consistent user interface. Each of the tools provides its
own set of HTML pages or CGI scripts to present the content; in many cases
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there is usually no support for user authentication and authorization with the
possibility to limit the contents to some subset of pages or graphs making it
suitable only for internal purposes. A service provider has no possibility to
easily provide access to distinct subsets of graphs for each of the clients. These
problems created the need to design another tool, which could integrate the
tools described and would be flexible enough to be able to join other existing
and future tools.

The early unification scenario, which the project started with, was to give
the administrators the systems’ overview, for example to build a map to present
the bandwidth usage on each of the links of the Polish Research and Education
Network PIONIER. Searching for existing tools did not give any immediate
answers. First of all there is a very limited GPL licensed number of so-called
weathermaps. Among them there are only few supporting RRD and all of them
in a very limited manner – for example, only MRTG’s RRDs. Even accepting
all the limitations it is required to maintain at least two configurations and
keep them in sync: the configuration for monitoring/chart creation scripts (e.g.,
MRTG) and the configuration for the weathermap. After a few iterations of
corrections and additions to the chosen tool it became obvious that the system
should be redesigned and rewritten to provide the required functionality and
flexibility.

The two main issues, which had to be considered while designing a unified
monitoring interface are data flow model and security and access control. Both
issues are presented below.

4.2 Data Flow

To integrate all mentioned tools within a single monitoring system the data
flow model presented in Figure 1 was proposed.

Each tool requires its own storage for the most recent monitoring data. Data
format is at this point arbitrary for a specific tool – it can be an RRD database
(e.g., for MRTG or Smokeping) or a plain text file (e.g., for Orcallator, Perf-
Mon). As mentioned before, the main data format for the monitoring system
is the Round Robin Database. Because RRD files are binary data, they are
not directly accessible between different architectures. While designing this
model, these architectural concerns had to be taken into account. Therefore
an intermediate data storage in plain text or XML files is used at some stage
of data collection to support integration between 32-bit and 64-bit, as well as
big-endian and little-endian architectures. This is the reason for placing ap-
propriate parsers, which translate the intermediate format and populate local
Round Robin Databases with collected data.

If the data on the server participating in the monitoring infrastructure are
in compatible RRD format, then it can be accessed directly by means of a
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Figure 1. System data flow

distributed file system (such as NFS, CIFS, SSHFS, or similar). In case of
RRD files created on binary incompatible architectures and text files, the data
is replicated to the monitoring server by copying and synchronization with
SCP, RCP or rsync, and additionally processed by an appropriate parser (e.g.,
XML Import, Orca) and imported to local RRD files.

4.3 Security and Access Control

Another important concern was security and access control. The system was
designed to provide fine-grained access control to all presented data. This re-
quired a unified configuration view layer over all tools combined by the sys-
tem. A common configuration access is accomplished by providing specific
plug-ins for each format used by monitoring tools (see Figure 2).

Besides the access control, a common configuration layer over all inte-
grated tools is required to combine data from different sources into a single
data view, e.g., one map or one graph. This gives the possibility to show, for
example, web server response time together with allocated network bandwidth
or packet loss.
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Figure 2. Common configuration idea

Each single data view, whether it is a single data series or a combination
of multiple data sources and series in one graph or map, is called a target.
Independently, a collection of user accounts and hierarchy of user groups is
used, allowing the system’s administrator to assign specific permissions for
each group to every target. Also some system roles can be assigned to groups,
allowing users to perform certain tasks – e.g., create new objects or update data
in the configuration, administer user accounts and so on.

For all configuration data (monitoring and access control) a separate
database is used. User accounts can be also stored in the database; however,
the system integrates with any LDAP compatible directory server (e.g., Sun
Directory Server, or Microsoft Active Directory) to provide enterprise-wide
unified user account database.

4.4 Implementation and Deployment

The created software has a very wide functionality and seems to remain
flexible and customizable. While the present paper is being written, two graph-
ical modules are implemented: charts and a map. The charts are capable of
displaying MRTG graphs, Smokeping RTT and Packet Loss graphs, Netflow
packet/flow/traffic graphs, Netflow graphs aggregated by the AS number, and
graphs from users’ custom RRDs. The map module can display a map with
a configuration-supplied background, nodes, arrows, lines, pie-charts, whose
appearance can be based on values computed from the RRDs or taken from
the Nagios status files. A single map also supports multiple legends for spec-
ified groups of objects. Each object on the map supports properties to pro-
vide actions performed on mouse over and on mouse click, allowing the
implementation of multi-level submaps and pop-up windows that display the
details of the selected object.
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For the implementation of the system, the PHP5 programming language
was chosen because of its popularity on many web servers, as well as its multi-
functionality. The interface is designed and implemented in the object model,
providing clear dependencies and well-defined interfaces. It can be easily ex-
panded by users with knowledge of the PHP5 programming language, to sup-
port other monitoring tools, different data stores, and several authentication
and authorization providers.

The unified monitoring interface is deployed at Poznan Supercomputing and
Networking Center, where it is used with MRTG, Smokeping, Orca and Nagios
to monitor the National Research and Education Network PIONIER [3], Poz-
nan Metropolitan Area Network POZMAN, PSNC’s local area network, and
servers hosted at PSNC. It provides a front-end for a system, which monitors
bandwidth usage on about 50 network devices with the total of 1,500 network
interfaces/subinterfaces in PIONIER, 80 devices with the total of 2,000 net-
work interfaces/subinterfaces in POZMAN, and 1,000 network interfaces in
the LAN. Smokeping is used to monitor about 400 network nodes in PIO-
NIER and POZMAN from three different locations. There are about 30 per-
formance parameters monitored on each of the 20 SUN/Solaris servers, and
20 Intel/Linux servers providing structure services, database access and host-
ing environment for PSNC, educational society in Poland, and other users. The
system monitors also the infrastructure of the Content Delivery System for Pol-
ish Interactive Television (iTVP) [5], where it gathers network statistics from
several network devices with the total of about 500 network interfaces, as well
as performance data from 50 multimedia streaming and servers. Additionally,
the system interfaces with a netflow probe, which gathers data from about 80%
of PIONIER’s core routers. The statistics are gathered on six monitoring hosts,
with MRTG and smokeping running on three hosts, orca running on two hosts
and one host collecting netflow data. The distribution is caused by different ac-
cessibility of different parts of the network and gets a wider view of systems’
performance.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The architecture of the presented tool is extensible, allowing many future
additions to cope with many tasks. The software is used in the administrators’
community of Poznan Supercomputing and Networking Center. The work is
still in progress, and the tool is under constant development. Current imple-
mentation tasks aim to provide authentication and authorization with the use
of text files, extend the map component to be able to draw multiple parallel
links between two nodes of a grid or a network in a more readable way.

Monitoring is a must in today’s computer systems and networks, but be-
fore starting there are aims to be established and questions to be answered.
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The mentioned tools are flexible enough to support a wide variety of tasks
and cover different environments of computer systems. The created common
user interface allows easily integrate data from different monitoring tools and
preserve their flexibility.
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Abstract It is well known that the Linux Operating System provides a complete and
effective support to networking functionalities, to be widely used in many
advanced fields, like software routers and Grid architectures, among others.
Notwithstanding the rising popularity and the continuous development of the
Linux Operating System, there is no clear indication about the maximum net-
working performance level that it can achieve and no information about the
computational weight required by packet processing operations. Our main aim
in this work is to analyze and to optimize the Linux networking stack perfor-
mance, trying to evaluate the impact of networking functionalities on the whole
system. To this purpose, to better characterize the performance bottlenecks, we
have performed both external and internal measurements, benchmarking both a
standard Linux kernel and an optimized version.

1. INTRODUCTION

Today, many open source operating systems (OSs), like Linux and
FreeBSD, include networking capabilities so sophisticated and complete that
they are often employed in all such cases where an intensive and critical net-
work usage is expected. In fact, owing to the flexibility of the open source
approach, these OSs are becoming more and more widespread in many ap-
plication fields, as, for example, in network firewalls, web servers, software
routers and Grid architectures.

Notwithstanding their arising popularity and their continuous develop-
ment, there is no clear indication about the maximum performance level that
these architectures can achieve and about the computational weight that they
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introduce. In fact, the knowledge of both maximum packet transmission and
reception rates, as well as of the related computational load, can help to bet-
ter dimension all such systems with intensive network usage or to design new
task allocators for Grid clusters that take into account the performance limits
and the resources needed by networking operations. In more detail, network-
ing operations generally have a high CPU-intensive nature, and they need to be
carefully taken into account, especially in a Grid environment. In fact, in such
case, if one decides to move some processing tasks to remote machines, one
should take into account how many networking and CPU resources are spent
to transfer the input data. In other words, when moving one or more tasks to
remote computers, a non-negligible computational overhead is introduced.

With this idea in mind, we have decided to analyze and to optimize the
Linux networking stack performance, trying to evaluate the impact of network-
ing functionalities on the system. Linux can boast of one of the most complete
networking stacks (i.e., networking source code is about 40% of the whole ker-
nel) and it offers support to a wide range of hardware components. Besides, we
have to underline that Linux is still deeply inclined to the networking usage,
but it is a general purpose architecture, and so it presents a large number of
aspects that can be tuned or optimized to enhance its networking performance.
Moreover, to simplify the working environment, we have decided to take only
layer 2 and 3 functionalities into account, since in every respect they are the
backbone of the overall software architecture. Thus, all the benchmarking tests
reported here have been carried out by forwarding IPv4 datagrams (i.e., recep-
tion and transmission) through a single Gigabit Ethernet interface. To this pur-
pose, in addition to the “classical” external performance measurements (i.e.,
latency and throughput), we have decided to perform also internal measure-
ments, with the objective of better understanding the software structures and
dynamics included in the Linux networking code. These internal measurements
have been carried out with both an advanced tool called Oprofile and some ker-
nel patches, proposed by us, to dump the values of some critical Linux internal
variables.

The chapter is organized as follows. The state of art is briefly surveyed in the
next section, while Section 3 describes the Linux networking architecture, and
some parameter tuning and kernel patches that we have used to obtain the max-
imum performance. Section 4 describes the external and internal performance
evaluation tools used in the tests, while Section 5 reports the numerical results
of all the most relevant experiments. The conclusions and future activities are
presented in Section 6.

2. RELATED WORK

Some interesting works regarding the Linux networking stack can be found
in the scientific literature. Reference [1] reports some performance results (in
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packet transmission and reception) obtained with a PC Linux-based test bed.
Some evaluations have been realized also on the network boards, see for ex-
ample [8]. Other interesting works regarding Linux-based routers can be found
in [2, 3], where Bianco et al. report some interesting performance results. This
work tries to give a contribution to the investigation by reporting the results
of a large activity of optimization and testing realized on a router architecture
based on Linux software.

In our previous works [4–6], carried out inside the BORABORA project
[7], we have focused our attention on testing, optimizing and evaluating the
performance of the basic packet forwarding functionalities. To this purpose,
besides classical external (throughput and latency) measurements, we have
also adopted profiling tools to analyze in depth and to optimize the internal
behavior of Linux. In [5], we have presented a survey on how the presence
of control plane functionalities in software routers can impact the forwarding
performance.

3. THE LINUX NETWORKING ARCHITECTURE

As outlined in [4], while all the packet processing functions are realized in-
side the Linux kernel, the large part of daemons/applications requiring network
functionalities run in user mode. Thus, we have to outline that, unlike most
of the high-end commercial network equipment (e.g., IP routers), the packet
processing functionalities and the control ones have to share the CPUs in the
system. Reference [5] reports a detailed description of how the resource shar-
ing between the applications’ plane and the packet process can have effect on
the overall performance in different kernel configurations (e.g., SMP kernel,
single processor kernel).

The critical element for the network functionalities is the kernel, where all
the link, network and transport layer operations are realized. During the last
years, the networking support integrated in the Linux kernel has experienced
many structural and refining developments. For these reasons, we have chosen
to use a last generation Linux kernel, more specifically a 2.6 version.

Since the older kernel versions, the Linux networking architecture is funda-
mentally based on an interrupt mechanism: network boards signal the kernel
upon packet reception or transmission, through HW interrupts. Each HW in-
terrupt is served as soon as possible by a handling routine, which suspends
the operations currently processed by the CPU. Until completed, the runtime
cannot be interrupted by anything, even by other interrupt handlers. Thus, with
the clear purpose to make the system reactive, the interrupt handlers are de-
signed to be very short, while all the time-consuming tasks are performed by
the so-called “Software Interrupts” (SoftIRQ) for a second time. This is the
well-known “top half–bottom half” IRQ routine division implemented in the
Linux kernel [13].
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SoftIRQs are actually a form of kernel activity that can be scheduled for
later execution rather than real interrupts. They differ from HW IRQs mainly
in that a SoftIRQ is scheduled for execution by an activity of the kernel, like for
example a HW IRQ routine, and has to wait until it is called by the scheduler.
SoftIRQs can be interrupted only by HW IRQ routines.

The “NET TX SOFTIRQ” and the “NET RX SOFTIRQ” are two of the
most important SoftIRQs in the Linux kernel and the backbone of the whole
networking architecture, since they are designed to manage the packet trans-
mission and reception operations, respectively. In details, the forwarding pro-
cess is triggered by a HW IRQ generated by a network device, which signals
the reception or the transmission of packets. Then the corresponding routine
makes some fast checks, and schedules the correct SoftIRQ, which is activated
by the kernel scheduler as soon as possible. When the SoftIRQ is finally exe-
cuted, it performs all the packet layer 2 and 3 forwarding operations.

Thus, the packet forwarding process is fundamentally composed by a chain
of three different modules: a “reception API”, which handles the packet recep-
tion (NAPI), a module that carries out the IP layer processing (both in reception
and in transmission) and, finally, a “transmission API” that manages the for-
warding operations to egress network interfaces. In particular, the reception
and the transmission APIs are the lowest level modules, and are composed by
both HW IRQ routines and SoftIRQs. They work by managing the network
interfaces and performing some layer 2 functionalities.

More in details, the NAPI [10] was introduced in the 2.4.27 kernel ver-
sion, and it has been explicitly created to increase the packet reception process
scalability. It handles network interface requests with an interrupt moderation
mechanism, which allows to adaptively switch from a classical interrupt man-
agement of the network interfaces to a polling one. This is done by inserting,
during the HW IRQ routine, the identifier of the board generating the IRQ into
a special list, called “poll list”, by scheduling a reception SoftIRQ and by dis-
abling the HW IRQs for that device. When the SoftIRQ is activated, the kernel
polls all the devices, whose identifier is included in the poll list, and a maxi-
mum of quota packets are served per device. If the buffer (RxRing) of a device
is emptied, then its identifier is removed from the poll list and its HW IRQs
re-enabled; otherwise, its HW IRQs are left disabled, the identifier kept in the
poll list and a further SoftIRQ scheduled.

While this mechanism behaves like a pure interrupt mechanism in the pres-
ence of low ingress rate (i.e., we have more or less a HW IRQ per packet),
when traffic raises, the probability to empty RxRings, and so to re-enable HW
IRQs, decreases more and more, and the NAPI starts working like a polling
mechanism.

For each packet received during the NAPI processing, a descriptor, called
skbuff, is immediately allocated and used for all the layer 2 and 3 operations.
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A packet is processed in the same NET RX SoftIRQ, till it is enqueued in an
egress device buffer, called Qdisc. Each time a NET TX SoftIRQ is activated
or a new packet is enqueued, the Qdisc buffer is served. When a packet is de-
queued from the Qdisc buffer, it is placed on the Tx Ring of the egress device.
After the board transmits one or more packets successfully, it generates a HW
IRQ. Then, during a SoftIRQ, all the descriptors of transmitted packets are de-
allocated and the Tx Ring is refilled by new packets coming from the Qdisc
buffer.

3.1 Performance Tuning

The whole networking kernel architecture is quite complex, and it has many
aspects and parameters that should be refined or tuned for a system optimiza-
tion. For what concerns the parameter tuning, we have used the same configura-
tion adopted in [4]. The 2.6.16.13 kernel images include two structural patches
that we have produced with the aim of testing and/or optimizing the kernel
functionalities. In particular, the used patches are described in the following.

3.1.1 Skbuff Recycling Patch

We studied and realized a new version of the skbuff recycling patch, origi-
nally proposed by R. Olsson [12] for the “e1000” driver. In particular, the new
version is stabilized for 2.6.16.13 kernel version and extended to the “sun-
dance” driver.

This patch allows to intercept the skbuff descriptors of sent packets before
their deallocation and to re-use them for new incoming packets. As shown
in [6], this architectural change heavily reduces the computation weight of
the memory management operations, and it allows to achieve a very high-
performance level (i.e., about 150–175% of the maximum throughput of stan-
dard kernels).

3.1.2 Performance Counter Patch

To study the Linux internal behavior in depth, we have decided to introduce
a set of counters in the kernel source code, with the aim of understanding how
many times a certain procedure is called, or how many packets are kept per
time. In detail, we have introduced the following counters:

IRQ: number of interrupt handlers generated by a network card

tx/rx IRQ: number of tx/rx IRQ routines per device

tx/rx SoftIRQ: number of tx/rx software IRQ routines
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Qdiscrun and Qdiscpkt: number of times when the output buffer (Qdisc) is
served and number of served packets per time.

Pollrun and Pollpkt: number of times when the RxRing of a device is served
and the number of served packets per time.

tx/rx clean: number of times when the tx/rx procedures of the driver are
activated.

The values of all these parameters have been mapped in the Linux “proc”
file system.

4. TESTBED AND MEASUREMENT TOOLS

For what concerns the traffic generation and measurement, we have used
a professional equipment, namely the Agilent N2X Router Tester [11], which
allows obtaining throughput and latency measurements with very high avail-
ability and accuracy levels (i.e., the minimum guaranteed timestamp resolution
is 10 ns).

The internal measurements have been carried out by using, besides the
counter patch described in the previous section, a specific SW tool (called pro-
filer) placed inside the Linux box. This software tool can trace the percentage
of CPU utilization for each SW module running on the node. The problem is
that many of these profilers require a relevant computational effort that per-
turbs the system performance. We have experimentally verified that one of the
best is Oprofile [9], an open source tool that realizes a continuous monitor-
ing of system dynamics with a frequent and quite regular sampling of CPU
HW registers. Oprofile allows the effective evaluation of the CPU utilization
of both each SW application and each single kernel function with a very low
computational overhead.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS

To benchmark the performance of the Linux networking stack, we have se-
lected a new generation Linux kernel, a 2.6.16.13 version, and used it with two
hardware architectures. The presence of more hardware architectures gives us
the possibility to better understand which performance bottlenecks can depend
on the selected hardware and how, and to evaluate how networking perfor-
mance scales according to hardware capabilities.

With this idea we have selected two hardware architectures, identified as
Gelso and Magnolia, respectively, which include fast I/O buses (i.e., PCI-X
and PCI Express) and fast CPUs:
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Gelso: based on SuperMicro X5DL8-GG mainboard, equipped with a PCI-
X bus and with a 32-bit 2.4 GHz Intel Xeon

Magnolia: based on a SuperMicro X7DBE mainboard, equipped with both
the PCI Express and PCI-X buses, and with a 5050 Intel Xeon, which is a
dual core 64-bit processor.

In particular, Magnolia can be considered as the “evolution” of Gelso, which
does not include 64-bit CPUs and PCI Express buses.

About the network interface cards (NIC), we have used the Intel PRO 1000
XT server adapters for the PCI-X bus and the Intel PRO 1000 PT dual port
adapters for the PCI Express.

With such hardware architectures, we have benchmarked the maximum per-
formance of the Linux networking stack in a very simple environment: a single
data flow that is forwarded at IPv4 layer. The data flow has a constant bit rate,
with variable packet size, and it is received and transmitted by a single Gigabit
Ethernet interface (a test bed with two interfaces showed comparable results),
similar to a server with very high network usage. The absence of “user-level”
processing is clearly justified by the fact that kernel space operations (i.e., HW
and SoftIRQ handlers) are the highest priority activities in a Linux system, and,
as shown in [5], all this can cause heavy performance deteriorations to “user
plane” processes.

Observing Figure 1, which shows the maximum forwarding rate accord-
ing to different packet sizes, we can note how all the software/hardware ar-
chitectures can achieve almost the maximum theoretical rate only for packet
sizes equal to or larger than 256 bytes. This kind of bottleneck can be better
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appreciated in Figure 2, where the throughputs versus packet ingress rates are
reported in most critical case of 64-byte packet size, while Figure 3 shows the
corresponding latency values.

From all these figures, we can note how the Magnolia hardware architec-
ture provides higher performance with respect to the Gelso one. Under similar
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conditions, if the NIC is placed on the PCI-X bus and the same standard kernel
version is used, Magnolia achieves only nearly 20 kpkt/s more than Gelso. But,
when the skb recycling patch is applied, the performance difference becomes
much greater: while Magnolia can forward up to 830 kpkt/s, Gelso reaches a
bit less than 650 kpkt/s.

The use of the PCI Express bus enhances considerably the performance
of both the standard and the optimized kernels to 840 and 1390 kpkt/s,
respectively.

This rise is due to the efficiency of the PCI Express bus. In fact, it allows
DMA transfers with very low latencies and with a very low control overhead,
which probably lead to less heavy accesses to the RAM, with a consequent
benefit for the CPU memory accesses. Thus, in other words, this performance
enhancement is substantially due to a more effective memory access of the
CPU caused by the features of PCI Express DMA.

This is also evident by observing the latency values shown in Figure 3,
where the curves exhibit the classical “step” shape (i.e., the step position co-
incides with the saturation point, after which the buffers fill up): forwarding
through a PCI Express bus allows to halve the latency at saturation with respect
to the PCI-X tests.

Moreover, since packet latency at saturation mostly depends on the average
packet processing time, a lower latency is somehow an index of a lower com-
putational weight of the forwarding process. In fact, the skb recycling patch
permits to further lower the packet latency with respect to the standard ker-
nel, too.

Figures 4 and 5 show the internal measurements obtained with Oprofile,
with Gelso and with both standard and optimized kernels. All profiled kernel

Figure 4. CPU utilization of the kernel networking functionalities according to different traffic
offered load (64-byte sized packets) for Gelso with the standard kernel
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Figure 5. CPU utilization of the kernel networking functionalities according to different traffic
offered load (64-byte sized packets) for Gelso with the skbuff recycling patch

functions have been grouped into different sets that represent the most im-
portant activities. The sets that we have selected are “idle”, (OS) “scheduler”,
“memory”, “IP processing”, “NAPI”, “TxAPI”, “IRQ”, “Ethernet processing”
and “oprofile”, respectively.

Comparing Figures 4 and 5, we can note how memory management func-
tions rise more slowly in the optimized kernel case, till they achieve saturation
(35% of the full Gigabit load for the standard kernel and about 50% for the
patched one).

For what concerns the other functionalities, their behavior is clearly related
to the number of forwarded packets: the weight of almost all classes raises
linearly up to the saturation point, and after it remains more or less constant.

On the contrary, the IRQ handlers show a particular behavior, caused by
the NAPI paradigm: when the traffic load is low, their computational weight is
high, since the Rx API works like an interrupt mechanism; for higher loads, it
starts to lower more and more. When the IRQ weight becomes zero, the kernel
reaches the saturation point and works according to a polling mechanism.

Figure 6 reports the Oprofile results in the 1500-byte packet case. With re-
spect to the 64 byte packets, the CPU utilization of IRQ handlers remains quite
high for a wide range of traffic offered load (up to 80–90%). This is because in
the presence of such packet size, the kernel has to process a lower number of
packets per second, and NAPI begins to behave as a polling mechanism only
for higher rates. Moreover, when NAPI works as an interrupt mechanism (e.g.,
one packet at each IRQ), the CPU idle time is maintained over 10%; when
the packet rate rises and the forwarding process requires more computational
resources, CPU idle time lowers to 0%. All the operations performed per
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Figure 6. CPU utilization of the kernel networking functionalities according to different traffic
offered load (1500-byte sized packets) for Gelso with the skbuff recycling patch

packet (IP and Ethernet Processing) are obviously lower than in the 64 byte
packet case.

This is also confirmed by the performance indexes reported in Figures 6
and 7, where we can view both the tx and rx boards reducing their IRQ gener-
ation rates, while the kernel passes from polling the rx ring twice per received
packet, to about 0.22 times. Also the number of Rx SoftIRQ per received
packet decreases as offered traffic load raises. Moreover, as shown in [5], such
a high IRQ rate at low traffic offered loads can negatively impact on user plane
processes. Since IRQ handlers are originated by PCI boards, and they can
interrupt any other kernel/user activities without being interrupted by anything,

Figure 7. Number of IRQ routines, of polls and of Rx SoftIRQ (second y-axis) for the RX
board for the skbuff recycling patched kernel, in the presence of an incoming traffic flow with
64-byte-sized packets
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Figure 8. Number of IRQ routines for the TX board, for Tx Ring clearing by TxSoftIRQ
(“func”) and by RxSoftIRQ (“wake”) for the skbuff recycling patched kernel, in the presence of
an incoming traffic flow with 64-byte-sized packets. The second y-axis refers to “wake”

a high number of interrupts can result in a computational overhead not
controlled by the OS, with a consequent performance deterioration of any other
software activities.

For what concerns the transmission dynamics, Figure 8 shows very low
function occurrences: the Tx IRQ routines lower their occurrences up to the
saturation, while the “wake” function, which represents the number of times
that the Tx Ring is cleared and the Qdisc buffer is served during a Rx SoftIRQ,
shows a mirror behavior: this is because when the kernel reaches the saturation,
all the tx functionalities are activated when the Rx SoftIRQ starts.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The main contribution of this work has been reporting the results of a deep
activity of optimization and testing realized on the Linux networking stack,
and, more in particular, on layers 2 and 3. The main objective has been the per-
formance evaluation (with respect to IPv4 packet forwarding) of both a stan-
dard kernel and its optimized version on two different hardware architectures.
The benchmarking has been carried out with both external (i.e., throughput
and latency) and internal (i.e., kernel profiling and internal counters) measure-
ments. The benchmark results show that, while for large packet sizes almost all
the hardware architectures (with high bandwidth I/O busses) can achieve the
full Gigabit speed, for small-sized packets the maximum performance level
generally decays, since there is a bottleneck on the packet processing rate.
However, using some kernel enhancements (i.e., skb recycling patch) and PCI
Express bus together, the maximum throughput with minimum-sized packets
can achieve about 1390 kpkt/s (nearly 95% of full Gigabit speed). Besides this
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considerable performance rise, the profiling results show that packet receiving
and transmitting processes generally consume a non-negligible share of CPU
time.
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Abstract This chapter deals with the extension of the grid paradigm to distributed measur-
ing systems. The main problems that arise when distributed measuring systems
are configured as grid are discussed and a solution is also proposed in order to
integrate measuring nodes with low processing capabilities in a grid architec-
ture. The problem that is mainly discussed in the chapter is that related to the
configuration of the grid that allows good performance to be obtained in terms
of processing time. An example application is developed, consisting of a system
for measuring conducted disturbances of electrical equipment, which is based on
a parallel processing algorithm. A grid architecture has been deployed in order
to implement the proposed algorithm and a specific service has been developed,
whose task is the choice of the processing strategy that minimizes the total pro-
cessing time. Experimental results are also provided that refer to a real scenario.

1. INTRODUCTION

The extension of the grid paradigm to distributed measuring systems has
enhanced both performance and usability of such systems.

At a very basic level, a distributed measuring system can be organized as a
grid architecture, where the measuring units act as the grid nodes, thus allowing
a cooperative measuring process. Unfortunately, such a simple idea not always
can be employed due to the specific nature of the available measuring units.

In fact, to be able to act as a grid node, a measuring unit has to exploit a
non-negligible processing capability, which in several cases is not available.
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Figure 1. The extension of the grid paradigm to a distributed measuring system

However, in such cases, a proxy-based solution can be adopted by employ-
ing a conventional computer connected to the measuring device in order to
implement the full grid requirements. A node with such characteristics will
be referred to as Virtual Measurement grid Node. Figure 1 shows an exam-
ple of mixed grid with normal and virtual nodes and with processing-only
nodes without measuring capabilities, as well as with display nodes, which are
intended only for output tasks.

The application of the grid paradigm to distributed measuring processes
opens new problems that are not faced in a common measuring system. Among
the different problems, three can be recalled that are of primary importance for
grid measurement systems:

The system metrological management

The effects on the system performance of the data transport among different
nodes

The difficulty in configuring the grid to efficiently distribute the acquisition
and processing load among the nodes

The authors have already investigated the first two problems and some
solutions have been proposed: the metrological management of a grid
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measuring system can be performed by employing a grid of traveling stan-
dards [2], while the data transport among the nodes can be improved if suit-
able algorithms are employed to compress the data. From this point of view,
the authors have shown that commercial compression algorithms are not suit-
able for measurement data, since high compression rates can only be obtained
if a considerable data degradation can be accepted, that results in a high added
uncertainty. For this reason, a specifically designed compression algorithm has
been proposed that gives good results in terms of compression rate while as-
suring a specified uncertainty threshold not to be exceeded [1].

The last problem is still open and this chapter explores different solutions
to achieve an efficient implementation of a measurement grid using, as a clar-
ifying example, the setup that is required for the measurement of conducted
disturbances. This example has been chosen because it refers to an applica-
tion that can experience great advantages from a grid implementation, since
the measuring process is intrinsically distributed, the required data processing
is rather heavy and the numerical algorithm can be parallelized. In addition,
since the processing employs a huge amount of data, the example may lead to
different architectures, depending on the speed of the network that is used to
connect the nodes, and thus the example allows one to explore different grid
aspects. In the following sections, after a brief discussion of the measurement
problem, three different solutions are presented that are suitable in different
scenarios.

2. MEASUREMENT PROCESS

The considered problem is the measurement of conducted disturbances that
an electrical equipment sends toward the mains through its power cord. This
is one of the test that is required to assess the electromagnetic compatibility
of an electrical equipment. Specific international standards dictates how these
tests have to be performed and the maximum emission levels. The CISPR-16
standard [6] is the reference document for the measurement of conducted dis-
turbances, which recommends the arrangement of the setup that is shown in
Figure 2: a line impedance stabilization network (LISN) is employed to sepa-
rate the mains signal from the wide-band disturbance signal produced by the
equipment under test (EUT), while the receiver, which is a specially designed
spectrum analyzer, gives the frequency contents of such a disturbance.
The CISPR-16 standard establishes

The maximum emission levels in the B band (0.15–30 MHz)

The receiver detector characteristics (quasi-peak detector with charge and
discharge time equal respectively to 1 and 160 ms);
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Figure 2. The measurement setup recommended in the CISPR-16 standard for conducted
disturbance measurements

The receiver intermediate filter characteristics (9 kHz bandwidth at the
−6dB points)

With the aim to avoid the use of very expensive spectrum analyzers, alter-
native solutions have been investigated that allow pre-compliance tests to be
performed. Such solutions are commonly based on a digitizer and on numeri-
cal data processing [3,5], which employs a numerical algorithm that simulates
the behavior of both the receiver intermediate filter and the peak detector.

These numerical approaches are effective, but they require a large amount
of data to be processed. Actually, the disturbance spectrum has to be analyzed
up to 30 MHz, thus requiring a sampling rate greater than 100 MHz and the
digitizer has to acquire more than one period of the main voltage signal. As an
example, if the disturbance signal is acquired for five periods of the European
mains frequency (50 Hz), about 100 ms have to be acquired at a sampling rate
of 100 MHz, thus resulting in 10 MSamples that have to be stored and pro-
cessed. The processing of such a large amount of data with numerical filters
is a heavy process that could require intolerable times when a single personal
computer (PC) is employed.

2.1 Parallel Version of the Measurement Process

The numerical algorithm that has to be implemented to simulate the receiver
can be executed in a parallel way, so that several PCs can be employed to pro-
cess the data: this allows the required processing time to be drastically reduced.

In order to fully parallelize the numerical algorithm that simulates the setup
recommended in the CISPR-16 standard, about 6000 band-pass filters have to
be implemented to estimate the spectrum amplitude of the disturbance signal in
the range of 150 kHz to 30 MHz with the required frequency resolution. Such
an analysis is time consuming, because of the large amount of samples that
have to be processed by means of the 6000 selective filters. Fortunately, the
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Figure 3. The proposed algorithm that allows the processing to be executed in a parallel way
by reducing the number of samples to be processed

processing can be parallelized in a flexible way, as summarized in Figure 3.
The acquired signal, sampled at the sampling frequency fsi, is first divided into
15 sub-bands 2 MHz wide, then each sub-band is translated in the base-band.
The signal related to each sub-band is decimated by a factor 25, i.e., it is re-
sampled at the frequency fs = fsi/25: this way, each band-pass filter bank has
to process a number of samples that is reduced by a factor 25 with respect to
the initial number. Furthermore, this solution allows identical filter banks for
each sub-band to be employed.

The proposed algorithm allows one to explore at least three different pro-
cessing strategies:

Sequential: the whole algorithm is sequentially implemented on a single
PC

Partially distributed: the processing that allows the signal to be divided
into sub-bands is performed on a PC, then the obtained signals, which are
decimated by a factor of 25, are transferred to other PCs where the band-
pass filters are implemented in parallel

Fully distributed: the raw signal is sent to different PCs, each one extract-
ing the sub-band and then computing a set of filters

Apart from the first strategy, which neither requires nor takes advantage
from a grid environment, the choice of which of the other two strategies
allows a faster processing to be obtained depends on the number of available
processing nodes and on the data transfer rate between the nodes.
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Three elements mainly affect the total time that is required to obtain the final
measurement:

The sub-band time SBT j, which is the time required to implement the nu-
merical heterodyne process and the intermediate frequency filter, which are
used to bring each band to the base-band on the jth node

The filter time FT j, which is the time required to execute the band-pass filter
bank on the jth node

The average transfer rate TR: transfer rate among the grid nodes expressed
in byte/s

By using these parameters, the total processing time PT corresponding to
each strategy can be approximatively estimated for a scenario where the virtual
measurement grid node has processing capabilities and for similar processing-
node performance. In this situation, that is very common in real grid scenarios,
the total processing time for the sequential strategy is estimated as

PT ≈ 15 · (SBT+FT) (1)

since 15 is the number of sub-bands to be processed.
For the partially distributed strategy, the processing time is obtained as

PT ≈ 15 ·
(

SBT+
DS/25

TR

)
+FT (2)

where DS is the size of the sampled data.
Eventually, for the distributed strategy the processing time is obtained as

PT ≈ DS
TR

·N +
⌈

15
N

⌉
· (SBT+FT) (3)

where N is the number of employed processing nodes.
In the case of very slow bit-rate networks, the time that is required to trans-

fer the data on the network is too high; therefore, the sequential processing
becomes the best solution. For medium bit-rate networks and low number of
available processing nodes, it is usually more convenient to employ the par-
tially distributed solution. The third strategy that corresponds to the distributed
processing is useful with networks that assure higher transfer rates.

3. GRID IMPLEMENTATION

The grid measurement architecture has been deployed by means of the
freely available Globus Toolkit [4], which provides a programming environ-
ment where it is easy to integrate the measurement nodes with the processing
and display nodes.
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A specific service has been developed that is dedicated to the management
of the acquisition and processing operations. Such a service, which will be
referred to as the manager service, is responsible for the distribution of the
processing load among the available processing nodes on the basis of the esti-
mated processing time (PT).

The proposed implementation of a measurement system for conducted dis-
turbance in form of a grid system is shown in Figure 4. The figure shows one
virtual measurement node and several processing and display nodes, but a gen-
eral implementation can contain several measurement nodes. This way, the
complete measurement system has two important advantages over the conven-
tional solution: the digitizer node, which could be required to be installed in
an unmovable recessed site, can be physically separated from the display node
site where qualified technicians operate the assessment; the structure enables
the assessment at several nodes without replicating the processing structure.

The virtual measurement grid node is composed of a digital storage oscillo-
scope (DSO), which is set to acquire 8 MSamples with a sampling frequency
of 250 MHz and of a PC. Since the employed DSO does not exhibit compu-
tational power, the local PC is used both to acquire and pre-process the signal
samples and to act as a proxy grid node by offering common services, such as
the grid security infrastructure (GSI) and the monitoring and discovery system
(DMS).

The samples acquired by the DSO are transferred to the local PC, where a
pre-processing of the data is implemented that consists in a low-pass filter and
a decimation, in order to reduce the sampling frequency to 125 MHz. In such a
way, a reduction of both aliasing error and quantization noise is obtained.

Figure 4. The grid implementation of the process for conducted disturbance measurements
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At the grid startup and when a new node joins the grid, the manager service
is designed to ask the nodes to perform dummy processing to estimate SBT j,
FT j and TR for the different nodes.

Each time a user located at a display node requests a measurement execu-
tion for a specific virtual measurement node, the manager service estimates
the PT times for the different strategies and starts the measurement process,
distributing the computation load according to the best identified strategy.

4. EXAMPLES OF MEASUREMENT RESULTS

The architecture has been tested on a grid composed of 14 PCs based on
Pentium IV-2.8GHz processors connected by means of a local 10 Mbit/s LAN.
The tests have been performed by adding one PC at a time up to 14 PCs. During
the tests, the process that chooses the processing strategy inside the service
manager selection has been disabled to force all the processing combinations
to occur.

The obtained results are summarized in Figure 5. The black dot on the very
left represents the processing time on a single PC, which is about 4 minutes.
The triangles refer to the partially distributed processing, which can be imple-
mented when at least two nodes are available. The required time is about 3
minutes and remain constant even though more processing nodes are added.

Figure 5. Comparison of the total processing time for three different scenarios
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This behavior is expected, since the heaviest process is the slicing into sub-
bands that is performed entirely on the measurement node.

The hollow dots represent the total processing time as a function of the
number of available nodes for the fully distributed processing. Figure 5 shows
that the total processing time decreases as the number of available processing
nodes increases and reaches a local minimum for five nodes. Then, the process-
ing time increases till seven nodes and reaches the minimum for eight nodes,
where its value is reduced to about 1 minute.

This behavior depends on the distribution of the processing load among the
nodes: when five nodes are available, the maximum processing time (SBT +
FT) in (3) is the one required to extract three sub-bands and to implement
the band-pass filters related to the three bands. With six or seven available
nodes, the time required to transfer the signal samples to the nodes increases,
but the maximum processing time does not change, since there is at least one
node that has to process three sub-bands. When the available processing nodes
reach eight, the maximum processing time corresponds to the time required to
process two sub-bands. Increasing the number of available processing nodes
up to 14 does not introduce further benefits, since the processing time does not
change, while the data transfer time increases.

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed system from a mea-
surement point of view, the amplitude spectrum provided by the proposed algo-
rithm has been compared with that obtained by means of a commercial spec-
trum analyzer that is usually employed for pre-compliance tests. This com-
parison has shown that the algorithm results are in good agreement with the
output of the spectrum analyzer up to 15 MHz (amplitude differences within
±2 dBμV), while for frequencies greater than 15 MHz the internal noise of
the oscilloscope becomes predominant, however, not compromising the com-
pliance test.

5. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has described a grid implementation of a measurement system
for disturbance measurement. The grid implementation allows a reduction of
the processing time with respect to a single computer of a factor four down
to about 1 minute, thus making it comparable with conventional measurement
approaches. The measuring grid nodes, which are based on a DSO without
processing capabilities, are integrated into the grid by using a PC that acts as a
proxy grid node, thus creating a virtual measurement grid node. A specific grid
service has been designed that is intended for managing the distribution of the
processing load among the available nodes.

A processing time reduction of a factor four has been obtained by employing
a fast inter-node connection at 10Mbit/s and the tests have shown that when
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the number of nodes increases, the network transfer time becomes a limiting
factor. For this reason, the authors are now working on the application of the
compression algorithm proposed in [1] to the signal acquired by the DSO.
The use of such a compression algorithm should allow benefits in terms of
processing time and should allow the proposed architecture to be employed
also in the presence of slower connection networks.
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Abstract This chapter describes a procedure for identifying high-level scientific equip-
ment having the potential for remote instrumentation access, as well as the
capacities of this equipment for integration into next-generation grids. The re-
quirements of the user community for such kind of access are evaluated and
analyzed. The information is implemented in a database that should be used as
an interface between instrument OWNERS and USERS groups. This product
could be considered as a prototype of future large-scale databases that will con-
tain wide-structured information concerning remotely accessed instruments and
services integrated into the next-generation grids.

1. INTRODUCTION

The need to use unique and expensive equipment, which is often locally
unavailable, and the broad international cooperation are key issues for the
success of the great number of scientific or industry ventures. This is espe-
cially important for scientific communities from countries with relatively low
financial support for their research infrastructure. The possibility of accessing
expensive and sophisticated equipment has a significant role in the scientific
communities. Performing research through access to grid-embedded remote
instrumentation, with the utilization of next-generation high-speed networks,
will boost chances for scientific progress. The goals of many infrastructure
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projects (as RINGrid) are focused on opening new possibilities for
remote-instrumentation-based cooperation among scientists from different
countries, working in the same or closely related scientific domains. One of
the main objectives is to provide the critical initial infrastructure necessary to
facilitate the next generation of interdisciplinary science at both national and
international levels, as well as in support of multi-institutional collaborative ef-
forts. The RINGrid project responds to the pressing needs in different research
fields to interlink and share expensive high-level scientific instruments located
distantly.

The first and very important step to reach this goal is to collect and sys-
tematize detailed information about expensive, rare and high-level scientific
instruments suitable for realizing the idea of remote access, as well as shar-
ing the instruments with other groups of potential users in order to achieve
optimization of equipment utilization. Some valuable experience in this as-
pect has been gained by many other GRID-oriented projects – EUROGRID,
EXPReS, EGEE, GEON, GRIDCC, SEE-GRID, EELA, etc., some of which
are currently active and include participation from RINGrid members. In this
work we present results from the collection of information and the creation of
a database connected with the RINGrid project.

2. IDENTIFICATION OF SCIENTIFIC
INSTRUMENTS AND USER COMMUNITIES

The identification of user communities and scientific instruments involves
various activities. An initial task was to increase the awareness about major
RINGrid project goals, and therefore to create an opportunity for different
communities to participate in any possible way in this research. Collected sys-
tematic information concerned instrument specifications, services and access
requirements.

Technical instrument specifications and services were collected using the
Instrument Information Form (IIF) tool, designed during the initial stage of
the planned work. The information on user access requirements to remote in-
struments and services was collected by means of the User Information Form
(UIF) questionnaire.

The performed activities, which served as a necessary input for the next
steps of the instruments’ identification procedure, were

Preparation of the IIF as a basic tool for collection of information about
equipment with the potential for remote instrumentation access

Distribution and collection of the completed IIFs

Systematization and analysis of the collected information
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Collection of information for specific user workgroups, mailing lists and
other kinds of discussion environments

The summarized information from IIFs on instrument specifications and ser-
vices should be easily accessed by users interested in performing experiments
and measurements on this equipment. The fact that instrument owners should
conventionally use the instruments, which will be accessible for remote access,
should be also taken into account. This will benefit both users and owners.

On the other hand, information collected by UIFs concerning user needs
and requirements for remote access has to be conveniently used by instrument
owners in the search of proper user communities. Therefore, the creation of a
database for storing the collected information was expected to make it easily
available. These tasks are time consuming and their results require frequent
updating. As an initial activity in the process of database creation, the infor-
mation preliminarily collected by IIFs and UIFs was converted into a proper
database format.

The process of identifying remotely accessed instruments and their po-
tential user communities related to the aim of the RINGrid project covers a
large variety of scientific fields: material science, astronomy and astrophysics,
ecology, engineering and industry. The main goal is the integration of a large
variety of remote instrumentation implicating expensive and widely used tech-
niques and equipment. In all the specific areas the network environment needs,
owner-specific facilities, user communities and access requirements should be
investigated. The work tasks are fulfilled through collaboration with scientists,
involved in the design, construction and operation of this equipment, and the
groups of present and potential users of such equipment. The list of instruments
and their owners was preliminarily established as a base for task initiation. It
was enlarged with additional instruments through dissemination activities.

The identification of scientific instruments and user communities was car-
ried out by the preparation and dissemination of IIFs and UIFs.

2.1 Preparation and Dissemination of the Instrument
Information Form (IIF)

The Instrument Information Form (IIF) was adopted as the most appropriate
tool for collecting appropriate information about the instruments. It consists of
two major sections: I. Equipment configuration and II. Description of remote
accessibility.

The first section contains details, connected with

Basic information about the instrument – type, manufacturer, model, year
of manufacture, approximate price, owner, location, contact person
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Main technical parameters of the instrument concerning user access and
experimental measurements – the way of using the equipment, fields of ap-
plication, current and potential new groups of users of the instrument as
well as a description of the owner’s access policies for external users, de-
tails concerning the sample preparation (where appropriate), measurements
and data obtaining procedures, the time required for a single measurement,
presentation of measurement results

The second section deals with the current and potential possibilities of re-
mote access to the instruments – remote access interface features and require-
ments, the need for processing raw data before archiving, service and infras-
tructure requirements in terms of computational and storage requirements, re-
quirements for streaming media, for visualization renderings, offline data pro-
cessing, network requirements, etc.

The following reasons were taken into consideration in order to select the
above-mentioned approach:

Unification of the collected information

Exhaustiveness of the data

Flexibility of information processing

Possibility for statistical processing of the collected data

All the RINGrid partners are involved in filling in the IIFs for their own
instruments, as well as in the systematization of instrument specifications con-
cerning potentially shared business and/or scientific use, and the establishment
of working contacts for shared research use of the instruments belonging to
the project consortium. The additional information regarding other equipment
that comes from other sources, where the partners participate or have working
contacts, was also collected.

The IIFs was disseminated among all participants in RINGrid as well as
to other EU and non-EU institutions which are owners of expensive scientific
equipment.

2.2 Analysis of the IIF Data

The returned completed IIFs were analyzed and the data collected summa-
rized. They were classified into several domains, as follows: material science;
satellite communications, telecommunications and networking; astronomy and
high-voltage engineering. The distribution of the instruments by application
domain is presented in Figure 1.

As an initial task, instruments are checked to satisfy the requirement of be-
ing expensive and/or rare equipment. As the remote access to the instruments
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Figure 1. Distribution of instruments by application area

is one of the major factors for its range of application at the next step, the capa-
bilities of network interfaces and instrument remote services were evaluated.

In the IIF, the owners indicated the current field of application of the in-
strument. In fact, some of the equipments can be utilized in many other areas
and fields, so it was found out that the actual application domain could be
enlarged significantly. Therefore the analyzed instruments were rearranged in
a new manner (Table 1), based on their augmented field of application. The
grouping by type–criteria (local, regional, global) is discussed below from the
significance point of view. Additionally from this initial group, several new
instruments were identified and included in the study.

Table 1. The RINGrid consortium’s instruments and instruments belonging to external owners

Country/application
area (domain) Equipment Type∗

Brazil
Synchrotron light source with 11 beamlines G
JEOL high-resolution transmission electron Microscope

(HR-TEM), model JEM 3010 UPR
R

GEOL field emission scanning electron microscope
(FEG-SEM), model JSM-6330F

R

JEOL low-vacuum scanning electron microscope
(LV-SEM), model JSM-5900LV

R

Bulgaria
Material Science BRUKER Tensor 37 FTIR L

VARIAN Cary 100 UV-Vis L
Chile
Material science BRUKER AC-250 P (manufactured 1991) R

Laser scan microscope Zeiss LSM 410 Confocal
microscope

R

Diffractometer Siemens D-5000 R
Analytical electronic microscope SEM-PROBE Cameca

Camebax SU-30
R

Astronomy 4.1 m optical telescope at Southern Astrophysical
Research Telescope (SOAR), Cerro Pachon, Chile

G

Italy
Satellite

communications,
telecommunications
and networking

Satellite network (mesh topology); 24 earth stations;
audio and video multicasting

R
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Table 1. (continued)

Country/application
area (domain) Equipment Type∗

Vector Signal Generator Agilent ESG E4438C
(250 kHz–6 GHz, IEEE 802.11b option)

L

WLAN Spectrum Analyzer Agilent ESA E4404B
(250 KHz–6 GHz)

L

Wideband Radio Channel Simulator Electrobit Propsim
C2 (2 channel 350 MHz–6 GHz with
AWGN/Shadowing options)

R

2 Multimeter/Swich Systems Keithley 2750 with 6
modules 7711 (up to 2.5 GHz)

L

Router tester Agilent 900 series including various
interface cards and software packages

R

Switching Matrix Keithley Matrix 707E + 2750
DMM/DATA

R

Vector Signal Analyzer Anritsu Signature MS2781A L
Telecommunication measurement test bed Agilent

33250 A, Agilent E4438C, Agilent 8563EC, Agilent
Infinium 54820A

R

Digital Oscilloscope Le Croy Wave Pro 7100 L
Mexico
Material science Gas Chromatograph VARIAN 38000 R

Atomic Absorption VARIAN AA 800 L
VARIAN Cary 1E UV-Vis Spectrophotometer L
ICP- Mass Spectrometer R

Poland
Material science VARIAN UNITY 300 MHz NMR Spectrometer L

NMR Spectrometer Bruker Biospin GmbH Avance 600 L
BRUKER AVANCE 600 MHz NMR Spectrometer L

Astronomy 32 m Radio Telescope in Piwnice, Poland G
Romania
Material Science Dielectric Spectrometer ALPHA-Novocontrol

(1 MHz–8 GHz)
L

The common owner access policies do not impose restrictions on external
users and several different user communities can use most of the instruments
from the list. The technical information, taken from the received IIFs, shows
that practically all the described instruments have hardware interfaces allowing
some kind of remote access. Great interest of science communities in remote
access to these instruments is expected, due to their relatively high price (in the
range of 10 k–20 MEuro) and their wide geographical scattering.

Commonly, the remote operation of the identified instruments can be real-
ized by

Multimedia communication with an operator at the instrument site

Direct commands sent to the instrument interfaces
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Both of these alternatives

There are several possible levels of operative control:

Through sending and receiving data offline

Through interactive real-time data control and data transfer

Through dynamic instrument control

In most cases, interactive real-time data control and data transfer is suffi-
cient, except when an online-controlled data transfer of high-quality images is
required (in the field of electron microscopy and astronomy). For some of the
equipments analyzed, several types of remote access could be implemented.

The modern instruments suitable for remote accesses could be classified
first of all by the cost parameter. This is closely related to instrument distribu-
tion and research possibilities. Following this principle, three main groups of
instruments could be distinguished, in accordance with the pattern of remote
access involved:

I. Local (or conventional), which could be accessed by one or few geograph-
ically close organizations, as a rule with already well-established collabo-
ration. Usually, the price of each of these instruments is approximately in
the range of 10–100 kEuro and they are shared among these institutions.
This kind of equipment is widespread and it has a relatively low cost. We
expect a limited interest in the remote access of this group of devices.

II. Regional, which could be accessed by a great number of research insti-
tutions, located usually at national level. The price of these instruments is
estimated between 100 k and 1 MEuro and could be classified as moder-
ate. In some cases, international access to this kind of equipment based
on regional and/or bilateral collaborations associated with specific scien-
tific projects could be expected as well. Increased interest in remote access
usage of this group of instruments could be supposed.

III. Global, which are extremely scarce and expensive pieces of equipments.
They are used by a great number of researchers all over the world. The
cost of these instruments can vary on a large scale, starting from around
1 MEuro. Usually, they are acquired, maintained and utilized by large in-
ternational scientific groups. Great interest in remote access to this group
of instruments is expected.

As is shown in Figure 2, the information collected through the IIFs is in
good agreement with the classification described above.
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Figure 2. Distribution of instruments by their significance

The examples of particular instruments could be given as follow:

Local group of instruments: UV-Vis and IR spectrometers that are used in the
field of material science (CLMC)

Regional group of instruments: TEM and SEM microscopes are also used in
the material science field (CLARA)

Global group of instruments: optical and radio telescopes (CLARA, PSNC)
used in astronomy

According to the classification presented above, it could be expected that
L > R. In fact the relation was found to be the opposite (i.e., L < R, see
Figure 2). This is due to the fact that a large number of instruments belonging
to the category defined as Local have no suitable hardware interfaces for net-
working and, consequently, they were excluded from the more detailed future
investigation and statistics.

2.3 User Community Identification and Requirements

Possible users of remote instrumentation systems are the most important
source of information about the potential requirements and suggestions con-
cerning remote access to various types of scientific instrumentation. The iden-
tification of user communities is accomplished in several ways:

By filling the UIFs

By extensive search for institutions that meet the requirements for remote
instrumentation and will benefit from the access to scientific instruments

Information regarding user communities and potential new users of the re-
motely accessed equipment has been received, partially through IIFs and work
contacts among RINGrid partners. More detailed information regarding user
requirements for the remote access to scientific instruments in specific research
domains was evaluated by means of the UIF tool. The received data show that
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user interest for remote-accessed instruments is directed mainly in two scien-
tific domains – material science and astronomy.

In material science, technical requirements concerning adequate sample ma-
nipulation from remote site are leading, while in astronomy the possibility to
transfer large amounts of visual information in real time is preferred. Fast, reli-
able and secure network connections are required from users of both scientific
domains. Preliminary remote training possibilities are also of high demand.
The users prefer “scienti c collaboration” as an appropriate form for remote
access usage.

3. TECHNOLOGY FOR THE CREATION
OF THE DATABASE

The database was planned and engineered as information interface be-
tween both groups: instrument OWNERS and instrument USERS. It could be
considered as a prototype of future large databases that should contain wide-
structured information on remotely accessed instruments and services inte-
grated in the next-generation grids.

Due to the requirements for an easier and more flexible data access, we
decided to build up the above-mentioned database prototype by using web
technology. In addition, we accepted to adopt free, commonly used, multiplat-
form-compatible programming tools to create the database.

Regarding that, we chose MySQL [5] as Database Server, Apache Tomcat
[1] as Application Server, as well as JavaServer Pages [2] and Java Servlet
[3, 4] technologies. In this connection, the following stages are accomplished:

Creation of MySQL Database

Importing data from XML files of the collected IIFs into MySQL database

Creation of the Java Web Application

Creation of JavaServer Pages and Servlets for database search, which dy-
namically generate HTML for presentation of search results (text and
images)

3.1 Overview of MySQL

The MySQL R© database has become the world’s most popular open source
database because of its consistent fast performance, high reliability and sim-
ple usage. It is used in more than 10 million installations ranging from large
corporations to specialized embedded applications [5]. MySQL is not only the
world’s most popular open source database, but it becomes also the database
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of choice for a new generation of applications built on the LAMP stack (Linux,
Apache, MySQL, PHP/Perl/Python). MySQL runs on more than 20 platforms,
including Linux, Windows, OS/X, HP-UX, AIX and Netware, giving one the
kind of flexibility that puts one in control. Whether the MySQL user is new
to database technology or an experienced developer or DBA, MySQL offers a
comprehensive range of certified software, support, training and consulting [5].

3.2 JavaServer Pages Overview

JavaServer Pages (JSP) technology [2] enables web developers and design-
ers to perform rapid development and easy maintenance of information-rich,
dynamic web pages that leverage existing business systems. As a part of the
Java technology family, JSP technology enables rapid development of Web-
based platform-independent applications. JSP technology separates the user
interface from content generation, enabling designers to change the overall
page layout without altering the underlying dynamic content.

3.3 The Java Servlet Technology

Servlets are the Java platform technology [3, 4] of choice for extending
and enhancing web servers. Servlets provide a component-based, platform-
independent method for building web-based applications, without performance
limitations of CGI programs. Unlike the proprietary server extension mecha-
nisms (such as the Netscape Server API or Apache modules), the servlets are
server and platform independent. This leaves one free to select a “best of breed”
strategy for one’s servers, platforms and tools.

The database structure diagram is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The database structure
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4. DATABASE FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION

The database contains two main sections – Instrument Information and User
Identification. Following the above-described instruments’ and users’ infor-
mation, a suitable way for gathering, keeping and processing all mentioned

Figure 4. Web application and DB-functional diagram
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Figure 5. The main user search form

Figure 6. The main instrument search form
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information is needed. With respect to these requirements and using the tools
mentioned above, a working prototype of the database was developed. It con-
sists of all IIF and UIF information collected so far, and it should be used as an
interface between instrumentation OWNERS and USER communities, as well
as in analytical tasks in the next RINGrid activities.

This product could be considered as a prototype of the future large databases
that should work on the remote access information gates/gateways (RAIG) in
the Internet, containing large amounts of structured information regarding re-
motely accessed scientific instruments and their user communities (Figure 4).

The database has the following advantages, concerning instruments and
users information: unification of the collected information; exhaustiveness
of the data; flexibility of information analysis; possibility for statistical data
processing.

The group (OWNERS) should use it in order to search for proper users and
user communities with potential interest in accessing their equipment accord-
ing to defined and described preliminary conditions (Figure 5).

The second group (USERS) can access the database in their search for suit-
able remotely accessed instruments that meet their set criteria (Figure 6).

5. CONCLUSIONS

The systematized and analyzed information about collecting procedures,
technical specifications of instruments, services and possibilities for remote ac-
cess to scientific equipment has been presented. The equipment is divided into
the following generalized domains: material science, astronomy, networking
and engineering. The modern instruments suitable for remote access are clas-
sified by their significance into three groups – local, regional and global. The
analysis of users requirements is based on the information collected from IIFs
and UIFs. The criteria thus outlined could be used on a wider scale to classify a
greater number of instruments. The development of the instruments and users
database gives new and greater opportunities for collecting, systematizing and
analyzing information regarding remotely accessed equipment. The database
works as an interface between OWNER and USER groups with respect to
their activities in planning and searching instruments available for remote ac-
cess usage.
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Abstract A large number of areas, including scientific research, phenomena monitoring,
environment sensing and distance education, are looking for new infrastructures
to set up distributed measurement systems. They need combining measurement
instrumentation, networks of cooperating low-cost nodes, control processes, and
computing facilities. This chapter shows how this goal can be achieved by ex-
tending the concept of distributed cooperating resources to deal with all these
components in a similar way and proposes a Grid-based middleware to set up
the distributed measurement system.

1. INTRODUCTION

A large number of areas, including scientific research, phenomena moni-
toring, environment sensing and distance education, are looking for new in-
frastructures to set up distributed measurement systems. They need combining
measurement instrumentation, networks of cooperating low-cost nodes, con-
trol processes and computing facilities. This goal can be achieved by extending
the concept of distributed cooperating resources to deal with all these compo-
nents in a similar way. We need to detach their specificities and offer flexible
and secure mechanisms to access and to aggregate different resources.

The web service technology is a promising candidate for the development
of such a middleware. Web services use standard Internet protocols for inter-
process communication and adopt a loosely coupled model, characterized by
clients that connect to and use functions from servers without the specific
knowledge of the servers themselves.
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A further improvement to this technology can be found in Grid computing
architectures. They emerged as middleware for sharing computing and storage
resources, but nowadays a relevant number of projects document the interest in
extending the approach to measurement instrumentation and large-scale data
acquisition platforms.

The next section presents the main issues and advantages of the service-
oriented approach for distributed measurement systems and analyzes the fea-
sibility of porting web services on small devices, which are, more and more,
important components of the next-generation measurement systems. The third
section looks at the improvements coming from the emerging Grid infrastruc-
tures and evaluates their application to instrumentation control. The last section
describes the Grid-based middleware that is proposed to set up a distributed
measurement system. Specific services are designed to deal with instruments
as Grid resources and to compose and to execute on-line measurements. Cur-
rently, the proposed architecture has been adopted to set up an educational
laboratory on electronics.

2. SERVICE-ORIENTED ARCHITECTURES

A generic measurement process requires accessing and tuning instruments
and data acquisition devices in a well-defined sequence. If we assume that these
are distributed, the measurement system must access them remotely by effi-
cient and secure remote procedure call mechanisms. To improve the capability
of aggregating heterogeneous devices, it is important to adopt an approach
based on loosely coupled components. Already existing distributed technolo-
gies, such as CORBA, RMI and EJB, result in highly coupled distributed sys-
tems, where the client and the server are very dependent on one another. These
technologies work well in intranet contexts, but tend to have problems on a
wider scale. For instance, they have a lot of troubles in passing firewalls, and
clients require a deep knowledge about how servers work.

On the contrary, a loosely coupled model is characterized by clients that can
connect to and use functions from a server without having specific knowledge
about the server itself. This is the model implemented by the web services that
use standard Internet protocols for inter-process communication.

The most typical and widely used implementation of web services is based
on the SOAP protocol [3]. SOAP is an open, standard protocol developed by
the W3C and supported by the main IT players (Sun, Microsoft, HP, IBM,
Oracle, BEA). SOAP adds a further application level to the TCP/IP stack, so
that SOAP messages can be transported by any Internet application protocol
(HTTP, SMTP, FTP, etc.).

The service-oriented approach, applied to instrumentation control [8], lets
encapsulate the real instruments behind general interfaces and allows creating
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measurement programs as composition of services. Such mechanisms can pro-
mote interoperability, both inside the local networks of small devices from
different vendors and toward external entities. The development and the man-
agement are simplified, and, at the same time, scalability and lifetime are pre-
served. We can imagine scenarios where we select devices scattered over the
network together with elaboration processes to compose the measurement, and
some of these resources can be duplicated and requested on the fly according
to the needs.

However, the implementation and the use of web services on limited-
resources devices are not trivial.

2.1 Web Services for Embedded Systems

The adoption of SOAP on embedded devices is limited by the verbosity
of the communication and the overhead necessary to parse messages. Never-
theless, some attempts to port SOAP on embedded devices exist in the litera-
ture. Worth mentioning are gSOAP [14], eSOAP [9, 13] and kSOAP [18]. The
ASP.NET family includes a web service framework for embedded devices, but
being based on Windows CE, it can be considered heavily platform dependent.
It should be noted, however, that all the presented solutions are still demand-
ing in terms of resources. For example, kSOAP requires the presence of a Java
Virtual Machine on the embedded system.

The heaviness and complexity coming from the usage of SOAP are expe-
rienced not only in the case of embedded devices, but in computer networks,
too. A consequence is the diffusion of simpler and lighter web service-based
solutions, designed according to the REST criteria [5]. The acronym “REST”
stands for “REpresentational State Transfer,” an architectural style for the de-
sign of large-scale distributed software, inspired on a subset of World Wide
Web functionality. REST cannot be considered a real standard, because it does
not refer explicitly to technologies, protocols or formats; in fact, it states the
roles for the entities making up a distributed system and the guidelines to man-
age the communications among them. REST uses stateless client–server archi-
tecture, based upon a minimum set of universally defined remote methods for
complete resource management. The key abstraction of REST is the concept
of resource: resources are the actual information, exchanged in the system un-
der different representations. The representation of a resource consists of data
and metadata, which describe data nature and format. It is possible to access
the representation of a resource by means of an identifier, which addresses the
resource regardless of its representation. In a so-called RESTful system, the
client accesses a server-hosted resource using its identifier and calling the re-
quired handling methods, which return a representation suited to the nature of
data, to the type of request, to its interpretation abilities.
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The RESTful implementation of a service, compared to the correspond-
ing SOAP protocol solution, has an important difference: the design and im-
plementation of an additional application layer is not required, because the
HTTP protocol already provides the primitives for service access. URIs, na-
tively supported by HTTP, provide a unique, uniform and universal address-
ing mechanism; at the same time, the system components are tied by loose
coupling, granting a high degree of scalability. The architecture of a REST-
ful web service is simple because, at most, it involves the extension of the
client-side and server-side functionalities for the management of the XML
responses.

The application of the REST style to small devices is reported in [4, 10]. In
[1], the authors propose a two-layer service-oriented architecture that merges
small devices performing basic tasks, such as environmental sensing and con-
ditioning, and nodes that offer more complex services on the basis of the col-
lected results.

2.2 From Service-Oriented Architectures
to Grid Frameworks

Grid computing offers a step forward toward the implementation of service-
oriented systems, based on efficient and secure middleware. It emerged as a
key infrastructure for “flexible, secure, coordinated resource sharing among
dynamic collections of individuals, institutions, and resources” [7], finalized
to the aggregation of resources into virtual organizations.

Scientific communities embraced Grid technologies to run projects involv-
ing distributed resources and using massive data sets, in the context of the
so-called e-Science. Main goals were the improvement of the collaboration
across distributed research groups, sharing experimental results that must be
submitted to compute intensive analysis and optimizing the use of computa-
tional and storage resources. So far, the sources of data, such as measurement
instrumentation and data acquisition devices, have not yet been considered as
full Grid components. The interaction with the instruments is unmanaged and
the instruments run off-line with respect to the Grid environment, the attention
is mostly focused on data rather than on the role of the instrumentation.

Nonetheless, there is the interest in extending this approach to the measure-
ment and control field and it is documented by a relevant number of interna-
tional projects [11,12,17,18]. The main motivation is the growing importance
of distributed measurement systems that merge specialized devices, sensor net-
works and processing units. Using Grid frameworks, facilities for sharing and
integrating instruments with computing and storage are expected.
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3. GRID AND INSTRUMENTS

Dealing with instruments as Grid services makes easier their management
and orchestration with other resources. We can imagine scenarios where we se-
lect devices scattered over the Grid to compose a measurement process, based
on the cooperation of a specific device under test or a network of sensors, in-
strumentation and processing units.

The integration of instruments with other Grid resources requires mecha-
nism for registering, locating and interacting with instruments. Grid services
can be used to abstract the views of instruments, to create interfaces that ex-
pose their functionality and to allow a communication model based on standard
protocols across all instruments and sensors. In addition, it is possible to define
interfaces that can be shared among sets of instruments that offer similar func-
tionalities, with a minimal rewriting of acquisition and processing codes when
the underlying instrument and controller change.

In [2], the authors report the development of two prototypes of Grid ser-
vices for the control of measurement instrumentation. Some performance re-
sults are included. This work proves that the Grid approach is feasible, despite
it requires an initial effort to apply the service-oriented approach and to be
acquainted with the Globus environment used to set up the Grid. Concerning
the performance issues, Grid protocols add latency, but the overhead can be
considered acceptable for many scenarios and it resulted insignificant for the
educational laboratory application.

Instrument services are only the first step to build Grid-based measurement
systems. Workflows allow to schedule and to coordinate the actions of different
Grid resources.

4. A GRID-BASED DISTRIBUTED MEASUREMENT
SYSTEM

This section presents the architecture of a Grid-based comprehensive mea-
surement system.

The architecture has been conceived to manage real distributed resources
(instrumentation, devices under test, data acquisition nodes) by a secure mid-
dleware that allows combining their functionalities with storage and computing
facilities. Potential end users are able to run measurement processes, which
require controlling instruments or acquiring data from networks of low-cost
nodes, and to set up new measurement processes on the base of the services
exposed by the controlled resources.

The middleware manages concurrent accesses to the real devices and inter-
active work sessions. In this case, the system must maintain the status of each
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Figure 1. The system architecture

work session, as multiple phases of instrument configuration and data acquisi-
tion may be necessary to complete the measurement process.

The system is structured into three tiers (see Figure 1): the Resource, the
Engine and the Portal tier. The design is based on the Globus Toolkit v.4 [6],
which offers tools and useful features for building service-oriented applica-
tions, supporting secure user access mechanisms, reliable file transfer, job sub-
mission and indexing services. In Figure 1, the tiers that use Globus facilities
are highlighted by the side bar. The services (WS-. . .) have been designed to
face the complexity of the measurement process and to control real devices;
they are deployed in the Globus container.

The Resource tier is the lowest layer and consists of the instrumentation
services and the Storage Service. The Storage Service is invoked to archive
the data acquired during the measurement processes, or the results of their
elaboration. In a Grid environment, the Storage Service benefits of the Grid
Distributed Storage system.

The Instrument Services (WS-Instrument) are in charge of communicat-
ing with the real devices. Basically, there are two kinds of WS-Instrument
services: the former simply wraps the instrument drivers, the latter acts as a
bridge toward a network of embedded devices. In this case, both REST and
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SOAP protocols are used to merge different classes of devices and their func-
tionalities. The result is an additional sub-layer: the WS-Instrument service is
installed on a node that controls, at the lower layer, a set of embedded de-
vices characterized by scarce computing power. The node exchanges SOAP
messages with the other Grid services and REST messages with the embed-
ded devices services (WS-Embedded). The web service paradigm is common
to both WS-Instrument and WS-Embedded services; but the WS-Instrument
services may be both service consumers for the embedded devices and service
providers for the upper-layer WS-Measurement service.

The services provided by the embedded devices are available only inside the
private network they belong to. This configuration allows centralizing the most
demanding functionalities and maintains the control on the whole system. In
particular, it is possible to centralize the control on concurrent accesses to the
resources and to implement a unique security policy for the whole system.

The Engine tier is the core of the architecture and it supports the appli-
cations available at the portal level. Basically, the web services of this tier
perform the business logic of the whole system: user session management,
workflows management, measurement execution and dynamic invocation of
the instrument services. The management of concurrent accesses to the mea-
surement processes requires centralized booking mechanisms and instrument
status tracking facilities. This is obtained using stateful services that have the
capability of keeping state information across different invocations. A separate
entity, called resource property (RP in Figure 1), manages the persistence of
the state information. Each resource has a unique key (resource ID), and web
services are called with references to resources.

The WS-Execution service is in charge to manage the work sessions and
to obtain the measurement workflows by the WS-Workflow Manager, which
reads the repository. The adoption of XML workflows makes it possible to add
new processes and to modify the existing ones, whenever required.

The WS-Measurement is a generic service able to run any measurement. It
works on the base of the workflow assigned to it at invocation time.

The WS-Instrument services are independent entities. They are invoked by
the workflows of the measurement processes. When a new request arrives, the
WS-Execution service creates a new instance of the WS-Measurement service.
This calls the WS-InstrumentsReservation service, a stateful service that main-
tains the state of each device of the Resource tier, to check the availability of
the devices present in the measurement workflow. If available, they are re-
served and the measurement process can be run. The devices will be released
once the process finishes and the status of the measurement session will be
saved for further requests.

The Portal tier provides the user interfaces for the measurement execu-
tion and composition. The Execution Application allows the user to select the
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measure workflow he/she wants to execute, and then, to interact with the lab-
oratory test bench, sending input data, i.e., the instruments configuration pa-
rameters, and receiving results, through the web services of the Engine tier.
Similarly, the Composition Application allows the administrators to maintain
the system and to publish new measurement workflows.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The architectural model and the services, which have been proposed in the
previous section, have been validated to set up an educational laboratory on
electronics. ISILab (Internet Shared Instrumentation Laboratory) [15] is the
name of the laboratory, which is currently in use to support a few courses of the
curricula in information engineering at the University of Genoa. The service-
oriented approach, presented in this paper, makes available a flexible, modular
and scalable system.

This activity is partially supported by the European project IDENTITY (In-
dividualized Learning Enhanced By Virtual Reality) [16]. It aims at producing
a high-level quality learning environment in an academic European network,
ensuring an open access to improved educational resources, with a particular
emphasis on practical laboratory activity, particularly in the electrical domain.
The expected project results, in short and long terms, cover the reduction of the
financial effort through multiplexed access to the remote resources, supporting
European high-tech industry in the worldwide competition, establishing the co-
operation of academia, secondary high schools with the industry and sharing
of resources.
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Abstract Cyberinfrastructures that are being built in the United States and in Europe have
the goal of enabling large-scale distributed science and engineering collabora-
tions. However, there is still the need for effective groupware tools that will
enable distributed and heterogeneous teams of people to effectively collaborate
within these global scenarios. This chapter presents a Web-based groupware tool
that is being developed in the context of the GRIDCC European project, whose
purpose is to extend current cyberinfrastructures to enable shared access to and
control of distributed instrumentation. We discuss the challenges in developing
groupware solutions for different social and organizational contexts, and present
the main features of a prototype we have designed.

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, we have assisted to a growing interest for funding large-
scale distributed science and engineering collaborations that are supported by
the so called cyberinfrastructures. The main reason for their development con-
sists in the increasing complexity of scientific problems, which nowadays re-
quire access to a range of resources (people, scientific instruments, and com-
puting equipment) that cannot be afforded by a single investigator or institution
[1]. As an example, the design of the next-generation linear particle acceler-
ator (an electrical device for the acceleration of subatomic particles used in
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high-energy physics experiments) is a worldwide effort which, in Europe, in-
volves a consortium of 27 institutes [5].

While in the past decade cyberinfrastructures for e-science have targeted ac-
cess to computing power and data storage, more recently research projects have
started to focus on other kinds of resources, such as scientific instruments. The
Grid Enabled Remote Instrumentation With Distributed Control And Compu-
tation (GRIDCC) is a 3-year European co-funded project [9] started in 2004,
whose goal is to extend current GRID infrastructures to enable shared access
to and control of distributed instrumentation. Some examples of instruments
and scenarios addressed by the project are geophysical sensors in geo-hazards
monitoring applications, power generators in power grids, and detectors in high
energy physics experiments.

One of the activities within the GRIDCC project has the goal of develop-
ing groupware tools that support distributed and heterogeneous teams of peo-
ple (scientists, engineers, technicians, students, . . . ) in the collaborative access
to a cyberinfrastructure of distributed computing, storage, and instruments re-
sources.

As already pointed out in [1], an interesting synergy can be envisaged be-
tween the fields of Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) and cy-
berinfrastructures. While CSCW could benefit from a broader understanding
of large-scale distributed science and engineering collaborations, the design of
Cyberinfrastructures can capitalize on both social factors’ analyses and tech-
nical solutions developed in CSCW to support various forms of cooperation.
However, this kind of synergy does not seem to have occurred so far, main
reasons being that [1]

The projects to build Cyberinfrastructures have mostly tried to address the
technical issues that arise in the intercommunication and sharing of hetero-
geneous resources, while focusing less on the social, organizational, and
collaboration issues.

Cyberinfrastructures are built to support a wide range of different scenarios
and applications, but this makes it difficult to carefully analyze CSCW fac-
tors, as well as to design effective groupware tools for the different contexts
involved. For example, the GRIDCC project includes seven pilot applica-
tions (real-world applications where the outcomes of the project will be
tested and finally evaluated) operating in different domains, such as high-
energy physics, geohazards prediction, power grids, and meteorology.

This chapter has two main goals. First, we describe the design process of
groupware tools in the GRIDCC project, focusing on how we are approaching
the problem of designing for a set of different contexts and requirements. Sec-
ond, we present the outcome of our design efforts, i.e., a Web-based groupware
tool, called virtual control room (hereinafter, VCR), whose purpose is
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to support the creation and management of (dynamic) Virtual Organiza-
tions [8] (hereinafter, VOs) of people, instruments, computing, and storage
resources;

to support distributed and heterogeneous teams of people in the collabora-
tive monitoring and control of instruments, including support for distance
communication and experimental activity planning.

The chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 describes related work; Sec-
tion 3 presents the design approach as well as the main requirements that have
been uncovered. Section 4 describes in detail the virtual control room, while
Section 5 discusses some implementation issues and solutions. Section 6 con-
cludes the chapter and mentions future work.

2. RELATED WORK

Many groupware tools specifically devoted to support scientific experimen-
tal activities are known as collaboratories [15]. The term collaboratory (a
hybrid of collaborate and laboratory) was coined by William Wulf to denote
technologies that enable researchers to remotely control and operate instru-
mentation, access data sets and digital libraries, and easily interact with col-
leagues, like research centers without walls. The main motivation for building
collaboratories is to overcome typical problems in scientific research. For ex-
ample, providing remote access to expensive and hard-to-duplicate equipment
allows one to increase the availability of these instruments and reduce travel-
ing by research groups. Allowing distributed teams to effectively collaborate
allows one to increase the effectiveness of the experimental activity, since more
experts can participate, give useful hints and solve problems. Finally, there is
the need to facilitate multi-institutional consortia collaborations on large-scale
projects.

According to Finholt and Olson [7], the core capabilities that constitute a
collaboratory are technologies to link

People to people (e.g., email and video conferencing), to make remote sci-
entists more visible to one another, and allow them to recognize common
interests that can form the basis for future collaborations.

People with information (e.g., digital libraries), to provide faster and wider
availability of data and results.

People to facilities (e.g., viewers that display status of remote instruments),
to enhance and expand utilization of scarce scientific resources.

Early collaboratories focused mostly on the sharing of large, expensive instru-
ments, such as astronomical telescopes, particle accelerators, oceanographic
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instruments, atmospheric observatories, and space research applications [12].
For example, the Upper Atmospheric Research Collaboratory [13] provides ac-
cess to instruments in Greenland for solar wind observation, and collaborators
can exchange and archive multimedia information from the instruments and
the measurements analysis.

More recently, collaboratories have focused also on communication and col-
laboration support through the integration of various groupware tools. For ex-
ample, the Biological Collaborative Research Environment (BioCore) includes
specific tools for biologists (such as visualization programs), asynchronous and
real-time communication tools, as well as collaborative writing tools [2]. Other
collaboratories have abandoned the tool-centric approach in favor of a more
data-sharing approach. For example, the Biological Sciences Collaboratory en-
ables the sharing of biological data through electronic notebooks, metadata
capture, data organization views, and other tools [4].

3. DESIGN APPROACH

In early phases of our project, we conducted a series of interviews involv-
ing end users and stakeholders from the main pilot applications considered by
the project. The goal was to uncover their fundamental needs for a collabo-
rative tool supporting their practices in the remote monitoring and control of
distributed instruments.

We also carried out in-site observations at one of the main pilot applica-
tions, i.e., the remote control of the ELETTRA accelerator. More specifically,
we analyzed activities in the accelerator control room to better understand the
kinds of employees involved, their roles, as well as communication and collab-
oration practices. While similar detailed analyzes for other pilot applications
are planned in the future, this approach was impossible to follow for some pi-
lot applications, simply because they do not exist yet. For example, one of the
pilot applications considers the collaborative remote control of an instrument
(the Compact Muon Solenoid, which will be part of the Large Hadron Collider
at CERN) whose design and construction is being carried out by other research
projects.

As a workaround, we thus asked all pilot applications to provide us with
written stories describing or hypothesizing realistic working scenarios involv-
ing groups of collaborators and the remote operation of distributed instruments.

Results of this investigation fed our design of a number of paper sketches,
like the one shown in Figure 1, based on the following ideas

to partition the application window in a set of workspaces (organized in
tabs), where each workspace can be dedicated to one of the VOs to which
the user registers to, or to different tasks in the context of the same VO;
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Figure 1. Paper sketch of VCR interface

to organize each workspace into a set of panels, each one devoted to a spe-
cific purpose (e.g., monitoring of an instrument);

to design the user activity with the virtual control room around a set of tools
to browse, inspect, and access the various resources of the VO, including
people, instruments, and other resources, such as computing and storage
ones.

Moreover, a main outcome from the analysis of the feedback received was
that the specific requirements pointed out by each pilot application differed too
much from those of the others to make it possible the design of a unique VCR
matching all needs. As a solution, we eventually decided to adopt the following
design approach for the VCR:

to develop a general architecture and set of features supporting the com-
mon requirements of all pilot applications (i.e., creation and management
of VOs, basic communication and collaboration support, generic tools to
browse resources, and access remote instrumentation);

in a subsequent phase, to make pilot application users and developers re-
sponsible to extend and customize the general VCR to better fit their spe-
cific requirements and evolving needs. This is done both with our support
and by means of generic tools that capture common basic requirements and
are easily customizable.

The paper sketches were then refined into more detailed user interface mock-
ups, which were then validated with users from the pilot applications.
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4. THE VIRTUAL CONTROL ROOM

One of the key points for the successful integration of heterogeneous re-
sources is to provide users with a uniform and easy access to them. The idea
behind the VCR is to provide an environment where users:

meet and collaborate by means of groupware tools;

search, discover, and browse resources, such as people, instruments, and
other cyberinfrastructure resources, like computing and storage ones;

transparently operate with remote instruments using the GRIDCC middle-
ware infrastructure.

A screenshot of a typical collaboration scenario for the VCR is depicted in
Figure 3a, which shows a troubleshooting scenario in one of the project’s pi-
lot applications, i.e., the monitoring and control of an accelerator facility. The
following sections describe the VCR architecture, user interface, and tools.

4.1 Architecture of the VCR

The architecture of the virtual control room is shown in Figure 2. The lower
level is built upon the GridSphere framework [10], which provides a Web-
based portal where modular components, called portlets [11] can be easily ag-
gregated together. Portlets are reusable Web components that display relevant
information into their own window panels, which are aggregated by a portal
and displayed together in a Web page. GridSphere provides also a collection
of portlets that offer basic functionalities (e.g., account management).

Upon the GridSphere layer, we implemented a set of services (i.e., low-
level functionalities needed by the VCR, such as resources discovery) shown
as the middle layer in Figure 2. The implemented services provide two sets of
functionalities. The first one, which includes Awareness, Events and Notifica-
tion, and Resources services, is used by the collaboration tools provided by the
VCR. The second one includes the Remote Control service, which provides a
unified interface to resources, such as instruments, to facilitate the development
of pilot application specific functionalities of the VCR.

Upon the service layer, we developed a series of tools (each implemented by
a portlet) shown as the top layer of Figure 2. These tools provide the user inter-
face and leverage the service layer to retrieve and store information needed. For
example, the People Browser tool is able to dynamically update and show pres-
ence of information using the Awareness service, while the Instrument Control
tool can retrieve the status and parameters values of a remote instrument using
the Remote Control service.
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Figure 2. The VCR Architecture

Tools are divided into generic and application specific ones, following the
distinction mentioned in the previous section. The portal framework makes it
easy for developers to extend the VCR with tools (i.e., portlets) that are needed
in a particular context, e.g., log books in scientific experiments. To help pi-
lot applications in developing their own specific extensions, we try to identify
general requirements and to provide generic portlets (like the Intrument Con-
trol Tool described later in this section) that act as a starting point.

4.2 The VCR User Interface

The VCR is a Web portal providing access to the typical functionalities of a
collaboratory through a Web-browser. After the login phase, the VCR presents
a page with a list of main tabs dedicated to different content:

a Welcome tab, where the user can overview important and/or urgent infor-
mation coming from the VOs (s)he participates in (e.g., events, scheduled
meetings, urgent notifications), and change her/his profile and preferences
(e.g., tabs layout);

a set of tabs, each one devoted to a single VO the user participates in or to a
specific application scenario, showing all information related to the current
activities, as well as the collaboration and instruments-related tools (e.g.,
see Figure 3a).
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Figure 3. (a) A VCR VO workspace with communication and resources tools in a trou-
bleshooting scenario; (b) the People Browser showing, from top to bottom, people, contact
information and videoconference booking form; (c) the VCR chat; and (d) The VCR shared
calendar

By selecting a particular tab, the user is able to access its associated
workspace, which can be eventually arranged in different sub tabs. For exam-
ple, the Welcome tab is arranged into a Home subtab showing calendar events
and profile information, and a Layout subtab providing tools to customize the
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VCR layout and appearance. VO tabs are, by default, arranged in a similar way,
i.e., a Home subtab providing most important information and tools, and a set
of task-specific or user-specific subtabs.

The creation of tabs and subtabs can be managed by either users or VO
administrators, who can therefore create dynamic workspaces to support the
execution of specific tasks. In each workspace, tools can be inserted and visu-
ally arranged as needed by the particular user or task.

VO administrators are provided with an additional administration tab, where
they can manage users and groups, and organize workspaces by adding/ remov-
ing instruments and collaboration tools and arranging their layout.

4.3 Collaboration Tools

In the following, we describe the main VCR tools for remote collaboration,
i.e., People Browser, Chat, Calendar, and Logbook.

People Browser. One of the key issues in distance collaboration is the
availability of awareness information about remote collaborators. In particular,
scientific collaboration often requires multiple persons and multiple specialties
for carrying out experiments, or to get out the most from equipment. The Peo-
ple Browser provides a tool to browse VO participants, see their availability,
and contact them.

For each VO workspace, a People Browser displays all VO members
(grouped by the institution/department they belong to), in a tree-view (see Fig-
ure 3b). From the People Browser, the user has the opportunity to:

look for a collaborator belonging to a particular department (e.g., mainte-
nance personnel needed to repair a device) by clicking on the name of each
institution to collapse/expand the members;

be notified about changes of the collaborators’ presence (users that are
logged into the VCR are highlighted in bold). This is also useful to select the
most appropriate communication tool to contact them (e.g., it makes more
sense to contact an offline user via email or phone);

for each collaborator, obtain detailed contact information (e.g., mobile or
office phone);

select one of the provided or integrated communication options to commu-
nicate with collaborators.

More specifically, the People Browser provides communication support
among remote collaborators within a unique and consistent interface that inte-
grates both VCR native communication tools (such as the chat) and external
ones (such as email and Skype):
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text messaging to hold spontaneous and informal meetings with selected
participants (or all VO people) by means of a chat (described below);

send an email (selected contacts are automatically pushed to the default mail
client as recipients);

make an audio call using Voice Over IP through Skype [14] (if the partici-
pant has provided a valid Skype name in her/his profile, the VCR automati-
cally loads Skype and starts the call);

establish a videoconference through the virtual room videoconferencing
system [3] (users can book a VRVS videoconference room within the Peo-
ple Browser, as in Figure 3b, and then enter the room).

The integration of existing and well-known communication tools also helps
with users’ acceptance, enabling remote collaborators to choose the communi-
cation tool they prefer or they feel comfortable with. For example, the VRVS
conferencing system is very popular in the physics community (to which many
of our pilot applications’ users belong). Moreover, specific applications can
add other technologies that will emerge in the future or are popular in their
context.

Chat. The VCR provides also a chat tool for text messaging purposes
(Figure 3c). The chat allows both to send VO-wide messages (when no par-
ticipant is selected in the People Browser) and to support private conversations
among two or more members (when participants are selected in the People
Browser, messages are sent just to them). The private and public modes can
be easily distinguished because the recipients’ list is highlighted with different
colors.

Public conversations are permanently stored in the VCR, and most recent
messages are displayed when users log in. Such feature provides information
on ongoing VO activities and conversations even for users that have been off-
line for a while.

Shared Calendar. The VCR provides a Shared Calendar tool (Figure 3d)
which adds functionalities to facilitate meeting scheduling, project manage-
ment, and coordination. In particular, the Shared Calendar allows one to:

add, remove, or edit VO events, which are shared among all the participants
of the current VO, or personal events, highlighted with different colors;

overview the events defined for an entire month, and see the details of all
personal and VO events of a given day; the Shared Calendar tool is, by
default, available in the Welcome workspace.
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Logbook. The VCR also provides an electronic notebook consisting of a
forum-like utility for posting comments and holding discussions among the
VO members and a wiki-like utility for creating a help system. Entries to the
Logbook are added through a form with the help of a WYSIWYG text editor
[6], while the postings from the instruments may be done programmatically
through a Web-service interface.

4.4 Resources Tools

The resources tools provide generic support to browse, check the status,
and access distributed resources (Resources Browser), as well as monitor and
control distributed instruments (Instrument Control). These tools (and, in par-
ticular, the Instrument Control), while providing the functionalities requested
by the GRIDCC project, are not meant to be used as they are, but rather to be
customized and/or extended in the context of a specific application.

Resources Browser. The Resources Browser (depicted in the bottom-left
part of Figure 3a) is the main entry point to access remote resources such as
instruments, computing, and storage ones. It allows the discovery of resources
beyond the boundaries of individual labs, ensuring that resources needed for a
particular task can be reserved and accessed by users of the VO.

The Resources Browser uses a tree-view to display the list of available re-
sources, following structural, and naming conventions that can be established
by each application. Indeed, the logical organization of resources might change
from one domain to another. For example, some applications prefer to view
each node in the hierarchy as a physical instrument (leaf nodes) or subsystem
(internal nodes), while others prefer to use the hierarchy to organize a set of
instruments into operations modes.

Instrument Control. For the development of the remote monitoring and
control functionalities of the VCR, we worked in close contact with the project
partners to point out a common set of functionalities. Unfortunately, the user-
interface requirements, as well as the preferred coordination mechanisms were
too diverse to lead to a unique tool. Therefore, we developed a generic Instru-
ment Control tool (depicted in Figure 4), which is general enough to satisfy ba-
sic needs of all the involved partners. In particular, the design process pointed
out the need for four different functional sections:

Control section, showing information to identify the remote instrument, al-
lowing to monitor and change its status and configuration parameters, and
providing the possibility to browse the history of the commands issued re-
cently.
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Figure 4. The Instrument Control tool

Commands section, displaying the list of available commands that allow to
change the status and perform operations on the remote instrument and the
list of input arguments of the selected command.

Monitoring section, allowing to monitor and change the values of the remote
instruments’ attributes.

Graphical section, allowing for graphical monitoring of one or more instru-
ment’s parameters. Two types of charts are provided, a time chart, as the
one shown in Figure 4 and a bar chart.

5. IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

As mentioned before, the idea is that the different applications should extend
and specialize the Instrument Control tool to meet their specific requirements.
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Figure 5. A possible Instrument Control Tool for a Signal Generator

Simple customizations involve the hiding of sections that are not needed for a
particular operational context. We are now working with pilot applications to
support them in more complex customizations. For example, Figure 5 shows
a possible customized Instrument Control for an educational application in
which a lecturer teaches students about Signal Theory and Practice by using a
remote Signal Generator instrument. In this context, the Commands and Moni-
toring sections’ interfaces need to be changed to reflect a real Signal Generator
(using knobs to change values and a graph to display the signal waveform),
and the Control section needs to be customized to allow the teacher to pass the
instrument control token to any of the connected students.

The focus of the GRIDCC project on the interactive access and control of
remote instrumentation poses some problems with respect to Web-based inter-
faces and technologies. For example, in the portlet paradigm, each time a users
performs an operation, the entire page is entirely reloaded from the server and
redisplayed by the browser, with the drawback that while the page is being
reloaded and redisplayed, the user cannot interact with the system.

This problem is also common in most Web-based groupware systems. To
overcome this limitation we have employed Javascript code to both implement
some interface functionalities on the client side (e.g., hiding and showing parts
of the interface), make asynchronous HTTP requests, whose XML answer is
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processed in the background, and change only parts of the interface that re-
quired to be updated. However, using HTTP communications still can limit
real-time update of information in some demanding situations. We are there-
fore experimenting with the integration of distributed messaging frameworks
to rapidly transmit data among all the connected clients.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter has presented the issues, design process, and current prototype
for a groupware tool to support distributed and heterogeneous teams of workers
in the collaborative monitoring and control of instruments. This is embedded
within a next-generation cyberinfrastructure for physics developed in the con-
text of the GRIDCC European project.

With respect to future goals of this project, we intend to both extend and
refine the current prototype, as well as to evaluate it in realistic scenarios, such
as the ones provided by the pilot applications of the GRIDCC project.

More specifically, collaboration tools under development include an Event
and Alarm Viewer for automatic notification of VO-related events (e.g., a
safety critical fault of a remote instrument) and a remote desktop tool for ac-
cessing legacy instruments not provided with the Web-service interface.

Another functionality under development is to enable access from mobile
devices, which would improve the support to collaborators in several scenarios
(e.g., troubleshooting activities from an area where workstations are not avail-
able). However, due to limitations of mobile devices with respect to display
size, it is likely that only parts of the VCR functionalities will be available.
To address this issue, we need to study the operational contexts of our pilot
applications to understand which tools and functionalities are most required in
a mobile scenario.
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Abstract This chapter presents a platform enabling the concept of cooperative telemea-
surements involving distributed resources, such as laboratories with instrumen-
tation, programmable devices based on FPGA (partially or fully programmable)
or DSP architectures and network cameras. The platform allows an easy and
fast remote configuration through virtual interfaces (VIs), implemented through
both commercial software and Java; in the latter case VIs are designed in such a
way that they do not depend on the particular resource, but on its functionalities.
That means, for example, that the interface working for a specific spectrum ana-
lyzer also adapts itself to the same kind of instruments of different manufactures,
whereas the traditional approach would require customized VIs for each specific
instrument. New general-purpose data structures and communication protocols
have been properly implemented in XML code, with high degree of scalabil-
ity and transparency to user hardware and interface. The architecture has been
implemented in the Wireless Communication Laboratories (WiLab) at the Uni-
versity of Bologna, Italy, where three different laboratories are interconnected
through a heterogeneous communication network and properly cooperate to in-
crease their functionalities.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, many research projects are related to the concept of telemea-
surement with remote resources (such as instruments and programmable de-
vices) to increase their intrinsic value by extending the applications range

This research is developed within SUMMIT project and UE RINGrid Project (contract number 031891).
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through the interconnection of distributed laboratories. In [1] the concept
of wide-send telemeasurement is introduced where both the instrumentation
and the devices under test can be defined and controlled remotely. The con-
cept of cooperative distributed laboratories is discussed in [18]. It consists
in making use of distributed resources (instruments, sensors, devices, etc.)
as a single aggregated measurement system. The cooperative distributed ap-
proach represents a geographical extrapolation of the basic structure of a typ-
ical measure instrument, where each unit can be spatially distributed but in
cooperation with other units over the network. The realization of such sce-
narios presents several issues that have to be properly faced. In particular,
the cooperation of heterogeneous devices, interfaces and networks requires
the definition of a suitable middleware architecture with high level of scal-
ability, transparency, manageability. Key aspects toward the remote config-
uration are given by the communication network characteristics and the de-
velopment of virtual interfaces to export resource functionalities within the
client–server [3, 7] or Grid architectures [3, 6, 7]. These topics are addressed
in the SUMMIT project [19] with the aim of providing mobile users a plat-
form for ubiquitous telemeasurement services. Traditionally, VIs were cre-
ated through dedicated software libraries within proprietary development plat-
forms (e.g., National Instruments LabVIEW [11] and HP VEE [8]). On one
hand this solution allows a friendly graphical programming approach for the
interconnection of instrumentation functional blocks (sub-VIs) made avail-
able for different communication protocols like general purpose interface
bus (GPIB), LAN and RS232, on the other hand no further control can be
performed on the driver implementation, unicast/multicast networking pro-
tocols, user equipment, licensing and the dimension of required plug-ins at
the user terminal (of particular relevance when accessing the remote labo-
ratory through a personal digital assistant (PDA)). As far as the required
plug-ins at the user terminal are concerned, when the user decides to con-
trol a real instrument, he has to first install on his terminal a plug-in to
emulate the proprietary environment, with dimension also reaching tens of
MBs that can be relevant, depending on available interconnection bandwidth
and terminal internal memory capacity. In the last years, several activities
on these issues have been developed in the WiLab [23] at IEIIT/CNR (Is-
tituto di Elettronica e Ingegneria Informatica e delle Telecomunicazioni del
CNR, Consiglio Nazionale delle Ricerche) and CNIT (Consorzio Nazionale
Interuniversitario per le Telecomunicazioni), University of Bologna, Italy.
They regard telemeasurements through a heterogeneous network connecting
three laboratories distributed around the Engineering Faculty, as depicted in
Figure 1.

Within several national and European projects (e.g., [5, 6, 14, 19–21]) the
telemeasurement concept has been extended in different directions related to
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Figure 1. Distributed laboratories on heterogeneous communication network at WiLab,
Bologna, Italy

the communication infrastructure, the remote VI in two and three dimensions,
the access to experiences involving distributed laboratories, the cooperation
among laboratories. Recently, within the SUMMIT project [19], WiLab was
able to present a new architecture for telemeasurement on a heterogeneous net-
work, based on Java (using JNI and XML tools) and compatible with NI Lab-
VIEW. The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 2 the complete WiLab
architecture for distributed and cooperative telemeasurements is presented, fo-
cusing the attention on each component of the implemented platform, under-
lining the advantages of Java and XML solutions. Section 3 and 4 present a
possible realization of DSP remote control (in particular using TI C6711), us-
ing a web access to reserve this experience. Thus, the following section shows
the web access and explains some menu and utilities implemented. Finally, an
example of a telemeasurement experience, configuring instruments and DSP
circuit is provided in Section 5 with some results, and our conclusion are given
in Section 6.

2. WILAB ARCHITECTURE

The need of integration for distributed components involved in a telemea-
surement experience and the goal of simple access to the distributed laborato-
ries led to the choice of a client–server architecture. The heterogeneousness of
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resources and communication networks requires a carefully designed architec-
ture with the following characteristics:

– inserting a new device in the network should be easy both in terms of net-
work administration (no changes to the structure should be needed to add a
device) and of its availability in telemeasurement experiences (new remote
interfaces should be adaptable to the new element without changing their
functional structure);

– the whole structure should be scalable even if an entire new laboratory net-
work is added to the system;

– the organization of the laboratories and the management of the resources
should be transparent for users to give them the idea of a super-laboratory,
in which all the resources are aggregated as in a unique laboratory and this
aggregation increases their functionalities.

To reach these targets the architecture we designed and implemented is based
on a three-level hierarchical structure, as shown in Figure 2. This structure has
been already implemented in the three laboratories of WiLab and is based on
(bottom-up order)

– Level III: This level is composed of the single laboratories of the network in
which the resources (instruments, circuits and programmable RF and base-
band interconnection matrix) can be remotely controlled. Each resource

Figure 2. Distributed laboratories architecture at WiLab, Bologna, Italy
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is connected to the network in a specific way: the measurement instru-
ments are connected using the GPIB-ENET [9], a protocol converter from
IEEE488 protocol to TCP-IP; programmable circuits based on DSP (i.e.,
digital signal processing) [22] are connected to the network by means of
a PC host, and FPGA (field programmable gate array) based circuits, like
Comblocks [4], are directly connected to the network using a LAN inter-
face, which allows the chain of blocks to be addressed directly using a static
IP address.

– Level II: This level is composed of a set of workbench slave servers
each one controlling the laboratory they belong to. This level of servers
(slave servers) has the role of managing the commands coming from the
upper level to control the devices using the correct applications related
to the particular resources involved in the experience. Slave servers also
answer to upper level with information and data provided by controlled
resources.

– Level I: At the upper level of the hierarchy there is the master server that is
reached by the user through a common web access. It has the role of man-
aging all the information about the working session of the user, interact-
ing with the slave servers to perform the experience, retrieving information
from the laboratories and presenting results to the user within the VI.

The master server is based on four different manager software tools to fulfill
several needs of a complete telemeasurement experience:

– Apache [2]: Its role is to dialogue with the clients. The Apache server
presents to the remote user both static pages (like HTML pages with docu-
mentation of instruments and technical notes) and dynamic pages (like PHP
[16] pages containing information about the actual state of resources within
the work session of the client). It is also able to report measurement results
in the appropriate format according to clients’ requests.

– MySQL [15]: Its role is to save, manage and upgrade information (about
the instrumentation and the programmable devices present in the distributed
laboratories) every time there is a request of control and the availability of
the devices has to be checked. In a multiuser and distributed environment,
the presence of the resource management system becomes strictly neces-
sary to avoid conflicts among different contemporary users accessing the
same resources. For this reason a scheduling system has been implemented
to allow users to register themselves in the system and then to grant the
reservation of the requested set of resources.

– Java: Its role is to allow the communication between the client interfaces
and the controlled devices (when VIs are implemented in Java) using the
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XML-based protocol to exchange commands and measurement results. It
performs the translation of the device-independent commands into the spe-
cific communication protocol of the devices under control.

– LabVIEW: Its role is to provide the clients with executable VIs to control
the chosen instruments (the LabVIEW server is used for downward integra-
tion with a previous platform).

These two last modules have been analyzed in order to investigate possible
advantages/disadvantages in the control of resources present at WiLab (instru-
ments and programmable circuits based on FPGA and DSP). The Java virtual
interface (JVI) solution provides the following advantages:

– Portability: the Java code is interpreted by all machines and operating sys-
tems; it requires only the commonly installed Java virtual machine (JVM).

– Compatibility: Java is able to interact with other technologies like XML
and LDAP [13], which are needed for a complete telemeasurement system
to manage users and reservation for resources and experiences as it will be
explained in the next sections.

– No licensing: Java applications are freeware and more than one user can
have on their own PC the virtual remote interfaces at the same moment. It
is obvious anyway that, being the only one real instrument, the control must
be performed one user at a time.

– Multicast communication protocol: Java language completely supports mul-
ticast communication, which allows a more efficient traffic distribution
through the MulticastSocket Java class.

In Table 1, the main characteristics of LabVIEW and JAVA platforms are
reported for comparison; note that with additional plug-in we intend software
usually not already installed in the client, such as LVRunTime Engine [12] for
LabVIEW (about 30 MB).

Table 1. Main characteristics of LabVIEW-based and Java-based architectures

LabVIEW Java

Portability Limited Native
Purchase licenses Yes No
Multicast No Yes
Integration with other technologies Limited Native
Additional plug-in Yes No
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One of the main targets of the activity related to networked laboratories in
the project SUMMIT is the design and implementation of a more flexible tele-
measurement platform exploiting a greater integration of different software,
while reducing the impact of previously described disadvantages of proprietary
platforms.

The telemeasurement platform in WiLab aims at remotely configuring more
than 30 instruments and programmable devices of various brands for telecom-
munication system characterization, such as digital transmission analyzers, up
to 40 GHz spectrum analyzers, vector signal generators and analyzers (with
50 MHz demodulation bandwidth), digital oscilloscopes, constellation analyz-
ers, noise figure meters, noise and interference test set, RF channel simula-
tors, switching matrixes, up to 50 GHz signal generators, network analyzers,
RF antenna sets, WLAN access points, routers and DSP and FPGA evaluation
modules.

From the above, it is possible to notice how resources are heterogeneous
in their functionalities and, in addition, with respect to network connections

Figure 3. Operations needed for the creation of JVI starting from C drivers
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(e.g., Ethernet access, RS232, IEEE488). For resources connected through the
IEEE488 bus, a bridge between IEEE488 and TCP-IP protocols is needed; this
is provided by the GPIB-ENET.

By using the remote communication syntax typical of each instrument,
proper drivers (typically in C language) have been created for the management
and the remote control of the devices. These drivers implement the commands
characterizing each family of instruments, even of different brands. Hence, the
conversion between C functions and Java methods declarations has been real-
ized. This can be obtained using the Java Native Interface (JNI) [10] package,
which is able to run the functions written in native language (C) using the dec-
larations of the methods containing the functions and calling the DLL library
obtained after compiling the C code.

The flow diagram in Figure 3 describes step by step how to realize a Java
program by implementing the native C function by using JNI.

3. WEB ACCESS SYSTEM

A Web interface for web access to users has been implemented to grant the
maximum portability of functionalities offered by the system: in particular, the
website is based on Apache/PHP/MySQL. Since the access to resources must
be controlled and regulated, a user is first required to login by inserting user-
name and password (authentication is performed through a LDAP directory
tree). If the login is successful, a new telemeasurement personal session is es-
tablished on the server-side according to the user’s group level; in fact each user
belongs to a group featuring a particular expertise level, such as guest, begin-
ner, expert and administrator. Note that, depending on the group, the user can
access particular kinds of experiences and types of parameters that can be con-
figured through JVIs. Moreover, only the members of the administrator group
can manage via web resources and users, reserving some resources to only
local usage or enabling/disabling users’ accounts. To share the resources ac-
cess among multiple users, a scheduling algorithm has been implemented and
a reservation system is based on it. This is accessible from the user via web
through a custom graphical calendar: once an experience has been selected,
the scheduling algorithm outputs the calendar (Figure 4) which shows the time
slots and the resources’ status. If resources are available, a new reservation is
placed giving an exclusive use of selected resources. Afterwards, whenever the
user is allowed, the experience will be shown on a list of reserved ones, and
it will be performed according to shared resource rules, not taking care of any
sharing conflicts. A possible experience is to configure a transmitter on a DSP
circuit as shown in the next section.
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Figure 4. Scheduling for remote access
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4. DSP REMOTE CONFIGURATION

In the last years, the meaning of telemeasurement has been strongly affected
by a remarkable evolution: starting from the first experiments on remote con-
trol of measurement devices through GPIB cable, a new vision is coming, al-
lowing the sharing of resources among several users, requiring the introduction
of the concepts of resources availability and reservation.

The last steps of the research activities at WiLab concern the introduction
of geographical distribution of the workbench laboratories as an enhancement
of capabilities of a single laboratory. It implies a new concept of telemeasure-
ments based on a geographical network of laboratories. Hence, the need to
abstract the concept of resource, including not only measurement devices, but
also DSP devices, FPGA partially and fully programmable circuits and wire-
less sensors networks, affects WiLab activities.

Thus, the concept of resource has been properly defined to implement a
platform supplying different services by means of one unique access interface
available and easily reachable through the Internet. Hereafter, with the term
resource we will intend both measurement instruments and software-radio de-
vice such as DSP, FPGA programmable circuits, which can be configured for
typical telecommunication system (toward software-defined radio paradigm).
Thus, a software-defined radio (SDR) system is a radio communication sys-
tem in which the user can control programmable hardware, by means of user-
friendly software.

In particular, in this section a possible approach will be focused to perform
a configuration of a L-QASK (quadrature amplitude shift keying) or L-PSK
(phase shift keying) transmitter, based on a DSP boarded on TI C6711 circuit
and sited in a laboratory remote from the user. Figure 6 shows the implemented
Java interface in which users have the possibility to set some characteristic pa-
rameters related to modulation and then transfer them to remote circuit through

Figure 5. Client–server architecture used to remotize DSP circuits
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Figure 6. Java Virtual Interface to configure DSP C6711

the heterogeneous network. This is possible by a client–server architecture as
depicted in Figure 5. The client, through the java interface shown in Figure 6,
is able to write on the remote server a “parameters.txt” file, by pressing the
“CreateAndUpload DSP Configuration File” button. In few seconds, all set-
tings inserted by the user are captured and written to the server, according to
the syntax defined by the administrator. After this operation, in order to assess
the operation, the client could request the sent file to the server and control
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Figure 7. VNC application while running

Figure 8. An example of realized transmitter
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all the parameters (eventually the user can modify the requested file directly
from the server, avoiding to run the java interface). When the loading opera-
tion terminates, another button will be enabled, in particular “Load Program
via VNC”, that allows to know the events on the server. The administrator that
wants to release a new version of DSP software has to make four steps before
reaching the full client remote control, in particular,

– Compile written c code;

– Build it;

– load file.out according to CodeComposerStudio (CCS) specifics;

– Run the implemented application to verify right funcionality.

Figure 7 shows an application while running, in which the main goal is to
highlight what the server has effectively read from “parameters.txt”, set up by
the remote client, such as

– Modulation;

– Symbol rate;

– Samples per symbol;

– Transmission filter;

– Roll-off factor.

Moreover, when laboratory resources are running, it is possible to monitor
them by means of networked cameras, also remotely controlled. In Figure 8 an
example is reported of the realized transmitter with QPSK modulation (con-
stellation diagram and I, Q signals).

5. EXAMPLE OF TELEMEASUREMENT
EXPERIENCE

The architecture described in the chapter is currently used at WiLab for
the characterization of telecommunication systems, but it can be extended
to other fields. In Figure 9, a part of an experience is shown, in which pro-
grammable circuits are remotely configured through JVI and characterized in
frequency with a spectrum analyzer, whose parameters are set with a JVI, and
the measurement on real instrument is exported to the user’s location by using
a network camera, automatically zooming on the involved instrument. The pro-
grammable circuits are commercial FPGA-based modules, Comblock, which
can allow the set-up of a complete telecommunication system on several radio
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Figure 9. Example of telemeasurement experience

frequency bands (e.g., 902–928 MHz, 2025–2500 MHz, etc.). The spectrum
analyzer is a Rohde&Schwarz [17] device that permits a frequency analysis
from 20 Hz to 40 GHz. This is just part of an experience in which other circuits
and instruments can be involved, interconnected and configured with our Java
and XML-based platform.

Note that bit error rate (BER) measurements on a complete telecommuni-
cation systems have been performed by remote access and configuration of
multiple devices using JVIs.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we presented a new cooperative distributed telemeasure-
ment platform based on Java and XML architecture, which has been realized
at WiLab. Resources (instrumentations, programmable circuits based on DSP
and FPGA, programmable RF and baseband interconnection matrix and net-
work camera) are geographically distributed at WiLab laboratories and have
been interconnected through a heterogeneous wireless/wired communication
network. A system including a data structure definition and a communication
protocol to access and control the resources has been defined in order to be
the independent of the particular devices, operating systems and networks. By
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means of the implemented architecture, through a simple web access, users can
download the executable software and run it on their terminals to manage and
control the resources. Moreover, through a reservation system users are able
to choose and reserve one of several experiences, independently of physical
location of resources. Using networked cameras it is also possible to check the
remote configuration made via JVI. The proposed architecture is used at WiLab
for the characterization of telecommunication systems, an example is given in
the chapter, but it can be extended to other kinds of experiences requiring re-
mote configuration and measurements of both instruments and devices under
test. The next step is to study the possibility to integrate this platform in a
GRID architecture.
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Abstract This work is focused on the interoperability aspects between the Grid and the
scientific instrumentation. The IE (Instrument Element) makes possible the mon-
itoring and the remote control of any kind of scientific instrumentation, although
the test-bed of this first implementation is constituted of telescopes and related
astronomical instrumentation. The first implementation of the IE deals with
monitoring aspects; astronomers can remotely interface the telescope and re-
lated instrumentation and check the telemetric and scientific data when they are
acquired. Future releases of the IE will include extensions, so that remote control
capabilities will be also covered.

1. INTRODUCTION

Grid computing has emerged as the global resource for the next generation
of e-science applications. The concept of grid computing originated as a solu-
tion to the problem of glueing geographically distributed computing and data
resources belonging to different scientific institutions and bringing together
communities with common objectives [5]. The first implementations of the
grid concepts dealt with computational and data grids. This is for example the
case of the High Energy Physics CERN LHC experiment [15] that contributes
to the design and development of one of the biggest production grid infrastruc-
ture: the EGEE grid. However, the grid “idea” evolved with time and the grid
environment can be now viewed as a seamless, integrated computational and
collaborative tool that virtualizes resources of different kind such as clusters,
storage, visualization devices, databases and scientific instruments and sensors.
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Instruments and sensors are qualitatively distinct from computation and
data, and thus impose some unique challenges and issues to current Grid tech-
nologies. For example, operational models may range from remotely-accessing
a one-stop, full-service instrument site to dynamically composing distributed
instrument, data and analysis services into a virtual instrument organization.
Moreover, those new resources should be integrated with the computational
and storage ones, so that the raw data produced by the Instrumentation can be
processed and analyzed from a homogeneous environment.

This paper illustrates a novel approach in the integration of Instruments and
sensors into grid production environments: the grid instrument element (IE).
We present the general architecture of an IE and we focus our implementation
examples on a simplified IE designed to interact with telescopes and astronom-
ical instrumentation. Even if tested on astronomical telescopes, the IE can be
exploited to “gridify” any kind of instruments. The goal is to make grid tech-
nology able to support tasks like accessing, configuring, getting the status and
changing the status of these hardware resources.

The IE has been developed at the Italian Istituto Nazionale di Astrofisica
[10].

It is worth mentioning that the first prototypal implementation of the IE has
been built by extending a grid middleware based on Globus 2.4.1; it is fully
embedded in the EGEE (Enabling Grids for E-sciencE) [13] environment.

2. RELATED WORK

The IE project dates back to 2002, when, in the framework of the Italian
“GRID.IT” project funded by FIRB (Fondo Italiano per la Ricerca di Base),
the porting in Grid of an application aiming at remotely monitoring astronom-
ical telescopes and related instrumentation was attempted [11]. To carry out
this task, a number of tools and services produced by similar projects were
evaluated. In particular, the GRIDCC project (web services based) was care-
fully examined. Moreover, we took into account also the globus teleoperations
control protocol and the common instrument middleware architecture.

In this chapter, we propose a different approach; we envisage a new “com-
putational” element able to interact with Instruments on the basis of “Actions”:
the IE. The other projects developed a set of composable components that en-
compass access to instrumentation. They are actually new grid middlewares
specialized for telecontrol and instrument integration. On the contrary, our ap-
proach is based on the idea that actual middleware implementations used to ac-
cess computational resources should not be modified but integrated with new
functionalities. In our vision, the interaction with an Instrument is the execu-
tion of a job, a special job: an “Action” command. Using the same commands,
protocols and APIs are used to interact with the computational resources, we
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interface with instruments and sensors, providing a uniform access to different
resources that can be directed and made interoperate together.

3. THE GRID-INSTRUMENT CONTROL SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE

From the point of view of the Grid architecture, the design of the G-ICS
(grid-instrument control system) is closely related with what already done
for the G-DSE (grid-data source engine) [1], the solution jointly proposed by
INAF and INFN (Istituto Nazionale di Fisica Nucleare) to solve the problem
of accessing databases via grid [3, 7–9].

The G-ICS does not represent a custom solution to meet specific astronomi-
cal requirements; it was thought and designed, instead, according to a general-
purpose approach based on the concept of “Generalized Grid Element.” The
G-ICS can be used in all cases where a generic instrument has to be moni-
tored and controlled via the grid. To produce the generalized grid element as a
new grid element supported by the grid middleware, some elements of the grid
architecture must be revised and integrated:

The grid authentication and authorization protocols can be successfully used
to map the grid user to the instrument user. The grid Security Infrastructure
authentication protocol can be successfully used to authenticate the con-
nections with instruments. However, authorization is often more sophisti-
cated and fine-grained control can be provided over access on Instruments.
Overall, a wide range of authorization constraints may be encountered in
Instrument control systems.

Resource availability is one of the key elements of the grid idea. Commonly
a consumer makes a resource request on the basis of one or more resource
properties. For example, a client may look for an Instrument that is able
to detect a particular signal. The ability of a resource to describe what
capability, capacity, quality and configuration it is able to offer and under
what terms, is in charge of the information protocols. The information pro-
tocols are necessary also to clients in order to describe the desired resource
capabilities and the way they will be used. To integrate an instrument in the
resource description framework of the grid architecture [2], we need to ex-
tend the computational resource description with the peculiar attribute met-
rics of an Instrument. The new attributes metrics constitute the Information
data model (IDM) for an IE. The IE IDM focuses on two different aspects:
the Instrument intrinsic description and detection description. The virtual
organization membership service (VOMS) [17] can be used to this purpose.

Once we are able to find and successfully authenticate the desired resource,
we have to be able to use it. The management protocols of the Resource
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layer are deputed to instantiate and monitor the interaction with the DSE
resource. They provide a way to create a task (e.g., the execution of a job),
monitor its status and manage the task data. The task type depends on the
nature of the resource. In the case of instruments any task corresponds
to an “Action,” that is then executed by the Instrument. The IE is able to
instantiate a task expressed in term of “Action” that the control system can
understand, manage the life cycle of the “Action,” and monitor the “Action”
during execution as well as the status of the Instrument.

When a new instrument has to be interfaced to the grid a new specializa-
tion of the grid-embedded generic instrument will be produced in a way that
the specific problem and kind of instrumentation to be monitored/controlled is
taken into account.

It is worth pointing out here some key concepts that played an important
role in approaching the G-ICS solution.

In practice to produce the generalized grid element as a new grid element
supported by the grid middleware, some components of the Grid middle-
ware itself must be revised and integrated: namely, the BDII (Berkeley
Database Information Index), the GIS (grid information service), the MDS
(Monitoring and Discovery Service) and the RB (resource broker).

The new generalized element (and each of its specializations) inherits from
the classical CE (computing element) and extends it in terms of functional-
ities and intrinsic characteristics. An example of extended (special) job that
exploits the new capabilities provided by G-ICS can be found in Section 3.6

Such intrinsic characteristics are expressed by means of a set of new meta-
data, extending the set of metadata related to the traditional CE and SE;

The new grid must be able to handle the new set of metadata, to ingest them
in its Information System, and to publish them allowing users operating at
client machines to discover these new resources.

3.1 Recycling G-DSE to Design G-ICS

The approach chosen for databases in grid and the related G-DSE solution
has proved to be flexible enough to be adopted every time resources of different
nature have to be ported in the grid. The problem of making the grid able to
monitor astronomical telescopes (and more generally any kind of instruments)
has triggered the design of the G-ICS.

To build the G-ICS, we used the same methodology and formal steps that
drove the implementation of the G-DSE [1]. Both G-DSE and G-ICS are based
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Figure 1. The modified GRAM and GIS components to enable G-DSE and G-ICS

on the concept of GACM (grid abstract computing machine). GACM is an-
other example of virtual machine like JVM (Java virtual machine) and others.
To implement a GACM, a formal specification language is necessary in order
to define its syntax and the semantics like for any other virtual machine. To
monitor and control instruments via grid, we started by defining the abstract
machine ICS (instrument control system) thereafter we built the G-ICS (a new
incarnation of the GACM) by integrating the ICS in the existing Grid RFL
(resource framework layer). This integration has requested an extension of the
semantics of the RSL (resource specification language) to take into account the
semantics of the new GACM aimed at interfacing instrumentation and sensors.
Another key point is the extension of the GIS to describe the new resources
driven via G-ICS (scientific instrumentation), so that requests to the G-ICS (to
monitor and control such instrumentation) can be understood and handled.

As shown in Figure 1, the GRAM (grid resource access manager) compo-
nent of the middleware is modified in a way that two new managers are added
to it besides the Job Manager, the first component of the GRAM that handles
all jobs submitted to the grid for their execution. In a traditional computing-
centric grid, the native Job Manager is the only component of the GRAM.
The “Query Manager” and the “ICS Manager” make the grid able to access
databases and generic instrumentation, respectively. What shown in Figure 1
is further explained in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.

3.2 The ICS Manager

The ICS Manager extends the capabilities of the original Job Manager
and allows Grid users to write “Action” jobs to monitor the status of remote
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instrumentation; an “Action” may ask telemetry and scientific data to remote
instruments at the same time of their acquisition. An example of such “Action”
jobs is given in Section 3.6. When the gatekeeper of the grid receives a request
to monitor a specific ICS, the request is passed down to the corresponding ICS
Manager; as for the Job Manager and the Query Manager, a syntactical analy-
sis of the job is performed and in case of success an ICS process (new instance
of the parent process “ICS Manager”) is generated and the ICS is contacted
through the specific driver. For this purpose, a driver for each ICS to be mon-
itored must be provided. Because in the astronomical environment Instrument
Control Systems are typically homemade and each of them has its own pecu-
liarities, the driver is usually provided by people having the necessary knowl-
edge of the specific ICS. Each ICS driver must be designed and implemented
to be fully compliant with the common standards defined to interface any ICS
and the Grid. The standards also specify the minimum set of functionalities to
be implemented by each ICS driver.

These standards are currently under definition and strictly depend on the
state of the art of actual instrument control systems currently in production,
especially in terms of supported monitoring and control capabilities offered to
final users.

The main task to be carried out in writing a specific ICS driver, then, is a
mapping between the set of common functions and the functions provided by
the specific ICS. The ICS Manager must be able to speak both the RSL to
communicate with the gatekeeper and the ICSL (Instrument Control System
Language) to communicate with the specific ICS driver. The concept of ICSL
has been introduced in the context of the gridification of control systems. The
full characterization of the ICSL requires the definition of the common set of
functionalities that each ICS must provide for.

3.3 The Modified GIS

Modifications to the GIS in the G-ICS enabled grid middleware are of cru-
cial importance. Without them it would be impossible to discover resources of
the new type (databases and instrument control systems) in the grid infrastruc-
ture; users, therefore, would be forced to know in advance the physical location
of such resources, wasting in this way one of the big advantages of using the
grid. The key point in this case is to provide a new set of metadata to describe
a resource of the new type (how to access it, some information about its archi-
tecture and implementation and above all what data are accessible through the
new resource). Useful information for an observing structure could be the set
of parameters characterizing the telescope, its location, the set of instruments
interfaced to it and so forth.
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The information service components of Globus Toolkit 2 are the moni-
toring and discovery services. In practice the MDS is built on OpenLDAP
(Open Lightweight Directory Access Protocol) [6]. It uses a directory-based
data model where data about each grid resource is published in the branches
of the information tree. An information provider is a shell or Perl script that
populates one LDAP branch with its specific data. Providers are executed on
demand by the LDAP server. The existing Globus LDAP directory has been ex-
tended with the inclusion of a new LDAP schema defining object classes and
attribute classes for the specific instrument. This, along with custom providers,
allows publishing a complete new set of attributes and extending existing ones
in order to export the equivalent of a standard computational resource object,
but for Instruments purposes. Existing attributes have been preserved where
possible.

3.3.1 The GLUE Extension for an Instrument Element

In the gLite Grid middleware the information service is based on the MDS
and on the Berkeley Database Information Index (BDII) [4]. The BDII is a
LDAP-based repository.

The Grid Laboratory Uniform Environment (GLUE) schema [2] is the stan-
dard adopted by gLite for the representation of resources, their state and func-
tionalities. The GLUE is a collaboration effort among a number of European
and American grid-related projects, which aims at producing a set of building
blocks for the interoperability among different grid systems. GLUE is now an
Open Grid Forum (OGF) [16] working group.

The GLUE conceptual design has been described by means of UML class
diagrams supported by descriptive documents. The purpose of this approach is
to provide a meta-schema from which mappings to different data models and
technologies can be derived. In the case of gLite, the mapping is done to the
LDAP directory-based data model. Actually, the GLUE schema is used to rep-
resent computational resources, storage resources, services and applications.
To embed the IE in the gLite environment we integrate the GLUE with the
representation of the instrument resource.

3.4 The G-ICS Architecture

We can describe in more detail the architecture of the new ICS-enabled grid
middleware. At the “Collective services” layer, the RB is modified to make it
able to understand and manage the set of metadata referring to the resources
of the new type. At the “Basic services” layer, we redefined the information
schema (the LDAP hierarchical tree) to insert the new set of metadata. At the
“System software” layer, we find now the new systems that control observing
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structures (ICS). Telescopes and related astronomical instrumentation, finally,
are new components that can be found at the “Hardware” layer. In summary,
the modified components to make the grid able to support instruments are the
Resource Broker (RB) at the “Collective Services” layer and the Information
Schema at the “Basic Services” layer; those newly introduced are the ICS at the
“System Software” layer and the Instruments at the “Hardware” layer. All other
components were left untouched, although it is worth mentioning that RDBMS
and data storage are new components that we provided in the framework of grid
and databases projects, whose outcome was the production of the G-DSE and
of the QE (Query Element).

In Figure 2 the details of G-ICS are shown. Within the GRAM protocol
we find the Job Manager that, in turn, includes the ICSC (instrument control
system connector) Manager. This is slightly different from what shown in Fig-
ure 1, where the Job Manager and the ICS Manager look like two separate
entities. Figure 2 therefore well shows that the Manager (namely, the Job Man-
ager) is extended to make it able to interact with an ICS. This solution has been
chosen because we want to preserve the job-oriented approach; the proposed
solution is totally based on the grid technology; other solutions combine the
power of the grid with other technologies (web services). Jobs are generated
and submitted to the grid quite apart from the kind of shared resources the user
is accessing to.

Figure 2 focuses also on the GIS component, where the LDAP repository
contains now a new set of meta-data for ICS resources. The core of the GIS
subsystem is GANGLIA [14], a scalable distributed monitoring system for
high-performance computing systems such as clusters and grids. It is based
on a hierarchical design whose target is the creation of federations of clusters.
It relies on a multicast-based listen/announce protocol to monitor the status
within clusters and uses a tree of point-to-point connections among represen-

Figure 2. A different view of the ICS access-enabled Grid middleware
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tative cluster nodes to federate them and aggregate their status. GANGLIA is
used in this particular context to monitor the state of the various Grid resources
through point-to-point SNMP connections; the so-collected state information
is saved in the LDAP repository of the MDS.

3.5 From G-ICS to IE

Once the G-ICS-enabled grid architecture has been set up, the grid infras-
tructure is ready to include the new element “IE” of the grid. The IE is a CE
able to handle monitor and control requests (in future releases) to interact with
ICS resources via grid. The IE inherits the whole set of functions of a classi-
cal CE. In addition, the IE exploits all new functionalities offered by G-ICS to
handle jobs whose target is the interaction with instrument control systems. Be-
cause the G-ICS is able to speak RSL when interacting with grid services, and
ICSL when connecting to an ICS, these capabilities are translated from G-ICS
to IE.

3.6 An Example of Special Job

In this section, an example of special job which contains directives to mon-
itor and control remote instrumentation is given.

In practice, the standard Globus job submission commands can be used.
For example, to get the telemetry data related to the status of the ccd by ac-
cessing the telemetry class of actions (-queue option), it is possible to use the
command:

globus-job-run hostname:2119/iemanager-ascom -queue telemetry “get ccd
status”

This example shows the modification done on the GRAM protocol: an ie-
manager which uses the ASCOM [12] protocol to connect to the Telescope,
a new queue concept now related to a specific Instrument property and a new
job concept in the form of an “Action” statement. The advantage of this imple-
mentation is that all the GT2 functionalities (off line query, output redirection,
interaction with a storage resource and co-allocation) and APIs can be used
(Figures 3 and 4).

In the same way, it is possible to use the ldapsearch command to locate an
IE. For example, if we want to find all the IEs accessible to the foo VO we
execute (Figure 5):

ldapsearch -h bdii-fqhn -p 2170 -x -LLL -b ”o=grid” ’(&(objectclass=
GlueIE) (GlueDSEAccessControlBaseRule=VO:foo))’ GlueIEUniqueID
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Figure 3. Resource level protocols overview for a GT2 IE. The picture presents the different
components and layers involved in the “Action” processing. The key element that distinguishes
the IE from the standard computational resources is the Instrument Manager

Figure 4. The resource allocation protocols. The picture presents some components of the
GT2 implementation
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Figure 5. The GLUE computational resource UML description. We compare the CE and IE
class view of the GLUE schema

4. CONCLUSIONS

Grid technology is not restricted to the field of distributed computing power
within geographically spread VOs built over a grid infrastructure. Due to its
nature, it goes beyond and can be used to share resources of different types
on the geographical network. Starting from the early twin projects aiming at
sharing astronomical databases in the grid as embedded resources of it, the
rather ambitious goal of this project is to further extend the grid capabilities
so that generic instrumentation can be configured as a new type of resource to
share, monitor and control in the grid.

The G-ICS and the IE built on top of it are still in a prototypal phase. For
this reason-limited tests have been carried out till now on the grid middleware
where the prototypes were developed and using as test-bed a small telescope
located at INAF-Trieste and operated for educational purposes.

The G-ICS approach provides a low-level integration of instrument re-
sources in the grid. These new resources are fully embedded in the EGEE
(Enabling Grids for E-sciencE) environment and can be totally managed and
monitored using the same tools that we usually adopt to access standard com-
putational resources. All this makes possible to use the standard grid workload
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system to submit and run mixed jobs that require both data from instruments
and computations on them.

Although massive and comparative tests on G-ICS are not carried out so far
we expect good performances by G-ICS as it naturally inherits all the scalabil-
ity and flexibility features of the grid. As already highlighted in this paper, in
fact, G-ICS is a tool entirely based on the grid technology avoiding in this way
the overhead arising when the grid is interfaced to other technologies. We al-
ready verified this for the G-DSE. We expect the same good results for G-ICS,
being it the counterpart of the G-DSE for what concerns Grid and instruments.
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Abstract The possibility to perform distributed measurements, by means of complex tele-
laboratory structures, is gaining momentum as a highly relevant aspect in numer-
ous areas, including scientific research in general, environmental monitoring,
distance education and training of staff operating over a vast territorial extension.
Grid computing architectures or, more generally, service oriented architectures
(SOA), viewed as platforms for the integration of distributed resources, play an
ever-increasingly significant role, as witnessed by the large number of projects
funded by the European Union (EU) on this and related topics. This role is no
longer limited to the management of computational resources, and it extends
nowadays to the integration of measurement instrumentation and large-scale dis-
tributed data acquisition platforms. In such a context, the functionality offered
by the grid architecture allows unified control, maintenance, calibration and uti-
lization of “traditional” instrumentation and laboratory equipment, as well as of
remote data acquisition probes, by offering the user common standard interfaces
and working environments. In this framework, the chapter introduces the design
and performance evaluation of a test bench for telecommunication measurement
instrumentation, interacting with the grid via the GRIDCC (Grid-enabled Re-
mote Instrumentation with Distributed Control and Computation) middleware.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Grid computing has emerged as a key infrastructure for “flexible, secure,
coordinated resource sharing among dynamic collections of individuals, insti-
tutions, and resources” [7]. It is finalized to the aggregation of resources into
virtual organizations [2,6]. Scientific communities embraced grid technologies
to run projects involving distributed resources and using massive data sets, in
the context of the so-called e-Science. Main goals are the improvement of the
collaboration across distributed research groups, sharing experimental results
that must be submitted to compute-intensive analysis and optimizing the use
of computational and storage resources. So far, some data sources and sinks,
such as measurement instrumentation and data acquisition devices, have not
yet been considered as full Grid components. The interaction with the instru-
ments is sometimes unmanaged and the instruments run off-line with respect
to the Grid environment. Relevant research projects have been working or are
currently working on these topics. The GRIDCC project [8, 10], one among
the main European efforts in this direction, aims to extend grid technology to
the real-time access and control of instrumentation. The CIMA (Common In-
strument Middleware Architecture) project [4, 14], supported by the National
Science Foundation in the United States, is oriented to the definition of a stan-
dard interface methodology across a broad range of instrument types and the
abstraction of instrument capabilities. The final goal is to provide a uniform
mechanism for registering, locating and interacting with instrumentation. At
a national level, the CRIMSON and VLAB projects [9, 12] have investigated
grid architectures, among other solutions, as concerns their capabilities of data
gathering, storage and processing for tele-measurement applications. The on-
going RINGrid project [11] is exploring the impact of new emerging technolo-
gies to access remote instrumentation, in the light of user requirements and of
the technological evolution in the mid-term.

Remote access to and management of measurement equipment has been
considered extensively, though in scenarios not embedded within the Grid en-
vironment (see, among others [3] in the general measurement case, and [1, 5]
in the case of measurements for telecommunication systems).

In the present chapter, we highlight the features of a framework for tele-
measurements on telecommunication systems (a “Device Farm” of telecom-
munication measurement systems), adapted to the general GRIDCC environ-
ment. The results of some performance evaluations of the ensuing test bed are
also reported and used to discuss the opportunity, in some cases, of setting
up data transfers “outside” the web services paradigm, e.g., by means of JMS
(Java Message Service). It is worth noting that the integration of telecommu-
nication measurement systems in a general setting of grid-enabled instrumen-
tation may provide added value to more traditional approaches (such as those
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outlined in [1, 5]), in a number of respects: (i) the adoption of standardized
interfaces; (ii) the complete abstraction of the instrumentation at the user level,
giving the possibility of mixing real devices and software implementations of
signal processing procedures; (iii) the capability – at least in some cases, where
the underlying network transport capacity matches the sampling rate and the
precision required of signal digitalization – of dynamically “composing” the
measurement chain, by choosing devices within a pool of available ones, irre-
spective of their physical location; (iv) the advantage of using already available
middleware functionalities for security, authorization, authentication, resource
discovery and allocation.

The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows: in the next section we
sketch the overall GRIDCC architecture. Section 3 is devoted to the integra-
tion of a telecommunication measurement systems’ “Device Farm” (TMSDF)
within the GRIDCC framework. A specific instance of integration is described
in Section 4. Section 5 reports performance measurements, relative to syn-
chronous data transfers. Section 6 contains the conclusions.

2. FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE

We provide a brief description of the general GRIDCC architecture and a
slightly more detailed view of two architectural elements that are essential to
our application.

2.1 The GRIDCC Architecture

Figure 1, taken from [15], depicts the principal components in the GRIDCC
architecture. We summarize its main elements in the following.

The virtual control room (VCR) is the user interface of a GRIDCC applica-
tion. Through the VCR users can either monitor and control instruments in real
time or submit workflows to the execution services (ES). The VCR has been
implemented with a grid portal technology in order to communicate with the
underlying grid infrastructure.

The execution services consist of:

workflow management system (WfMS): service that provides the capability
of executing more tasks in sequential order. This is useful when the user has
to work with more than one instrument, submitting a job to each one.

workload management system (WMS), for logging, bookkeeping and ser-
vice discovery.

Agreement service (AS) for reservation management.
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Figure 1. The GRIDCC architecture

Through the VCR, the user can define the workflows that must be executed
by the ES. Moreover, the ES controls the quality of service, by making re-
source reservation agreements with the resources available (instrument ele-
ments, compute elements or storage elements).

GRIDCC provides two levels of automated problem solving: local problem
solver (LPS) and global problem solver (GPS). The former, implemented lo-
cally to a given IE, works in order to solve malfunctions of the IE in which it
is embedded; the latter solves problems related to the whole system, and it is
embedded within knowledge-based services.

Security services are designed to guarantee security in terms of authentica-
tion, authorization and accounting.

GRIDCC uses an all-pervasive information and monitoring system (IMS):
the run control and monitoring system (RCMS). The performance of this
service is critical to the successful operation of the instruments within the
GRIDCC architecture. RCMS works on a publish–subscribe model, by pass-
ing information to the different components, as they require it. The RCMS also
passes information between the different services that make up the instrument
element (IE).
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2.2 The Instrument Element

The term instrument element describes a set of services, which provide the
needed interface and implementation that enables the remote control and moni-
toring of physical instruments. In this context, the IE is a web service interface
to monitor and control real instruments. Users view the IE as a set of web
services. Web services provide a common language to the cross-domain col-
laboration and, at the same time, they hide the internal implementation details
of accessing specific instruments.

That being so, the communications of external entities with the IEs are based
on web services standards: WSDL (web services description language) files for
describing the services, the information services for discovery and standards
for describing workflows (e.g., BPEL4WS), agreements (WS-Agreement), etc.
This of course leads to the requirement that the IEs themselves and all the
supporting services, like ES and GPS, follow these specifications. On the other
hand, the communication between the IEs and the corresponding instruments
depends on the installation and can be handled by any network protocol or even
by a physical connection, different from one instrument to another.

2.3 Instrument Managers

An instrument manager (IM) identifies the parts of the instrument element
that perform the actual communication with the instruments. IMs act as pro-
tocol adapters that implement the instrument-specific protocols for accessing
its functions and reading its status. Since the instruments are heterogeneous
in nature, there is a need to support many instrument managers in the same
container, one instance for each logical set of instruments.

Each IM is composed of three subcomponents: the command gateway, the
monitor manager and the data mover:

the command gateway accepts control requests from the virtual instrument
grid service and forwards them to the instrument;

the monitor manager is responsible for collecting monitoring data (status,
errors, etc.) and providing it to the information and monitoring service in a
common format;

the data collector component gathers the flow of data (if any) from the in-
struments; it then passes it to the Data Mover, which provides the interface
with any external storage or processing elements;

the finite state machine reflects the collective state of instruments controlled
by the instrument manager; it receives the status from the individual instru-
ments asynchronously and updates its state accordingly.
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If a need for transferring instruments from one instrument element to an-
other arises, then all that is required is to remove the instrument manager in-
stance from the instrument element and instantiate a new one on the other
instrument element. The other services react to this action accordingly.

Generally, each instrument manager is collaborating locally with the inter-
facing services, to translate external requests for control or monitoring into
requests that the instruments understand and can react to.

3. THE DEVICE FARM AND ITS INSTRUMENT
ELEMENTS

The components of a TMSDF are illustrated in Figure 2. The minimal
GRIDCC architectural elements required for its implementation are the IE and
the VCR.

In relation to this specific application, it is important to highlight that the
GRIDCC IE component can operate according to two main modes.

3.1.1 Synchronous Operational Mode

Preliminarily, the user has to design the experimental environment, by de-
ciding how the various devices of the test-bench must interact among them-
selves. In the case of a telecommunication system test-bench used to study the
characteristics of a certain DUT (device under test), during this phase, the user
must plan which instruments have to be involved in the experiments, as well as
their physical connections. Upon the completion of this preliminary step, the

Figure 2. The “telecommunication measurement device farm” components
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actual measurement phase can take place. Exploiting the facilities of the VCR,
the user configures all the devices of the test-bench, by sending them a set of
proper commands, with the appropriate parameters/working points. Then the
IE waits till all the outputs are steady and notifies the user that the experi-
ment results (i.e., the variables the user desires to observe) are available. Thus,
the VCR downloads these results and displays them properly. If needed, while
waiting for the outputs to become steady, the IE may record the behavior of a
group of signals that the user intends to monitor. Successively, these records
may be moved to the VCR off-line.

According to this operational mode, an experiment consists of a sequence
of excitations and responses: by means of the VCR, the user synchronously
forces a new set of excitations and, in turn, the IE returns the monitored (scalar
and/or array) variables, which describe the resulting system’s response.

3.1.2 Asynchronous Operational Mode

As in the previous case, the user must preliminarily set up the experimen-
tal environment. After starting the experiment, the user can quasi-continuously
send commands to the equipment of the test-bench, thus changing the working
conditions of the DUT. In turn, the IE gathers the (scalar and/or array) variables
needed for monitoring the behavior of the DUT; after possible integration and
adaptation, the IE returns the variables to the VCR, which properly displays
them on the user’s panel. In some sense, more than the previous one, this be-
havior resembles the usual operational mode with which a user manipulates
real devices when he/she is actually present in a laboratory.

Which mode is more convenient depends on many factors and on the kind
of experiment itself.

As a matter of fact, if the user is interested to know only the final state
reached by a system after a certain excitation, the former operational mode is
surely more appropriate; moreover, it calls for only a limited commitment of
bandwidth resources.

On the contrary, if a high level of interactivity is required – for instance, in
order to allow a user to have a feedback of what he or she is doing – the lat-
ter mode appears more appropriate. Obviously, the higher level of interactivity
requires more bandwidth needs, as well as increased computational effort by
all the elements involved in the experiment’s management. In this case, the
bandwidth requirement may be reduced, by using a principle borrowed from
“delta-modulation”: only the differences in the signal samples (e.g., represent-
ing a waveform or a power spectrum) that make up the content to be displayed,
with respect to the previous ones, are actually transferred toward the user. An
even more conservative option, which may be applied if the response time of
the web service does not match the system’s dynamics, may consist in sending
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Figure 3. Instrument manager architecture

the new measurement samples only if they differ (in a given norm) from the
previous batch by more than a certain threshold.

In order to embed real telecommunication measurement instruments in the
GRIDCC framework, every instrument should be handled in a common way,
by both the user and the developer, who has to write software to manage dif-
ferent devices. According to this view, we focused our attention on the imple-
mentation of a software module that could solve this problem and, at the same
time, that could be simple to understand and to use. We have called this module
“instrument abstraction layer” (IAL).

The basic idea for creating such a module is that each device should be
identified by a proper set of variables, which can be written and read. Then,
the IAL should act as an interface between applications that use the instrument
and the driver of the instrument itself.

The IAL is written in Java language, and it implements a set of methods for
reading/writing the variables, for connecting/releasing the device and so on.
In order to use the device driver, the IAL can load one or more dynamic-link
libraries (.dll) that represent the actual device, as depicted in Figure 3.

4. INTEGRATION OF A REAL MEASUREMENT
INSTRUMENT WITHIN THE GRIDCC
REFERENCE ARCHITECTURE

Basically, to integrate a real instrument within the framework, it is necessary
to define

1. A finite state machine that controls the behavior of the framework, depend-
ing on the user’s inputs.
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2. An event handler that calls the appropriate functions, depending on the state
reached.

3. The code that implements the instrument manager. This code specifies the
right DLL to upload, the instrument address and the various operations typ-
ical of the physical instrument.

In this section we describe the exemplary integration in the framework of
the digital oscilloscope Tektronix TDS 2024. Figure 4 depicts the finite state
machine (FSM) used specifically for this oscilloscope.

Essentially, when a user accesses the IE, either through the web portal of the
framework or through the VCR, the user can initialize the instrument within
the framework: this operation will cause the publication of the parameters that
can be set on the real instrument.

In this case, parameters published for the oscilloscope are

CH2 Waveform

CH1 Waveform

CH2 ChannelVerticalOffset

Figure 4. Finite state machine of the oscilloscope’s IM
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CH1 ChannelVerticalOffset

CH2 ChannelEnabled

CH1 ChannelEnabled

CH2 ChannelVerticalRange

CH1 ChannelVerticalRange

CH2 ChannelProbeAttenuation

CH1 ChannelProbeAttenuation

Figure 5. VCR screenshot of an oscilloscope’s acquisition
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MaxAcquisitionTime

HorzTimePerRecord

EdgeTriggerSource

EdgeTriggerLevel

Moreover, in the “ready” state, the user can modify and monitor all those
parameters that have been published in the previous state.

Finally, through the “StartAcq” input, the user can make a real acquisition
with the oscilloscope; this will produce a waveform that will be graphically
visualized on the VCR.

Java code snippets illustrating the implementation of the finite state machine
and of the way a specific event is handled are reported in the Appendix.

In order to graphically view the waveforms acquired, a java applet that plots
the coordinates received from the framework over a Cartesian graph has been
added to the VCR.

Figure 5 depicts a screenshot of the VCR that plots the waveforms acquired
from both CH1 and CH2 channels of the oscilloscope.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

A number of tests were carried out in order to evaluate the performance of
the IE, aimed at controlling a telecommunication system test-bench. In detail,
our goal was to estimate (i) how many clients the IE can properly serve at
the same time and (ii) the time the IE spends serving a specific request of the
VCR. Obviously, the latter is strictly connected to the maximum throughput
sustainable by the IE in terms of data exchange between a group of devices
and a set of VCRs that have subscribed to view certain variables, describing
the behavior of the experiment.

To this purpose, a suitable experimental set-up, sketched in Figure 6, was
deployed.

The hardware adopted in the test bench (implementing the VCR and IE,
as well as the client stations) is constituted by Fujitsu Scenico 300, based
on Pentium 4 CPUs operating at 2.4 GHz. It is worth noting that, though the
hardware type (and the software implementation) obviously affects the per-
formance measures obtained, the general trend of the results that we present
would not change drastically under a different setting. In other words, by in-
creasing the CPU speed we could accommodate a larger number of clients, but
the response time would increase similarly when approaching saturation.

Through all the tests, the set-up was configured to run according to the syn-
chronous operational mode; furthermore, in order to highlight possible bottle-
necks involved just in the software elements of the IE, no real instrument was
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Figure 6. The experimental set-up used to evaluate the performance of the IE

employed: the virtual test-bench consists of a sole device that can suddenly ex-
port only an array of variables (e.g., related to the trace of an oscilloscope); in
other terms, the IE can access instrument data with no time delay. Although the
virtual instrument provides measurement data instantaneously, the IE’s compo-
nents spend a certain time to perform their tasks (finite state machine manag-
ing, data coding, packet assembling and transmission, etc.). It is evident that by
doing so we can assess only a lower bound on the time the IE needs to serve a
quite simple request (IE transaction) from the VCR. In a real test-bench, to the
time estimated above, it is necessary to add the time involved in scheduling the
actual device, the time required to send it the proper commands and the time
needed to gather and check the data provided by the instrument.

At each user station, the VCR continuously polls the IE in order to obtain
the array of data related to the virtual device. In this manner, it is possible to
estimate the time spent by the IE to serve the request of each VCR, by changing
the number of client stations involved in the experiment. Moreover, since the
total net payload (consisting of measurement data) is known, the goodput and
the related traffic load can be easily evaluated.

In detail, the experimental tests consist of some measurement campaigns:
during each campaign the response time estimated in the presence of M client
stations was achieved by averaging the times related to N consecutive IE
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transactions for each station. Then, the results obtained for each client were
further averaged, in order to evaluate the response time of the entire campaign.
For each campaign, let ΔTi j be the time spent by the jth client to complete its
ith IE transaction; then,

T =
1
M

M

∑
j=0

1
N

N

∑
i=0

ΔTi j

where T is the estimated overall average response time.
The experimental results are graphically depicted in Figures 7 and 8.

Figure 7 shows the behavior of the response time vs the number of client sta-
tions involved in the IE transactions. Specifically, the histogram reports the
averaged response time evaluated through each campaign (the first three bars
in each group of experiments) and the overall mean response time (the last bar
in each group).

Figure 8 plots the behavior of the overall mean response time vs the number
of active client stations (square marks) and the curve (dotted line) achieved by
an exponential regression based on the measured data.

It should be highlighted that the overall response time quasi-linearly in-
creases as the number of active client stations ranges from 1 to 15. At the other
extreme, if the number of clients is greater than 15, the response time dras-
tically increases and, consequently, the performance of the IE might become
inadequate for many applications, even if they need only a medium–low level
of interactivity. This behavior can be motivated by noting that beyond the limit
of 15 clients the computational burden required to manage the stations involved
in the experiment exceeds the maximum CPU capacity; in turn, this calls for a
sort of severe queuing of the “threads” that handle the IE transactions.
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Figure 7. Behavior of the response time for different numbers of active client stations
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Figure 8. Behavior of the response time vs different numbers of active client stations, and
curve achieved by an exponential regression of the estimated response time values

The results discussed above and the previous considerations affirm that
whenever a medium–high level of interactivity is needed to fruitfully carry
out an experiment and several client stations are involved, the IE operating in
“synchronous mode” cannot represent an adequate solution to remotely control
a test-bench of a laboratory. In this case, the IE should be assisted by a “dis-
patching facility”, aimed at providing an efficient “out-of-band” mechanism
to continuously update the array variables bearing data gathered from instru-
mentation to the clients. There are a number of tools that can play the role
of message dispatcher: for instance, the data socket server by National Instru-
ments can represent a possible solution, especially if the test-bench consists
of only classical instrumentation (such as oscilloscopes, multimeters, and so
on). If the communication network supports multicast and/or a heterogeneous
pool of devices are part of the laboratory, more efficient facilities may consist
of the Java Message Service (JMS) or the dispatching subsystem of the Lab-
Net Server (LNS) [5,13]. Indeed, the final implementation of the IE within the
GRIDCC project includes a JMS module, which can be efficiently employed
to dispatch frequent measurement results to a client population, on the basis of
a publish–subscribe mechanism. The analysis of this mechanism and its com-
parison with the one considered here will be the subject of further research.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we presented the design and performance evaluation of a
prototypical test-bench for telecommunication measurement instrumentation,
interacting with the Grid via the GRIDCC middleware. We have shown an
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example regarding the creation of the instrument element corresponding to
a specific device, and the performance differences between synchronous and
asynchronous operations. Future work will be aimed at investigating the per-
formance of an enhanced version of the framework, which introduces a sepa-
rate dispatcher, and at adding multiple devices with different characteristics, in
order to prove the flexibility of the adopted solution.
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APPENDIX

The code snippet that follows describes how the finite state machine of the
oscilloscope is implemented in Java.

public class StateMachineDefinition

extends UserStateMachineDefinition {

public StateMachineDefinition()

throws StateMachineDefinitionException {

// Defines the steady States

addState(States.INIT);

addState(States.READY);

addState(States.ERROR);

addState(States.SIMULATION);

// Defines the transition States

addState(States.INITIALIZING);

addState(States.RESETTING);

// Defines the inputs

addInput(Inputs.INIT);

addInput(Inputs.SETREADY);

addInput(Inputs.RESET);

addInput(Inputs.SETINITIAL);

addInput(Inputs.SETERROR);

addInput(Inputs.STARTSIM);

addInput(Inputs.STOPSIM);

...

this.setInitialState(States.INIT);

// Defines the State Transitions
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addTransition(Inputs.INIT, States.INIT,

States.INITIALIZING);

addTransition(Inputs.SETREADY, States.INITIALIZING,

States.READY);

addTransition(Inputs.STARTSIM, States.READY,

States.SIMULATION);

addTransition(Inputs.STOPSIM, States.SIMULATION,

States.READY);

addTransition(Inputs.RESET, States.READY,

States.RESETTING);

addTransition(Inputs.RESET, States.ERROR,

States.RESETTING);

addTransition(Inputs.SETINITIAL, States.RESETTING,

States.INIT);

addTransition(Inputs.SETERROR, State.ANYSTATE,

States.ERROR);

}

}

The following code shows how the event handler works in case the “Acquir-
ing” state is reached, i.e., the user has launched a data acquisition.

public EventHandler() throws EventHandlerException {

// Entered Actions

subscribeForEvents(StateEnteredEvent.class);

subscribeForEvents(ParameterSet.class);

// Adds callbacks action associated

// to a specific Function Manager State.

addAction(States.ACQUIRING,"enteredAcquiring");

...

public void enteredAcquiring(Object obj)

throws UserActionException {

if (obj instanceof StateEnteredEvent) {

try {

oscilloScopeInstrumentManager.doAcq();

logger.debug("Firing Event: " + Inputs.DONEACQ);

oscilloScopeInstrumentManager.

fireEvent(Inputs.DONEACQ);

logger.debug("Firing Event: " + Inputs.DONEACQ);

} catch(Exception e){

try {

logger.error("enteredAcquiring: " + e);

logger.error("Firing Event: " +

Inputs.SETERROR);

oscilloScopeInstrumentManager.

fireEvent(Inputs.SETERROR);
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logger.error("FireEvent: " +

Inputs.SETERROR + ‘‘ done.");

} catch (Exception e1) {

logger.error("Execute Input SETERROR FAILED");

throw new UserActionException(

"Execute Input SETERROR FAILED", e1);

}

}

}

}
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Abstract As grid technology matures the number of production grids dynamically in-
creases. The management and the optimal utilization of these grid resources
cannot be handled by the users themselves. To hide the lower level details of
grid access, grid portals have been developed. Unfortunately, today’s grid por-
tals are typically tightly coupled to one specific grid environment and do not
provide multi-grid support. The P-GRADE Portal is a workflow-oriented multi-
grid portal with the main goal to support all stages of grid workflow development
and execution processes. One very important aspect of utilizing multiple grids
within one complex scientific workflow is to interact with multiple and poten-
tially different grid brokers supported by the different grids. This paper describes
how the portal was interfaced to grid brokers to reach resources of different grids
in an automated way. This way a workflow can be brokered over several grids
based on different underlying technologies but still providing optimal utiliza-
tion of resources. To ease the addition and usage of different resource brokers,
we introduce a meta-brokering concept. With this new grid middleware compo-
nent portal users can utilize a growing number of grids for highly computation
intensive applications in the future.

∗This research work was carried out under the FP6 Network of Excellence CoreGRID funded by the Euro-
pean Commission (Contract IST-2002-004265).
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1. INTRODUCTION

End-users typically access grid resources through portals that serve as both
application developer and executor environments. As grid technology matures
the number of production grids dynamically increases. Unfortunately, today’s
grid portals are typically tightly coupled to one specific grid environment and
do not provide multi-grid support. Even if a portal is connected to multiple
grids, applications that utilize services from these grids simultaneously are not
supported. Though grids can be realized relatively easily by building a uniform
middleware layer, such as Globus [4], on top of the hardware and software re-
sources, the programming concept of such distributed systems is not obvious.
Complex problems often require the integration of several existing sequential
and parallel programs into a single application in which these codes are exe-
cuted according to a graph, called workflow. The components of the workflows
are jobs, which need to be transferred and executed on the Grid. This task re-
quires special skills, such as how to find out the actual state of the grid, how to
reach the resources, etc. To free the users from these efforts, various Resource
Brokers [9] have been developed. Though most of these brokers can be used as
stand-alone applications, connecting them with portals would provide an easier
way to utilize their features.

There are many grid workflow management systems being developed, such
as the Condor DAGMan [19], GridFlow [2] and GWES [12], which are used
by different grid portals. Pegasus [17] is a web-based grid portal. Based on
a special configuration file, filled up by the portal administrator with Globus
GRAM and GridFTP [4] site addresses, Pegasus is able to map abstract work-
flows onto physical resources. At the same time – because of the centrally
managed resource list and the single certificate the manager applies during
workflow execution – Pegasus cannot be considered a multi-grid portal. The
GridFlow portal [2] applies a more complex agent-based workflow executor
subsystem. The workflow manager of GridFlow handles workflows at two lev-
els: it manages workflows at a global grid level and schedules them at the level
of different local grids. Though it has the ability to handle brokers of different
grids, it is only coupled to the Globus middleware. In the K-Wf Grid Project
[12] the GWES is used as a workflow enactor. They use GWorkflowDL, which
is an extension of the GJobDL XML-based language that makes use of the for-
malism of Petri nets in order to describe the dynamic behavior of distributed
Grid jobs. With this approach they are able to model arbitrary algorithms, in-
cluding parallel branches or loops. It provides methods to initiate and analyze
workflows and to coordinate and optimize the execution of these workflows.
They use an own brokering service (Job Handler), which can be utilized on
their underlying Globus middlewares.
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2. THE P-GRADE PORTAL

The P-GRADE Portal [6] is a workflow-oriented multi-grid portal with the
main goal to support all stages of grid workflow development and execution
processes. It enables the graphical design of workflows created from various
types of executable components (sequential, MPI, or PVM jobs), executing
these workflows in multiple Globus-, and EGEE-based computational grids
relying on user credentials, and finally, analyzing the monitored trace-data by
its built-in visualization facilities.

Every workflow-oriented portal consists of a workflow GUI and a workflow
manager part. A P-GRADE Portal workflow is a directed acyclic graph that
connects sequential and parallel programs into an interoperating set of jobs.
The nodes of such a graph are batch jobs, while the arc connections define data
relations among these jobs. Arcs define the execution order of the jobs and
the input/output dependencies that must be resolved by the workflow manager
during execution.

The P-GRADE Portal contains a DAGMan-based [19] workflow manager
subsystem which is responsible for the scheduling of workflow components in
grids. DAGMan extended with the facilities of the P-GRADE workflow man-
ager degrades workflows into elementary file transfer and job submission tasks
and schedules the execution of these tasks. The semantics of the workflow ex-
ecution means that a node (job) of the workflow can be executed if, and only
if all of its input files are available, i.e., all the jobs that produce input files for
this job have successfully terminated, and all the other input files are available
on the Portal Server and at the pre-defined storage resources. Therefore, the
workflow describes both the control-flow and the data-flow of the application.
If all the necessary input files are available for a job, then the portal workflow
manager transfers these files – together with the binary executable – to the
computational resource where the job is allocated for execution.

3. RESOURCE MANAGEMENT THROUGH
BROKERS

One very important aspect of utilizing multiple Grids within one complex
scientific workflow is to interact with multiple and potentially different grid
brokers supported by the different Grids. The P-GRADE Portal is interfac-
ing several grid brokers to reach the resources of different grids in an auto-
mated way.

As the workflow managers do the actual job submissions, they should be
set to utilize brokers. In P-GRADE Portal DAGMan is responsible for work-
flow execution. Although it itself cannot invoke grid services, it supports
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customized grid service invocations by its pre/scheduler/postscript concept
[19]. One pre- and one postscript can be attached to every node (job) of a
DAGMan workflow. DAGMan guarantees that it first executes the pre script,
then the actual content script and finally the postscript when it reaches a work-
flow node. Consequently, the Portal Server automatically generates appropri-
ate pre, content and postscripts for every workflow node when the workflow is
saved on the server. These scripts – started by DAGMan according to the graph
structure –, invoke the GridFTP and GRAM clients to access files and start up
jobs in the connected grids. DAGMan invokes these scripts in the same way
in both single- and multi-grid configurations, however, the contents of these
portal scripts depend on the actual Grid. In general, when a broker is used
for job submission, the pre script prepares the broker utilization, the scheduler
script invokes the broker, and the postscript waits till the execution is finished.
The broker provides information about the actual job status and the postscript
notifies the portal about the status changes.

Currently the portal can utilize GTbroker [8] for Globus 2, 3 and LCG-2
grids, the WMS of the LCG-2 and gLite middlewares [11] and the broker of
NorduGrid middleware [13]. The jobs of the workflow that require EGEE ser-
vices can run on an EGEE type of grid; jobs that require only Globus services
can be mapped to resources handled by GTbroker, and finally the NorduGrid
Broker can be utilized to reach resources of the NorduGrid ARC [13]. Different
Resource Brokers usually require different user job descriptions. In the Work-
flow Editor of the portal the users can choose a broker for each job of the de-
fined workflow. According to this setting the Editor generates an RSL [4], JDL
[11], or an xRSL [13] file from the job requirements, depending on the appro-
priate broker utilization. The scheduler script of DAGMan invokes the brokers
with these descriptions. In case of Globus-based grids the file movements are
also handled by GTbroker, so the scheduler script only needs to activate and
run an instance of GTbroker. In case of EGEE WMS and NorduGrid broker,
there are special commands for tracking job states and retrieving the output
and log files, therefore, the scheduler script needs to call these services, too.

In case of remote files only the EGEE brokers use a so-called “close to file”
policy: it means they try to place the job to a resource, which is the nearest
to the location of its remote input files. Since none of these brokers handle
remote file transfers, the portal workflow manager solves this problem again
based on DAGMan services. DAGMan submits a wrapper script as the exe-
cutable, carrying all the job files and descriptions. After this script is started
on the selected computing resource, it handles the remote input file transfers
and – after the real job execution – the remote output file transfers between
the storage elements and the actual computing element. With this solution all
kinds of file transfers can be carried out during broker utilization. This solution
was described in detail for supporting MPI applications in [3].
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Figure 1. Multiple broker utilization

Figure 1 shows, how multiple broker utilization is carried out in the
P-GRADE Portal. In this way a workflow can be brokered over several grids
based on different underlying grid technologies and still providing optimal uti-
lization of resources.

4. META-BROKERING APPROACH

Utilizing the existing, widely used and reliable resource brokers and man-
aging interoperability among them could be new point of view in resource
management. As we have seen in the previous section the P-GRADE Portal is
able to connect to and exploit various brokers in order to reach resources of dif-
ferent middlewares. Users usually have certificates to access more VOs. A new
problem arises in this situation: which VO, which broker to choose for my spe-
cific application? Just like users needed Resource Brokers to choose proper re-
sources within a VO, now they need a Meta-Brokering service to decide which
broker (and VO) is the best for them and also to hide the differences of utilizing
them. The solution of this problem is particularly important when a workflow
is executed as a parameter sweep application. Without a Meta-Broker the user
(portal) is not able to dynamically and evenly distribute the various workflow
runs among the connected VOs [7]. Figure 2 introduces the proposed architec-
ture of a Meta-Broker that enables the users to access resources of different
grids through their own brokers.

There are five major parts of this architecture. The Translator components
are responsible for translating the resource specification language of the user
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Figure 2. Meta-Broker architecture

to the resource specification language of the appropriate broker that the Meta-
Broker selects to invoke. As we have seen in Section 3, different brokers use
different resource specification languages like RSL, JDL, etc. The GGF has
already developed a resource specification languages standard called JSDL [5].
As the JSDL is general enough to describe jobs of different grids and brokers,
we have chosen this to be the language of the Meta-Broker. The Meta-Broker
will accept the JSDL, and it is the task of the Translator components to translate
JSDL to RSL, JDL, and so on. Once a broker will be capable of supporting
the JSDL standard, the corresponding Translator will be removed from the
Meta-Broker.

Besides describing user jobs, we also need to describe resource brokers in
order to make difference among them. These brokers have various features for
supporting different user needs. These needs should be able to be expressed in
the users’ JSDL and identified by the Meta-Broker for each corresponding bro-
ker. Therefore we propose a Broker Property Description Language (BPDL)
[10] – similarly to the JSDL –, to store metadata about brokers. These two
kinds of languages are used by the Meta-Broker to communicate with the in-
ner and outer world.

The Information Collector stores the data of the reachable brokers and his-
torical data of the previous submissions. This information shows whether the
chosen broker is available, or how reliable its services are. The previously in-
troduced languages are used for matching the user requests to the description
of the interconnected brokers, which is the role of the Matchmaker component.
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During broker utilization the successful submissions and failures are tracked,
and regarding these events a rank is modified for each special attribute in the
BPDL of the appropriate broker. The JSDL contains the user request – sup-
posed to be an exact specification of the user’s job, using the extended at-
tributes. The load of the resources behind the brokers is also taken into account
to help the Matchmaker to select the proper environment for the actual job.
When too many similar jobs are needed to be handled by the Meta-Broker the
so-called “best effort” matchmaking may flood a broker and its grid. That is the
main reason, why load balancing is an important issue. In order to cope with
this problem, there are IS Agents in the Information Collector, which regularly
check the load of the underlying grids of each connected resource broker, and
store this data. The IS Agents are connected to the public Information Systems
of the grids in order to get an overview of the whole grid load. With this ex-
tra information the matchmaking process can adapt to the load of the utilized
grids. In case of EGEE grids it is connected to the BDIIs [11] of the appro-
priate VOs. In the query an IS Agent gets the stored data of all the available
resources, and computes a load percentage that is stored in the database of the
Information Collector.

During matchmaking the following steps are taken to find the fittest broker:

The Matchmaker compares the JSDL of the actual job to the BPDL of the
registered resource brokers. First the basic attributes are matched against
the basic properties: this selection determines a group of brokers that are
able to submit the job.

In the second phase those brokers are kept, which are able to fulfill the
special requirement attributes of the job (these capabilities are looked up
from the BPDL).

Finally a priority list of the remaining brokers is created taking into account
the ranks (stored for the requested features) and the load of the underlying
grid of each broker. The first resource broker is chosen from the list.

Two different scenarios can be done with our proposed Meta-Broker. The
first one allows the users or portals to invoke and track the connected brokers
themselves. In this case only the JSDL document of a job needs to be submit-
ted to the Meta-Broker, and it responds with the name of the matched broker
and the translated job description (or with a message that none of the registered
brokers is able to fulfill the specified job requirements). Finally the user/portal
needs to provide the result of the actual job submission for the Meta-Broker
(to modify the broker property ranks). This limited operation is useful for sys-
tems that already have reliable connections to resource brokers and would like
to use this service as broker-filtering and inter-grid load balancing. Currently
these issues are not taken into account in grid portals. Even multi-grid access
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is rarely supported, where the users need to choose from a list of resource
brokers. Furthermore this scenario can be achieved with minimal adaptation
efforts and requires less data transfers.

In the second scenario the utilization of the resource brokers is done by the
Meta-Broker. The Invokers are broker-specific components, they communicate
with the interconnected brokers, invoking them with job requests and collect-
ing the results. Data handling is also an important task of this component. After
the user uploaded the job, proxy and input files to the Meta-Broker, the Match-
maker component tries to find a proper broker for the request. If no good bro-
ker was found, the request is rejected, otherwise the JSDL is translated to the
language of the selected broker. The responsible Invoker takes care of transfer-
ring the necessary files to the selected grid environment. After job submission
it stages back the output files and upgrades the historical data stored in the In-
formation Collector with the log of the utilized broker. The core component of
the Meta-Broker is responsible for managing the communication (information
and data exchange) among the other components. The communication to the
outer world is also done by this part through its web-service interface.

The user’s job description is independent from the execution environment,
and the Meta-Broker does not need to know how to access resources of dif-
ferent grids. It is the task of the interconnected brokers to perform the actual
job submissions and to find the best resource within their scopes (the VOs they
have access to). The Meta-Broker only needs to communicate with the users
(via its web-service interface) and the brokers (via the Invokers). In this sense
meta-brokering stands for brokering over resource brokers instead of resources.

5. CONCLUSIONS

By exploiting the advanced workflow management features of the P-
GRADE portal and the brokering functions of the interconnected resource bro-
kers, users can develop and execute multi-grid workflows in a convenient en-
vironment [6]. Users who have access to several VOs can create multi-grid
workflows that reach resources from different grids. Furthermore, the execu-
tion is carried out in an efficient, brokered way within each connected grid. The
current version of P-GRADE portal (release 2.4.1) supports the following bro-
kers: GTbroker for Globus 2, 3 and LCG-2 grids, the WMS of the LCG-2 and
gLite middlewares and the broker of NorduGrid middleware. With the integra-
tion of these grid brokers the overwhelming majority of existing production
grids is supported by the P-GRADE portal.

P-GRADE Portal [16] has been already connected to several European grids
(LHC Grid [11], UK NGS [24], EU GridLab testbed [1], UK OGSA test-
bed [23], SwissGrid [21]) and several US grids (Open Science Grid [14] and
TeraGrid [22]). P-GRADE Portal serves as the official portal for several
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production grids like SEE-GRID [18], VOCE [25] and HunGrid [20]. As
P-GRADE the only portal that can support real multi-grid utilization so far,
it has been chosen to be the resource-testing portal [15] of GIN (Grid Interop-
erability Now) VO.

Recently P-GRADE portal was extended with parameter sweep execution
management of workflows [7]. This new and eagerly waited feature raised the
need for dynamic, well-balanced distribution of workflows and workflow com-
ponents among several grids. In order to fulfill this requirement we introduced
the concept of meta-brokering service and showed in the paper how such a
service can be realized based on the latest OGF standards. The Meta-Broker
itself is a stand-alone web service that can serve both users and portals. The de-
sign and the abstract architecture of the Grid Meta-Broker Architecture enable
a higher level brokering by utilizing resource brokers of different grid mid-
dlewares. The introduced meta-brokering approach opens a new way for grid
interoperability support.
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Abstract Computing Grids are hardware and software infrastructures that support secure
sharing and concurrent access to distributed services by a large number of com-
peting users from different virtual organizations. Concurrency can easily lead
to overload and resource shortcomings in large-scale Grid infrastructures, as to-
day’s Grids do not offer differentiated services. We propose a framework for
supporting quality of service guarantees via both reservation and discovery of
best-effort services based on the matchmaking of application requirements and
quality of service performance profiles of the candidate services. We illustrate
the middleware components needed to support both strict and loose guaran-
tees and the performance assessment techniques for the discovery of suitable
services.

1. INTRODUCTION

Quality of service (QoS) is a broad term that is used, in this context, to
denote the level of performance that a given client experiences when invoking
an operation on a remote server. QoS support refers to the possibility of a given
service instance to offer a performance level that satisfies the requirements of
a given client.
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QoS support is of paramount importance given the inherent shared nature of
Grid services, and the limited capabilities of hardware and software resources
available to satisfy client requests. In this environment, an aggressive best-
effort usage of services can result in denial of service problems, as the non-
policed use of services is against their effective provision. The more recent ef-
forts for integration of scientific instrumentation, and the related requirements
for high availability and responsiveness, urge for the support of differentiated
services.

QoS requirements can be of many different kinds, taking under consider-
ation the heterogeneous nature of Grid resources which the applications uti-
lize. The support of QoS requirements needs the adoption of specific enforce-
ment techniques in the service backend. Exclusive access typically requires
resource-locking techniques, while other types of QoS parameters, such as re-
sponsiveness, are dependent on a number of different factors - both static and
dynamic - such as the client and server physical location, the status of the
communication infrastructure, the client/server implementations, the type of
operation invoked, the number of concurrent clients served.

We propose a framework which supports two complementary types of guar-
antees: strict, involving digital contracts, and loose, implying best-effort usage
based on statistical assumptions. First, we address the problem of establishing
agreements (digital contracts) in Section 2 and the problem of delivering QoS
guarantees for atomic tasks that need to be executed instantly in Section 3.
Following, we analyze a list of performance metrics for loose QoS in Section
4 defined on the basis of the requirements of interactive applications, and pro-
pose their composition in Section 5. We continue to provide a framework for
publishing and archiving relevant information in Section 6. Finally, we present
a preliminary prototype in Section 7 and related work in Section 8. We con-
clude the chapter and elaborate on future work in Section 9.

2. STRICT GUARANTEES

The application of a specific QoS level to a Grid task requires the negotia-
tion and establishment of a contract, named Service Level Agreement (SLA),
between the customer or proxy and the service provider. A SLA quantitatively
defines the performance level for the service requested and the obligations for
the parties involved in the contract. The SLA is typically specified through a
template containing both quantitative and qualitative information. In particu-
lar, a SLA specification supplies administrative information (e.g., the identity
of the entities involved in the contract and the penalties applicable to the parties
when the SLA guarantees are not honored), whereas the Service Level Spec-
ification (SLS) is a set of attributes and values describing the profile of the
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requested performance level [2]. Strict guarantees require the establishment of
such a formal agreement via signalling and negotiation. This process involves
both service consumers and service providers.

The Grid Resource Allocation and Agreement Protocol Working Group
(GRAAP-WG) of the Open Grid Forum (OGF) proposes an architecture for
grid SLA signaling comprising two functional levels: the agreement layer and
the service provider layer [11]. The agreement layer implements the commu-
nication protocol used to exchange information about SLAs between the cus-
tomer and the service provider, and it is responsible for ensuring that the SLA
guarantees are enforced by a suitable service provider. In addition, the agree-
ment layer exposes information about types of service and the related SLA
templates offered, processes agreement creation requests to check the compli-
ance of the so-called agreement offers (i.e., the SLA requests), and handles
well-formed requests to the service provider layer. An agreement is success-
fully created if the corresponding guarantees can be enforced by one or more
service providers, which are also responsible for supervising the status of their
resource pools. Then the service provider layer concerns the terms, i.e., the
content of the agreement, which binds the entities involved.

Reservation and allocation in Grids can be assisted by existing resource
management capabilities. In this paper, we address the problem of the support
of resource-independent agreement signaling by Grid workload and resource
management services (WMS), and we describe a prototype implementation de-
veloped in the framework of the GRIDCC and EGEE EU projects. The WMS
comprises a set of middleware components responsible for the distribution and
management of tasks across Grid resources and services. In this context, the
term resource refers to fabric-layer facilities, e.g., computing farms, data stor-
age systems, and networking infrastructures. Conversely, we use the term ser-
vice to refer to a general service instance regardless of the provided function-
ality level with respect to the Grid service architecture.

2.1 SLA Signaling

We propose an approach to SLA signaling based on the instrumentation of
the WMS and on the availability of a new collective service, which is called the
Agreement Service (AS). Resource broker instrumentation is needed in order
to provide the capability of handling the allocation and reservation of Grid re-
sources. The WMS supports the SLA-signaling phase, the discovery of service
instances supporting the user’s requirements based on data available within the
Grid Information System (IS), and the monitoring of SLAs.

We borrow the notations of Agreement Initiator, Agreement Offer and Ser-
vice Provider from the WS-Agreement proposed specification of the OGF.
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Figure 1. Agreement Service and the other components of the proposed architecture

In particular, as we focus on reservation and allocation, in this context
the provider is called Reservation and Allocation Service Provider (RASP).
The proposed architecture is shown in Figure 1, which details the interactions
between the above components. Four types of resources are shown: the Com-
puting Element (CE), the Storage Element (SE), the network (Network Service
Access Point [3]) and the Instrument Element (IE) [5].

RASPs are fabric-layer resource-specific services that are responsible for
the management of the availability of the local resource over time, for admis-
sion control based on the involved infrastructure’s policies, for the control of
the satisfiability of each authorized incoming requests and, finally, for the en-
forcement of the guarantees. We propose each reservation-capable resource to
be associated to an individual RASP instance. User’s resource requirements
and preferences are part of the SLS and they consequently need to be spec-
ified as a list of Service Description and Guarantee Terms. We identify four
term categories: general attributes (type of task requested and corresponding
functionality), time attributes (information about the start time, end time and
duration of the reservation), functionality attributes (reservation-specific infor-
mation) and guarantee attributes (definition of the QoS profile).

The agreement initiator is the entity which triggers the SLA-signaling pro-
cess. In our scenario, users, applications or grid middleware components can
be initiators provided that the identity of the resources to be involved in the
SLA signaling is known. If available, this identity is defined in the SLA, and
the allocation and reservation task can be submitted directly to the AS. While
direct negotiation with the AS is possible, nevertheless, very frequently users
have no a priori knowledge of the grid infrastructure. When this applies, we
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propose the allocation and reservation task to be submitted to the WMS in or-
der to take advantage of its discovery capabilities. After the submission the
WMS determines both the RASPs, which can satisfy the task requirements,
and the AS’s, which are capable of supporting the corresponding RASP inter-
faces. This happens through the use of resource details fed by the RASPs into
the IS. In this scenario, the WMS has the agreement initiator role and acts on
behalf of the user or application.

When the AS receives an offer, it initially checks SLA compliance to the ap-
propriate corresponding template, it extracts attributes from the SLA request
and, finally, it dispatches them to a number of RASPs by invoking the appro-
priate interface. A given agreement can be successfully created only if one or
more RASPs (depending on the nature of the agreement) accepted the respon-
sibility of providing the guarantees associated with it.

2.2 Agreement Service

The AS is the novel service component that provides SLA management ca-
pabilities to the WMS. We propose the AS to be responsible for interacting
with the agreement initiator (as a server) and with the RASPs (as a client)
which can satisfy the initiator’s request. In particular, the AS accepts agree-
ment offers from initiators and is responsible for compliance checking as well
as for the interaction with one or more RASPs in case of success. The AS
exposes RASP capabilities through agreement templates [11]. The template
is the SLA skeleton and includes a list of creation constraints applicable to
the SLS. The templates advertised by one AS explicitly define the types of ser-
vice the agreement service can handle, and consequently depend on the service
providers the AS interacts with.

The AS can perform negotiation in order to assist initiators during the es-
tablishment of SLS whose characteristics depend on the current status of the
RASP. For every well-formed offer, SLS attributes are translated to low-level
RASP-specific terms according to the RASP interface. Finally, the AS supplies
information about the status of agreements under negotiation and the attributes
of the agreements successfully established.

3. LOOSE GUARANTEES

The provisioning of loose guarantees consists of the capability of clients
to select service providers that, on a statistical basis, exhibit a best-effort QoS
profile which meets the client’s requirements. In this case, service discovery re-
lies on the monitoring of critical performance parameters over time. Gathered
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results combined with appropriate statistical estimation methods can assist
clients and schedulers during the selection phase.

Loose guarantees are delivered on a best-effort basis, and for this reason,
they do not require the prior establishment of a SLA and the consequent
negotiation of a contract. If consumers experience a service level that con-
tradicts the past QoS profile exhibited by the service providers, compensation,
adaptation and/or other self-healing operations are needed to cope with re-
quirements that are not met in practice.

The usefulness of this approach lies in the requirements of lightweight in-
teractive applications, which may be more easily addressed in a best-effort
fashion via discovery and prediction of performance in the future. The perfor-
mance experienced when invoking an operation on a remote service instance
can largely benefit from the availability of loose guarantees, as it depends on
a large number of factors. For example, asynchronous operations typically just
exchange one-way messages from the client to the server, while synchronous
operations imply the additional issuing of a reply message back to the client.
Thus, the client/server interaction profile typically depends on the network path
connecting the client and the server, and the processing overhead during the
entire messaging process at both ends, this including request/reply message
composition/decomposition and processing.

We propose a novel architecture and methodology for the delivery of loose
guarantees, which relies on three functional components.

Monitoring: the availability of distributed sensors for the monitoring of the
QoS performance profile of various Grid infrastructure components, both at
the fabric and at the resource layer;

Publishing: data gathered from the sensors must be made available to dis-
tributed consumers;

Discovery: the availability of service discovery engines is required to allow
clients to select the most appropriate service instance(s), by comparing the
QoS profiles of the services of interest to the client requirements. Discovery
and scheduling services used when selecting adequate service providers and
agreement responders in case of strict guarantees can be easily extended to
support this.

The provisioning of loose guarantees thus requires the complementing of
the Grid middleware described in Section 2 with additional functional compo-
nents. Consequently, the sections which follow will focus on the problem of
information gathering and publishing.

We can identify a number of different stages in the process of completing
a typical Web services-based client–server interaction, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Decomposition of a synchronous operation

REQ refers to the request message exchanged during a session, RES identi-
fies the corresponding response message, C represents the client side and S
represents the server side of the interaction.

1. t0t1 (Message Generation Delay, mgd): composition of the request message
REQ is taking place on the client side.

2. t1t2 (Message Transport Delay, mtd): REQ is being dispatched by the com-
munication infrastructure connecting C to S.

3. t2t3 (Message Processing Delay, mpd): REQ is de-composed by S.

4. t3t4 (Execution Time, et): the operation called is being executed.

5. t4t5 (Response Message Generation Delay, rmgd): at this stage composition
of the response message RES takes place.

6. t5t6 (Response Message Transport Delay, rmtd): it is the one-way delay ex-
perienced by the RES message after being issued by S in order to be trans-
mitted by the network to C.

7. t6t7 (Response Message Processing Delay, rmpd): RES is de-composed
by C.

8. t7t8 (Response Client-side Processing Time, rcpt): C processes the response
message and acts accordingly. This component is not taken into account, as
is also the case with t3t4.

Composition and de-composition delays can be measured with hooks in
modern service stacks, while networking delays can be measured with exist-
ing tools from the networking world. Different Grid infrastructure components
contribute in the various stages identified above, for this reason we propose the
estimation of end-to-end performance via the individual monitoring of each
part (network, clients and servers), and the composition of the measurements
gathered. The metrics of relevance and the composition methodology are de-
scribed in what follows.
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4. END-TO-END PERFORMANCE ESTIMATION

In our framework, the computation of the expected QoS service profiles
is required in order to support the selection of the Grid services with good
chances to meet the client QoS requirements. The estimation of a QoS profile is
based on the constant monitoring of three fundamental aspects. First, network
performance needs to be probed by specific network sensors that are distributed
over the network infrastructure of interest. Second, we propose the monitoring
of performance at the client side, as this component affects the time needed
to construct a request message in the first place and, if applicable, to process
reply messages from the invoked service. Finally, performance needs to be
analyzed also at the server end, being the server a component that contributes
to determine both the time needed to process a given request messages from
remote clients and the time needed to construct reply messages. In this frame-
work, the time needed to process a specific operation is not considered, as it is
highly specific to the type of operation and the input parameters supplied to it.

4.1 Performance Metrics

The main components contributing to end-to-end performance are network
paths, clients and servers. In this framework, the actual metrics that need to
be subject to monitoring for loose guarantee support, necessarily depend on
the application requirements considered. Starting from a set of requirements
from applications for computing and instrument Grids, we have worked out a
list of relevant metrics and defined different measurement approaches that are
applicable to different metric categories [6].

Network performance metrics. Several network performance metrics can
be relevant to the estimation of some Grid service performance parameters.

Message one-way delay (RFC2679) from the node-hosting client C to the
node-hosting server S is of paramount importance, as it affects the comple-
tion and response time of a given operation. Measurement of one-way delay
requires accurate clock synchronization in the client C and in the server S.

Round-trip Delay also known as round trip time (RTT) (RFC2681) comple-
ments one-way delay and corresponds to the time span from the instant when
a given message is sent to the time when that message is received.

Throughput is particularly relevant in scenarios where applications require
the exchange of large amounts of data. Achievable throughput is the average
volume of application data that can be exchanged over time from C to S. The
availability of achievable throughput [9] estimations, in combination with in-
formation about the file size to be exchanged, can help with the computation
of the time needed to transfer the file from C to S.
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Finally, IP Packet Delay Variation (IPDV, RFC3393) quantifies the variation
of one-way delay for two subsequent IP packets. IPDV is critical for interactive
and video/audio-streaming applications, whose performance is optimized in
case of low IPDV.

Service metrics. The performance of a stand-alone service can be quantified
via a number of metrics, all contributing in a complementary fashion to the
estimation of the performance level which can be expected by a client when
interacting with a given service. Several of these metrics strictly depend on a
number factors, such as message size and its level of complexity, the type of
operation invoked. In the list of metrics which follows, S denotes a generic
server, while C the client.

Availability: we define it to be the parameter which expresses the probability
that S can be effectively invoked by C at a given time. High availability is
an indication of service robustness.

Accessibility: it denotes the probability that S can receive a request and return
a response message. Essentially, this shows how well a service scales with
an increasing number of consumers C. S can be available (serving some
clients) but not accessible (rejecting or failing to serve additional requests).

Completion Time: given t – the time at which the composition (for example,
its serialization if the Web Services technology is used) of a message starts
in C, and T – the instant when the execution of the operation O triggered
by the message, finishes at the server end, we define Completion Time
CT (C,S,O, t) and the time interval (tT ). In other terms, considering the op-
eration decomposition introduced in Section 3, CT (C,S,O, t) = t0t4. Mea-
surement of CT requires clock synchronization at both the client and the
server.

Response Time: given t – the time at which the composition (for example, its
serialization if the Web Services technology is used) of a message starts
in C; and T – the time when the processing of the corresponding response
message is terminated by C, Response Time RT (C,S,O, t) is the time in-
terval (tT ), or equivalently RT (C,S,O, t) = t0t8. RT is only applicable to
synchronous operations, as RT takes into account the network latencies in
both directions (C to S and S to C), while the Completion Time is only
dependent on one-way delay and processing time at S).

4.2 Measurements Methodology

Network monitoring frameworks generally rely on a set of distributed sen-
sors for the gathering of raw data, which is accomplished by end-to-end and/or
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edge-to-edge probing sessions. End-to-end measurements require the hosting
of the sensors in customer networks, whereas edge-to-edge measurements refer
to one or more network transit domains, and require the installation of sensors
in network Points of Presence at the edge of provider’s domains, giving the
possibility to monitor the various intermediate network segments that compose
an end-to-end path. The metrics that can be gathered in the two scenarios are
complementary. The problem of client–server performance monitoring is ad-
dressed by adopting the data gathered by nearby network sensors as reference
values.

The performance metrics described earlier in the text can be appropriately
estimated via various methodologies at different levels of complexity.

Availability: When estimating availability, service performance has to take
into account the quality of network connectivity experienced by the ser-
vice. Monitoring of connectivity for every client–server pair is infeasible for
scalability reasons, hence, we propose availability to be directly measured
and logged by the service’s clients. For every client–server communication
successfully established on a socket-layer level, we propose the event to be
logged and published according to the type of information service in use.

Accessibility: If a service is accessible, then operations can complete success-
fully. This event can be monitored differently for synchronous and asyn-
chronous operations. In the former case, a response message is returned,
and the successful completion can be logged and published, if the client re-
ceives a well-formed response message directly or indirectly indicating suc-
cess, whereas completion of an asynchronous operation for a given client C
needs to be recorded and notified at the server.

Completion Time: Measuring interval t0t4, needed to estimate CT , is intrin-
sically difficult due to the requirement for clock synchronization between
clients and services. Furthermore, operations experience different CT val-
ues, depending on the input and the type of operation. Because of this,
we request a server to expose a “dummy” (empty) method for every time-
critical operation, whose request processing overhead is null. For empty
operations CT can be accurately approximated to the time interval t0t3, and
the response processing time t3t4 can be neglected, as CT is reduced to the
time for constructing, transferring and de-composing the request message:

CT = t0t1 + t1t2 + t2t3

Response Time: Response Time RT , corresponding to the time interval t0t8, is
approximated by means of empty operations as described for parameter CT :

RT = t0t3 + t4t7
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5. METRIC COMPOSITION

While availability and accessibility can be measured relatively easily, ac-
curacy of temporal metrics estimation is in general more difficult due to the
reasons elaborated earlier, relevant to lack of clock synchronization. Unfor-
tunately, a number of additional constraints come into play when estimating
some of the metrics, such as CT and RT . First, the computation of one-way
delay for every (C,S) pair via active measurements is infeasible for scalability
reasons, and this requires the approximation of actual one-way delay to the
value measured by nearby sensors. More important, both CT and RT vary ac-
cording to the input sets considered, and forecasting is an additional source
of inaccuracy. We propose CT and RT to be estimated via the composition
of various estimated time intervals. In particular, time intervals mentioned in
Section 3 are individually measured and then combined together. The accuracy
achieved by this metric composition is currently under testing. We are con-
sidering a technique to model temporal overheads based on the Monte Carlo
approach and application of Central Limit Theorem [4, 13]. The Central Limit
Theorem states that the mean of any set of random variables with arbitrary dis-
tributions, having a finite mean and variance and defined on the same probabil-
ity space, tends to the normal distribution. Moreover, if the Probability Density
Function (PDF) is known, then finite integration could be performed to obtain
tighter bounds.

6. INFORMATION PUBLISHING AND ARCHIVING

As explained in Section 4, different types of metrics are probed and pub-
lished by various sensors in the infrastructure. The clients measure avail-
ability, accessibility for synchronous operations, message generation de-
lay and response message processing delay. The services do the same for
message-processing delay, response message generation delay, accessibility
for asynchronous operations and completion time variation. The network
probes measure message transport delay (simulated by message one-way de-
lay), response message transport delay (also simulated by message one-way
delay), IPDV and achievable bandwidth. Monitoring data are published by
these producers, namely the clients with QoS requirements, servers and net-
work sensors, as shown in Figure 3. Information is gathered in a repository,
and the information consumers are the Grid middleware components that need
to discover services matching the QoS requirements specified by client appli-
cations.

Monitoring data can be populated using a central or a distributed repository,
and a push or a pull model, or a combination of the two. The most common
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Figure 3. QoS performance information publishing and consuming

approaches are that of a central repository to which sensors push monitoring
data, and that of a publish/subscribe mechanism where each client is subscrib-
ing for notifications from the services which are of interest, with each such
service pushing data to the client whenever there is such a need.

7. PROTOTYPE

A prototype is being implemented to demonstrate the feasibility of the de-
scribed framework. To this moment, it supports strict guarantees, with loose
guarantees support being under development. It contains two components: the
WMS and an Agreement Service with storage and instrument reservation tem-
plates exposed. This AS is the client of a Storage Element (SE) exposing a
Storage Resource Management (SRM) 2.1 [7] interface, as well as an Instru-
ment Element (IE) using a custom, novel interface for instrument reservations.
The implementation of the web service part of the AS was based on the open
source gSOAP v.2.7 toolkit [14]. The resulting AS (both the client and the
server side) are entirely based on the WS-Agreement XML schema defini-
tions. The operations exposed by the AS are similar to the Agreement Factory
ones defined in [11]; however, the prototype WSDL exposed by the AS does
not fully comply with the standard, as it is not currently based on the WS-
Resource Framework [10].
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8. RELATED WORK

Relevant work in the field of QoS for Web services and Grid Computing has
taken place, by exploring different approaches.

In [1], the authors propose a framework that allows QoS criteria to be spec-
ified as part of a service interface, thus enabling service selection based on
QoS profiles of candidate services. The framework defines three QoS layers
with metrics similar to ours: the application layer (availability, accessibility,
security, etc.), the middleware layer (resource requirements) and the network
layer (networking QoS). All monitoring is performed by an Application QoS
Manager (AQoSM) on every service execution invocation, where this includes
the creation of sandboxes, transfer of data and execution startup. Thus, client-
related delays are not included in the aggregate values that are archived and
used to extract the QoS profile of a service. It is interesting to note that, again,
execution time of the job is not measured (similarly to our framework not mea-
suring operation execution time).

In [12], the author proposes a service discovery model which also takes QoS
(non-functional) requirements as input, similarly to what has been mentioned
up to this point. More specifically, the proposed framework includes roles for
service providers, service consumers and QoS certifiers, as well as UDDI ex-
tentions to hold relevant information. The basic idea is that when a service is
registered into the UDDI registry and claims a specific QoS level for itself,
then the QoS certifier actually verifies these claims for correctness. The paper
continues to define the new structures required and finishes with a list of QoS
attributes, similar to the ones defined in our work.

In both cases, extensions to WSDL and UDDI are proposed. This is dif-
ferent from our work where such extensions are not suggested for reasons of
compliance to current standards.

In [8], the authors propose a dynamic QoS registry and computation model
for Web Services selection. The measurements are taken, similarly to our work,
as a mixture of information sampled by either the service consumer or the ser-
vice producer, depending on the metric which is being measured. In certain
cases, it is the end-user herself that may provide the QoS feedback. The au-
thors do not include availability or accessibility metrics, but rather cost, execu-
tion time, reputation (reliability), transaction support, compensation rate and
penalty rate.

9. CONCLUSIONS

We presented a QoS framework for computing Grids, with emphasis on
Web Services-based middleware implementations, which aims at supporting
Grid sessions with various types of specific QoS requirements. The proposed
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framework relies on two complementary approaches. The former is designed
to provide QoS guarantees on a deterministic basis, and relies on a novel Grid
service, the Agreement Service, for SLA signaling. Conversely, the latter is
a lightweight approach delivering probabilistic QoS guarantees for those use
cases which cannot afford the additional delay of deterministic QoS enforcing
techniques. Loose QoS guarantees are based on archived performance infor-
mation and statistical models. Therefore, we propose an architecture for pub-
lishing of monitoring data, which is integrated with a QoS-aware Grid service
for workload management, namely the workload management system. Several
QoS performance metrics for network and Grid service profile characterization
are defined starting from a number of application use cases for computing and
instrument Grids, and a metric composition approach is presented for the esti-
mation of some of the temporal QoS metrics of interest in the paper. Finally,
preliminary implementation work is presented.
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Abstract Cooperative knowledge spaces create new potentials for the experimental fields
in natural sciences and engineering because they enhance the accessibility of
experimental setups through virtual laboratories and remote technology, open-
ing them for collaborative and distributed usage. A concept for extending ex-
isting virtual knowledge spaces for the means of the technological disciplines
(“ViCToR-Spaces” – Virtual Cooperation in Teaching and Research for Mathe-
matics, Natural Sciences and Engineering) is presented. The integration of net-
worked virtual laboratories and remote experiments will be described.

1. INTRODUCTION

Focusing on the social aspects of communication, coordination and coop-
eration, cooperative knowledge spaces possess a high potential to support the
learning, teaching and research processes at universities by means of new me-
dia and new technologies. “ViCToR-Spaces”, currently under development at
Technische Universität Berlin, focus on the enhancement of virtual cooperation
in teaching and research, in the fields of mathematics, natural sciences and en-
gineering, presenting novel collaborative working environments for knowledge
acquisition and research as well as supporting natural forms of scientific and
technological cooperations.

Cooperative knowledge spaces use a generalized “room metaphor” [4] as a
guideline. They provide a virtual meeting point where interaction, communica-
tion and collaboration take place. The environment as a whole is defined by the
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combination of its dynamically linked objects, i.e., members, documents, tools
and services [7]. Hence, the design of those components and the way they are
linked is the key issue to successful cooperation and knowledge acquisition.

eLearning and eResearch environments can be categorized into two main
types. Within content-oriented system architectures, the content defines the
center point of the system design; communicative and cooperative scenarios
are (missing or) developed around the content objects. In community-oriented
system architectures, communication and cooperation processes, as well as
workflows between the users, are the main focus of the system design, while
content objects are embedded into the cooperation infrastructure. As of now,
content-oriented systems present the more “common” approach, forming the
basis of most eLearning platforms currently available. Community-oriented
systems can be regarded as part of the research field of computer-supported
cooperative work/learning (CSCW/CSCL) [1, 11]. Within this approach, so-
cial processes, represented by communication, coordination and cooperation,
form the basis for successful knowledge acquisition in education, as well as
in research. Since this view is becoming increasingly accepted for computer-
supported models of education and scientific work, community-oriented sys-
tems are currently under intense development.

Experiments play a vital role in natural and engineering sciences, thus their
presence in the form of virtual and remote laboratories in a cooperative knowl-
edge environment is strongly desirable. We will have a closer look at coop-
eratively performed experiments in Section 4.2, explaining why they are so
essential to ViCToR-Spaces.

2. RELATED WORK

A wide variety of CSCW and CSCL environments has been developed dur-
ing the last 15 years and many noteworthy results have been achieved. Generic
cooperative knowledge space platforms following the room metaphor include
opensTeam [7] and CURE [6]. opensTeam and CURE likewise are based on
the concept of virtual rooms which serve as shared workspaces for user groups
and as meeting places for students and teachers. Both platforms support shared
viewing, exchanging and re-arranging of items, links between them and dis-
cussions between users. In both platforms, new items may be created either by
upload or using a built-in wiki engine. Moreover, both opensTeam and CURE
facilitate spontaneous forming of groups by providing awareness information
and by managing access permissions on rooms and documents. Both platforms
are being developed actively and are available under an open source license.

Since presently CURE adheres more closely toward established standards
and already provides a basic support for mathematical notations throughout its
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components, it is used as a technological basis to implement the first prototype
of the ViCToR-Spaces concept.

The Virtual Math Teams [14] project (VMT) addresses virtual cooperation
in the field of mathematics. Its most outstanding component is the ConcertChat
system, which combines a (virtual) shared whiteboard and a chat. These syn-
chronous forms of communication and cooperation are in the main focus of
the VMT project. Asynchronous cooperation, however, lies outside the scope
of VMT; rather, it is one objective of the MathForum project which VMT is
embedded into. Then again, MathForum only supports ASCII-based circum-
scriptions of mathematical formulae, i.e., xˆ2 for x2, etc.

Thus, the specific requirements for cooperative knowledge spaces for math-
ematics and natural sciences [2] are not – or only rudimentally – supported by
the systems presented in this section. This is probably the main reason for why
there are still no satisfactory developments promoting community building and
virtual cooperation in those disciplines.

3. THE CONCEPT OF VIRTUAL ROOMS

Most community-based systems follow a room-based approach, as it sup-
ports synchronous as well as asynchronous and mixed scenarios of cooperative
learning [13]. These systems are composed of multiple rooms offering differ-
ent functions. The function of a room derives from the number and character
of the room’s users, the attached tools and the assigned rights in the room. Dif-
ferent combinations of these components form different types of rooms (see
Figure 1). Following this principle, it is possible to design and create rooms
for work groups, rooms with teaching material or laboratories with special vir-
tual equipment, according to the respective requirements. The users of such a
system can decide on their own if they want to work in cooperation with other
users or if they just want to solve tasks and study in their own work rooms. In
addition, there is the possibility to build rooms as a mandatory element of a
lecture series. Students will have to pass some of the rooms (e.g., a laboratory)
on their way through a seminar before the successful completion of the lecture
series is accepted.

Special function rooms such as a room solely for teaching material or for a
laboratory provide a clearly arranged structure of offered learning units in con-
trast to rooms containing all material of a complex lecture series. For example,
a course consisting of a lecture, a seminar and a hands-on experiment can be
distributed over three different rooms, which are presented in sequence or in
parallel. By assembling rooms with different functions in sequence or in par-
allel, a whole virtual university with lecture, seminar, workshop or laboratory
rooms with virtual and remote labs can be built up.
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Figure 1. Schematic presentation of different functional rooms

By this means, a user can be virtually supported in all phases of a course;
scientists from different institutions and locations can discuss their research
achievements and approaches or perform experiments in virtual and remote
laboratories – all in one virtual building.

The “ViCToR-Spaces” room concept does not provide the rooms in a hi-
erarchical structure as it is characteristic for currently deployed cooperative
knowledge spaces [6,7]. We are not designing a static root-to-leaf structure but
rather a dynamic, heterogeneous network, known in philosophy as a rhizome
[3], such that each user will obtain a different view on the room structure of
the system – according to the rooms which the user is interested in and related
to (Figure 2).

The users can be assigned to certain rooms supporting their individual pro-
file, e.g., to the rooms of a course the student is attending in this semester.
Additionally, users can delete and add rooms, constructing their individual net-
work of rooms. The different perspectives of the users provide many different
views on the room structure. The rooms define a new way of knowledge man-
agement.

The room will be built in a successive way. Thus, the function of a room
will be constructed from three components (Figure 3):

Room-related rights

Specification of the room users

Used tools and communication interfaces

These room components will be elaborated in the next three sections.
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Figure 2. The rooms in ViCToR-Spaces as a network

Figure 3. Components of a functional room

3.1 Room-Related Rights

Unlike a physically existing room a virtual room can be built and completely
deleted in short time. It is obvious that not every user can be allowed to change
or delete every room in the system. Room-related rights are needed and have
two different aspects. On the one hand, they refer to creating, deleting and
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changing a room. On the other hand, they define pre-conditions for access to
the room. For rooms that can or should only be used by a limited number of
users, access can be controlled by bookable timeslots. Every user is assigned to
limited timeslots to accomplish an experiment in a laboratory. As another pre-
condition for the access to rooms a special test room can be added upstream
such that the users first have to successfully complete the test before entering
the next room. Following this principle, i.e., the serial operation of completing
a test, booking a timeslot and finally accomplishing the hands-on experiment,
an artificial bottleneck is created. This is especially important in cases of spe-
cial laboratories where users need previous knowledge for accomplishing a
certain experiment.

3.2 Specification of Room Users

In most “real-life seminars”, three or four students form a work group to
solve the tasks of the seminar together. In this case the room should “know”
the identity of the group members to restrict the access to the room to this
user group alone. All participants have equal rights in the room concerning the
modification of the room. The users’ own work room would represent such a
user-restrained room. Only the user himself can access his own work room.
There are also rooms that should only be accessed by a certain number of
users, e.g., in remote laboratories. In this case only the number of users who
have access to the room is restrained without specifying certain users. A third
possible type of room user specification is the access to a room by all users.

3.3 Tools and Communication Interfaces

As a third function component the room can be previously filled with tools
and communication interfaces, according to the room function.

Communication interfaces are important elements in virtual, cooperative
work. In our room concept we provide chats, discussion forums, email and
a VoIP function. Not all interfaces need to be attached in all types of rooms.
Small groups can manage a clear information exchange in a chat or VoIP ses-
sion. In larger groups such communication sessions can get unmanageable. In
turn, smaller groups might not require a discussion forum.

Shared whiteboards provide a consolidated graphical work area for all room
users. All participants are able to work with the same set of objects on the
board. Similarly to a chat client the written and drawn objects are shown iden-
tically on all participants’ boards. Shared whiteboards can be used both in syn-
chronous and asynchronous manner. Geographical and chronological distances
are bridged with version-controlled sessions and documents. Scientists from
Berlin and Shanghai can thus work cooperatively on scientific problems.
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Virtual and remote labs are mainly used in education for engineering and
natural sciences. These installations are an important issue for providing ac-
cess to laboratory equipment independently of time or financial means. As in
both laboratories parameters can be manipulated, controlled and read off, dif-
ferent measurement instruments can be attached and combinations of virtual
and remote labs for the same physical effect can exchange parameters and
other information. In this way, output from a virtual experiment can be ver-
ified by the physically existing experiment. Experiments – be they virtual or
remote – integrated in a virtual knowledge space can exchange any kind of
information. The integration of such experimental settings in ViCToR-Spaces
will be described in the next section.

4. EXPERIMENTS IN VIRTUAL SPACES

Experiments form an important part of learning, teaching and research
within the technological disciplines. Integrated into a cooperative knowledge
space, they provide better access to experimental setups for all students,

Figure 4. Screenshot of VideoEasel
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independent of limitations in time, budget or access to classical laboratories –
thus forming one of the most important parts of the ViCToR-Spaces concept.

To enhance access to experimental setups, there are two principal alterna-
tives [9]: Virtual laboratories and remote experiments. Virtual laboratories use
the metaphor of a “real” scientific laboratory as a guiding line [8, 10]. The

Figure 5. The remote laser in the lab. . .

Figure 6. . . .and the experimenters outside the lab using Tablet-PCs to perform experiments
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software design focuses on emulating scientific hands-on experience in virtual
spaces (see Figure 4 for an example). In theoretical fields such as mathematics
and theoretical physics, virtual laboratories have revolutionized education and
research, as they allow an intensive experimental access to abstract objects and
concepts. They are capable of building bridges between the theoretical fields
and experimental sciences.

Complementary to virtual laboratories, remote experiments are real exper-
iments, remotely controlled by the experimenter from outside the laboratory
[12]. They are based on a technology which allows true experimenting from a
remote location at almost any given time; this is illustrated in Figures 5 and 6.
The different approaches have a number of similarities and enrich each other
through their differences: remote experiments allow the investigation of real
objects including hands-on measurement experience, which obviously does not
hold for virtual laboratories. On the other hand, virtual laboratories are capa-
ble of constructing an experiment, whereas this kind of flexibility is hard to
imagine or implement in remote experiments.

4.1 System Architecture

As said in [2], ViCToR-Spaces, in its first prototype, will be built on top of
the CURE system developed at FernUniversität Hagen. CURE (“Collaborative
Universal Remote Education”) is a web-based platform for collaborative learn-
ing, which is based on combining the room metaphor with WIKI concepts and
communication tools [5, 6]. CURE is implemented as a set of Java Servlets.
The implementation strictly follows the “everything is an object” philosophy;
i.e., rooms, documents, users are realized as plain Java objects to which a sim-
ple, but efficient persistence mechanism backed by a DBMS has been added.
Basic operations in CURE are made available to external applications through
a SOAP-based web services interface.

The core concept of CURE – and hence of ViCToR-Spaces – is the room
metaphor [4]. A virtual knowledge space as defined by CURE is subdivided
into virtual rooms. In CURE, rooms are arranged in a hierarchical, recursive,
tree-like structure. The root of this room structure is a so-called entrance hall,
which a user sees first after logging in; the other rooms are arranged “below”
this root. Each room offers communication channels such as chat, threaded
discussions, email or instant messaging among group members, as well as
documents provided as a Wiki page or created by external applications and
integrated into the room. The communication interfaces and user awareness
features are always tied to their room as well as documents are always asso-
ciated with the room there are created in. It is possible, however, to simply
move or copy documents from one room to another. Managing different ver-
sions of documents is essential for cooperative work. CURE’s version control
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allows branching and is able to detect versioning conflicts in documents edited
concurrently.

Being geared toward mathematicians, natural scientists and engineers,
ViCToR-Spaces unconditionally have to support formulae not only in docu-
ments, but in all components, most notably communication tools. CURE al-
lows rendering formulae as PNG images.

Cooperative work requires an appropriately flexible rights management for
group workspaces and documents. CURE supports this through its concept of
virtual keys. The user who created a room may pass on one or more of these
keys to one or more of the other users. Keys may be associated with three
groups of rights: room-related rights, communication- and document-related
rights and key-related rights. Consequently, groups are defined implicitly by
ownership of a virtual key to a room.

4.2 Integration of Remote and Virtual Labs

At the core of our concept to adapt CURE for the special requirements of
mathematics, natural sciences and engineering there is the integration of exper-
imental settings. Experiments play a vital role in these disciplines, thus their
presence in ViCToR-Spaces is strongly desirable. As a rationale, virtual [10]
and remote [12] laboratories must be treated and integrated uniformly (i.e., as
a “black box”) wherever possible. Experiments – be they virtual or remote –
are to be held in a so-called “warehouse”. There is only exactly one instance
of each experiment present in the virtual knowledge space. Using links, exper-
iments can be integrated into each room. Quality of experiments uploaded to
ViCToR-Spaces is assured in a two-stage process. First, they are uploaded to
what might be called a “submission hall”. There, they are checked automat-
ically for technical correctness and propriety of their semantic classification.
This is to prevent, e.g., an experiment on electronics to be classified as an op-
tics experiment, rendering it undiscoverable for an electronics teacher. For pro-
viding this automatically, developers of experiments must provide them with
appropriate metadata (s.b.). If the automated checks are passed, a human user
assesses the experiment for scientific soundness. It is up to him/her to finally
transfer the experiment from the “submission hall” to the “warehouse”, where
it is made available to other users.

4.3 Java Web Services and Modularization
of Components

Service Broker and Java Web Services. In order to provide “lab services”
we will implement a “service broker” in the current knowledge space system
for java Web Services. The service broker will manage different tasks between
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the integrated components and the system. As one task we will provide the
communication between the different laboratories – virtual and remote labs –
as Web Services. The labs will be able to exchange information with each other.
In case there is a virtual and a remote lab investigating the same physical effect
the devices are considered to exchange measurement results to, e.g., prove the
effect from the virtual lab in the real experiment of the remote lab. Also, we
will supply Web Services between the knowledge space and the laboratories –
for example to assign a laboratory to a certain group of users while in use.
As another implementation there will be a time booking system for remote
laboratories. A time slot reservation will be communicated to the knowledge
space system through a Web Service routine. The Web Services will also be
used for saving the measurement results in the knowledge space. All offered
services will be registered in the service broker integrated in the knowledge
space system.

Use of Metadata Standards. Over the last years many different types of
virtual or remote laboratories have been developed in almost every university
or research institute. One of the main aims of our project is to integrate these
software laboratories in our knowledge space system in a way of a “black box”.
This will provide reusability and interoperability as well as a modularity for
integrating both our components in other systems and components from other
institutions in our system. We will use approved eLearning standards to assure
interoperability and reusability. In the last years only a few standards have been
established. For our project we shortlisted the Dublin Core metadata element
set and learning object metadata (LOM). At the moment we are working with
both standards and we will decide which standard works best for our require-
ments and the components to be integrated and the virtual knowledge space
system. The corresponding standard will then be combined with a semantic
description to create ontologies between the integrated components and other
appropriate documents.

Semantic Description of Objects and Creating Ontologies. In the current
knowledge space system different types of documents can be integrated and
made available for other users. Our further developments will provide these
documents, our integrated remote and virtual labs and other possible compo-
nents with a semantic description using RDF, XML and/or SPARQL. As, e.g.,
SCORM 2004 already uses XML binding for the metadata description (de-
fined in the Content Aggregation Model (CAM)) and for building sequencing
rules (defined in the Sequencing and Navigation Book (SN)), we will combine
such types of standards to derive an eLearning object with completely ma-
chine readable semantic descriptions. Furthermore, we will build ontologies
between the corresponding components and documents. Users will be able to
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find respective documents or remote experiments in the system after, e.g., com-
pleting a virtual experiment in a laboratory.

5. SAMPLE SCENARIO – eRESEARCH

As a sample scenario for our vision of a knowledge space system for col-
laborative eResearch we will describe the work of scientists in the knowledge
space system during a research session with a remote laboratory (Figure 7). We
categorize this scenario as eResearch since the scientists are researching a spe-
cific physical effect. In difference to experiments performed by students, the
results of the experiment might either be known (thus serving as certification)
or be completely new.

The Room. The room will be created by a system administrator or one
of the scientists as a laboratory room. The remote experiment required by the
scientists can be found in the “warehouse” of our system and has only to be
selected for integrating in the appropriate room. The experiment is already
physically set up and can be run immediately. In this scenario the scientists
work on a problem from nanotechnology. Hence, the laboratory consists of a
clean room with an AFM (atomic force microscope) and a mass spectrometer.
There is also a shared whiteboard and the VoIP function activated. Only four
specific scientists have access to the room. They do not have to fulfill any
preconditions such as a test or booking timeslots. All scientists have equal
rights in the room. In case the experiment does not lead to the expected results,
the equipment can be changed, certain measuring devices can be attached or
disconnected.

Figure 7. The components of the sample room from scenario eResearch
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Interaction Between the Users. All participants have the same view on the
laboratory. Of course, only one participant can manipulate a certain controller
at a time, as in a real-world lab. Suppose one participant can control parameter
A then another participant controls parameter B, but one parameter cannot be
controlled by both participants at the same time. Only one user can manipulate
the laboratory. Also, the shared whiteboard is used for the joint development of
new theories and algorithms the scientists conceive while performing the ex-
periment. The actual experimentation and the corresponding discussion on the
whiteboard can be held asynchronously and are stored under version-control
in the room.

Completion and Data Storage. As already mentioned the data will be
stored under a version-control system. The results can also be stored in the
scientists’ work rooms so they can be used in future measurements and exper-
iments. Imported in a shared document the results can be used for a jointly
written publication. Under version-control all participants of the experiment
can bring in their experiences and knowledge in the paper.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In the past years, the main focus in developing eLTR-technologies (learn-
ing, teaching and research) has been on stand-alone applications and solutions
for specific tasks. Today, modern approaches in the design of the architectures
required show that the integration and interconnection of independent, single
components play a central role in providing diverse, comprehensive function-
ality and addressing a broad, heterogeneous user spectrum. As a result, we face
two serious challenges. First, the next period in information technology will be
dominated by demands for application integration. Research and applications
are increasingly oriented toward semantic content encoding as a prerequisite
for interconnectedness on a content level and toward integrative technologies
for software components as “Web Services/Semantic Web”. Second, integra-
tion on a social, community-oriented level, that is, support of communication
and cooperation structures and shared workflows, is becoming more and more
important. The human desire for communication and cooperation – as a basis
for successful knowledge acquisition – has been largely deferred in favor of
self-determined learning and work, independent of time and location. Not re-
alizing that communication and cooperation in a virtual world will even facili-
tate one’s need for mobile and freelanced access to knowledge we currently
face a knowledge landscape of widely spread developments and unequally
distributed knowledge. Crosslinking existing knowledge repositories and de-
velopments will open knowledge and technologies to students, teachers and re-
searchers beyond geographical limitations by advancing the building of virtual
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communities. Instancing ViCToR-Spaces the project reveals the high poten-
tial of networked learning, working and researching. Democratic sharing in an
open-source environment (where open-source is not only related to software
developments but as an ideal for community building) will save precious time
and money for the people, organizations and institutions involved and increases
the value of all the numerous and great developments already made.
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Abstract There is a strong desire within scientific communities to Grid-enable their ex-
periments. This is fueled by the advantages of having remote (collaborative)
access to instruments, computational resources and storage. In order to make
the scientists experience as rewarding as possible two technologies need to be
adopted into the Grid paradigm: those of workflow, to allow the whole scientific
process to be automated, and Quality of Service (QoS) to ensure that this au-
tomation meets the scientists’ needs and expectations. In this chapter we present
an end-to-end workflow pipeline which takes a user’s design and automates the
processes of workflow design, resource selections and reservation through to en-
acting the workflow on the Grid, thus removing much of the complexity inherent
within this process.

1. INTRODUCTION

In order to perform constructive science, a scientist will in general need to
perform multiple tasks in order to achieve their goal. These may include such
things as configuration of an instrument, collecting and storing relevant data
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from the instrument, processing of this information and potentially further it-
erations of these tasks. The use of services such as computational resources and
computer-enabled instruments has been seen as an advantage to the achieve-
ment of this goal. Many scientists now seek to automate the process of bringing
their tasks together through the use of workflows. Here we define a workflow
as a set of tasks, along with a definition of how these tasks should interact.

The Grid [13] is an enabling paradigm bringing different services into
a collaborative environment. The use of Web Services [21] is emerging as
the de facto communication mechanism, with most Grid projects now sup-
porting them to some degree. Workflow languages such as BPEL [4] and
WS-Choreography [7] are powerful for developing workflows based on Web
Services. However, the development and execution of workflows within the
Grid is a complex process due to the mechanisms used to describe them and
the Web Services they are based upon. The selection of resources to use within
the Grid is complicated due to its dynamic nature-resources appearing and dis-
appearing without notice and the load on them changing dramatically over
time. These are issues that the scientist will, in general, not wish to be con-
cerned about. The use of advanced reservations can help to reduce the amount
of uncertainty within the Grid. However, in general, the selection of the “best”
service to reserve is a complex process.

In this work we construct an end-to-end workflow pipeline, based on the
work of McGough et al. [16] as part of the ICENI [15] project. This is exem-
plified through the Grid architecture used within the Grid-enabled remote in-
strumentation with control and computation (GRIDCC) [10] project. GRIDCC
is a European Union-funded project aimed at Grid-enabling instruments along
with extending Grid middleware such that instruments may be used as part of
a set of orchestrated tasks, thus allowing the whole of the scientist’s workflow
to be performed in an automated manner with interaction provided through a
virtual control room [20]. The GRIDCC project is building instrumentation,
and the end-to-end workflow pipeline, as compatible services to those of the
EGEE [11] gLite [12] project. However, as our interaction with gLite is through
Web Service interfaces it is conceivable that this work could be developed on
top of other Grid infrastructures.

The conceptual workflow pipeline is illustrated in Figure 1. The scientist
will develop the workflow within the Workflow Editor. Although a workflow
is developed at this stage, the view presented to the scientist is abstracted away
from the workflow language. Rather than presenting a generic Workflow Editor
the scientist is presented with a more tailored view, instruments are presented
as instrument entities rather than generic Web Services. The Workflow Editor
(software) will then generate appropriate workflow language documents based
on the scientists design. This helps to alleviate the scientist from needing to be-
come a workflow specialist. The user may also have a number of requirements
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Figure 1. An end-to-end workflow pipeline

on how the workflow should execute – a required level of Quality of Service
(QoS) provided by the system – this may be specified alongside the workflow
description. The Workflow Editor is discussed further in Section 2.

Selection of the most appropriate resources based on workflow and QoS
constraints is now performed. Within the QoS document three types of con-
straints can be specified on resources:

Specified Resource: The scientist has specified the resource that should be
used. This may be due to the fact that the scientist will have a sample placed
onto a specific instrument at a given time. This informs the planner of fixed
requirements on the workflow.

Specified Requirement: The scientist may not know the best resource to use
for a given task though they may know that a reservation will be required.
This could be for ensuring enough space is made available to store data
generated from an experiment. It is the role of the planner to convert this into
a specified resource and make reservations as appropriate. Requirements
will describe specific features of the resource which need to be matched,
such as the amount of disk space required.

Unspecified: The resource is not specified nor is there a specific requirement
on this resource. The planner may choose to convert this into a specified
resource in order to achieve some overall QoS requirement specified by the
user.

Constraints may also be defined over the whole or parts of the workflow, for
such characteristics as execution time, latency on communication, time before
execution starts or amount of data which can be transmitted in a given time
interval. These QoS requirement may be strict (hard) thus considered manda-
tory – a hard constraint of “this must take less than five minutes” must be ad-
hered to or the whole workflow rejected. Alternatively the requirement may be
soft (loose) in which case a value is given indicating the adherence required –
a soft constraint of “this should complete in less than five minutes in 80% of
cases” can be accepted as long as the planner believes that it can achieve this.
A full breakdown of the Workflow Planner can be found in Section 3.
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The observer monitors the progress of the workflow, defined by the planner,
and if the tasks deviate from the plan it will cause the workflow to change
in order to increase the chance of the workflow completing successfully. This
allows for dynamically changing the workflow during execution both to bring
the workflow back to the plan and to make use of new and potentially better
resources unknown at the time of planning. This is an area of active research.

1.1 The Grid Architecture

For our architecture we adopt the design from the GRIDCC [10] project
as illustrated in Figure 2. The user interface to the Grid is the virtual con-
trol room (VCR), which contains the Workflow Editor. The Workflow Man-
agement service (WfMS) contains the Workflow Planner and the Workflow
Observer along with the Workflow Engine, in the case of GRIDCC this is the
ActiveBPEL [3] engine. The Workflow Engine may communicate with various
Grid services such as Compute Elements (CE), Storage Elements (SE) and, as
defined within the GRIDCC project, the Instrument Elements (IE) – a Web
Service abstraction of an instrument – along with the Agreement Service (AS)
for brokering reservations. The Performance Repository (PR) contains infor-
mation about previous executions of tasks on resources and models derived
from testbed experiments.

Figure 3 illustrates the internal structure of the WfMS. Tuples containing a
BPEL4WS and QoS document are validated and converted into an object rep-
resentation. The workflow and QoS documents can then pass through various
stages (outlined further in Section 3) before the BPEL4WS document is sub-
mitted to a BPEL4WS engine and the revised QoS submitted to the Observer.
The WfMS must decide, based on information from the PR and an understand-
ing of the workflow, if the submitted request can be achieved. The WfMS may
choose to manipulate the workflow/QoS to achieve this, for example making
reservations on tasks and/or changing the structure of the workflow [16]. In
order to allow the BPEL4WS engine to communicate with the existing Grid
resources inline facades are used to manipulate the Web Services calls.

Figure 2. The GRIDCC architecture
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Figure 3. The architecture of the WfMS

2. WORKFLOW EDITING

Service-oriented architecture (SOA) [18] encourages software components
development for on-demand consumption with Web Services establishing it-
self as the popular “connection technology”. SOA principles also influence the
business logic of services by encouraging good design, i.e., promoting mod-
ular and dispersed components that can be separately developed and main-
tained. The interface required for Web Services is described in a WSDL file
(Web Service Description Language [8]). Services exposed as Web Services
can be integrated into complex services that may span multiple domains and
organizations.

The GRIDCC project is providing a Web-based Workflow Editor based
on Business Process Execution Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS) [4].
BPEL4WS is generally regarded as the de facto standard for composing and
orchestrating workflows. The goal of the BPEL4WS specification is to provide
a notation for specifying business process behavior based on Web Services.
BPEL4WS builds on top of the Web Service stack and is defined entirely in
XML, is compatible with other emerging technologies including WS-Reliable
Messaging [5] and WS-Addressing [6] (BPEL4WS, however, is not limited to
these technologies).

2.1 Business Process Execution Language

BPEL4WS provides a rich vocabulary for the description of business
processes supporting two different types of process declaration. An “abstract
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process” specifies the messages exchanged between participating services
without exposing the internal details of the process. An “executable process”
extends an abstract process to allow specification of the exact (internal) details
of a process workflow.

The BPEL4WS specification defines various building blocks, called “ac-
tivities”, used to specify an executable process’s business logic to any level
of complexity. The BPEL4WS activities are grouped into basic, such as pro-
cedural steps (e.g., invoke, receive and assign); structured, which control the
flow (sequence, switch and foreach); and special (terminate, validate and fault
handlers). Within the BPEL4WS workflow process, activities exchange in-
formation using global data variables. Though BPEL4WS was developed for
business processes there are properties which make it useful for scientific pro-
cesses, such as modular design, exception and compensation handling. Scien-
tific services are often subject to change, especially for data types and service-
endpoint locations. Data flexibility is supported using “generic” or “loose” data
types while workflow adaptivity, by the use of “empty” activity element, pro-
vides a mechanism for future extensions.

Reusability of primitive and structured activities in BPEL4WS is limited –
it is not possible to re-execute an activity that is defined earlier in the script,
it must be re-defined each time. Nor is it possible to inject, say, Java code
directly into a workflow script, except by wrapping it as a Web Service with the
associated performance impact. BPEL4WS does not provide any mechanism
to support management and monitoring of a workflow script, nor Web Service
security issues, such as passing of credentials through a BPEL4WS engine.
Here WfMS uses “deanonymization” technique in which the users identity is
passed in the message header. The outgoing message is intercepted to attach
user credential and to perform a secure call to the external service.

Generating a workflow is a process of bringing these elements together –
usually is a complex and tedious process. A number of BPEL4WS editors ex-
ist, such as the Active BPEL Editor [2] and the Oracle BPEL4WS Process
Manager [19]. However, these are developed for computer scientists and an
extensive knowledge of BPEL, WSDL, etc., is required. In general scientists
will not wish to develop such skills.

2.2 Aim of GRIDCC Editor

The flexibility and richness of the BPEL4WS specification bring unavoid-
able complexities, which hinder its use by scientist and researchers. We can
identify two categories: (1) users executing existing workflows and (2) expert
users engineering new or existing processes as workflows. For the first type of
users Web Portlets are appropriate as this allows selecting existing workflows,
setting parameters and constraints. The second type of user needs rich client
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software with advanced functionality such as a polished user interface, drag-
and-drop, provision to save partial workflows and integrate them as building
blocks in other workflows. The purpose of GRIDCC editor is to provide a hy-
brid solution. The GRIDCC editor differs from existing editors in the following
aspects:

Portal Based Editor: All workflow editors require installation and configura-
tion, requiring access to the local file system and potentially admin rights –
which is not always available. This JSR 168 [1] compliant workflow edi-
tor allows access on demand. Users can edit and save the workflow on the
server, accessible wherever and whenever desired. Use of JSR 168 com-
plaint portal allows a mixing of the editors presentation layer with the back-
end business logic. Browser-based clients do not need to be upgraded and
provide a pervasive access mechanism.

Drag and Drop: The editor provides drag-and-drop facilities to drag various
BPEL4WS activities, Web Services or operations from the Web Service
registry, quality of service (QoS) constraints from QoS panel and vari-
ables from XML schema registry into workflow designer pane. Dragging
of different components on to the designer pane updates either the QoS or
the BPEL4WS script. The Workflow Editor is based on the ActionScript
3.0 [14] and MXML [9], the core components of Macromedia Flash. Ac-
tionScript is a scripting language supporting various features normally only
available to desktop applications and MXML is the XML-based markup
language for the presentation layer.

Hiding Complexities: A generic BPEL4WS workflow designer demands ad-
vanced skill from workflow designers, i.e., thorough understating of Web
Services architecture and different types and styles of Web Services, exper-
tise in managing XML files from various namespaces, experience of any
XML query specification such as XPath or XQuery, and familiarity with
the BPEL4WS specification. Web Services and BPEL4WS specification
have dependencies on other related specification such as WS-Addressing,
which further complicates the designing process. The GRIDCC editor hides
these complexities from the scientist and researchers by automating differ-
ent tasks in following ways:

1. A workflow process requires global variables for its proper func-
tioning. Whenever a new process is created a global corresponding
<variables> element is created at specific location as required by
BPEL4WS specification. The <variables> element is a registry of
different XML-specific data types and variables.

2. A workflow orchestrates various web services which are wra-
pped within <partnerLinkType>, <partnerLinks> and
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<partnerLink> elements. Each <partnerLinkType> element
wraps a <portType> of the Web Service, which itself wraps various
operations. The GRIDCC editor creates the <partnerLinkType>,
<partnerLinks> and <partnerLink> when any Web Service
is added in the Web Service registry.

3. Operations of the partner Web Services are called through
an <invoke> activity. The <invoke> activity specifies the
<partnerLink>, <portType>, <operation>, <input> and
<output> elements defined in WSDL or BPEL4WS script. An op-
eration of the Web Service can be dropped directly on a workflow pro-
cess from a Web Service registry and the editor itself creates the cor-
responding <invoke> activity by relating various required elements.

4. An <invoke> element specify <input> and <output> variables
to store the values of outgoing and incoming messages. If these
variables do not exist the editor creates the <variable> required
for successful invocation of the operation in the <variables>
element (see the first item above).

5. The GRIDCC editor also adds “exception handling” activities with
<empty> activities as a template for flexibility and extensibility. The
designer of the workflow can replace these <empty> activities with
actual business logic.

Ease of use: The GRIDCC editor is easy to use due to its built-in error han-
dling. The Workflow editor validates the actions of the designer and makes
sure different workflow activities are arranged according to pre-defined
specifications. Different activities are arranged in the logical groups and dif-
ferent activities are enabled only when they can be used. The Designer cre-
ates structured activities as a container and other activities can be dropped
into the container to visually assist the modular designing of the workflow.

Web Service Registry: The Editor provides a very basic Web Services registry
to arrange web services for later use. When a user adds a new Web Service to
the registry, the designer creates corresponding <partnerLinkTypes>,
<partnerLinks> and <partnerLink> elements for later use in the
<invoke>, <reply> or <receive> activities. The Web Services reg-
istry hides inner details and complexities of BPEL4WS script and WSDL
extensions (required by BPEL4WS specification) from the user. This allows
the designer to concentrate more on the business logic rather than wrap-
ping the partner services in various elements. The Web Service registry can
also be used as pool of semantically equivalent but geographically dispersed
Web Services.
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XML Schema Registry: When any Web Service is added in the Web Services
registry, the editor parses the WSDL and extracts data types declared in the
<wsdl:type> and <wsdl:message> elements and builds the registry
entry. XML data in the registry is namespace aware and user does not need
to address the namespace issues and conflicts. At design time the user only
drags the required data type and editor creates the respective variable with
correct structure in the BPEL4WS script.

QoS Constraint: The GRIDCC editor provides a pallet grouping various QoS
constraints. The BPEL4WS specification does not define the quality issues
related to overall workflow or individual Web Services. QoS constraints can
be coupled with different BPEL4WS activities particularly the <invoke>
activity. QoS constraints for the workflow are specified in the separate file
rather than embedding them in the BPEL4WS script.

Workflow Monitoring: Different workflow engines describe the state of a
workflow in XML though not all. If a workflow state is available in XML
format then it can be exposed and can be queried by the client application. It
is also possible to retrieve a workflow snapshot at run time in XML, which
can be transformed using XSLT into user acceptable formats. However, it
must be stated that extracting an XML snapshot of the current state of the
executing workflow requires some understanding of the underlying work-
flow engine. Consequently, it is easier to create a workflow monitoring Web
Service as part of the workflow script that can be used by workflow clients
to monitor or track the execution of a workflow in a portable manner. Devel-
opment of a custom monitoring service can be especially important when
status of a workflow and different activities are crucial to decide the execu-
tion path of workflow. If workflow monitoring can be integrated with exist-
ing management capabilities, it will help to give a more complete picture of
workflow and control on the execution progress at any given moment.

3. WORKFLOW WITH QUALITY OF SERVICE
REQUIREMENTS

Quality of service (QoS) is a broad term that is used in this context to denote
the level of performance and service that a given client will expect to experi-
ence at a specific point in time, when invoking a given specific operation on a
Web Service instance.

QoS support is paramount given the inherent shared nature of the Grid. This
is compounded through the limited capability of certain highly demanded ser-
vices. Furthermore, QoS is essential to deal with the requirements for real-time
interactions, such as guaranteeing the streaming and storage of data from an in-
strument. In this environment an aggressive best-effort usage of services will
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eventually fail to satisfy clients on the first come first served basis. As the ser-
vice will not be able to prioritize the requests that it receives thus completing
low priority jobs in favor of higher priority jobs. This effect can be alleviated
through client specifying loose (soft) and strict (hard) QoS requirements.

The provisioning of loose guarantees consists of the capability of clients to
select service instances that can potentially provide a best-effort QoS profile
meeting the client’s requirements. This is based on previous measurements of
that service. Loose guarantees are delivered on a best-effort basis, and for this
reason, they generally do not require the prior establishment of a service level
agreement (SLA).

Strict QoS requires the certainty of the delivery of the prescribed level of
service, which needs to be agreed upon through signaling and negotiation pro-
cesses involving both the client and the service provider, for example, the reser-
vation of a given portion of a resource such as RAM, disk space, network
bandwidth or an instrument. The reservation service provider is responsible
for keeping information about resource availability over time, for ensuring that
no resource is over-committed and for supporting resource-specific locking
mechanisms.

QoS provisioning of our work relies on both strict and loose QoS guaran-
tees. These QoS requirements can be made either by a user through the client
interface as discussed in Section 2 or as part of the workflow manipulation
process. While hard QoS requires the making of reservations on the resources
to be used, soft QoS requires the user (or planner acting on the users behalf)
to model the execution of the services they require. These models may vary
from the simple when only a single service is required to the extremely com-
plex when several services are required as part of a workflow. In such cases
it may be necessary that a reservation is required even to satisfy loose QoS
constraints.

A user submits a BPEL4WS document, which is likely to contain a num-
ber of service invocations – referred to as an activity. A separate document
is used to describe the QoS requirements placed onto this BPEL4WS docu-
ment. Although a number of languages exist for describing QoS requirements,
none exist which is suitable for describing QoS requirements with a workflow
description.

As such a simple QoS language has been defined which uses XPath [22]
references into the BPEL4WS document to tag activities, both basic and struc-
tured as shown in Figure 4. These XPath tags are then annotated with the QoS
requirement such as time to execute, disc space required, memory required.

QoS requirements fall into three categories according to the range of activ-
ities in BPEL4WS models that it specifies: global, single invoke and multiple
invoke.
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Figure 4. Connecting QoS document and BPEL4WS model

A global requirement is a QoS element that specifies single global QoS
requirements. A simple example is given in Figure 5 (for simplicity, all the
unnecessary technical details are omitted).

<?xml,version=”1.0”,encoding=”UTF-8”?>
<QoSRequirements>

<QoSConstraint>
<XPathReference>process</XPathReference>
<Resources>

<CPUSpeed>2000000</CPUSpeed>
</Resources>
<MaxDurationTime>100</MaxDurationTime>
<Reliability>100</Reliability>

</QoSConstraint>
</QoSRequirements>

Figure 5. A global requirement

In the above example, there is a single XPathReference pointing to the entire
process of the BPEL4WS document. Thus everything within this process must
match these QoS requirements. In this case the overall time should be less
than 100 seconds, all CPUs should be 2 GHz and all resources should be fully
reliable.

Single invoke activity requirement is a QoS element that specifies require-
ment on a particular BPEL4WS invoke activity. Only that invoke activity needs
to satisfy the QoS requirement specified, as shown in Figure 6.

<?xml\,version=”1.0”\,encoding=”UTF-8”?>
<QoSRequirements>

<QoSConstraint>
<XPathReference>
/process/sequence[1]/invoke[1]

</XPathReference>
...

</QoSConstraint>
</QoSRequirements>

Figure 6. A single invoke activity requirement
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<?xml\,version=”1.0”\,encoding=”UTF-8”?>
<QoSRequirements>

<QoSConstraint>
<XPathReference>
/process/sequence[1]/invoke[1]

</XPathReference>
<XPathReference>
/process/sequence[2]/invoke[2]

</XPathReference>
<MaxDurationTime>100</MaxDurationTime>

</QoSConstraint>
</QoSRequirements>

Figure 7. Multiple invoke activity requirements

In this case there is a single XPathReference pointing to a single invoke
element of the BPEL4WS document. Thus everything within this invoke must
match these QoS requirements.

Multiple invoke activities requirement is a QoS element that specifies re-
quirement over a set of invoke activities – i.e., all must satisfy (jointly) the
QoS requirement. In a single QoS constraint several XPathReferences pointing
to different invoke activities in a BPEL4WS document are defined. See Figure
7 where the time for both invoke activities must be less than 100 seconds.

It should be noted that multiple QoS elements may exist within the same
QoS document and overlaps may exist between QoS elements.

3.1 QoS Components

The Planner is responsible for ensuring QoS adherence. This is achieved
through the use of a number of stages (see Figure 8), namely constraint re-
solver, basic resolver, performance repository and QoS reserver. These com-
ponents are chained by the QoS and BPEL4WS documents that are passed
through. We explain each of these in detail in the following subsections.

Performance Repository (PR) is central to being able to perform any qual-
ity of service decisions. The Performance Repository will serve data of two
types: modeling and dynamic. Model information provides information about
how the service performs under different conditions. This may include such
information as the reliability of an instrument or the amount of time it takes to
bring the instrument on-line. Dynamic information, provided by the informa-
tion service in many Grids, indicates the current status of the resources, such as
load, network bandwidth or if the service is currently in use. Eventually, the PR
will also be able to make predictions about future usage. Initially this will be
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Figure 8. QoS components

through using knowledge of advanced reservations and ultimately using tools
such as Network Weather Service [17]. There are two customers for the PR’s
information, the individual user and the WfMS planner. When making a reser-
vation the PR is interrogated in order to acquire a list of the resources available
that can satisfy the QoS demands.

Constraint Resolver is the first component to provide scheduling function-
ality into the planner. This implementation is based on a constraints equation
method. The workflow along with the QoS requirements are converted into a
set of constraint equations. Information from the Performance Repository is
used to solve these constraint equations.

Basic Resolver (BR) takes a QoS document which states that a resource
needs reserving; though the selection of the resource has not been deter-
mined, it will query the Performance Repository to select a resource to make
a reservation on. No inspection of the BPEL4WS document is done at this
stage. The QoS element requesting a reservation without a named resource
is then changed into an element requesting a reservation with a named re-
source. This can then be passed onto the QoS Reserver for making the actual
reservations.

QoS Reserver inspects incoming QoS documents looking for requests for
making reservations with known resources. The Agreement Service is then
contacted in order to make these reservations. The QoS document is then up-
dated to indicate that the reservation has been made and records the unique
token used to access the reservation. All requests for reservations are pro-
cessed here. In the current implementation if reservations cannot be satis-
fied then the whole document will be thrown back to the user to select new
reservation times. Once we have components capable of selecting timings
for reservations internally, the workflow and QoS will be returned to this
component.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we have presented an end-to-end workflow pipeline which
takes a user’s design and implements it within the Grid. The workflow is
augmented with a QoS document defining the user’s expectations for the ex-
ecution. This is developed through a Workflow Editor which abstracts the
user away from the technical complexities of dealing with WSDL and BPEL.
The WfMS provides a mechanism for building QoS on top of an existing
commodity-based BPEL4WS engine, thus allowing us to provide a level of
QoS through resource selection from a priori information along with the use of
advanced reservations.

The end-to-end workflow system is currently being deployed onto the
GRIDCC testbed and we are developing workflows with scientists from within
the project. This will allow us to evaluate the benefits of this approach against
existing approaches which, for example, only allow for the use of workflows
without reservations or planning.

We are working to extend the workflow editor and WfMS. We are work-
ing with the application scientists from the GRIDCC project to make the
workflow editor more tailored to the community. We are also developing the
WfMS to allow the Observer to modify the running workflow within the
BPEL4WS engine. This will allow us to change the flow of the workflow and
the resources used.
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Abstract Security in computational Grids is mainly based on Grid Security Infrastructure
(GSI) for authentication and Virtual Organization Membership Service for au-
thorization. Although these mechanisms provide the required level of security,
they lack in performance due to their dependence on public key cryptography. In
our proposed security architecture we use a Kerberos-based approach (symmet-
ric cryptography) to establish common secrets between grid services (exposed
as web services) and clients. The architecture does not nullify GSI and VOMS,
but allows a full mapping of GSI-VOMS to Kerberos credentials. The security
architecture was designed to meet the specific quality of service (QoS) for nearly
real-time control of distributed instruments that belong to different organizations
by minimizing the impact of security processing. It is based on GSI and VOMS
certificates for the initial login, translates them into Kerberos credentials for au-
thentication and provides message level security implementing the OASIS Ker-
beros Token Profile. The security performance of our implementation, as shown
in our measurements, outperforms the one when X509 Token Profile is used.

1. INTRODUCTION

Distributed Kerberized Access Architecture (DKAA) presented in [14] aims
at extending Grid middleware to provide improved performance and also se-
cure Authentication and Authorization Infrastructure (AAI) for distributed sys-
tems. A remote, distributed over the net, interactive and multiuser system

1This work was partially supported by the EC GRIDCC Project (IST 511382). The authors performed this
work within IASA (Institute of Acceleration Systems & Applications), a joint Institute of the University of
Athens & NTUA.
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is subject to threats encountered in resource-sharing systems. These include
unauthenticated and unauthorized access to resources, session hijacking, re-
play attacks, denial of service (DoS) attacks, etc.

DKAAs’ main goal is to provide a balance between a mechanism that offers
access control, confidentiality and non-repudiation by authentication, autho-
rization and encryption – thereby eliminating most of the threats mentioned
above – for low latency usage of large distributed Grid resources. Therefore,
the security architecture should specify a light-weight scalable Authentication
and Authorization Infrastructure (AAI), along with efficient procedures for se-
cure message exchanges.

DKAA was designed as the AAI and secure data exchange of the GRIDCC
project [7]. GRIDCC aims at developing a Grid framework that enables the re-
mote control of instruments with real-time or near real-time constraints. Their
successful operation often requires rapid interaction with computing – stor-
age resources and a large number of instruments. The real time and interactive
nature of instrument monitoring and control requires the provisioning of ac-
ceptable QoS among various Grid components. Furthermore, since the shared
instruments may belong to different organizations, the implementation of a
high-performance security scheme that allows dynamic management of virtual
organizations is of paramount importance.

In this chapter we extend the work presented in [14] by introducing the
implementation details of the DKAA and some measurements that justify the
performance improvement of our security implementation based on the OASIS
Kerberos Token Profile [21] against the X.509 Token Profile [22].

The remaining of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 provides
a brief overview of existing popular AAI architectures that can be applied in
a collaborative Grid environment, Section 3 presents the proposed distributed
kerberized access architecture, while in Section 4 the implementation details
of the DKAA applied to a simple GRIDCC use case scenario are provided.
Finally in Section 5 some performance measurements are presented and in
Section 6 we conclude the paper.

2. AAI INFRASTRUCTURES FOR GRIDS

Grid Security Infrastructure [6] (GSI) is the de facto authentication protocol
used in Grid environments [17]. It is based on public key cryptography [11]
(PKI), using X.509 certificates. GSI also utilizes an important extension of
the PKI, namely the proxy certificates. Through proxy certificates, except for
single sign-on, delegation is also achieved. The proxy certificate profile is doc-
umented in [12]. In GSI the users present their X509 certificates, which need to
be signed by a trusted third party, the Certification Authority (CA). Thus GSI
is easily deployed and managed, as there are numerous CAs [19] that issue and
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manage user and host certificates. Secure message exchange can be achieved
through encryption.

Concerning authorization, as it is not part of GSI, it can be performed in-
dependently at the level of Computing Elements (cluster of Grid resources,
e.g. instrument controller in GRIDCC) using CAS [18]. Alternatively, autho-
rization in Grids can be achieved by the employment of Virtual Organization
Membership Service (VOMS) [1]. VOMS provides to users an attribute proxy
certificate that exposes the roles and the capabilities of each user within his/her
Virtual Organization (VO) [2]. Then the user uses this certificate to access the
resources. The service acknowledges the user’s authorization by checking the
attributes in the VOMS proxy certificate.

During the design phase of the DKAA, we thought of maximizing the per-
formance of the grid security infrastructure (GSI), which uses public key cryp-
tography (PKI). In PKI, an asymmetric scheme establishes a secure session
after a computationally expensive handshake procedure (SSL - Secure Socket
Layer) imposing a penalty factor that varies from 3.5 to 9, as shown in [5]. Al-
though resuming a session via caching of the results of a previous SSL hand-
shake helps reducing the problem, it does not alleviate it completely, as the
initial setup introduces performance penalties, especially under heavy load. In
some GRIDCC use cases, thousands of instruments might be involved, each
requiring secure message exchanges. The problem is more intense if sessions
are terminated in a proxy (e.g. Computing Element or Instrument Element) in-
stead of the terminal resources (e.g. “worker nodes” or instruments) whereby
a large number of sessions are concentrated in a single point.

In this respect, GSI as all PKI-based solutions, if used exclusively, due to the
heavy overhead of public key cryptography that it employs, presents an impor-
tant drawback, especially in applications that require low latency. If an entity
that has specific QoS requirements accepts numerous requests, the substantial
higher CPU load of asymmetric (public) key cryptography can reduce the over-
all performance to a great extent. Nevertheless, GSI, as a PKI-based system, is
suitable for a Grid environment, with a multitude of users and resources.

3. DISTRIBUTED KERBERIZED ACCESS
ARCHITECTURE (DKAA) OVERVIEW

DKAA is designed to protect web service-based services and offers the same
functionality that GSI presents [20]. The handling of authorization and authen-
tication is performed in the SOAP message layer and not in the application
layer or transport layer (http). This allows DKAA to be relatively easily de-
ployed in front of any Web Service. An important feature of the DKAA is the
interoperability with the GSI credentials, thus it supports interoperability in
the security level. In Figure 1, the general Grid architecture deployed in the
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Figure 1. Architecture overview

GRIDCC project, with respect to the DKAA architecture is presented. All the
basic elements and components are described below.

3.1 Non-security Related Architectural Components

The architecture components, excluding the security-related ones, are:

The Client (Virtual Control Room): is a portal that exposes the client
functionality to the users.

Workflow Manager (WfM): it executes complex workflows that compose
multiple web services. These workflows are submitted by the user through
the Client.

Web Service (e.g. Instrument Element): The web service that provides
the functionality of a grid resource. It could also communicate with other
web services or other services in general within the Grid.
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Logging Service: It holds the audit logs. Every transaction with the service
providers is recorded, along with its status. The status could be “success” or
“failure”. A transaction may include, but not limited to, the User/group, the
command, the status and the reason.

3.2 Security Related Architectural Components

The security architectural choices stem from the need to cover distributed
environments that give emphasis on providing secure real-time (or near real-
time) access to resources (e.g. instruments) for monitoring and controlling pur-
poses, with acceptable Quality of Service (QoS) guarantees. The design of our
security-related architectural components was guided by the following criteria
and objectives, which comprise the guidelines of a baseline security architec-
ture:

1. An end-user is authenticated by using an X.509 or proxy certificate issued
by a trusted Certification Authority to the KDS. An authenticated user is
authenticated once per session and accesses many resources. This provides
single-sign-on functionality.

2. The core system consisting of clients and web services employs a ticket-
based authentication mechanism and symmetric cryptography. Tickets are
acquired via centralized key distribution centers.

3. Authorization is performed at the service level employing local access rules.

Specifically, DKAA provides the required security functionality, including
message encryption or message signatures, focusing on providing performance
on the server side (Web Service). It utilizes the Kerberos Protocol to distribute
the required by the security functionality symmetric keys. Using Kerberos, as
a centralized authentication system, renders the authentication procedures rel-
atively easy via the Key Distribution Center (KDC) acting as a Third Trusted
Party. Management of users and roles is significantly simpler than a distributed
scheme that relies on several PKIs with revocation lists difficult to maintain.

In order to cope with the fact that KDC may be a single point of failure, fail-
over KDC systems should be used, so that the availability of the distributed sys-
tem is guaranteed. Similarly, security of the KDC itself is critical, thus it must
be well protected and monitored. Based on Kerberos’ single sign-on provision-
ing capability, a user is authenticated once (gives his/her credentials) and uses
multiple resources and services over a period of time (e.g. 8 hours). This func-
tion is implemented by the limited lifetime of the Kerberos tickets, issued by a
Ticket Granting Server (TGS). After expiration of a ticket, re-authentication is
needed. Depending on the application, lifetimes can vary from minutes to even
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a day. This duration should be determined, based on time statistics of a control
session.

Following this approach, in the remaining of this section, we present and
describe the various security components of the DKAA architecture:

Kerberos Key Distribution Center (KDC): A Kerberos [9] system that
authenticates users and provides them with service tickets is required to
call the web services (e.g. Instrument Elements). The authentication is per-
formed by the authentication server (AS) in conjunction with the Ticket
Granting Server (TGS). Both of these servers run as services within the Key
Distribution Server (KDS) and will be described in detail below. Kerberos
is based on the Needham–Schroeder Protocol [15] and provides single sign-
on features using symmetric key cryptography. In addition, there are mech-
anisms that map X.509 certificates to the Kerberos authentication system,
in order to maintain interoperability with certificate-based systems.

Authentication Server (AS): AS handles the authentication procedure. The
client sends a request to AS, along with the user’s credentials. These could
be a trusted certificate or username–password. Other types of credentials
(like one-time passwords) could be used as well. The authentication pro-
cedure is encrypted, using SSL. The AS checks the user’s credentials and
if they are found correct, a special ticket named Ticket Granting Ticket
(TGT) is returned. This TGT among others contains user-specific informa-
tion, referred to as principal. The principal contains the user name and the
subgroup that he/she belongs to (called instance in Kerberos terminology).
The user credentials are also stored in the AS.

Ticket Granting Server (TGS): TGS grants tickets for a requesting ser-
vice so when a user wants to access a Web Service, a DKAA-aware client
requests a ticket from the TGS transparently to the user by presenting the
TGT received from the AS. After checking, the TGS grants a ticket for the
required service. The ticket contains the user principal and, when presented
to the Web Service, performs mutual authentication. Ticket-based authenti-
cation is based on symmetric key cryptography and thus the authentication
setup imposes minimum overhead to the control clusters in contrast to pub-
lic key cryptography. Moreover, a ticket defines a security session that has
a limited duration restricted by the duration of the ticket.

Security Client API: DKAA provides a client API that hides the complex-
ity of the Kerberos protocols from the Client. It manages user credentials,
authenticates to the Kerberos system, requests service tickets and calls the
web services offering secure message exchange, with different levels of se-
curity (requested by the application). In the secure message exchange, the
client and the service provider can use the session key (incorporated within
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the ticket) to encrypt the message or part of the message. By default DKAA
appends a digital signature to the message, thus authenticating and prevent-
ing alterations by other parties. The level of encryption can play a signifi-
cant role to achieve the performance goal that each system based on DKAA
poses.

Access Control Manager (ACM): Authenticates and authorizes user mes-
sages at the web service side. It is a software layer similar to an application
layer firewall. It filters all incoming connections to the service in two stages:

– Authentication of the received message. The first time a user accesses
the end-entity, within a control session, he/she sends the ticket he/she
owns to access the end-entity. The ACM decrypts it with the end-entity
key and stores locally the session key along with the user principal (user-
name/subgroup) and the expiration time of the session key. This is done
only once for the duration of the session key. After that, authorization of
the messages is performed with the decryption of the content with the
session key.

– Authorization to the requested service. The end-entity checks the local
access rules set by the site owner, on the requested service; in conjunction
with the user’s subgroup it accepts or denies access to the service. This
is done per request.

Policy Repository: It collects local policies for all the web services, easing
the authorization information management. The policy of each service is set
by the owner of the site where the service resides. It is used to locate the ex-
istence of specific subgroups within the various services. This is especially
important for a single sign-on procedure.

3.3 Users and Authorization

DKAA is designed to allow users to authenticate to services that permit
access and control on distributed resources (e.g. instruments). Therefore, the
overall infrastructure has to support communication and interactions between
two types of entities: Users and Resources (e.g. instruments). The resources
are exposed as web services. The users control resources by calling the corre-
sponding operations of the web services.

User authorization is tightly coupled with the policy of each site. It is han-
dled by the service provider via ACM. The ACM checks the users’ credentials
against a local access list created by the web service administrator. In order to
minimize the access rules, users are divided into groups and the access rules are
referred to these groups instead of users. All the access rules of all the service
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providers are uploaded to the Policy Repository. This global view helps to trace
problems regarding the authorization in the distributed environment.

The identity of a user or a service within the Kerberos Domain is uniquely
identified in the simplest form with the use of a principal/instance@REALM
(following Kerberos V5 terminology). The use of a REALM permits the exis-
tence of the same principals in different domains. A REALM can be viewed as
analogous to a domain or a virtual organization (VO) in Grid terms. The prin-
cipal value refers to the username and the instance value refers to the group
that the user belongs to.

These identities are valid within the DKAA. Outside, the user is identified
by his/her X.509 certificate. PKINIT [13] allows authenticating the user with
his/her X.509 Certificate or proxy certificate to the DKAA, and as a result the
user gains the Kerberos identity as described above. To permit the transparent
and automatic mapping between X.509 certificates or proxy certificates, we
utilize the certificate or proxy certificate Distinguished Name (DN) to extract
the user’s DN. Then, this DN is hashed and this hash is used as a Kerberos
principal.

Within the DKAA a user can belong to various groups (instances). These
groups are defined when the user identity is created at the Kerberos KDS.
Groups are used in DKAA for authorizing the user to the resources. If we map
these groups to VOMS groups, mapping of the user’s roles can be achieved.

The creation of a group and the specification of its users and services do not
automatically provide authorization to the resources. Access to the resources
and services must be explicitly requested from the resource owners (adminis-
trators of the web service).

The authorization to invoke a service offered by a specific web service must
be granted by its resource owner. This authorization is given at the group level,
and is not provided explicitly to each individual user. This approach is adopted
in order to limit the number of access rules that exist within each end-entity
and therefore improve the efficiency of the authorization process. However, if
granularity down to the user level is required by a use case, a separate group
can be created for each user. In this way, the access control can be extended to
support access to the user level. Nevertheless, following this approach renders
the mapping of the VOMS roles to groups non-applicable.

The rules format that we have defined is given in Table 1.
The previous rule allows/denies a user belonging to a specific Instance

(group) and REALM (VO) to call a web service. The default access policy

Table 1. Rules format

Instance (group) REALM (VO) Operation Service Principal
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is deny. This means that if specific access rules are not explicitly defined, the
operation on the web service is denied to any group requesting it. Therefore,
effectiveness and simplicity are maintained in enforcing these access rules.

4. DKAA IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULTS

4.1 DKAA Implementation Details

DKAA is being developed as the Authentication and Authorization Infras-
tructure (AAI) of the GRIDCC project [7]. To this end, a new resource has
been defined, namely the Instrument Element (IE), similar to the Computing
and Storage Elements (CEs, SEs) of the batch Grid. The IE acts as the mid-
dleware that enables the remote control of instruments over the network as
services. With the addition of supporting services, like the Workflow Service
and the Agreement Service, a user of the system will be able to automatically
control instruments and define the quality of service characteristics of his/her
interactions. To offer simplicity to the users, a Virtual Control Room (VCR)
has also been defined that acts as the User Interface of all the services in the
GRIDCC collaborative environment.

The IE is exposed as a web service and the software is written in Java using
Apache AXIS [3]. The VCR is also developed in Java. Thus, security should
be able to integrate easily with these components. For all these we chose Java
as our implementation language.

Consequently, we have chosen to use the OASIS Web Services Security
[16]. We have developed an implementation of the WS Security Kerberos To-
ken Profile [21], by extending the Apache WSS4J Java library [4]. WSS4J
supports the web services Security and specifically implements the X.509 Cer-
tificate and Username Token Profile, but it does not implement the Kerberos
Token Profile yet.

In Figure 1 the general architecture was presented. To meet these designed
goals we have implemented the following components:

KrbClient: it is a Java object that provides the client security API needed
to login to Kerberos server, acquire service tickets and apply signatures or
encrypt the messages. It sends the messages as SOAP messages. Specif-
ically, it inserts the WS Security Header, implementing the Kerberos To-
ken Profile, into the SOAP header, it attaches XML signatures and encrypts
the body using XML Encryption. The goal of the KrbClient is to facilitate
the development of DKAA clients by hiding the complexity of the security
processing from the application developer. This involves hiding all the Ker-
beros and WS Security details. In addition, it holds all the security state,
such as user tickets and session keys with the various services. It uses the
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Java GSS API [10], PKINIT [13] that allows the use of certificates for au-
thentication to the Kerberos system [8] and WSS4J for supporting all the
security processing.

ACMHandler: it performs the access control and all the security service
logic of the IE and it is deployed as an AXIS handler. It preprocesses the
SOAP messages destined to the service and it specifically checks the se-
curity header, authenticates the messages, checks the possible signatures
and decrypts the body, if it is encrypted. Handlers are deployed at the re-
quest flow of a web service and are transparent to the service. Finally the
ACMHandler authorizes the message by checking against the locally stored
access rules. If the security processing is successful it forward the processed
message to the actual service.

Policy Repository: it is a web service with a Relational Database backend
that stores all the local policy rules, allowing the monitoring of the global
authorization scheme distributed among the IEs.

4.2 A Simple Use Case Example

In the following we demonstrate the operation of the basic elements of the
DKAA architecture in the GRIDCC security Use Case, by identifying and de-
scribing the various interactions and exchanges involved during the authenti-
cation and authorization phase. In a typical GRIDCC scenario there are at least
two different organizations that have IEs. Let us consider the scenario illus-
trated in Figure 2. In this scenario we assume the existence of two organiza-
tions: Organization1 and Organization2. All other supporting GRIDCC entities
have been omitted for simplicity in the presentation. These two organizations
are independent in every aspect, including policy and users. Organization1 has
two Instrument Elements, IE1 and IE2, while Organization2 has only one, IE3.
The two organizations have agreed to share part of their resources to users be-
longing to Virtual Organization 1 (VO1). Specifically, Organization1 provides
IE1 and Organization2 provides IE3. VO1 also sets up its own Key Distribu-
tion Server (KDC) that has all the credentials (GSI certificates) of the users
belonging to VO1.

Passwords are created for IE1 and IE3. These passwords are only known to
their corresponding IEs and the KDC. Supposing that user@VO1 tries to send
control commands to IE1 and IE3, the steps involved in this exchange are

1. The user logs in the Control Room. The user submits his/her credentials
(GSI certificate) and the subgroup that he/she wants to use. Transparent to
the user, the KrbClient class of the client API logs in to the KDS1 using the
user’s certificate. In case that the credentials are valid, the log in is success-
ful and a TGT is returned.
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Figure 2. A Dual Domain operation Example

2. Let us assume that the user sends commandA and commandB to IE1 and
IE3, respectively, through the Control Room interface, choosing the security
scheme (whether the body of the SOAP message is encrypted or a signature
is attached). Then, transparently to the user the following actions take place:

The KrbClient requests tickets for IE1 and IE3 from the TGS by provid-
ing the TGT that was acquired in step 1.

The KrbClient sends the service request (CommandA and CommandB)
as a SOAP message, attaching a security header and the tickets as Binary
Security Tokens, to the IE1 and IE3. The tickets are contained in struc-
tures called AP REQs, which hold the ticket along with an authenticator.

The ACMHandlers of IE1 and IE3 process the header of the incoming
SOAP message and extract the ticket. If it is accepted the user is authen-
ticated and the Session Key (SK1 for IE1 and SK3 for IE3) is stored lo-
cally at the ACM of IE1 and IE3, along with the user and the user’s sub-
group. The Session Key (SK) is contained inside the ticket and is valid
until its lifetime expires. After storing the SK, the ACMHandler, using
the SK, decrypts the SOAP body if encrypted or validates the signa-
ture. When using symmetric cryptography, digital signatures are Hashed
Message Authentication Codes (HMAC). Finally, before forwarding the
message to the actual service, the ACMHandler authorizes the user re-
questing the service by checking against the locally stored access rules.

The service processes the request and sends back the reply.
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3. The Control Room displays the result of the user’s commands (success or
failure).

4. In the subsequent messages of the user to IE1 or IE3 the above procedure
is performed using the Session Key for encryption and signature. It is not
needed that the ticket be attached (in the form of an AP REQ), but for per-
formance reasons a reference to the ticket is used. This reference is the hash
value of the AP REQ. In the scenario described above, it is assumed that
the access rules have been set locally by the administrator of each organi-
zation. This step is performed prior to the creation of the subgroup. If there
are any changes in local policies, they are pushed to the Policy Repository.
Access rules that allow access for the subgroup of users are set only in IE1
and IE3. In the case that the user sends a command at IE2, although he/she
is authenticated, the lack of an access rule for the user’s subgroup at IE2
results in denying access to it.

4.3 Measurements

In the framework of this work we measured the performance of the
ACMHandler, by flooding it with requests, and compared it with the default
handler that WSS4J provides. The default handler supports the X.509 Certifi-
cate Token Profile, whereas ACMHandler implements the WS Security Ker-
beros Token Profile.

In our test bed, we used five clients and one server, where the clients send
messages constantly with a specific size. Specifically, every client sends 10000
messages (50000 total). All clients start sending messages at the same time
to both handlers by encrypting only the body, using AES128 symmetric algo-
rithm. The measurements are repeated with changing the size of the message
payload (string) to 60, 200, 400 and 800 bytes each time. It should be men-
tioned that the message payload size is before the encryption. The encryption
of the body of the SOAP request is done afterward. The X.509 handler uses
RSA (public key cryptography) to encrypt an attached symmetric key that is
used for decryption. The CPU utilization of the service process was over 95%.
For testing purposes, we have chosen an echo web service, which accepts a
string and replies sending that string. This service is of low complexity, as the
main objective is to picture the performance of the WS security by minimiz-
ing the load from other factors, like the ones from the service. The payload
of the request, that was encrypted, was 200 bytes. In Table 2 we present the
results.

The performance gain of our Kerberos implementation is 27.9%. This per-
formance difference is mainly attributed to the way that each method acquires
the key that is used for decrypting the message. Our implementation uses the
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Table 2. Performance of WS Kerberos Token Profile compared with X.509 Certificate
Token Profile

WS Security Profile Average packets/s

Kerberos Token 104.86
X.509 Token 82
Gain of Kerberos against X.509 27.9%

session key that is inside the Kerberos ticket. This is extracted using symmetric
cryptography. In contrast, the implementation of the X.509 Token derives the
symmetric key by decrypting the attached – encrypted with RSA (public key
cryptography) – key in the SOAP message. After acquiring the symmetric key,
both implementations decrypt the body that is encrypted with AES128.

Additionally, by changing the packet size, as shown in Figure 3, we can ob-
serve the greater packet throughput achieved by our implementation in contrast
with the X.509 implementation for different body sizes. Both performances of
the ACMHandler and the X.509 handler degrade slightly with the performance
difference sustained at the same level. We have not tested body sizes greater
than 800 bytes, as we wanted to avoid the IP fragmentation of the SOAP mes-
sage. The size of messages destined to control devices should always be kept
to a minimum, so that latency is avoided.

Figure 3. Average packet rate for different body sizes
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5. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we presented a distributed security infrastructure, namely
DKAA that aims to minimize the overhead of cryptography and improve the
QoS of the overall system. It achieves that by using exclusively symmetric
cryptography for the message exchanges, when interacting with a large num-
ber of Grid resources (e.g. distributed monitoring and control of time-critical
instruments). The architecture implementation has been adapted with the web
services paradigm. DKAA provides authentication, integrity, confidentiality
and authorization at the SOAP message layer. Furthermore it is interopera-
ble with GSI security due to the PKINIT and the mapping of certificate DN to
Kerberos principals. Mapping of roles could also be supported provided that
the DKAA groups are mapped to VOMS roles.

The performance improvement regarding encryption of SOAP body mes-
sages is based on the fact that the symmetric key cryptography approach has
lower computational complexity than public key cryptography. Therefore, it
allows the overall service to offer lower response time and better performance
compared to alternative Public Key Cryptography approaches. This perfor-
mance improvement reflects to our measurements and shows clear advantage
in overloaded servers when DKAA is used.
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Abstract When using Grids as infrastructures for interactive application scenarios, such as
the implementation of virtual laboratories, new concerns arise, which are absent
in traditional Grid usage, basically oriented to the execution of batch processes.
In particular, the main requirement arising in such new application scenarios is
the ability to meet soft real-time and other QoS constraints. However, current
Grid middlewares are not designed, and cannot cater, for this purpose. In this
respect, the main inadequacies are related with application characterization and
resource discovery and reservation.

As a solution, this chapter puts forward a suitable software architecture and a
set of techniques. To begin with, a component is proposed, capable of analysing
a target application in order to automatically extract from it information on the
amount of resources that will be needed during execution. This is because, for
an application to satisfy soft real-time and QoS constraints when executed in a
Grid system, its resource requirements should be known in advance of execution.
Then, we introduce a resource discovery algorithm, based on peer-to-peer con-
cepts, to find a Grid node that meets application requirements “at best”. Once
such a node is found, the resources needed are reserved in advance, in order
to make resource availability predictable during application execution. Finally,
since knowledge gathered about the application could be incomplete, and more-
over some execution flow (caused, e.g. by unknown input data) could turn out
to be unpredictable, the runtime behaviour of the application is monitored by a
suitable software component, so that proper activities can be started to handle
further needs and cope with anomalies that might manifest themselves during
runtime.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Traditionally, Grid systems have been employed as infrastructures to sup-
port the execution of data- and computation-intensive applications, mainly run
as batch processes for simulation purpose, data crunching, etc. However, a
recent trend is towards extending Grids in order to better exploit their com-
putational power, by making them capable of supporting not only batch pro-
cessing, but also other kinds of applications, especially interactive ones, i.e.
those characterized by a significant level and amount of interaction with their
environment. In particular, the use of Grids as infrastructures to build virtual
laboratories is a scenario that is emerging as a new and interesting research and
development application area.

In such cases, the batch paradigm is surely not appropriate, and different
software architectures and solutions from the conventional ones should be
employed, capable of taking into account various features of the new appli-
cation scenarios, including interactivity, quality-of-service requirements and
(soft) real-time facilities. As for the last two features, issues to be addressed
involve various parts of a Grid system: to begin with, initially, it is necessary
to know the requirements posed by the target application (to be executed on
the Grid); this knowledge can be obtained thanks to an explicit declaration
provided by the programmer or can be extracted on-the-fly, at job submission
time, by means of code instrumenting tools. Then, before execution, a discov-
ery phase has to be started, in order to conveniently find the node (the so-called
computing element) capable of offering (and possibly guaranteeing) the needed
requirements. Finally, in order to enforce requirements during execution, appli-
cation behaviour should be observed and monitored, in order to trigger suitable
corrective actions when one or more requirements are not being met.

In this context, this chapter describes some algorithms and techniques, de-
veloped by our research group at Catania University, which can be employed
to support the scenario described above. These solutions have been integrated
into a Grid software infrastructure mainly consisting of two parts.

The first part has the twofold task of identifying application requirements
and exploiting resource discovery algorithms to (i) find the Grid node able to
offer adequate resources for executing the intended application and (ii) reserve
such resources, before the application starts execution, so as to make resource
availability predictable.

The second part of the proposed software infrastructure observes the run-
time behaviour of the application and takes appropriate actions to handle the
needs revealing themselves at this stage. It is worthwhile to note that having a
platform and service available to monitor the runtime behaviour of the appli-
cation is essentially unavoidable, for any static analysis aimed at predicting it
is bound to be imprecise to some degree, due to the varying input data and the
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relative unpredictability of the execution flow. Thus, we think it fit to propose a
supporting layer which, properly deployed through aspect-oriented technology,
can transparently observe application execution and handle issues related with
resource reservation and allocation, timing requirements, recovery activities,
etc. on behalf of the application.

This chapter is structured as follows. Section 2 describes how application
code is statically analysed to identify resource requirements posed by the ap-
plication. Section 3 deals with discovering resources throughout the Grid and
reserving them. Section 4 describes techniques and architectural components
dealing with the runtime monitoring of application behaviour and the enforce-
ment of the related resource requirements. Section 5 evaluates the proposed
resource discovery strategy. Finally, Section 6 draws the authors’ conclusions.

2. EXTRACTING AND IDENTIFYING
REQUIREMENTS

In order to make the execution time of an application predictable and guar-
antee an agreed response time, a reservation management system is the neces-
sary support that can avoid overload and improve resource availability. Reser-
vation support can be used effectively, i.e. without either wasting resources or
exceeding the boundaries established for response times, when it is possible to
rely on a proper estimation of application needs.

For the sake of efficiency and to avoid passing users the burden of esti-
mating applications, we have developed a distributed service, called Java Job
PROfiler (JJPRO) [5, 8], to which applications whose job executable is Java
bytecode can be submitted. JJPRO will perform a static characterization of the
submitted application through an automatic analysis and will build and store
an application static profile (ASP), returning a unique identifier whereby the
ASP can be retrieved afterwards. The ASP encodes the characterization that
our reservation support (cf. Section 3) needs to efficiently use Grid resources.

Specifically, JJPRO estimates, for each thread t of the application, the de-
grees of use by t of processor, disk and network (dut , nut , put), as well as the
worst case execution time (WCET) [10] (wcett) for t.

The degrees of processor, disk and network use are estimated, for a method,
by an analysis of its bytecode. Three totals called optot, opdisk and opnet are
calculated by adding up all weighted occurrences of, respectively, all opcodes,
method invocations to packages related to disk access and method invocations
to network-related packages. The weight attributed to each opcode occurrence
depends on the associated JVM instruction complexity, the nature of the ap-
plication (e.g. a file copier application is given different weight than an image
recognition application) and its context (including e.g. the loop nesting level).
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Then we set

du =
opdisk

optot
nu =

opnet

optot
pu = 1−du−nu

which are intended to describe the use rate of disk, network and processor, re-
spectively. For example, du represents how much disk operations weigh related
to the total amount of computations carried out. The higher the value of du, the
faster the disk needed for such a class to perform well.

3. RESOURCE DISCOVERY AND RESERVATION

Once the resource parameters and requirements, i.e. (du, nu, pu, wcet), have
been derived for the application to be executed on the Grid, the next step is
to find the Grid node able to offer such a required amount and to guarantee
its availability for the duration of application execution. This amounts to per-
forming a resource discovery phase, followed by a resource reservation on the
target node that has been found.

As for the first phase, resource discovery, the traditional approach used by
existing middlewares for the Grid systems are based on distributed reposito-
ries that store and maintain information on available resources in the overall
Grid. A widely used solution is Globus Monitoring and Discovery Service
MDS [1, 11, 12, 16], which is based on a hierarchical scheme whereby some
nodes are designated to host an Index Service and each assigned a set of nodes
to monitor; each Index Service node maintains a database describing current
resource availability on its assigned nodes. Resource availability is thus (peri-
odically) recorded into such a repository, while fulfilling a resource request on
behalf of a job allocation implies a query to the repository, for the node capable
of fulfilling the job’s requirements.

An MDS-like approach has three main disadvantages. First, it is not very
efficient—there is an obvious latency between the time instant in which a re-
source is monitored and the instant in which the relevant value is read from
the repository. Second, it is unsuitable for (dynamic) large-scale environments,
since increasing the Grid dimension implies a growth of the repository infor-
mation size and the complexity of its management [13]. Finally, a repository-
based approach is not fault tolerant, since a fault occurring in a node hosting an
Index Service prevents the nodes managed by that node from being considered
for matchmaking (i.e. job allocation).

In any case, for resource allocation to be as effective as possible, the discov-
ery of suitable resources should be complemented by reserving them. However,
reservation support is unavailable in current Grid middlewares. This limita-
tion is adverse for interactive applications, especially real-time ones. For these,
once a node has been found, which holds enough resources to execute the ap-
plication fulfilling its requirements, it should be guaranteed that such resources
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will indeed be available when the application is launched on that node. Only
reservation can ensure that resources will not be preempted by another job.

The solution we propose to deal with resource discovery and allocation is
along the lines we put forward in [6, 7]. Its key aspect lies in the Grid archi-
tecture we consider: the Grid is modelled by arranging its nodes in an overlay
network, a structure typical of P2P systems, whereby each node is virtually
connected to one or more neighbours and able to interact only with them. In
such a system, a job request is submitted to one of the Grid nodes and then for-
warded from neighbour to neighbour using an appropriate routing strategy; re-
quest forwarding ends when the node able to fulfil the request has been found.
In this way, resource information is gathered as neighbouring nodes are visited,
and this task can be accomplished without needing a hierarchy of repositories.
Of course, the specific routing strategy adopted is particularly sensitive, since
it remarkably affects not only the effectiveness of the algorithm (i.e. its ability
to find the “right” node) but also its cost.

To this aim, we employ a resource-finding algorithm that exploits some
concepts proper of “spatial computing” [15]. This is a new paradigm, mainly
applied to multi-agent self-organizing systems that takes inspiration from the
laws governing gravitational fields and applies gradient-descending techniques
in order to, for example, find an object, meet a peer, obtain an auto-organizing
system. We extended such concepts for our purpose and proposed an approach,
for resource finding, based on navigating a 3D surface formed by considering
Grid nodes, together with the overlay network, as distributed along a virtual
XY plane. By way of abstraction, we suppose that each Grid node i possesses
a mass M(i) whose value is proportional to the amount of resources in use.
As a result, Grid nodes, with their mass values, come to form a gravitational
field, where potential lines are generated on the basis of the links of the over-
lay network. In such a surface of potential, valleys will represent nodes with a
large quantity of available resource, while hills will correspond to low resource
availability (see Figure 1).

In the framework set out, finding the most suitable node to fulfil a new
job request amounts to navigating the surface of potential trying to reach its
global minimum, which in turn represents the node with the highest quantity
of available resources. The navigation algorithm proposed mimics the laws of
kinematics. A resource request is seen as a capsule, with a mass and a certain
amount of initial kinetic energy. The mass is a numeric value proportional to
the quantity of the resources that are being requested to correctly execute the
application; the energy represents the kinetic capability of the capsule to cover
a certain distance along the grid surface and, as intuition suggests, is somewhat
related to the probability that it will actually reach the global minimum. This
capsule moves along the surface (from node to node), gaining energy while
descending and losing energy while ascending. When the energy value is zero
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Figure 1. A potential field generated by the amount of resources

or below, the capsule is in a minimum of the surface, hence the current node is
selected for the job allocation.

The navigation algorithm operates by evaluating the following two
functions:

A function PD(in, im) evaluates the difference of potential between neigh-
bour nodes in and im; it reflects the difference between mass values,
i.e. M(in)−M(im). PD(in, im) models the attraction force that guides the
capsule towards one or the other node: if its value is greater than zero, at-
traction is from in to im, and symmetrically. According to the physical con-
cept of difference of potential, function PD(·, ·) must obey the “circuitation
law”, i.e. the sum of all differences of potential along a closed path must be
equal to zero.

A friction is considered, which implies that, for each migration from in to im,
the capsule always loses a quantity of energy δ (in, im) (always greater than
zero) which depends on the surface gradient, and thus once again on mass
difference between the two nodes. Such a friction ensures that the capsule
will sooner or later stop, allowing the search algorithm to terminate.

Given these premises, in accordance with mechanics, the basic behaviour of
the capsule is to always go towards valleys, provided that it possesses sufficient
energy to overcome hills found along its path, The capsule starts its navigation
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from a given node1 i∗ and, based on the value of PD(i∗, i′) computed for each
neighbour i′, chooses the next (neighbour) node to visit. Such a choice is based
on two heuristics, called Hdown and Hup: the former is used during capsule
descending, while the latter performs neighbour choose when the capsule is
climbing a hill. To assess the effectiveness of the algorithm with respect to
such heuristics, we proposed some strategies for neighbour choose that will be
detailed in Section 5, where a performance evaluation of the algorithm will be
reported.

During capsule navigation, the capsule’s energy is updated on the basis of
its direction: when the capsule goes down a descending slope, it gains energy;
when the capsule goes up a hill, it loses energy; when, while going up, its
energy reaches zero, the capsule changes its direction and starts a descending
path (see Figure 2). The energy gained (or lost) is evaluated by using function
PD(in, im). In addition, for each migration from in to im, the capsule always
loses a quantity of energy equal to the friction δ (in, im). Searching stops when
two conditions hold:

1. A minimum is reached in the surface.

2. The capsule has no more energy.

This situation represents the achievement of a global minimum or a local min-
imum that should, however, be close enough to the global one (provided the
capsule possessed a reasonable initial kinetic energy).

When the algorithm stops at a node, which thus represents the computing
element where the job will be run, the amount of resource(s) required has to be
reserved and allocated, in order to avoid that further requests lead to overload-
ing this node. This is performed simply by adding the capsule’s mass (which

local minimum

starting point

The energy is zero, so
the capsule changes its direction
and starts descending.

global minimum
the capsule stops here

Figure 2. A capsule navigating over a surface of potential

1All nodes are peers, so the algorithm does not depend on the starting node, which can be freely chosen.
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represent job’s requirements) to the node’s mass: the amount of resource in use
increases and the node becomes “heavier”, thus forming a higher hill or a less
deep valley. This condition holds for the whole duration of the job execution,
therefore no other reservation/allocation request can be fulfilled if the overall
resulting utilization (current usage plus requested amount) would exceed the
total quantity of resources present in the node.

4. RUNTIME MONITORING AND REQUIREMENT
ENFORCING

Even though the above algorithm performs an advance reservation of re-
sources, when the application executes, a variation of the amount of such
granted resources could be possible, due to e.g. unpredictable loading con-
ditions of the Grid node running the application. For this reason, provision of a
suitable runtime monitoring mechanism, intended to enforce resource require-
ments posed by applications, is mandatory. The aim of such a mechanism is
twofold.

On one hand, it is instrumental in comparing the amount of resources (e.g.
disk, network bandwidth, processor) reserved in advance and then allocated
for an application, with the amount actually used by the application at runtime.
Differences between two such amounts are essentially caused by the applica-
tion behaviour when unpredictable input data are processed. A relevant differ-
ence between allocated and used resources could overload the host and also
diminish the amount of resources available to other applications co-allocated
on the same host.

On the other hand, for a (soft) real-time application, our monitoring sys-
tem can contribute to the goal of meeting the deadlines. Such an applica-
tion is monitored to detect in advance whether soft deadlines are going to
be met or missed. If there is danger of a deadline miss by any part of the
application, appropriate actions can be started, aimed at either making the ex-
ecution smoother—by e.g. preempting extra resources for the benefit of the
application—or starting recovery activities to avoid faulty conditions to be met.

Pursuing the approach of our works [2, 5, 8], we have designed a soft-
ware architecture to support monitoring and requirement enforcing. It com-
prises two main components: one, called Remon, deals with application and
resource monitoring; the other, called DeadlineSensor, with deadline con-
trol. Figure 3 shows the outline of the proposed architecture.

4.1 Monitoring Resource Use

Architecture component Remon is intended to monitor resource use at run-
time. When an application class spawns a new thread at runtime, by invoking
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Figure 3. Interactions between an application and the monitoring components

new on classes extending Thread or implementing Runnable, a need arises
for more resources, for the CPU will be asked to operate in parallel for both
the new and the invoking threads. Thus, it seems appropriate that, upon de-
tecting such a new, Remon should check whether resources that have been
previously reserved suffice for the needs of the new thread (see cmpReser()
in Figure 3).
Remon has access, through the service described in Section 2, to the ASP

profile calculated for the application and specifically to the tuple (dut , nut , put ,
wcett) describing the needs of the new thread t in terms of disk use dut , network
use nut , processor use put and worst case execution time wcett .

Moreover, Remon has taken notice of the previously reserved amount of
resources, as triple (dur, nur, pur) (this will of course vary in time, depending
on the wcet of previous reservations and as jobs terminate). Finally, through
monitoring, Remon holds knowledge of the currently used resources, as the
triple (duc, nuc, puc).
Remon can thus check whether, within the timeframe wcett , the reserved

amount of each resource is less than the needed amount (e.g. pur < puc +put).
Should this be the case, the reservation of additional resources is requested,
which will be granted when some degree of availability is left for any desired
resource, e.g. pur +puc +put should stay below 12.

Although Remon requests resource reservation upon intercepting a new for
a thread, it postpones resource allocation until start() is actually invoked

2A value equal to 1 for any of resource usage indices indicates a 100% usage.
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on the newly created thread (provided of course the requested reservation has
been granted in the meantime). The values of the currently used resources (duc,
nuc, puc) are then increased to reflect the appearance of the thread that has been
just started (see resAlloc() in Figure 3).

A thread finishing its execution should free the resources that had been al-
located for it. Accordingly, Remon takes this into account by decreasing the
values of the currently used resources (duc, nuc, puc) as soon as a thread ter-
minates (see resReleas() in Figure 3). Note that, for a thread t, the worst
case execution time wcett is usually longer than (or at most equal to) the actual
execution time. As a result, a terminating thread t will typically release some
resources that had been conservatively reserved for its whole wcett . Remon
will then take actions to have such resources reused (without going through
reservation again) for other threads that will be started later on.

For its very nature, Remon’s concern crosscuts across several application
classes. We have therefore undertaken its modular design and implementation
by means of aspect-oriented programming. In our experiments, Remon is an
aspect that uses pointcuts to capture (i) all the invocations to new on classes
extending Thread or implementing Runnable and (ii) all the invocations
to method start() by class Thread and its subclasses. Finally, the ter-
mination of threads is captured by having a dedicated thread, created by the
Remon aspect for this sake, synchronize with Java join() method calls. As
aspect-oriented technology dictates, the said pointcuts will hand control to two
advices, which handle resource reservation and allocation, respectively.

4.2 Monitoring Deadlines

A component called DeadlineSensor is used to monitor both the thread
spawn and termination times, to determine the actual thread duration at run-
time [4].
DeadlineSensor can then calculate the difference between the actual

execution time and the statically estimated worst case execution time wcett for
the thread. When such a difference exceeds a threshold, DeadlineSensor
performs checks to determine whether adjustment activities are necessary for
the application. Moreover, for a thread that actually lasts significantly longer
than the time between its estimated end and its deadline, it seems reasonable
to monitor execution time at method level, so as to have the chance to take
actions with a finer granularity, along its execution as well. In such a case,
DeadlineSensor will compare the actual execution time and the statically
estimated time also for the longer methods.

Possible adjustments that can be carried out when a deadline has not been
met depend both on the characteristics of the application itself (criticality of
the deadline, whether the application is distributed, fault tolerant, etc.) and on
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those of the underlying system (availability of a fully dedicated host, lower
level support for scheduling, checkpointing, etc.).

When threads of different applications are executing, we increase CPU
availability for the application of interest by increasing the priority of those
of its threads whose deadline is nearer.

Another useful measure to help meeting deadlines could be to “inject” into
the running application alternative, faster implementations of some methods
(typically the slower and/or more invoked ones). These alternatives typically
produce similar results with a lower precision. This concept of adaptation is es-
sentially based on N-version programming. For details on how to characterize
and dynamically introduce such alternatives refer to [3, 9, 14].

Similarly to Remon, DeadlineSensor has been designed and imple-
mented as an aspect having a pointcut that captures thread spawn (see
storeTime() in Figure 3) and termination (see cmpTime() in Figure 3),
while an advice performs the above-mentioned calculations and checks.

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF RESOURCE
SELECTION

In order to validate the resource-finding algorithm described in Section 3,
we designed a P2P Grid simulator, written in Java, and used it to perform a
series of tests. We introduced the following indicators aiming at evaluating the
main aspects of the algorithm:

Cost. It measures the number of steps required (nodes visited) before find-
ing the node in which to allocate the job.

Optimality. It aims at evaluating the ability of the algorithm to find the
optimal solution (i.e. the global minimum); for an allocation request, this
indicator is computed as the difference between the mass of the global min-
imum and the mass of the node found by the algorithm. So the lowest the
value the highest the optimality.

Fairness. It evaluates the ability of the algorithm to make the system self-
organizing by measuring its capability to fairly distribute the computational
load among the various Grid nodes; for an allocation request, this indicator
is computed as the variance (σ 2) of the masses of all the nodes of the Grid.
Therefore, also in this case, the lowest the value the highest the fairness
degree.

Since the algorithm depends on the heuristics used to perform the selec-
tion of a node from the set of neighbours N, we devised three main different
strategies, which are summarized in Figure 4. They use the same heuristic for
node selection during capsule descending (Hdown), that is, they always select
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Figure 4. Strategies and heuristics

the neighbour node with the lowest mass; instead they differ for the heuristic
used during hill climbing; in particular, Deepest Slope (DS) selects the highest
hill, i.e. the node neighbour with the highest mass; Minimum Energy (ME)
selects the neighbour with the mass closest to that of the current node; while
Random (R) performs a (uniform) random selection.

To evaluate the advantages of using one of the noted selection strategies, we
compared them against a First Fit (FF) approach, which stops the capsule at
the first occurrence of a local minimum, so it does not use the Hup heuristic.

By means of the simulator developed, we tested a real-case scenario of a
P2P Grid composed of 400 nodes, aggregated in an overlay network, with
an average number of neighbours of 6. The value for the mass of both nodes
and capsule has been selected in the interval [0,1], thus representing the per-
centage of utilization of a given resource (0 = no utilization, 1 = maximum
utilization, no availability). As for the PD(·, ·) and δ (·, ·) functions, we used
the following ones:

PD(i1, i2) = M(i1)−M(i2)
δ (i1, i2) = |M(i1)−M(i2)|+0.01

We evaluated the behaviour of the algorithm with respect to the amount of ini-
tial energy; this parameter has been set in the interval [0,50], with an increment
of 1. For each value of the initial energy, the network is started by assigning a
random initial value to the mass of each node; this initial mass distribution has
been chosen to evaluate the ability of the algorithm of “flattening” the surface,
that is to transform the network into a fairly balanced one (from the resource
utilization point of view). In this network, 10000 allocation requests have been
generated and allocated by using the algorithm; then the average values of cost,
optimality and fairness have been computed and plotted.

A first remark is that, even if the FF approach has the lowest cost, it is
the worst from the point of view of fairness and optimality. This proves that
an approach that does not stop at the first occurrence, but tries to always find a
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better solution, provides some advantages. As for the other three strategies, DS,
ME and R, basically they behave in quite the same way. Sensible differences
are reported in the cost, for which the DS strategy is the winner, but the same
cannot be said for the other indicators. Indeed, for both optimality and fairness,
the ME is the best strategy, given that the initial energy is less than a threshold
(about 25); if this value is overcome, the best strategy seems R, meaning that,
in these cases, the way in which hills are treated is no more sensible.

The final remark is that, among DS, ME and R, there is not a winner in ab-
solute, but the adoption of one or another strategy should be based on suitably
weighting the importance of the three factors—cost, fairness and optimality—
in the Grid that is being designed.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This chapter tries to overcome the difficulties existing when an interactive
application, in particular a soft real-time one, is to be run on a Grid system,
i.e. the unpredictability of appropriate resources availability and, as a result,
the actual duration of application execution. This is the case, in particular, of
virtual laboratories and systems aimed at monitoring physical experiments and
phenomena.

We have proposed a few services that find application, respectively, to deal
with (i) application characterization in terms of needed resources, (ii) resource
discovery and advance reservation within a large distributed system, and (iii)
resource monitoring and dynamic reservation and allocation during the execu-
tion of an application.

We characterize an application, before its execution, by statically analysing
its code so as to determine the number of threads it is composed of, the de-
gree of use of disk, network and processor for each thread and the worst case
execution time for each thread.

In order to find and reserve the needed resources, we employ a discovery
process that consists in propagating a request from node to node within an
overlay network. This can be depicted as a capsule travelling on a surface,
where a valley represents a node with a large amount of resources available
and a hill represents a node with low resource availability. This propagation
ends when a surface minimum is reached or when the capsule has no more
kinetic energy to pursue its exploration.

After the initial reservation and allocation of resources has been performed,
the application can start executing. It will now be entrusted to a support-
ing monitoring layer, properly deployed through aspect-oriented technology,
which will transparently observe execution. Such a layer is able to react to the
performance figures (specifically timing) observed, by initiating reservation
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and allocation of additional resources, when the application needs more than
those estimated in advance.
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Abstract It is clear from the number of e-science projects involving remote access to
instruments that remote access and facility sharing is an emerging area of con-
cern. In this chapter we discuss the Common Instrument Middleware Archi-
tecture (CIMA) project funded by the US National Science Foundation (NSF)
through the NSF Middleware Initiative. CIMA aims at providing a middle-
ware set to facilitate remoting instruments and sensors as community resources
and building collaborations around shared facilities. We provide an overview of
CIMA, discuss its relationship to some other instrument remote access projects,
examine our experiences in developing and applying the architecture and look
forward to future development directions for CIMA and its applications.

1. INTRODUCTION

Instruments and sensors are critical sources of experimental data for explo-
ration theory building. However, instruments are still largely “off-line” as far as
downstream software analytical components are concerned and instruments are
not yet fully first-class members of grid computing environments with respect
to location, allocation, scheduling and access control. This is a serious prob-
lem as three issues continue to grow in importance in research: (1) investments
in geographically extended national and international collaborations organized
around large shared instrument resources; (2) increasingly “real-time” use of
instruments by remote researchers both for “first look” activities and pipelined
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data acquisition, reduction, event detection and response; and (3) sensor net-
works with hundreds to thousands of nodes being deployed using equipment
from multiple vendors and with equipment replacement and upgrade (technol-
ogy refresh) cycles measured in decades.

Several development efforts have taken on these challenges to greater or
lesser degree. These efforts are characterized as device access mechanisms,
device capability descriptions and system integration efforts. Examples of
device access mechanisms include IEEE 1451.1 [18, 27] access to smart sen-
sors by IP network, Universal Plug and Play [24, 25], WS-Discovery and the
NEESGrid Telecontrol Protocol [13]. Device capability description projects
include the OpenGIS Consortium’s sensorML [1, 31], the W3C Composite
Capabilities/Preferences Profile, the IEEE 1451.0 Transducer Electronic Data
Sheet (TEDS) and the Monterey Bay Aquarium Research Institute “plug and
work” instrument puck. Integration efforts include projects like the ORNL
SensorNet, SDSC/CALIT2 RoadNet based on Antelope [6], GRIDCC instru-
ment grid architecture, MIT’s iLab project [16] in education applications of
remote access to instruments and the DARPA/DoD Sensor Web Enablement
community’s suite of activities. These projects each have an approach to
remote access to instruments and sensors and collectively provide a composite
picture for a middleware for supporting remote access. The purpose of the
Common Instrument Middleware Architecture (CIMA) middleware project
is to build on these ideas to provide instrument and sensors with a service-
oriented abstraction layer that facilitates the location and use of instruments,
sensors and other real-time data sources and supports their integration into
scientific workflows including computing and storage elements.

2. PROJECT GOALS

Scientific researchers by and large consider experimental or observed data
to be the raw material from which knowledge is extracted through a process
that might involve reduction, fusion and analysis. This approach on data per
se focuses on the latter part of the chain in the reduction and analysis phases
that are performed “off-line” with respect to the instrument that collected the
data and ignores possible interactions between the analyst and the instrument
itself. Large-scale projects organized around instruments such as detectors at
the Large Hadron Collider or aggregations of weather data for severe weather
prediction have yielded useful application test beds, but still the focus is on
data as separate from the instrument that produced them and at some time
after their acquisition. The possibility of designing and executing an experi-
ment in real time in response to current conditions is not directly supported
by this mode of interaction. For many major instrument facilities that provide
advanced, complex or even experimental observational hardware, researchers
with the expertise to judge the quality of appropriateness of the data may not
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have access to the proper tools to perform this analysis until well after the data
have been collected and not at critical initial stages of the experiment when ad-
justments or corrections to the hardware can make a difference in the outcome.
This focus on data as separate from their source and the operations necessary to
control instruments remotely in real time in order to generate, acquire and filter
data, combined with improved prospects for making instruments and sensors
network-accessible has left a gap in capabilities for e-Research.

CIMA [10] is an approach to making instruments and sensors network-
accessible with the following objectives: (1) use service-oriented architecture
principles to integrate instruments and sensors as real-time data sources into
distributed computing and storage environments; (2) improve accessibility and
throughput in instrumentation investments; (3) promote sharing across insti-
tutions and disciplines; (4) develop a methodology for describing instrument
capabilities and functions and embedding these in the hardware to improve the
flexibility and lifetime of data acquisition and analysis applications and to im-
prove the findability of instrument resources; and (5) automate and move the
production of metadata as close to instruments as possible in order to facilitate
data management, provenance and reuse. A further goal is to leverage expertise
in the user community for a given instrument for collaborative problem solving
around instrument-related problems

A common middleware layer makes it possible for instrument users to build,
test and deploy new software to implement their experiments as needed and to
continue to use existing software without modification when instruments are
redesigned or upgraded. Such middleware also allows hardware developers to
open up their products to take advantage of a broader range of control applica-
tions and facilitates the fusion of data from multiple sources in real time.

Some requirements for an instrument middleware are explored by
Devadithya [10] and McMullen [20]. These include self-describing hardware
and control software [23]; functional transparency; resource-oriented stateful
services [21]; interoperable with other data acquisition and transport systems;
efficient data transfer, lightweight with respect to CPU, memory and network
resources; support for intermediaries for signal processing and data aggrega-
tion; support for authorization; multiple modes of interaction (e.g., streaming,
polled and callback). In the next section we will discuss the architecture for the
CIMA middleware developed to meet these and further requirements.

3. COMMON INSTRUMENT MIDDLEWARE
ARCHITECTURE

CIMA consists of three main components, the service architecture, the chan-
nel protocol and parcel XML schema and the instrument description as shown
in Figure 1. The service architecture is the instrument-independent service
code that provides life-cycle functions and the core communications package,
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Figure 1. Components of the CIMA system

a Web Services endpoint for clients to communicate with the instrument. In ad-
dition to the instrument-independent parts there are instrument- and function-
specific plug-ins that accompany the service code and handle requests for data
from an instrument or sensor or requests for a change in the status of an actu-
ator on the instrument. Service life-cycle management functions include load-
ing of plug-in code, registration of the service instance with directory services
such as a UDDI service or the GRIMOIRE [12] registry and communications
transport start-up and shutdown.

The second component of the CIMA (Figure 1) is the channel protocol and
the parcel XML schema. Although SOAP [34] is used as the primary trans-
port the encoding style of the SOAP messages are document/literal rather than
RPC encoded [15] to minimize the dependence on Web Services and to make
asynchronous communications possible between clients and the service. The
general approach taken is to view the instrument service as a RESTful Web Ser-
vice [29] that could be implemented using a variety of schemes. The forward-
looking potential of this decision will be discussed in more detail in Section 5.

The CIMA channel protocol is contained in the parcel XML schema. This
schema defines a “type” tag, the values of which enumerate operations that
clients can perform on the instrument and data types that can be returned by an
instrument. Additional sections provide routing information (source and desti-
nation), data and metadata. Communication between a client and an instrument
service is a stream of parcel XML documents. Typically a client will register to
receive data from the service, either at regular intervals or when data are avail-
able. The service responds with SOAP messages to a client endpoint provided
in the registration parcel with data. Protocol variants include RPC-like get and
set operations on a sensor or actuator name handle which return an immediate
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parcel-valued responses. Alternatively endpoints can be specified for responses
to get and set calls so that asynchronous operation is possible. The describe
operation returns a description of the instrument. Plug-ins map logical name
handles for sensors and actuators, possibly provided by the channel’s describe
function, to routines that read and write the actual devices. Output from a plug-
in may include the sensor value plus additional metadata such as a time stamp
or error code.

The default communications protocol and transport are document/literal-
encoded SOAP over Secure Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP/S) over
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), etc. However, all levels are decoupled
and essentially any transport can be used. Alternative transports we have imple-
mented include Java Messaging Service (JMS) over TCP and Antelope [6,35],
a system for carrying data from seismic ground motion sensors.

The third component is the instrument description, provided in RDF as On-
tology Web-Language – Description Logic (OWL-DL) [19] instances. The de-
scription is based on an ontology (controlled vocabulary and relationships be-
tween terms) that provides information about instrument capabilities, access
methods and input and output data formats. Some real-time information about
the state of the instrument can also be provided if the description is associated
directly with the CIMA service, rather than a registry.

Figure 2 illustrates the main components of CIMA and their relationship
to the underlying instrument. In Figure 2 a user application interacts with
the CIMA channel service through the following sequence of steps: (1) user
application registers to receive streaming data from a given sensor; (2) the

Figure 2. CIMA operational overview
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channel service calls the appropriate plug-in to set up the data stream; (3) the
plug-in repeatedly returns the sensor’s data according to the specification in
the request; (4) SOAP calls are made by the channel to an endpoint given by
the user application. All messages sent and received by the channel are in-
stances of the parcel schema. In addition to streaming data, the application can
make requests to return or get one sensor reading or to issue an actuator set
command (steps 4 and 5 in Figure 2). Other “immediate” commands include
retrieving a description of the instrument’s sensors and actuators as OWL-DL
instances (describe) and authorization of the user application (session). Ad-
ditional functionality such as message-level security and authorization can be
added by extending the service or using additional WS-∗ layered specifications
and message handling code at the Web Services interface.

An important design element is to make the instruments and sensors self-
describing so that software and end-users can obtain information about them as
and when needed, such as what data the instruments and sensors provide and
how they are accessed and configured. This capability also allows analytical
software components elsewhere in the data acquisition and reduction process
to understand and manage data from instruments and sensors more effectively
by applying unit conversions and calibrating data in real time. The capabilities
of a device can be discovered by an application through the instrument descrip-
tion available through the channel protocol’s describe operation, or through an
external registry, if the CIMA service supports this. The instrument descrip-
tion can also be used by applications to help parse data messages from and
build control messages to CIMA-enabled instruments and sensors. Appropri-
ately constructed descriptions allow applications to interact with instruments
at a high level, to determine utility for a given application, then providing the
details of how to acquire, frame and convert data for a particular purpose.

Although an instrument description could be placed in a registry, it is pri-
marily intended to be embedded in the device. Under these conditions the de-
vice itself is able to modify and update components of the description so as to
reflect state in real time for that particular instance of hardware. This allows de-
vice class, device instance and temporal state information about an individual
device to be made available that is not possible with static, external, device-
class type descriptions held in a registry. Also, if this information is embedded
in the device itself the process of discovery can be made independent of direc-
tory services if the service instances are members of a peer-to-peer network.

Another use for self-description is to provide the basis for automatic
annotation of instrument data, supporting activities related to interpretation,
organization and curation of the data. The development of a self-description
capability is predicated on a “CIMA ontology” for instruments and sensors.
The current implementation of the CIMA ontology is encoded in OWL-DL,
a subset of OWL [19]. OWL-DL was chosen for several reasons: it makes
the description amenable to machine reasoning tasks, it facilitates distributed
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development and extension of the CIMA ontology and, through inferencing,
makes it possible to check the consistency of the ontology across multiple
developers and sites. Reasoners such as Pellet [32] accessed through query
languages such as SPARQL-DL [33] are available to use as a means of
manipulating the descriptions in applications. We have developed several
applications for manipulating CIMA OWL-DL descriptions using available
off-the-shelf Semantic Web [4] tools.

As the quality, stability and complexity of these reasoning tools improve, it
is increasingly possible to reason with complex data types as predicates. This
allows us to leverage within our OWL-DL instrument descriptions existing
XML schema for describing complex data such as SensorML and ISO schema
for location (ISO-19107) and time (ISO-19108). Using existing system- or
domain-specific complex data types helps to bridge the gap between using
“plain old XML” and OWL-DL/RDF, which we believe will be increasingly
relevant as Semantic Web applications drive the development and improve-
ment of tools for manipulating OWL.

A functional model of a CIMA service and its relationship to the instrument
and sensors/actuators it represents are shown in Figure 3.

At the outer level is the observatory, the physical or logical aggregation of
one or more instruments with related functionality. The prototypical example

Figure 3. CIMA instrument descriptive model
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would consist of a telescope, optics, CCD detector and controls for moving
telescope and dome. An alternative example of an observatory is a crystallog-
raphy bay containing a goniostat, a CCD array and several temperature probes
used to collect data for an X-ray diffraction crystallography experiment [5].
The CIMA ontology in OWL-DL consists of classes to model the physical
components such as observatories, instruments, sensors and actuators as well
as the observable products of sensors and the service characteristics of the
instruments. To separate types of descriptive elements there are separate on-
tologies for base classes (e.g., observatory-instrument-sensor model, units, ob-
servables and communications protocols), details of types of instruments (e.g.,
what is a telescope and diffractometer) and a third for specific models, though
not instances, of hardware. The description for a given instrument consists of
an OWL-DL “instance” containing descriptors from the ontology along with
their values or other quantifiers.

4. EXPERIENCES WITH CIMA

The CIMA components described earlier, the channel protocol, parcels and
plug-ins, seek to address the requirements for an extensible approach to re-
mote access to instruments and sensors. To evaluate this approach we have
developed several instrument implementations based on CIMA. One well-
developed case provides remote data acquisition from X-ray diffractometers
[5] at several labs in the USA and Australia [2, 14] and is in daily use. This
application, illustrated in Figure 4, involves the integration of a group of labo-
ratories that does X-ray diffraction crystallography using CIMA as a common
instrument interface methodology shared by all labs. This federation is based
on sharing of instruments, information and expertise and poses a number of
functional requirements for user interfaces to the underlying CIMA-based data
acquisition systems and other sensor data streams and services provided by
the labs. To facilitate interactions between people, instruments and data a de-
sign decision was made to organize access to instruments and data through a
GridSphere portal [28]. Individual functions in the portal are implemented as
portlets [22, 38, 39] accessing back-end services with Web Services interfaces.

In each lab a CIMA service, the instrument representative, sends data from
a diffractometer and other sensors in the lab to a data management system,
MyManager, as parcel data structures through the CIMA channel protocol. The
data management system is shared by several instruments and labs and may be
located in a data center remote from any of the labs it supports. Two of the sites
are at synchrotron beamlines at the Advanced Photon Source (APS), Argonne
National Lab. As a part of these beamline collaborations we have developed a
methodology for making EPICS process variables produced by the synchrotron
and beamline control systems available as CIMA data streams.
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Figure 4. Components of a CIMA-based application for X-ray crystallography

A related capability inherent in CIMA is the ability to compose its Web
Services interface with other services in a workflow environment. In an ap-
plication under development by a research group at the University of Sydney,
Australia, CIMA service endpoints are supported by Web Services containers
(Axis) in JSP containers (Tomcat) and interact with portlets in a portlet con-
tainer [2]. Using this approach CIMA data flows can be cached in a local portal
container for near real-time retrieval and presentation in portlets using browser
pull technologies such as Ajax or JavaScript and JavaServer Pages.

Acquisition and storage of data from CIMA-enabled instruments are also
drivers for the IU Data Capacitor (DC) project (CNS-0521433) in which the
DC is used as a high-speed disk cache for a workflow that includes multiple
instruments and sites. Data are acquired and sent to the DC by CIMA and grid
jobs process and manage the data after it is collected. In another large-scale
application CIMA was adopted as core technology for two Australian Research
Council projects (DART and Archer), for which a demonstrator project is being
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implemented [3]. Outcomes from the CIMA-DART/Archer collaboration in-
clude integration of CIMA data streams with Storage Resource Broker and the
development of CIMA-based actors for the Kepler data flow system.

Performance of the channel/parcel protocol has been analyzed by Zhang et
al. [40] in a paper describing data acquisition using CIMA from the USA to
Australia through North American and Australian high-performance research
networks. Several performance issues were explored in detail including TCP
tuning for long haul data transfers, binary payload encoding strategies, use of
SOAP attachments vs. including large data blocks in a parcel data structure and
use of a “pull model” to transfer data using a protocol other than HTTP. Chiu
has provided additional insight into performance improvement through the use
of binary XML and schema-specific parsing [8, 9].

Some of the lessons learned and observations made during the development
of CIMA and applications include the following:

Many remote access projects do not require remote control, i.e., it is more
about remote monitoring than complete replication of hands-on control.
Considerations of safety for humans and equipment at the remote instru-
ment site often preclude total control in preference for control by sequencer
and validated program or human-in-the-loop control.

As a corollary, the primary motif is a workflow involving data acquisi-
tion, processing and storage, typically with a human in the loop: Set-
up→control→measure → compute/store/visualize→shut down.

Data acquisition requirements can be met at many levels in the design and
with appropriate technologies. The top-level architecture does not have to
explicitly guarantee a level of service if these can be met at lower levels by
selecting the right technology for that function. For instance in high data
volume, data rate or low latency applications, the CIMA protocol allows
for information to be sent from server to client by means other than Parcel
XML protocol and Web Services.

Remote access systems must have low impact on existing hardware and
software and lab practices.

A design with well-described high-level functionality where the implemen-
tation of lower level components can change as better technologies are in-
troduced is preferable to one that is deeply dependent on particular low-level
technologies.

Performance of the XML-based CIMA protocol and simple strategies such
as base64 encoding of binary data are sufficient to support a wide range of
applications in remote access to instruments and sensors. The use of XML
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as the basis of the protocol greatly simplifies the development of code to in-
terface with CIMA-enabled instruments over protocols that are proprietary,
binary or both.

As we continue to apply CIMA to remote access problems we extend our
collection of lessons learned and will include these in future versions of CIMA.

5. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

As a natural outgrowth of previous activities we continue to extend and build
new CIMA-based application solutions and to extend the capabilities of CIMA
components. Work continues on several other fronts:

5.1 Semantic Web for Instruments and Sensors

The current approach to making a CIMA instrument findable is to place lo-
cation and description information in a registry that is shared and managed by
the community of interested users. If instances of CIMA services represent-
ing instruments could instead form a peer-to-peer (P2P) network then addition
or removal of instruments would be “automatic” by the presence or absence
of a service instance in the network and finding available instruments would
amount to issuing a query to the P2P network. This approach allows a bottom-
up growth of instrument and sensor networks without a centrally managed
registry.

5.2 Beyond Portals – Instruments and Sensors in a Web
2.0 Context

CIMA as implemented requires Web Services-aware clients, with an in-
stance of a Web Service built in to or associated with the client to provide a
sink for the service to call back with new instrument data. Our strategy [14] for
user interfaces to CIMA instruments has been based on heavy weight JSR 168
[17] portlets in a GridSphere portal environment [28], for which a considerable
programming effort is required to develop. Mirroring the rapid development of
Web 2.0 technologies and APIs, work is in progress to develop RESTful [29]
URI-based interfaces for CIMA in addition to the SOAP-based services now
used. A Web 2.0 approach to services, however, is attended by loss of the use
of WS-∗ layered products such as message security. Since the CIMA protocol
is entirely contained in the parcel XML schema a CIMA parcel message could
be delivered by GET or POST http transaction without the additional overhead
of transporting, parsing and handling the SOAP envelope. A CIMA instru-
ment or sensor service that operates in this manner can then be composed of
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other Web 2.0 offerings such as Google desktop [11], NetVibes [26] or Yahoo
widgets [36] to rapidly assemble e-Science portals using a mix of community
developed and commercial offerings. For example, recent experiments using
RSS [30] as a protocol for sending CIMA parcel “events” to users and to Ya-
hoo Pipes [37] shared, distributed applications have been highly successful at
leveraging commonly used communications channels for distributing the out-
put of instruments and sensor networks to a community of interested users.

5.3 Support for Sequencer-Based Experiments

Many of the security concerns for remote access to instruments can be mit-
igated if control over the device is local to the lab hosting the instrument and
if user control was provided indirectly through a programmed sequence of in-
structions that had been validated perhaps by simulation prior to execution. We
are developing a model for including sequencers such as Tango [7] within the
CIMA service model so that programs can be sent to and executed by CIMA
services as a data request.

5.4 Education and Outreach Through Remote Access
to Instruments

CIMA interfaces to instruments are also proving to be invaluable in estab-
lishing educational outreach programs for students at colleges and universi-
ties that do not have major research instrumentation or expert users on-site.
One such program allows undergraduate students to monitor or conduct X-ray
diffraction experiments remotely with expert help. Faculty at the participating
colleges receive additional training in how to include remote access to research
quality instruments in their curriculum and how to coordinate with hosting labs
to best connect students to expert scientists and technicians.

6. CONCLUSIONS

The Common Instrument Middleware Architecture is a specification for re-
mote access to instruments and sensors that can be implemented in a flexible
and extensible manner. The implementation is highly modular and many of the
functional blocks can be re-implemented as needed with newer technologies
as they become available. We described the core CIMA components of the ser-
vice, channel protocol and its parcel data structures and the ontology used to
develop instrument descriptions. We have also listed some of the applications
for which CIMA has been used to provide remote access to instruments and
concluded with lessons learned and some new areas of development for the
project.
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Abstract Web 2.0-style services and capabilities collectively define a comprehensive
distributed computing environment that may be considered an alternative or sup-
plement to existing Grid computing approaches for e-Science. Web 2.0 is briefly
summarized as building upon network-enabled, stateless services with simple
message formats and message exchange patterns to build rich client interfaces,
mash-ups (custom, composite, Web applications), and online communities. In
this chapter, we review several of our activities in these areas: service archi-
tectures for chemical informatics; Web 2.0 approaches for managing real-time
data from online experiments; management and federation of digital entities and
their metadata obtained from multiple services; and the use of tagging and social
bookmarking to foster scientific networking at minority serving institutions. We
conclude with a discussion of further research opportunities in the application of
Web 2.0 to e-Science.

1. INTRODUCTION: BROADENING THE
DEFINITION OF GRID COMPUTING

Distributed computing research has been greatly influenced by develop-
ments in Internet computing and e-Commerce. The key concept of these sys-
tems is the service-oriented architecture [13], in which network accessible
services expose well-defined programming interfaces and communicate with
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well-defined, application-layer network protocols and message formats. The
global scale of electronic commerce and online communities provides an un-
precedented opportunity to investigate research problems in scalability, relia-
bility, system robustness, system federation, and security.

The general Web Service Architecture [1] concepts that build upon service-
oriented architecture abstractions are typically specified using XML-based
standards and recommendations. The Web Service Description Language
(WSDL) is used to describe a service’s capabilities. It is also a guide for
requestor agents to construct valid messages for interacting with the ser-
vice. SOAP is the most common network message format and encapsulates
the specific communications between a requestor agent and a service (and
also possibly routing intermediaries). SOAP is also an extensible format:
additional directives for security, reliability, addressing, and similar higher-
level qualities of service are added as supplemental information to the SOAP
header.

Grid computing [7], as it is normally defined, is aligned closely with Web
Service Architecture principles. The Open Grid Forum’s Open Grid Comput-
ing Architecture (OGSA) [6] provides, through a framework of specifications
that undergo a community review process, a precise definition of Grid comput-
ing. Key capabilities include the management of application execution, data,
and information. Security and resource state modeling are examples of cross-
cutting capabilities in OGSA. Many Grid middleware stacks (Globus, gLite,
Unicore, OMII, Willow, Nareji, GOS, and Crown) are available. Web and Grid
Services are typically atomic and general purpose. Workflow tools (including
languages and execution engines) [8] are used to compose multiple general ser-
vices into specialized tasks. Collections of users, services, and resources form
virtual organizations that are managed by administrative services. The numer-
ous Web Service specifications that constitute Grids and Web Service systems
are commonly called “WS-∗”.

There are alternatives to this approach. As we have shown in previous dis-
cussion [21], Web 2.0 collectively represents a comprehensive distributed com-
puting paradigm that, while compatible with Web Service Architecture princi-
ples, is a challenge to the usual WS-∗ implementations. The initial applications
of Web 2.0 to e-Science are surveyed at the workshop, “Web 2.0 and Grids”,
at Open Grid Forum 19 (see http://www.semanticgrid.org/OGF/ogf19/). See
also keynote talks by Hey and Goble and also the panel discussion moder-
ated by Fox at Grid 2007 (http://www.grid2007.org/). As we survey in this
chapter, Web 2.0 approaches can meet the requirements of cyberinfrastructure
activities (such as chemical informatics and online laboratories). It further-
more suggests a broader view of cyberinfrastructure to include support for user
and community-driven metadata, social networking and online communities of
scientists.
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1.1 Key Web 2.0 Concepts

Web 2.0 is a diverse and uncoordinated activity, but we may characterize it
generally as building on the following key concepts.

1.1.1 Representational State Transfer (REST) Services

REST services [5] stringently avoid issues of exposed state and provide a
single programming interface (essentially, HTTP GET, PUT, DELETE, and
POST) for all services. REST services operate on URLs, which may respond
with XML messages as well as other formats. XML payloads may be in any
format. News feeds using RSS and Atom formatting are typical examples.
These are best known as news feed formats, but they can be used as general-
purpose envelopes for conveying sequential data (similar to SOAP). JavaScript
Object Notation (JSON) is an alternative to XML for message exchange. The
combination of clients to multiple services in a single application is called a
mash-up (see www.programmableweb.com). REST services are purposefully
simpler and have less sophisticated interaction patterns than WS-∗ services,
relying on human developers rather than tooling to construct applications.

1.1.2 Rich User Interfaces Based on JavaScript, AJAX, and JSON

Rich user interfaces make use of client-side Web browser scripting coupled
with REST-style server calls to enable browsers to provide enhanced interac-
tivity that overcomes the limitations of the HTTP request/response invocation
pattern. Updated content is delivered from the server to the user based on inter-
active events such as keystroke and mouse events rather than through HTML
FORM actions. Numerous JavaScript libraries and tools exist for creating these
applications. These range from high-level JavaScript libraries (Yahoo’s YUI,
Prototype, Scriptaculous) to JavaScript and HTML generators (Google’s GWT
and Ruby on Rails, for example). Related commercial environments (Adobe
Flash/Flex and Microsoft Silverlight, for example) are also available.

1.1.3 Virtual Communities and Social Networks

Web 2.0 services are often designed to enable users to establish networks
and share content (such as uploaded images, movies, and interesting Web
sites). Online communities can develop in a number of ways, but a common ex-
ample is through shared tags of online resources. Tags are single word descrip-
tions of URLs. Collections of tags that describe a particular online resource or
type of resource are known as a “folksonomy”, a coined term that indicates the
emergent and user-driven nature of the description.
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1.1.4 Widgets, Gadgets, and Badges

The content and metadata of Web 2.0 services such as Flickr and del.icio.us
may be accessed through their Web sites, via RSS feeds, and via REST API
calls. They may also be accessed via exportable badges (typically XHTML and
JavaScript) that may be embedded by a user into other Web pages. Start pages
such as iGoogle and Netvibes aggregate these small, self-contained user inter-
faces to Web 2.0 services. Such pieces are known as widgets or gadgets and are
conceptually similar to Java portlets that are often used to build science gate-
ways [26]. Architecturally, badges and gadgets are very different from portlets,
as the former are aggregated on the client side and are (essentially) unrestricted
by the Web container, while the latter are aggregated on the server side and are
under the control of the portal service provider. Gadgets can be shared and
tagged to create user environments.

In the remainder of this chapter, we examine a range of applications and
case studies using Web 2.0 for e-Science. Section 2 describes the application of
service architectures to chemical informatics, in which we are supplementing
WS-∗ services with Web 2.0 approaches. Section 3 describes the application of
Web 2.0 approaches to instruments in online laboratories. Section 4 discusses
our work in federating multiple online services for searching scholarly jour-
nals. This research addresses important gaps (federation and synchronization)
in unrelated services. Section 5 describes our efforts to adapt the concepts of
tagging and online bookmarking to the problem of helping researchers at mi-
nority serving institutions identify collaborators. Finally, Section 6 summarizes
the work and describes further research opportunities.

2. CHEMICAL INFORMATICS AND WEB 2.0

The field of chemical informatics, or cheminformatics, has its origins in the
1960s with the development of the first representations of 2D and 3D chemi-
cal structures and structure–activity models [10] to relate chemical features to
biological activity. Since then the field has increased significantly in terms of
scope and techniques. The field is highly multidisciplinary – many methods
used in cheminformatics have first appeared in the statistical, mathematical,
text searching, machine learning, and artificial intelligence literature. In addi-
tion, in recent years, there has also been an increased intersection of biology
and chemistry (chemical biology [20, 24], chemogenomics [11], etc.).

Commercial tools and private, proprietary data controlled by industry have
historically dominated cheminformatics. However, the growing field of aca-
demic cheminformatics has brought more open source tools and libraries (such
as Openeye, Daylight, CDK [25], and JOELib) to the community, and the
National Institutes of Health’s open research (PubMed) and open community
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data (PubChem) online services are spearheading a greater amount of open
information. Thus, as we review in this section, the time is ripe for the applica-
tion of service-oriented computing architectures and distributed infrastructure
to the field.

To this end, we have developed the Chemical Informatics Cyberinfrastruc-
ture Collaboratory (CICC) to develop state-of-the-art cheminformatics tools
and techniques and provide access to these via cyberinfrastructure [4, 9]. In
this context cyberinfrastructure includes facilities such as computational grids,
databases, and Web Services. The goal is to make cheminformatics functional-
ity available in such a manner that non-expert users can use the infrastructure
as prepackaged tools but will also be able to combine different tools and meth-
ods to create applications that are personalized for their specific problem. In
the following sections we discuss aspects of the infrastructure that allow us to
achieve these goals.

One of our primary activities has been to build a service-oriented computing
framework, implementing Web Services using the CDK and other libraries. We
highlight below one of these services, which wraps the R statistical package,
and discuss the natural extension of this service into a Web 2.0 approach.

2.1 R Statistical Services and Community Models

A common task in cheminfomatics is the development of predictive models.
These may be simple linear regression models or more complex models such as
support vector machines or random forests. The traditional approach has been
to develop the model and report its statistics in a publication. Such a model
of dissemination precludes any form of machine (or even human) interaction
with the model. An alternative approach is to provide a web page front end
to the software that can evaluate the model. Such an approach is certainly an
improvement, but still faces the restriction that one must manually navigate to
the web page to make use of the model for predictive purposes. Another aspect
of such models is that they may require calculation of features that are not
publicly available. Thus even if one did have access to the underlying model,
one could not calculate the features required as input to the model.

Our approach to this problem is the development of an R-based web service
infrastructure, in which one can deposit a previously built model (currently a
R binary file representation of the model) that is then made available as a Web
Service. The infrastructure is sufficiently general that any model support by R
can be deployed. Once deployed, one can access the model via SOAP-based
Web Services to obtain predictions and various statistics. However, the current
limitations include the fact that it is difficult to interrogate the model without
actually loading the model in R, models are restricted to R, and the feature
calculation problem is not addressed.
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Future work aims to address these issues by way of developing an XML-
based model specification document. Such a document will include informa-
tion regarding the type of the model (linear regression, SVM, etc.) as well as
various model statistics. In addition the model must include provenance data
such as author, data of development, and so on. As we discuss in more detail
in Section 5, these descriptions are suitable for keyword tagging. An important
component of such a description will be a specification of the input features.
This is especially challenging due to the wide variety of features that one may
calculate using different software.

A key feature of any solution to this problem will involve community con-
sensus on how one specifies features. This may be done using a top-down on-
tology approach, but it is also a good test case for tagging and folksonomy-style
approaches. We envisage folksonomy-based approach using keyword tagging,
where features will be characterized by what they represent, the software (and
version of the software) required to calculate them, and so on. Such an ap-
proach has the advantage of being open-ended and usage-driven. Given such
a model description, one need not load models into an R session (thus sav-
ing time) but, more importantly, models can now be searched. This represents
a significant advantage over the current state of the art. In addition to model
specification, we also plan to investigate the issue of model exchange. As noted
above, our infrastructure is based on R. But there are many other popular sta-
tistical platforms, and models built in R cannot be run on them. We plan to use
Predictive Modeling Markup Language (PMML) as a means of converting our
R models to a platform-agnostic XML format. A number of platforms such as
SPSS and DB2 Miner support this format.

With a combination of model specification and model exchange, we be-
lieve that the R-based computational infrastructure will provide a flexible and
open approach to the deployment and searchability of predictive models in
cheminformatics.

2.2 Databases and Data Handling

Though various computational services are very useful a key component of
cheminformatics development is easy access to data as well as methods to ma-
nipulate data sets. To this end we have developed a number of databases that
are derivatives of PubChem. The PubChem database is a collection of nearly
10 million molecular structures along with bioassay results for 549 assays.
Along with developing our infrastructure we have built databases that provide
add-on functionality to the data in PubChem. Examples include performing
docking with the PubChem structures and generating 3D structures for 99% of
PubChem. All our databases are relational databases based on the PostgreSQL
platform. Though we have provided direct SQL access to these databases, we
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strove to provide a mode of access that is similar to our other services. Thus
each database can be accessed via SOAP-based Web Services. In addition to
providing access to databases we also provide services that allow one to ma-
nipulate data sets. One example is the VOTables services. VOTables are an
XML specification for handling tabular data. Our services allow one to convert
various forms of tabular data (plain text and Excel formats are supported) to a
VOTables document and vice versa. Many of the statistical Web Services can
accept VOTables data directly.

The above discussion has focused on accessing the various services via
SOAP calls using standard Web Service techniques, which constituted the ma-
jority of our initial work. However, we have subsequently examined the use
of Web 2.0 techniques for building services. Given that the services are ef-
fectively remote function calls, we can consider other ways to expose their
functionality. One example is the use of RSS feeds and REST (specifically
HTTP GET) invocations. Traditionally, news sites have used RSS feeds to
syndicate news items. More generally, RSS feeds can be used to syndicate
any type of “new” item or state change in an existing item. In our case we
have made available a number of database searches in the form of RSS feeds.
For example the user can specify a query for the PubDock database, asking
for docking results for molecules that have a score above a certain specified
value. The query is executed and the return value is an RSS feed (in RSS 2.0)
format that can be viewed with any RSS reader. Furthermore our RSS feeds
are able to embed chemistry within them by the use of Chemical Markup Lan-
guage. Thus, if a given RSS item has an associated 2D or 3D structure, the
structure can be embedded as a CML [17] fragment within the item. Such
combinations are termed CML-RSS [18] feeds and can be viewed in a variety
of environments such as Jmol or Bioclipse. Example of such CML-RSS feeds
can be found at http://www.chembiogrid.org/cheminfo/pcrss/dockrss/form and
http://www.chembiogrid.org/cheminfo/rssint.html.

2.3 Workflows and Mashups

Workflow tools and mash-ups offer alternate approaches to aggregating mul-
tiple sources of information and computation into new and ad hoc applications.
Workflow tools are generally restricted in the kinds of links that can be made
between services (for example, one can usually follow a linear path through
a set of services, the output of one serving as the input to another, but more
complex constructs like looping and non-sequential interaction fit less well
into the paradigm), although they usually are built with user-friendly inter-
faces that allow development by non-programmers. The Yahoo! Pipes service
is an attempt to allow such workflow development on the Web, specifically for
processing RSS and Atom feeds. Completed workflows can usually be shared
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with others. Mash-ups permit a much higher degree of flexibility in the in-
tercommunication of services, but generally require scripting or programming
using APIs to achieve this (although there is no intrinsic reason why mash-
ups could not be created in a graphical user interface, and indeed the latest
version of blogging programs like BlogSpot permit the use of computational
components in a page). In the pharmaceutical industry, one particular workflow
tool called Pipeline Pilot (www.scitegic.com) has been widely used in chemin-
formatics. This tool uses a graphical interface for workflow development and
includes extensive pre-packaged computation and database functionality for
cheminformatics and bioinformatics. In the non-commercial sector, Taverna
(taverna.sourceforge.net) and Knime (www.knime.org) have been used. While
mash-ups have been developed for cheminformatics, they have not revolution-
ized or commoditized the field in the same way that has happened with online
mapping. The reason for this could be lack of availability of simple, easy-
to-use APIs or the underlying complexity and proliferation of the data struc-
tures in the field. However, given the growing use of distributed computation
in both cheminformatics and bioinformatics, mash-ups, as well as workflow
tools, seem like an excellent way of integrating these two fields.

2.4 User Interfaces

RSS feeds are one way to access and view information provided and gener-
ated by our cyberinfrastructure. Another mode of access to our functionality is
the use of Userscripts, which are examples of rich client interface techniques.
Userscripts are small scripts that can run in browsers when particular URLs or
groups of URLs are visited in the browser. What makes them unique is that they
can modify the content of a Web page on the fly, by altering the page compo-
nents in the script. They can therefore be used to make user-customized vari-
ants of Web pages. We have applied userscripts, particularly Greasemonkey
scripts for Firefox (https://addons.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/addon/748) that
use our Web service infrastructure to enhance existing chemical and chem-
informatics resources on the Web [27]. These scripts include, inter alia, the vi-
sualization of 3D representations of molecules when visiting PubChem (using
our Pub3D database) and the automatic mark-up and hyperlinking of chemical
structures in journal articles.

3. SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS AND WEB 2.0

3.1 Online Instruments and Services

Instruments and sensors provide observational data needed to drive the pro-
cess of discovery in science. Along with simulation, experimental observation
forms the basis for forming and testing theories. Availability and accessibility
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of appropriate instrumentation for a given research program can be a rate-
limiting factor in discovery. Furthermore sensors and sensor networks are play-
ing an ever-increasing role in longitudinal studies in ecological, earth, and bi-
ological sciences. Remote access to instruments and sensors shared by a re-
search community is a highly desirable or critical capability in many fields of
research and is becoming a requirement for many new large-scale instrument
installations such as synchrotron light source beam lines [2].

There are numerous solutions to the problem of remote access to instru-
ments, ranging from extending an instrument’s console to users via screen
sharing (e.g., VNC [23] or NX, http://www.nomachine.com/) to specifications
for embedded “smart sensors” such as the IEEE 1451 suite [12]. There are also
domain-specific solutions such as the Antelope messaging system (http://www.
brtt.com) used in seismology to network ground motion sensors and the Mon-
terey Bay Aquarium Research Institute “plug and work” instrument, Puck
(http://www.mbari.org/pw/puck.htm). Each of these solutions provides part of
the solution for remote access but individually is only suitable for a narrow
range of applications.

We are developing the Common Instrument Middleware Architecture
(CIMA) [3], a broad, middleware-based approach that can be used to solve
remote access and control problems in many areas and on many scales. Use
of a common middleware specification enables instrument users to build, test,
and deploy software to implement their experiments as needed and to continue
to use existing software with minimal modification when instruments are re-
designed or upgraded [14]. Such middleware also allows hardware developers
to open up their products to take advantage of community-driven application
development efforts. CIMA provides application-level access to remote instru-
ments and sensors through interface and protocol standards based on Web Ser-
vices and a service-oriented architecture (SOA) approach.

We are now investigating approaches for the next generation of CIMA. As
discussed in Section 1, Web 2.0 is a counterpoint to Web Services that shows
great promise for increasing the diversity and rate of production of new ser-
vices as well as the accessibility and reuse of existing services. The immediate
challenges for CIMA middleware are to re-implement a Web Services product
as a URL-based RESTful service and to develop gateways to existing CIMA
instrument services. CIMA in its current form can potentially leverage WS-∗

layered products such as WS-Security, WS-Addressing, and WS-Attachment,
so in migrating to a service based on a Web 2.0 approach, the functionality
provided by these WS-∗ specifications need to be considered.

The advantages for adopting the Web 2.0 approach are clear with hundreds
of new services being created and made available as Web 2.0 APIs (see, for
example, www.progammableweb.com). As a matter of development cost and
capability, the pool of skilled developers and integrators of these services is
very large and growing rapidly, representing a potentially huge marketplace of
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developers worldwide, contrasting sharply with the availability of developers
for more traditional Web Services. In e-Science applications, where specifica-
tions can be fluid, development time horizons are close, and funding is often
aimed at science, not system development, using Web 2.0 approaches may pro-
vide a path to high-quality, low-cost software systems.

In sections below we will discuss the impact of Web 2.0 technologies and
applications on the evolution of the CIMA architecture and the design of
RESTful services for instruments, sensors, and other real-time data sources.

3.2 CIMA Service Architecture

An instance of a CIMA instrument service has three main components: the
service code consisting of instrument-independent communications and man-
agement functionality and plug-ins for specific instruments, sensors, and actu-
ators; the Channel protocol and Parcel XML Schema that define operations on
instruments available to clients; and the instrument description which allows
clients to understand the functionality and data provided by the instrument.

The service component provides a Web Services (WS) endpoint for clients
to communicate with the instrument using the Channel protocol. Service life-
cycle management functions include loading and execution of hardware device
drivers (plug-ins), registration of the service instance with directory services,
and communications transport start-up and shutdown.

The second component, the Channel protocol, is used by clients to inter-
act with remote CIMA-enabled instruments by sending and receiving chunks
of XML based on the Parcel XML Schema. SOAP over HTTP is used as the
primary transport for parcels, the encoding and style of the SOAP messages
is document/literal rather than RPC/encoded to reduce dependence on Web
Services and to make asynchronous communications possible between clients
and the service. A complete client–server Channel consists of the server’s WS
endpoint for commands and data requests in Parcel XML chunks to the instru-
ment, and a second WS endpoint at the client to receive replies asynchronously
from the instrument. The parcel schema defines a tag that enumerates opera-
tions that clients can perform on the instrument and data types that can be
returned by an instrument. Additional elements provide source and destination
information for routing, and data plus metadata.

The third CIMA component is the instrument description, provided in RDF
as OWL-DL instances. The description is based on a controlled vocabulary that
provides information about instrument capabilities, access methods, and input
and output data formats [16].

CIMA is intended to be a component in a larger service-oriented architec-
ture in which it provides real-time instrument or sensor data to downstream
components. SOAs tend to be “pull” oriented where clients make RPC-like
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requests to the service. Grid systems also tend to be stateful in which clients
use operations to query or change the state of an instance of the target service
or associated resource dedicated to their use. CIMA is stateful in that clients
can have a relationship with an instrument service that can last many transac-
tions, but it also supports a “push” model in which information can be provided
asynchronously to clients as it becomes available. This push capability requires
Web Services-aware clients, with an instance of a Web Service built in to or as-
sociated with the client to provide a sink for the service to call back with new
instrument data. A publish/subscribe approach is an alternative to this WS-
based callback mechanism and we have implemented callbacks based on Java
Messaging Service and Antelope.

As an alternative to WS callbacks and publish/subscribe approaches, a Web
2.0 approach could use Ajax on the user’s Web browser to poll for new data
continuously. If supported by the server and the client data could also be
streamed directly to code running on the browser via server push. Since the
CIMA protocol is entirely contained in the Parcel XML Schema a parcel mes-
sage could be delivered by GET or POST HTTP transaction without the ad-
ditional overhead of transporting, parsing, and handling the SOAP envelope.
Message delivery latency would now also depend on the frequency of polling
by the client in addition to factors present in the server push scenario.

3.3 REST Services for Instruments

Our objective is to re-implement the SOA version of CIMA services so that
it can coexist and work well with Web 2.0 applications and services. We ex-
pect that a “resource-oriented architecture” (ROA) approach using RESTful
interfaces will provide a suitable mapping from our current SOA to a form that
can leverage existing REST-based services and Web 2.0 technologies [22]. The
current callback scheme can be preserved if the client provides a Web server to
which callbacks can be made but in general the client’s role must change from
message sink to polling the data source. The server must also add buffering
for each client to compensate for polling latency, and additional semantics for
requesting buffered data must be added to the polling sequence but these are
relatively minor changes and suitable to an SOA version of the polled service
as well.

There are other considerations in moving from SOA to ROA for real-time
data services beyond the basic shift from event-based callbacks to polling. In
particular, there is a stark contrast between the processes used to create WS-
∗ specifications and Web 2.0 APIs: WS-∗ specifications are usually aimed
at solving a more general enterprise-level process problem and are carefully
vetted through a standards body such as OASIS (http://www.oasis-open.org/)
and receive much consideration before the first evaluation implementations are
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available. Web 2.0 APIs on the other hand tend to be focused on providing
specific functionality rapidly and in a somewhat more ad hoc manner. The re-
sult then is that classic SOAs are stable, evolve very slowly, tend to require
considerable developer knowledge, and are often difficult to develop without
supporting development tools.

In theory Web Services specifications can also be layered and functionality
added incrementally to an application by adding the appropriate handler and
client code for a given Web Services function to the client’s code and server’s
handler stack. Development and testing of Web Services generally requires
both client and server test harnesses and a complex development and test envi-
ronment. The hallmark of Web 2.0 is rapid development and implementation of
APIs that conform to a simple (i.e., REST) interaction method. This approach
allows developers to prototype and refine a service quickly and the results to
be tested and evaluated using only a Web browser or program implementing
HTTP GET calls.

The economic tradeoffs are stark. It seems clear that developing REST ser-
vices that can be integrated with other Web 2.0 offerings is a winning strategy
where timeliness or development costs are at issue, and Enterprise Web Ser-
vices are appropriate where use of WS-∗ is required or the client or service
under development must interact with other Web Services.

3.4 Portals for CIMA Instruments

Although clients that acquire data to storage media do most of the work
when it comes to performing an experiment with a CIMA-enabled instrument,
on-line instruments and sensors are more interesting and useful when provided
with user interfaces. We also provide access to instruments and data through a
GridSphere portal which hosts JSR 168 portlets and provide portlets with a user
log-in context for identity management and access control [15, 28]. Individual
user interface functions in the portal are implemented as portlets accessing
back-end CIMA services with Web Services interfaces. Although GridSphere
is very functional and suits the current requirements for the CIMA project, the
community of GridSphere and JSR 168 users and developers is limited and
further development of both environments is in question. A further issue is that
development for GridSphere is nontrivial and combining this with the need for
portlets to bind data from Web Services and to provide Web Service sinks, the
complexity of the result is high and maintainability is consequently a problem.

If we look to Web 2.0 technologies though, the situation seems brighter. A
CIMA service that operates in a RESTful manner can be composed of other
Web 2.0 offerings such as Google desktop, NetVibes, or Yahoo widgets to
rapidly assemble e-Science portals using a mix of community developed and
commercial offerings. As an experiment we were able to reproduce some of the
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functionality of our GridSphere portal in iGoogle using off-the-shelf widgets
in a matter of a few minutes using RESTful versions of CIMA services.

3.5 Research Opportunities for Real-Time Instruments

There are further opportunities for accessing real-time data from instru-
ments and sensors using Web 2.0 technologies. In a recent experiment we used
the news distribution protocol Atom (http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc4287) as a
method for sending CIMA parcel “events” to interested users through common
applications for reading Atom feeds. These systems provide a well-supported,
almost zero development approach for real-time condition monitoring and
alerting. This approach further enables us to integrate Atom-based services
into mash-up tools. As described in Section 2, highly functional signal process-
ing applications that consume and process the feed data streams from CIMA-
enabled sensors can be developed using Yahoo Pipes (http://pipes.yahoo.
com/pipes/) and shared broadly both as “code” and as functioning service
instances. Yahoo Pipes offers a compelling model for future community-
based distributed programming efforts and particularly for creating value-
added real-time data products from instruments and sensors embedded in our
environment.

Emerging Web 2.0 technologies and APIs offer a flexible, rapidly evolving
environment for developing real-time applications for sensors and instruments.
Moving from a Enterprise Web Service approach to REST for instrument
services presents some challenges with respect to client design but doing
so makes a broad range of Web 2.0 components and environments available
for rapid and cost-effective development of software systems for instrument-
driven e-Science.

4. FEDERATING ONLINE DIGITAL ENTITIES

Many Web 2.0 services such as social bookmarking sites and scholarly jour-
nal search services provide overlapping capabilities. Unfortunately there has
been little work (and little incentive from the service providers) on integrating
or federating these services. We describe in this section a federating architec-
ture for such services with a specific application to managing online digital
entities. In Web 2.0 terminology, this may be viewed as a server-side mash-up.

4.1 Managing State in Distributed Digital Entities

We have been working on providing consistent service-based architecture
based on the event-based model for reconciling the dynamic and possibly
inconsistent multiple sources of metadata information obtainable from Web
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Figure 1. Semantic research grid architecture

2.0 services for resource annotation and tagging. As part of our research, we
have designed, developed, and implemented the following modules to our pro-
totype project, the Semantic Research Grid (SRG). The system architecture is
shown in Figure 1.

4.1.1 Session and Event Management

This module provides a mechanism for storing data about the current user.
These user-specific data include user authentication credentials, any modifica-
tions to a digital entity (called minor events), and the selected “view options”,
which control the level of detail with respect to the metadata fields displayed
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for each digital entity. Once the user has logged in the SRG system, the user’s
authentication credentials, all minor events for each digital entity, and view
options for metadata fields of a digital entity are all maintained in the user
session. When a user logs out from the SRG system, all unused minor events
(modifications to a digital entity) for a data set creation are removed from the
current user’s session. To solve the consistency problem in the SRG system,
we have designed a novel event-based consistency model on the concepts of
event and dataset [19]. In our model, we adopt the view of an event as a time-
stamped action on a digital entity, which only maintains the modifications to
an object. We distinguish between minor and major events: insertion of a new
digital entity into the system or deletion of an existing digital entity from the
system is considered a major event; modifications to existing digital entities
are considered minor events. Each digital entity has a reproducible state that is
the sequence of the events that have been applied to it.

4.1.2 Digital Entity Management and Update Model

This module integrates PubsOnline software (an open source tool for man-
agement and presentation of databases of citations via the Web) into the SRG
system and provides an interface for searching the local/remote databases of
SRG. It also provides a user with an interface (1) to manually insert a digital
entity into one of the local/remote SRG databases; (2) to access to the history
of a digital entity, from its entry into SRG system to present, and ability to
rollback to a previous state; (3) to view detailed information about a digital
entity; (4) to update any metadata fields of a digital entity, which is saved into
the session as a minor event for this digital entity.

In our system, we need to have a well-defined update model, which is built
on top of an event-based model, to provide the user with flexible choices to
manage their digital entities. Our update model uses events for updating digital
entries and it is based on the following concepts: (a) keep the existing version;
(b) replace the existing version with the new one; and (c) merge the existing
and the new versions.

In our update model, we can provide the user with an ability to select an op-
tion from the above update model to be applied for all matching digital entries
or each individual digital entry. In this manner, updates can be applied to each
individual or all digital entries as a default based on the selected choice. We
have also designed and developed “Periodic Search for Updates” module that
allows a user to search and retrieve updates for digital entities in the system.

4.1.3 Annotation Tools

This module implements an interface that allows a user to manage the social
bookmarking tools such as Delicious, CiteULike, and Connotea. Through this
module a user can (1) upload digital entity data and metadata to one of these
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social bookmarking Websites; (2) download digital entity data and metadata
from one of the social bookmarking Websites into one of the SRG research
databases; (3) transfer digital entity data and metadata between these social
bookmarking Websites.

4.1.4 Search

This module provides an integration layer that allows searching over multi-
ple databases. This is an extensible module that includes implementations for
searching Google Scholar, Microsoft Windows Live Search, and multiple local
databases.

4.1.5 Consistency Model

We have also been working on the consistency mechanism of the system.
We have two mechanisms to provide consistency: push and pull. We push up-
dates to annotation Websites from our system once they occur by using the
remote sites’ Web API. We also periodically check annotation Websites for
updates and pull them into our system if there is any. Our consistency model
is a data-centric consistency model. It implements strict consistency: once up-
dates occur in the system, they are propagated right away. Our model is based
on the primary copy consistency protocol. Since updates are treated as events,
a user can always roll back to a previous state at any time by undoing events.

4.1.6 User Management

The SRG system has the following modules for managing user interactions:
(1) user registration module; (2) username and password recovery module; (3)
user profile management module, where a user can edit personal information,
modify system password, and request subscription to available SRG system
groups; (4) digital entity metadata “view options” mechanism, which allows a
user to define the metadata fields of a digital entity to be displayed or hidden.

Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of the SRG system. This system
consists of three main layers: (a) the client layer; (b) the Web layer; and (c) the
data layer.

The client layer is implemented using Java Server Pages (JSP) but can be
built with any Web Service client. The client layer communicates with the Web
layer over the HTTP protocol through SOAP messages encapsulating WSDL-
formatted objects. The Web layer consists of several Web Services that handle
communication with the existing online tools. As with other projects described
in this chapter, we are investigating alternative protocols and message formats
(such as REST APIs and RSS/Atom feeds) for managing interactions with the
Web layer. Our goal is provide all major Web 2.0 access modes (see Section 1)
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in the Web layer. The Web layer communicates with the data layer through
JDBC connections. Finally, the data layer is composed of several local and
remote databases.

4.2 Authentication and Authorization Issues

In collaboration systems such as SRG, users may access group-editable
metadata. We must provide mechanisms for establishing privileges to view and
possibly edit portions of digital entities within the SRG system.

4.3 Access Rights

We have adopted an access-control matrix model that supports multiple
groups and multiple users for each object. The model should support any
changes for a group of people. There are set of objects (digital entity or
database, access rights) pairs for users. Digital entities may be created by the
users of the SRG system in several ways: (a) using annotation tools (Delicious,
CiteULike, and Connotea); (b) using search tools; (c) manually, through the
“Insert New Citation” Web interface.

The access policy has two basic modes. Public: Digital entity creation must
be associated with at least one group, including possibly universal membership
groups. Private: the digital entity can only be assessed by its owner.

The owner can modify the access mode. For both public and private oper-
ations, read and write (i.e., modify or edit) permissions are given to user or
group for the inserted digital entity.

The SRG system distinguishes between three kinds of users: Owner is ini-
tiator of the digital entity and database creation; Group is any available groups
in SRG system; and finally Other users are all remaining users. The owner of
digital entity and database can specify the digital entity and database permis-
sions for all three kinds of users mentioned above.

We have used a permission model similar to UNIX file system. In SRG sys-
tem, digital entity corresponds to the file element, and its home database corre-
sponds to the directory element. For each digital entity and database, there are
three types of access rights defined in the systems. Access rights, summarized
in Table 1, are used in the implementation of the authorization module. Au-
thenticated users can create databases dynamically. A user needs to have write
permission for the database in order to put digital entities into the database.

The access matrix describes data protection and permissions that each sub-
ject holds for each object. As an example in Table 2, users and groups are
shown in the rows and digital entities in the columns. In this example, Bob is
the owner of DE1, DE2, and DE3.He has read (R), write (W), and delete (D)
accesses for these digital entities. Group1 has write access for DE1 and read
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Table 1. Access rights summary

Access right Digital entity (DE) Database

Read Read DE Access to database for viewing digital entities
Write Modify DE Insert digital entities into database
Delete Delete DE Remove entity from system

Table 2. Access-control matrix for digital entities

Name DE1 DE2 DE3 User

Bob R,W,D R,W,D R,W,D Owner
Group1 W R Group
Group2 R,W R,W R Group
Alice R Other
Henry R,W Other

access for DE3. Alice is another user and has only read access to DE2. The
system allows having only one owner of a digital entity and database. How-
ever, there might be more than one group for Digital Entity and database. Bob
can modify DE1, DE2, and DE3user access rights or give them permissions to
groups and other users.

The owner of the digital entities may give access rights to other users. We
have defined two methods for this operation. First, the owner may give permis-
sions for all digital entities stored in the database. A user can give permissions
to any user or groups that can be accessed by all users of that group for se-
lected database. However, users and groups need to have required permissions
for owner’s selected database. Second, owners can modify their digital entity
permissions for users and groups.

4.3.1 Group Administration

Having permissions for digital entities and databases for users and groups
does not provide a complete authorization scheme. We need to have levels
of control of the users and groups to complete the authorization module. We
have defined the following levels of administration control: Super Administra-
tor and Group Administrator. The system allows having more than one Super
Administrator. An existing Super Administrator can add other Super Admin-
istrators to the system. A Super Administrator can assign any user to become
a Group Administrator and remove a Group Administrator from group. Each
group has at least one Group Administrator. If a user creates a new group, that
user automatically becomes Group Administrator. Users are allowed to belong
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to more than one group. User can make a request to members of any group in
the system.

5. RESEARCHER TAGGING AND MATCHMAKING

As we discussed in the introduction and expanded in Section 4, online book-
marking services provide a very simple way for users to share interesting URLs
with each other. This sharing may be amongst friends and collaborators in net-
works, or it may be anonymous and democratic: by selecting a particular site,
one “votes” for it. Bookmarked content is commonly described with keyword
tags as well as free-form comments provided by the user. Bookmarking ser-
vices often provide tag recommendations based on previous tagging to encour-
age the user to avoid synonyms and alternative spellings.

Although simple, tagging systems provide a very fundamental capability:
they enable community-driven metadata descriptions of URL-identified Web
resources. One may envision the extension of this to URIs generally. Seen from
this point of view, we may readily recognize that tags and their associated
URLs can be represented as graphs and are a variation on the graph-based
Semantic Web relationships more commonly represented with RDF and OWL.
We may treat either all tags as nodes and URLs as arcs or vice versa. This
allows us (with sufficient amounts of data) to apply interesting computational
graph techniques such as cluster identification and ranking.

To seed these research issues as well as provide a useful service, we are
developing the MSI-CIEC portal (Figure 2), a bookmarking and social net-
working service to help faculty at minority serving institutions find interesting
research opportunities and collaborators in their fields.

The MSI-CIEC portal’s basic function is to provide a user interface to book-
marks. We use Connotea as a backend service for storing bookmarks: users
have accounts created simultaneously in the MSI-CIEC portal and in Con-
notea when they register. While Web browsing (particularly journal browsing
as described in Section 2), users may choose to bookmark and tag a particular
journal article or NSF calls for proposals (available via RSS feed). The por-
tal provides a browser toolbar button (installable by dragging the installation
link from the portal interface to the browser’s toolbar area) to allow sites to be
tagged in a process that is not disruptive to browsing.

Figure 2 illustrates various “tag cloud” views. Other portal views include
displays of selected RSS news feeds, such as NSF funding opportunities. To
further simplify the tagging process for these particular feeds, we are devel-
oping a “click tagging” process: a user can indicate interest, disinterest, or
ambivalence toward a particular proposal call by clicking an icon. This allows
users to quickly create a set of tags interesting to them. Other users, examining
the same link, can see other users interested in the same proposals.
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Figure 2. The MSI-CIEC portal is designed to help users manage online bookmarks and iden-
tify researchers with similar tagging profiles

To further populate the system, we are incorporating public data obtained
from NSF and TeraGrid user databases. We represent data such as project
award number, principal investigator name, NSF division, and directorate to
tags. In addition, principal investigators’ public information is used to gener-
ate profile pages within the system. This allows the user to treat other users
as tags for navigating through the system (to see, for example, someone’s list
of collaborators or funded projects in various NSF directorates). Alternatively,
the user may want to view the profile entries of others in the system.

The MSI-CIEC portal may be used for bookmarking, managing proposal
call links from the NSF RSS feed, or navigating through databases. However,
its full purpose (when sufficiently populated with data) is to investigate social
networking strategies. These strategies are intended to help researchers find
other researchers with similar or complementary interests. We are basing this
functionality on tag profiles that users build up through normal use of the portal
as well as seeded information from NSF databases. As we have observed, tag
profiles and their associated resources may be treated as graphs. This allows
us to examine techniques of varying sophistication for determining similarity
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between users. These may range from simple link counting to clustering, ma-
chine learning, and Page Rank-style algorithms.

6. CONCLUSIONS

We have reviewed the application of Web 2.0 technologies to e-Science.
Sections 2 and 3 reviewed the evolution of two Web Service-based cyber-
infrastructure projects (chemical informatics and instruments) into Web 2.0-
style distributed systems. Common themes include the use of REST-style ser-
vices communicating with message formats adapted from news feed standards.
We also discussed the use of Web 2.0 for less traditional cyberinfrastructure:
the federation of multiple bookmarking and scholarly search services (Sec-
tion 4) and the use of tagging to build up scientific communities (Section 5).
By adopting Web 2.0 approaches, we hope that these systems may leverage
the considerable investment by major software and service providers. Mash-up
building tools (which work primarily with RSS and JSON) are an important
example.

Challenges facing Web 2.0 for e-Science include the lack of standards to
enable portability of user identity and metadata between services. Typical Web
2.0 services such as Flickr, Facebook, and del.icio.us provide portable capa-
bilities (such as JavaScript badges and RSS feeds) but they do not provide
mechanisms for sharing or federating identity, preferences, and other meta-
data. We have made initial efforts to synchronize digital entity representations
in multiple, unrelated services, but this needs further investigation.

Web 2.0 parallels Grid and Web Service systems in most capabilities (see
for example [21]). Major exceptions include security and notification. OpenID
is one important Web 2.0 security standard for creating distributed identity for
enabling single sign-on systems, but the problem of distributed access controls
(for example) are open issues. Notification and messaging systems are another
fundamental problem, since they do not match well with the request/response
messaging style used by REST services. One can simulate event pushing with
client polling, at the cost of either increased network traffic or increased mes-
sage latency. These issues are particularly important to instrument and real-
time grids (Section 3).
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Abstract In this chapter we describe the Interactive European Grid project approach to
handling interactive grid applications. Interactivity is an important feature that
gives users the possibility to interact with applications in a natural way, giving
the possibility to change parameters while the application is running. There are
only few initiatives that address those issues in the grid environment. Execu-
tion of interactive applications on a grid environment is a challenging problem
that requires the cooperation of several middleware tools and services. Addi-
tional problems arise when this interactive support is intended for parallel ap-
plications, which may run remotely across several sites. Our project aims to
provide transparent and reliable support for such applications. We present the
general architecture and interactive services, as well as technical details. We are
proving its great added value and usefulness on a very demanding example. We
also emphasize the open nature of the proposed solution and ready-to-use in-
frastructure, encouraging new applications and user communities to make use
and profit of it. The int.eu.grid project supports interactive applications not only
at the technical level. There is a special activity “Identification and Support for
Interactive Grid-Enhanced Applications” that takes care of defining an adequate
support in the e-Infrastructure for grid-enhanced interactive applications, so that
the corresponding research communities can clearly benefit from the resources
and mechanisms offered.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The objective of the EU-funded Interactive European Grid project is the
deployment of an advanced grid-empowered infrastructure in the European
Research Area specifically oriented to support the execution of interactive de-
manding applications. While guaranteeing interoperability with existing large
e-Infrastructures like EGEE by providing basic common middleware services,
the initiative exploits the expertise generated by the EU CrossGrid project
to provide researchers with interactive and simultaneous access to large dis-
tributed facilities through a friendly interface with powerful visualization.

Grid environments constitute one of the most promising computing infras-
tructures in computational science. One of their main goals is to tackle current
and upcoming complex, large-scale problems, by enabling seamless sharing
of computational resources. Most of today’s grids are used for executing se-
quential applications that follow a batch processing approach. However, some
users require interactive access when running jobs on grid sites. Execution of
these applications on a grid environment is a challenging problem that requires
the cooperation of several middleware tools and services. Additional problems
arise when this interactive support is intended for parallel applications, which
may run remotely across several sites. The Interactive European Grid project
aims to provide transparent and reliable support for such applications. Our so-
lution extends existing grid middleware oriented to batch applications with
new services that cope with the requirements of interactive and parallel appli-
cations.

2. ARCHITECTURE OVERVIEW

The architecture of the Interactive European Grid project evolves from pre-
vious experience from other grid projects such as EU CrossGrid, EU DataGrid
and LCG (the LHC Computing Grid). Additionally, it is influenced by the ar-
chitecture of the EGEE project because basic services to build the grid infras-
tructure use gLite (the EGEE Grid Middleware). gLite Grid services follow a
service-oriented architecture (SOA), which facilitates interoperability among
grid services and allow for easier compliance with upcoming standards, such
as OGSA, that are also based on these principles. The architecture constituted
by this set of services is not bound to specific implementations of the services
and although the services are expected to work together in a concerted way
in order to achieve the goals of the end-user they can be deployed and used
independently, allowing their exploitation in different contexts. Services and
tools developed in our project follow the same design principles of SOA. The
architecture of the entire project is presented in appropriate documents [12].
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Figure 1. Overall architecture

For the sake of this chapter we present only the services components that are
used to support interactivity (Figure 1).

The components presented in Figure 1 are services with very clear defined
roles:

The User Interface is the access point to int.eu.grid. The User Interface
includes the following services: Migrating Desktop Platform, Complex Vi-
sualization Services, glogin and basic Globus and gLite middleware.

The Computing Element (CE) is an entry point to the local cluster and runs
the Gatekeeper module, which is the gateway through which jobs are sub-
mitted to local farm nodes. The Gatekeeper is an interface through which
grid-enabled systems can use the local resources. The CE includes the fol-
lowing services: glogin, PACX-MPI/Open MPI, the LRMS and Globus and
gLite middleware.

The Worker Node (WN) is a local farm computing node where jobs are
actually executed. Jobs received by the Gatekeeper are sent to the WNs
through the local scheduling system. The services included in the WN are
PACX-MPI, the LRMS and basic Globus and gLite middleware.

Storage Element provides uniform access to storage resources. Storage
resources are managed by the Storage Resource Manager.
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Resource Broker includes Advanced Scheduling Services. The goal of this
component is to be able to execute and manage the different user tasks (in-
teractive, parallel) across the available grid resources. After a matchmaking
process, the Resource Broker passes the job to the Computing Element cho-
sen for its execution. The user will be able to know at any time the status of
his/her submitted job.

Logging and Bookkeeping (L&B) is responsible for storing and manag-
ing logging and bookkeeping information generated by various components
of the Workload Management System (WMS): bookkeeping information
refers to currently active jobs, i.e., jobs within the WMS; logging informa-
tion concerns the WMS itself.

Information Service provides information about grid resources and their sta-
tus. gLite uses two systems: MDS and RGMA. The Information and Mon-
itoring Subsystem provided by gLite – R-GMA (relational grid model ar-
chitecture) offers a global view of the information as if each virtual organi-
zation had one large relational database. It is suitable both for information
about the grid (primarily to find out what services are available at any one
time and then to find details of those services) and for application moni-
toring. Entities that want to share information publish it via a “Producer”
service and those seeking information obtain it via a “Consumer” service.

In Section 5 we present how all these components interact and work to-
gether. Some parts of the services are the results of previous projects work.
One of the aims of this project is to extend the already existing interactive
approach by integrating the most important interactive services like Migrat-
ing Desktop Platform, Complex Visualization Services, Advanced Scheduling
Services, Active Security Services and MPI Grid Proxy and provide produc-
tion level e-Infrastructure. We put special emphasis on achieving fast, reliable
mechanisms with low latency. This combination of services with new unique
possibilities will give a clear added value to grid technology.

3. INTERACTIVE GRID SERVICES

The Migrating Desktop Platform (MD) constitutes the whole platform that
supports users during their work with the grid environment [10]. The MD
environment is divided into several parts; it is based on a client–server archi-
tecture. The client part (graphical user interface) is a Java application that is
independent of the running platform and hardware. This framework allows
the user to access grid resources; run, monitor and visualize batch and inter-
active applications; and manage data files. MD provides a front-end frame-
work for embedding some of the application mechanisms and interfaces,
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and allows the user to have virtual access to grid resources from other com-
putational nodes. This product as one of the core service will enable simple
usage of Complex Visualization Services, Advanced Scheduling Services
and MPI Grid Proxy. Generic API for applications will be provided for the
job submission phase, remote interaction with application and visualization
of the results.

Complex Visualization Services consist of a set of tools for supporting in-
teractive visualization on the grid (glogin, GVid and Visualization Services
based on VTK) [9, 11]. For terminal-based applications the ssh-like tool
glogin is a solution that allows for interactive usage in a grid environment.
The glogin tool provides a light-weight solution for bidirectional, secure
and interactive connections between arbitrary grid nodes and clients on and
off the grid. Applications with a graphical user interface (GUI) profit from
advanced grid visualization tools such as GVid or VTK, which are capable
of securely transporting visual data originating from arbitrary OpenGL and
X11 applications. GVid executes all the visualization tasks except for the
final display on the grid. Only an efficiently and thus highly compressed
video stream is transferred through the network and displayed on one or
more thin video clients, while the feedback is from a single master user
who interacts with the application. These services will bring new quality
and possibilities for the researcher desktops in the process of interaction
with applications that profit from complex visualizations. Moreover, the
added value doubles if we take into account combined usage with other
interactive-oriented services in the int.eu.grid project.

Advanced Scheduling Services are provided by CrossBroker, the middle-
ware service responsible for scheduling user jobs over the testbed infras-
tructure [4, 5]. When users submit their applications, the CrossBroker is re-
sponsible for optimizing scheduling and node allocation decisions on a user
basis. The CrossBroker includes a streaming facility based on interposition
agents and applies them transparently to both sequential and parallel jobs. It
also has a multiprogramming mechanism that enables both interactive and
batch jobs to share a single machine so that the interactive application starts
its execution as soon as it is submitted.

MPI Grid Proxy will be based on the PACX (PArallel Computer eXtension)
and the Open MPI middlewares [7, 8]. PACX is an optimized MPI imple-
mentation for running MPI-compliant applications transparently in hetero-
geneous grid environments. PACX-MPI supports the complete MPI-1 stan-
dard and many features of the MPI-2 standard. The Open MPI Project is a
collaborative effort by several international members to create a new MPI
implementation. In the int.eu.grid project synergy of MPI and interactivity
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will considerably widen application abilities. This is a very important fact
if we take into account a very computing-intensive interactive application.

Active Security Services. The Active Security considers security mea-
sures for an interactive framework, and subsequently to enhance interactive
operation with active security tools [3]. By active security we mean dynamic
measures that track grid interactions and respond to unwanted security
events in an adaptive way. It requires both extended security monitoring
and tracking, and a good deal of automatic coordination of this across a
number of security tools and all the sites involved in the events. The intent
is to track and resolve security issues as they occur. Although it must facili-
tate the various different types of grid access patterns, it will be particularly
cognizant of interactive jobs.

4. INTERACTIVE APPLICATION EXAMPLE
USAGE – FUSION APPLICATION USE CASE

The fusion application (Computation and Visualization of Plasma Particles
in Fusion Devices) has been chosen as a good example of data-intensive, in-
teractive application that requires powerful computing resources, advanced vi-
sualization and high network throughput. It is the most representative use case
that makes usage of most interactive services that will be developed in the
int.eu.grid project. This concerns a user-friendly desktop environment – the
Migrating Desktop and Roaming Access Server, CrossBroker, advanced visu-
alization services – GVid, CrossBroker, usage of PACX-MPI on top of Open
MPI and glogin.

4.1 Selected Application – Computation and Visualization
of Plasma Particles in Fusion Devices

The purpose of porting this application to the grid was exploiting the com-
bined power of a high number of CPUs interactively in order to visualize the
behavior of plasmas inside fusion reactors [2]. Numerically the method con-
sists in integrating the equations of movement of a charged particle in the back-
ground of the magnetic field inside the reactor.

For every individual particle, and at every step of the algorithm, the position,
velocity and other magnitudes of the particle are stored. This is the simulation
core of the program. The 3D visualization of those particle trajectories is a very
interesting tool for researchers. In particular many structures developing inside
the plasma are three dimensional, for example magnetic islands. Also, the pos-
sibility of directly observing what happens inside the reactor in a “real-time”
simulation provides an insight impossible to obtain by just measuring average
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values of the magnitudes defining the plasma. For visualization purposes, all
CPUs need to transmit the information related with the position and velocity
of the particles in a continuous and synchronized way to the central machine,
which after rendering will end the output as a video stream to the clients lo-
cated at the researcher desktops. The user should then be able to interact with
the application roughly once per minute. The interaction consists of changing
the simulation parameters, such as electromagnetic fields, or the number of
particles being simulated, and also zooming in certain parts of the reactor.

In order to show requirements of this application let us go through example
usage for the calculations that have been done for the Stellerator TJ-II of the
CIEMAT in Madrid. In the TJ-II Stellerator every particle has a physical life
of 0.03 seconds. In a workstation with a Xeon at 3 GHz the calculation of a
single particle trajectory till it dies is approximately 3.8 seconds of CPU. The
memory consumption of the computation itself is rather modest in this respect
(order of 500 MB).

In a realistic working scenario we would be simulating about 4000 parti-
cles per CPU, which means about 4 hours of simulation. During this time the
parameters describing every particle position and velocity have to be transmit-
ted over the network for visualization purposes. The graphical display should
be such that 20 frames of data are transmitted every second to give the im-
pression of continuity. Every second each CPU sends 20 frames, each contain-
ing the information of 4000 points. Therefore every CPU will be producing 1
Mbyte/second of information. If we assume we spread the calculation over 3
farms, each with about 30 CPUs, the central cluster node will handle a data rate
of 30 Mbytes/second, which has to be transmitted for visualization preparation.

4.2 Proposed Use Case

This detailed use case shows technical details and flows of data in the pro-
posed solution. It concerns all interactive services and components that exist
in the int.eu.grid architecture (Figure 2):

1. The user runs the Migrating Desktop using Java WebStart

2. User prepares inputs for fusion application. The design of the coals and
cavities, together with the magnetic fields they induce, are an input to the
simulation.

3. The user specifies initial parameters for his/her application using the Mi-
grating Desktop submission tool called Job Submission Wizard. It concerns
choosing the appropriate application-specific parameter input and output
files and needed resources. The user selects glogin as the transport layer.
The user submits the job.
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Figure 2. Example use case

4. The job is submitted to the Roaming Access Server (RAS) (using the above
data). The appropriate Job Description Language (JDL) file is being created
basing on input parameters and restrictions. The JDL includes glogin and
application itself.

5. Roaming Access Server receives the request and starts the glogin client
locally.

6. The user submission request is sent to the CrossBroker component.

7. The CrossBroker finds an available Computing Element (CE) that matches
the requirements (including the capability to run interactive jobs) and sub-
mits the job there to be run on CE’s Worker Nodes (WN).

8. glogin starts on the Worker Node. glogin starts the application.

9. For PACX-MPI the configuration files are created on the actual startup
server.

10. On each cluster the job is run by means of the underlying Open MPI through
a standard MPI-startup mechanism – the main startup server containing the
contact information of all other clusters participating in the run. One of the
sub-jobs is a remote visualization task, the rest are simulation tasks. MPI
mechanisms are used for communication.

11. Simulation sub-jobs write an output that is later used by the visualization
task. The individual cluster central nodes send the output to the central
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computer, which takes care of the processing, rendering and video
transmission.

12. Visualization tasks use GVid input adapters, which act as an interface to the
visualizing applications and perform the video encoding.

13. Migrating Desktop starts the Java Video Player client with an embedded
GVid mechanism (the output adapters), which is in touch with the glogin
client on the Roaming Access Server machine that will be in charge of
reading/writing the content of the relevant pipes. The output adapters are
the final interface to the user displaying the decoded video data and captur-
ing the user’s interaction, feeding it back to the rendering application.

14. The trajectory of every particle is drawn as an orbit (blue lines) circling
around the stellerator. The user interacts with the application roughly once
per minute. The interaction consists in changing the simulation parame-
ters, such as electromagnetic fields, or the number of particles being simu-
lated, and also zooming in certain parts of the reactor. The graphical display
should be such that 20 frames of data are transmitted every second to give
the impression of continuity.

15. In case of any problem Migrating Desktop takes care of killing the launched
process.

This use case is the first major target of our works. We are in the phase of the
integration of all above-mentioned components and the first test of presented
interactive services and we hope to publish the results and obtained speed-up
of the research as soon as possible.

If we combined this detailed description of use case with the application re-
quirements, we can notice that this mechanism enables handling a huge amount
of computation, demanding advanced visualization and high network through-
put. This proves great value of the proposed solution for supporting interactive
applications in grid environments.

5. RELATED WORK

There is some interest in running interactive applications in the grid. These
works are very often limited to the specific application or specific aspect of
interactive behavior and are not general solutions for interactivity. We should
mention two interesting projects that attempt to employ a general scheme for
interactivity.

The Interactive Grid Architecture for Application Service Providers,
I-GASP work [1] is more focused on graphics and multimedia-rich inter-
active applications. They have adopted a comprehensive access control and
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account management system for interactive environments, including the en-
forcement of QoS guarantees. They proposed components like controlled shell
and desktop, dynamic accounts, admission control and monitoring and man-
agement agents. They also proposed an affinity scheduling algorithm for an
interactive session. The remote display solution used in their implementation
is VNC.

Globus Toolkit 4 (GT4) gives interactivity support, with usage of the secure
shell -SSH, that has been expanded to support grid-related authentication (GSI-
SSH). However, executing jobs with GSI-SSH results in access to the host
without usage of grid job policies. Therefore, GSI-SSH cannot be used as a
replacement for the usual job submission mechanism.

There are many grid portals and graphical user interfaces that can be com-
pared to the Migrating Desktop. They offer services like job submission, mon-
itoring services and some other functions that can be found also in the MD.
However, the interactivity offered usually only refers to the portal middleware
itself (in, e.g., the “Grid ENabled Interactive Environment” (GENIE) [6]). In
contrast to this, the int.eu.grid provides interactivity for the grid jobs and not
only for a grid environment.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have presented the general approach of supporting inter-
activity in the int.eu.grid project. We have defined what we mean by the in-
teractivity and explained why such support is needed. Next we have briefly
presented the general architecture and the main interactive services, namely
the Migrating Desktop Platform, Complex Visualization Services, Advanced
Scheduling Services and MPI Grid proxy. We have also put emphasis on the
added values of these components. As an example of usage of this complex ar-
chitecture we took into account a very computing demanding application with
a need of advanced visualization and large requirements concerning network
throughput. We described the application itself as well as its requirements and
also the technical proposition of porting and usage in the int.eu.grid archi-
tecture. This application (Computation and Visualization of Plasma Particles
in Fusion Devices) use case showed that even such complex and complicated
applications can be handled by our approach. We believe that the proposed ser-
vices are flexible enough for most interactive scenarios of applications usages.

It is worth mentioning that the int.eu.grid infrastructure is going to support
several interactive applications from different disciplines of science. Also any
new applications and users not yet identified by the project are welcomed in
order to test the infrastructure, bring their interactive application in and make
profit of their usage.
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As it was mentioned, the int.eu.grid project is complementary to EGEE,
and it enhances pan-European grids to the interactive and MPI field. This is a
clear added value that can have big impact on the usage of e-Infrastructures by
researchers.
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Abstract In order to satisfy all the requirements of systems based on distributed resources,
computer networks to connect them have to be monitored. These tools have to
provide network performance indicators for setting optimal data transfers be-
tween project nodes. In this chapter we describe a monitoring framework able to
perform measurements, which is applied for supporting the GRID-based infras-
tructure of the e-VLBI network.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the recent years computer networks have dramatically increased the
core bandwidth. Advanced networks motivate interest in deploying new ser-
vices that serve applications from areas of high-energy physics or radio astron-
omy. This also led to the deployment of status and performance monitoring
applications [7, 9].

This software ensures availability and efficiency within the infrastructure,
by monitoring various performance metrics. To unify the often distributed task
of monitoring, the concept of a Service Oriented Architecture (SOA) offers
the ability for specialized, autonomous services to join under a common ac-
cess scheme. Thus, it is possible to separate the roles of monitoring, storage,
processing, and visualization of data into specialized service instances.

The subproject Joint Research Activity 1 of the GN2 project [3] aims at
providing a framework for performing multi-domain measurements in the
European Research Network (GÉANT2) and the connected National Re-search
and Education Networks (NRENs). It is carried out in close cooperation with
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Internet2 End-to-End performance initiative (E2Epi) [5] and will result in a
common system called PerfSONAR (Performance-focused Service-Oriented
Network monitoring ARchitecture) [1, 10]. The name reflects the choice of a
SOA for the system implementation.

With the widespread use of multi-domain applications the quality of ser-
vice – latency, jitter, packet loss – becomes important. Computer networks
have to be monitored and managed at every layer of the ISO/OSI model to
satisfy all the requirements and expectations and to provide service consistent
with an appropriate service level agreement (SLA). On the other hand, research
communities using specialized applications based on distributed computations
(Grid-based) require proper resource brokering.

In Europe, the Very Long Baseline Interferometer (VLBI) radio telescope
array conducts observations known as e-VLBI, in which the telescopes are
connected to the central data processor [4]. In order to automate and make
the process faster the data is transmitted over a high-speed reliable network
and correlated using Grid resources. The limited number of computational and
network resources, as well as the need to monitor the service, resulted in the
idea of designing and developing a model of distributed radio telescopes’ data
correlation with a Grid architecture. This objective is implemented within the
scope of the EU-funded EXPReS project [6], where the demand for a Grid-
based processing system and network monitoring meet together.

In this paper we illustrate the technology for a monitoring framework for
collecting network performance data and we present the application of such
framework in the Grid environment. The paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion 2 our PerfSONAR is presented, while in Section 3 we detail its service-
oriented architecture. Section 4 presents the solution to the problem of Grid
monitoring in the EXPReS project. The current status of its proto-typical im-
plementation is the subject of Section 5. Conclusion and future work can be
found in the last section.

2. PERFSONAR OVERVIEW

PerfSONAR is a distributed performance monitoring architecture designed
to aid in the discovery, troubleshooting and solution of network performance
problems, potentially among numerous networks. This framework is com-
prised of collaborating entities meant to collect, store, analyze and deliver data
using well-defined protocols.

The general monitoring infrastructure implemented by perfSONAR is illus-
trated in Figure 1. The Measurement Points (MPs) are the base layer of this
framework and have the responsibility of measuring, as well as storing, differ-
ent network metrics. The Service Layer is the middle layer of the system that
is divided across administrative boundaries. This layer may aggregate, filter or
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Figure 1. perfSONAR monitoring infrastructure

buffer data and can be seen as a set of data archives and transformers. On top
of it the User Interface Layer consists of visualization tools, which present the
data in customizable ways. In addition, this layer allows users to perform tests
using services available at the lower layers of the framework.

3. MONITORING FRAMEWORK

The Measurement Points are the lowest layer in the perfSONAR and are
responsible for measuring and storing network characteristics, as well as for
providing basic network information. The measurements can be carried out by
active or passive monitoring techniques [2]. The Measurement Point Layer of
a network domain consists of different monitoring components or agents de-
ployed within the domain. The domain could be an NREN, metropolitan net-
work or another network under single administration. A set of monitoring tools
acting as Measurement Points provides information on specific network perfor-
mance metrics (e.g., one-way delay, jitter, loss, available bandwidth) through a
common interface. Other data consumers, like Service Layer components, can
retrieve these performance data by accessing the corresponding Measurement
Points. The variety of Measurement Points and the possibility to incorporate
existing measurement tools, already used within a domain, allow each net-
work domain implementing a wide range of measurement metrics and reusing
existing data.
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The Service Layer is the middle layer of the system that allows the exchange
of measurement data and management information between do-mains. As dis-
cussed earlier, the Measurement Point Layer can be seen as data producers
while the Service Layer components are seen as data trans-formers and data
archives. In order to discover domain capabilities, the perfSONAR architec-
ture includes a dedicated directory service to help in locating data and other
Service Layer components. This layer also considers existing specific func-
tionalities to help resource management or framework elements’ protection. A
services-based perfSONAR framework implements each of these roles as in-
dependent services: Lookup (LS) for service discovery, Authentication (AS)
for system elements and data protection, Measurement Archive (MA) for data
storage, Topology (ToS) for network topology discovery and Resource Pro-
tector (RP) for resource management. The interaction of the entities between
the Service Layer and Measurement Points Layer, within the Service Layer, as
well as between the Service Layer and User Interface Layer, happens through
a web service interface, making use of XML messages defined by the Open
Grid Forum Network Monitoring Working Group.

Due to the non-monolithic character of the perfSONAR architecture, in-
dependent entities (services) may be added or removed from the system,
in-creasing its flexibility and protection against components’ failures.

Some of the perfSONAR entities contain an interface, which can be ac-
cessed by the User Interface Layer. These are data consumers that are imple-
mented within different analysis tools to help the user in retrieving the data,
submitting tests and presenting results in an easily understandable way.

4. GRID PERSPECTIVE

The European VLBI network is spread over European countries and beyond;
thus, data transmission will cross several administrative domains, including
National Research Networks as well as the pan-European GÉANT2 network.
The development of the GRID system and e-VLBI data transmission between
different geographically distributed partners under the EXPReS project will
require proper resource management and network monitoring, in order to allow
for automatic resource distribution and Quality of Service provisioning. This
concept led us to the design of the integration of the perfSONAR system with
Grid-based e-VLBI.

Networks of radio telescopes are used to produce detailed radio images
of stars and galaxies. The resolution of the images depends on the overall
size of the network (the maximum separation between the telescopes) and the
sensitivity depends on the total collecting area of all the telescopes involved
and, crucially, on the bandwidth of the connection between the telescopes.
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In this technique, called Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI) the sig-
nals between all telescope pairs are combined in a data processor. Typically,
this processor must be able to cope with data rates up to 1 Gbps per tele-
scope. At the moment this functionality has been implemented by constructing
a massively parallel, purpose-built “supercomputer” – usually referred to as
a data processor or correlator. As the processor capabilities continue to de-
velop, the networking infrastructure is also getting more capable of dynam-
ically handling very large data transfers in long periods of time. Taking all
these factors into consideration, we can think about designing and implement-
ing e-VLBI solution where the entire system is immersed into the Grid en-
vironment. This means that all operations, beginning from the preparation of
the measurement scenario, through gathering measurement data, and finishing
on visualization, are automated and performed using the functionality of the
eInfrastructure.

The e-VLBI requirements for network monitoring fit best into the deploy-
ment of perfSONAR, which may be adopted for GRID resource management
and QoS provisioning. Figure 2 depicts the concept of integration of perf-
SONAR into the EXPReS project infrastructure.

The current perfSONAR is the basis for further development. The open ar-
chitecture of perfSONAR allows external applications making use of data col-
lected by the perfSONAR system through the Network Measurements Work-
ing Group XML [12] schema. The XML schema is used to represent mea-
surement data and will be integrated with the GRID Resource Broker envi-
ronment, willing to interact with the framework. The measurement framework
will collect performance data (e.g., available bandwidth, delay, throughput)
using perfSONAR services installed in each involved domain. These could be
a chain of regional networks, GÉANT2, NRENs and metropolitan area net-
works. The level of coverage of the e-VLBI network by perfSONAR measure-
ments will significantly impact the ability to take optimal decisions. Ideally,
all used domains should deploy the system. The services of the framework
will receive monitoring data requests from the Network performance analysis
module, co-operating with the Grid Resource broker through a standardized in-
terface. During queries, perfSONAR instances – the Measurement Archive or
Measurement Point – will examine their content or perform on-demand tests,
in order to provide the requested performance data about links between ad-
jacent domains. By using data returned, we will find the optimal connection
between the given radio telescope and file server that should assure the fastest
possible and reliable data transfer within e-VLBI Gird environment. Methods
for the selection of the best path must be defined.

In addition to path selection, the network performance analysis module will
be able to deliver network performance metrics that can visualize e-VLBI net-
work usage.
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Figure 2. Integration of perfSONAR into EXPReS project infrastructure

5. PROTOTYPICAL IMPLEMENTATION

A prototypical implementation of the perfSONAR system is currently car-
ried out under GN2 to realize the model as Web Services, aiming at the retrieval
of link utilization and end-to-end link status data from several networks. The
focus of this implementation is to validate the framework design and the ser-
vice interactions.
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More than a dozen perfSONAR installations are currently available and they
enabled a first view of the European networks, making a first step toward effec-
tive troubleshooting of the performance problems and access to the available
data placed in various administrative domains. The largest number of services
deployed is in the category of the MA service, which is a wrapper around
commonly used Round Robin Databases (RRD) [11] and provides link uti-
lization statistics through a standardized interface. Additional elements of the
monitoring infrastructure enable also capacity, packet loss and delay measure-
ments among several European and North American partners. The availability
of measurement data within a particular domain depends on the scope of im-
plementation of perfSONAR as well as data access policy of this domain.

The prototypical implementation is already used by the EGEE project to
retrieve link utilization data for enabling its own Grid network monitoring [8].

When integrated under the umbrella of the EXPReS project, the number of
perfSONAR services will increase over time while adding additional modules,
features and measurement types, so that it will cover all domains involved in
the e-VLBI network.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This work has discussed the problems and solutions related to integrat-
ing a multi-domain perfSONAR framework into the Grid-based e-VLBI net-
work. Although the perfSONAR system reached its second release, we are still
in the early stages of development within the EXPReS project. Deployment
of perfSONAR services within the involved domains is necessary, and addi-
tional work to provide network analysis functionality will be explored in future
iterations.
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Abstract In the last few years, many emulation systems have been developed to help
researchers evaluate the effectiveness of new protocols and applications in re-
alistic network scenarios. NEPTUNE (Network Emulation for Protocol TUNing
and Evaluation) is a flexible and scalable system developed at University of
Napoli for the emulation of different network scenarios by means of a cluster
of workstations. Setting up an emulation experiment in a cluster-based system
requires, first, the ability to map virtual resources requested by an experimenter
onto available physical resources and, second, the ability to exert a precise con-
trol over the allocated physical resources. These two requirements have much in
common with resource management issues already addressed by the Grid com-
puting community. Hence, we decided to exploit the virtual workspace concept
at the foundation of the design of the NEPTUNE architecture. In this chapter,
we illustrate the peculiar virtualization requirements of a cluster-based emula-
tion system and discuss how a Globus Virtual Workspace based on Xen virtual
machines can be used as the basis for implementing a distributed network emu-
lation system.

1. INTRODUCTION

Design validation and performance evaluation of new distributed applica-
tions and protocols is usually performed either by means of real testbeds or
through simulation. Simulation presents unquestionable merits [2], such as
the possibility to simulate large-scale networks in a controlled and repeatable
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environment; yet, it has some drawbacks, such as the use of ad-hoc implemen-
tations of network protocols and applications and the difficulty of modelling
low-level implementation details that may affect a system performance [13].
An alternative approach to simulation consists in reproducing the system un-
der test in a real testbed: sets of computers, communication devices, and other
resources that either reproduce real-world networks or are overlaid upon the
real Internet. Large-scale geographic testbeds, like PlanetLab [12], have been
built in the last few years, thanks to cooperative effort of several research insti-
tutions. Nowadays, they represent a valuable tool for testing new planet-scale
services, like content distribution networks. Nonetheless, the testbed approach
still presents some limitations. The main limits of experimental testbeds are
(1) limited scalability, (2) limited software reconfigurability, and (3) difficulty
to reproduce the heterogeneity of the real Internet, both in terms of terminal
capabilities and networking technologies (e.g. PlanetLab hosts are quite ho-
mogenous in terms of hardware configuration, and they have more powerful
CPUs and faster Internet connections than a typical end-user system). Thus,
results obtained on an experimental testbed, even a large-scale one like Planet-
Lab, may not necessarily be representative of the behaviour of a real-world
system. To overcome these limits, in the last few years several emulation
systems have been developed to evaluate the effectiveness of new protocols
and applications in more heterogeneous, controllable, and realistic network
scenarios.

The basic idea behind network emulation is that simulated network elements
should be capable of interacting with real network components and applica-
tions. A fundamental difference between simulation and emulation is that while
the former runs in a virtual simulated time, the latter must run in real time to
allow coexistence of both simulated and real network elements [7,17]. To sup-
port network emulation, several approaches have been pursued.

For simple networking experiments (e.g. testing new multimedia applica-
tions under variable network conditions) the dummynet tool is a practical
and simple solution [16]. Dummynet works by simulating the effects of fi-
nite queues, bandwidth limitations, and communication delays in a single
workstation.

Another approach consists in extending a packet-based network simulator
with some emulation facilities, so that it can be fed in real time with real traffic
traces directly extracted from a real network. The well-known ns2 network
simulator, for instance, has been extended to support emulation [4].

The new frontier of network emulation is cluster-based network emula-
tion. These systems bring together a large number of network components
(links, switches, PCs that are interchangeable as hosts, routers, or WAN emu-
lators), in a common facility that can be remotely accessed by users through a
web interface. They support flexible configuration, so that users may perform
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experiments on a variety of distinct network topologies with programmable de-
lays that emulate the latencies of wide-area networks. Through virtualization
and space sharing that fully isolates simultaneous experiments, they efficiently
use cluster resources.

Maybe the most complex cluster-based emulation system developed so far is
Emulab [17]. Emulab is a free-for-use, web-accessible, time- and space-shared,
reconfigurable network testbed, providing integrated access to a wide range of
experimental environments.

NEPTUNE is a cluster-based emulation system developed at University of
Napoli. Even though many design assumptions made for NEPTUNE were bor-
rowed by Emulab, since from the early stages of design, NEPTUNE has as-
sumed virtualization as a key technology for realizing complex networking
scenario. The goal of this chapter is to illustrate the importance of virtual-
ization for network emulation and the role of GRID execution management
mechanisms in NEPTUNE.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2 we briefly de-
scribe different approaches for resource virtualization, and, with more details,
the Xen para-virtualization system. In Section 3 we describe the general ar-
chitecture of NEPTUNE. In Section 4 we describe the importance of virtual-
ization for cluster-based network emulation systems. In particular, we describe
two different kinds of resource multiplexing techniques: one for computational
resources (that we call node multiplexing) and another for communication re-
sources (that we call link multiplexing). In this section we also describe the
virtualization techniques we adopted in NEPTUNE to solve the node multi-
plexing and the link multiplexing problems. In Section 5, we describe the use
of grid virtual workspaces as a new instrument for dynamically deploying Xen
virtual machines in the NEPTUNE network emulation system. Finally, we de-
scribe the current state of the implementation and present some concluding
remarks.

2. RESOURCE VIRTUALIZATION TECHNIQUES

The main purpose of virtualization techniques is to hide the physical charac-
teristics of computing resources from the upper layers of a computing system.
One of the reasons for virtualization is making a single physical resource ap-
pear to function as multiple logical (or “virtual”) resources.

There are many approaches to virtualization. Virtualization can be applied
to single physical resources of a computing system (e.g. a single device) or to
a complete computing system. When applied in this latter sense (a.k.a. plat-
form virtualization), virtualization allows the coexistence of multiple “virtual
machines” in the same computing “host”.
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Platform virtualization, is implemented by means of an additional software
layer, called virtual machine monitor (VMM) (or Hypervisor), that acts as an
intermediary between the system hardware resources and the operating sys-
tem. The so-called full virtualization approach implements in software a full
virtual replica of the emulated system’s hardware, so that the operating system
and user applications may run on the virtual hardware exactly as they would
in the original system. An alternative, more recent, approach is called para-
virtualization and consists in implementing a software interface that is similar
but not identical to the underlying hardware. Such an approach requires the
operating systems to be explicitly ported to run on top of the VMM.

Xen [1] is a para-virtualization system developed at the University of
Cambridge. Xen provides a Virtual Machine Monitor for x86 processors that
supports execution of multiple guest operating systems at the same time.

3. THE NEPTUNE EMULATION SYSTEM

NEPTUNE is a cluster-based network emulation system developed at
University of Napoli [3] that can be used to assess new networking technolo-
gies and protocols (e.g. to test new QoS routing protocols and traffic engineer-
ing schemes in MPLS-based networks), as well as new distributed applications
(e.g. multimedia peer-to-peer applications).

At the time of this writing, the NEPTUNE emulation system runs on a clus-
ter of workstations consisting of 28 biprocessor nodes ProLiant DL380, each
equipped with two Intel Pentium IV Xeon 2.8 GHz CPUs, 5 GB of PC-2100
RAM, one 100 Mbps Ethernet NIC, and one Gigabit Ethernet NIC. Each node
is equipped with a 34.6 GB SCSI disk. A 700 GB centralized disk array is also
available to the whole cluster. The cluster nodes are connected to each other
through a set of 100/1000 Ethernet switches.

One of the cluster nodes, the NeptuneManager, provides the fundamental
services (like dhcp, dns, tftp, nfs, and so on) needed to properly configure at
boot time the physical cluster nodes and the virtual machines participating in
the emulation experiments. A web-based system is used to manage and con-
figure the whole system.

Setting up an emulation experiment in NEPTUNE consists primarily in
defining a “virtual topology” made of emulated intermediate network nodes
(routers) and end-system nodes (user terminals). A testbed mapping module
(much like the one used in Emulab [14]) is responsible for mapping the “vir-
tual” topology onto the cluster physical resources. Virtual network nodes are
implemented in NEPTUNE as Xen virtual machines. The main advantage of
the use of virtualization techniques to instantiate virtual network nodes is the
significant reduction in equipment and management costs. Virtual machines al-
low the creation of customized execution environments, where customization
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consists in selecting the operating system, installed software packages, and
user access policies. Furthermore, virtual machines can be paused or shut down
at any time, and later resumed, even at a different physical location (migration).
Finally, virtual machines support fine-grained mechanism for resource usage
control, allowing to define (and even change at run-time) precise limits to the
the amount of usable RAM and disk space.

In NEPTUNE, a complex networked system is reproduced by allocating
multiple “virtual” network nodes (both routers and end systems) on each of
the cluster physical nodes.

4. USE OF VIRTUALIZATION IN EMULATION
SYSTEMS

In a typical cluster-based network emulation system, users submit to the
system an experiment request. An experiment request contains a “virtual” net-
work description to be reproduced with the available cluster resources. An ex-
periment description usually contains at least the following information:

The “virtual” network topology, including a list of relevant parameters for
each of the nodes and links

Operating systems and software packages to be loaded in each of the emu-
lated nodes

When the experiment is activated (swap-in), a system module maps the
logical topology of the experiment onto actual testbed hardware, loads the
requested operating system and software onto the allocated devices, and es-
tablishes the network links.

Traditional network emulation systems use conservative resource alloca-
tion and map the emulated “virtual” nodes onto dedicated PCs and emulated
links onto switched Ethernet links, thus severely limiting scalability. Nowa-
days, with increasing computational power made available at low cost, it is
possible to exploit virtualization techniques to map multiple “virtual” nodes
onto a single CPU. There are many good reasons for doing that. For exam-
ple many applications need to be evaluated on large topologies, yet they are
not resource hungry. Moreover, multiplexing provides a more efficient use of
communication resources as the bandwidth of the emulated geographic links is
usually much less than that available in the local interconnect used in a modern
cluster [8]. These reasons motivate the use of small-scale clusters to emulate
medium/large size topologies in an inexpensive manner [6].
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4.1 Node Multiplexing

Node multiplexing is the problem of emulating more than a network node
on the same physical cluster node. This problem is inherently a problem of
machine virtualization, as has been described in Section 2. Hence, it can be
solved with one of the many available virtualization techniques. Aspects to
be taken into account to select the proper one for a cluster-based emulation
system are efficiency, scalability, flexibility, isolation, and operating system
customization.

In Emulab, node multiplexing is implemented by means of a modified ver-
sion of FreeBSD Jail. In NEPTUNE we decided to implement node multiplex-
ing by means of Xen. We decided that Xen suits our needs because

It is highly scalable

It potentially supports different kinds of operating systems

It is transparent to the applications running in the virtual machines

It provides good isolation among different virtual machines running con-
currently

It supports virtual machine migration, allowing dynamic re-allocation of
experiments on the cluster nodes

It implements different optimization techniques in the communication
mechanisms, allowing good communication performance among virtual
machines implemented within the same physical node

4.2 Link Multiplexing

The nodes of a cluster are connected by means of one or more switched
Ethernet LANs. Each cluster node may be equipped with one or more (Giga or
Fast) Ethernet NIC. These NICs, in turn, may be connected to the same switch
or to different switches. In theory, it would be possible to connect the cluster
nodes in pairs, by means of crossed Ethernet cables, so to physically reproduce
the desired topology. However, such a solution is not viable, for at least two
reasons. First, because changing the network topology would be extremely im-
practical, time consuming, and error prone. Second, because this would make
it impossible to emulate network topologies with a number of links greater than
half of the number of Ethernet NICs. Hence, practical solutions are required
to emulate multiple point-to-point connections on top of one or more shared
Ethernet LANs. This is usually performed by means of virtual LANs (VLANs)
[8, 11]. Such a solution is implemented by properly configuring the Ethernet
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switches and does not require any configuration and processing in the clus-
ter nodes. This makes, however, the system configuration software extremely
dependent on the characteristics of the network switches.

For the above reasons, we decided not to use VLANs in NEPTUNE and we
adopted two network device-independent solutions for link multiplexing:

IP-aliasing and destination MAC address filtering

Virtual NICs

The first technique consists in activating multiple “aliased” logical network
interfaces for each of the node’s NICs. Figure 1 shows a virtual network com-
posed of five nodes connected by means of six “virtual links”. Each of these
links is associated to a point-to-point IP subnet. The IP-level network topol-
ogy is implemented by setting static IP routes. To emulate links of assigned
capacity, outgoing packets are handled by the CBQ scheduler implemented in
the Linux Traffic Control kernel module. Outgoing packets are assigned to the
corresponding queue by the ebtables kernel module that marks packets accord-
ing to the MAC address of the destination node.

The second technique is implemented by exploiting the virtualization mech-
anisms implemented in Xen. Every time a new virtual machine (domU in
Xen terminology) is instantiated, Xen creates new “connected virtual Ether-
net interfaces”, with one end of each pair within the domU and the other end
within the Hypervisor (dom0 in Xen terminology). Virtualized network inter-
faces are given different Ethernet MAC addresses. These addresses may be
either assigned at random in the range of unicast “locally assigned” MAC ad-
dresses (i.e. addresses of the form XY:XX:XX:XX:XX:XX, where X is any

Figure 1. A virtual network with IP aliasing and destination MAC filtering
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hexadecimal digit, and Y is one of 2, 6, A, or E) or they can be assigned a given
value at domU creation time. When using such an approach, it is not necessary
to share a single interface in order to emulate several links, since each virtual
network interface is assigned to one of the two ends of an emulated link in the
virtual topology.

Figure 2 shows a virtual network in which link multiplexing is implemented
by means of this latter technique. The figure shows how a network of six nodes
has been emulated by activating three virtual machines in Physical Host A and
three virtual machines in Physical Host B. Six virtual links have been created,
by properly instantiating one, two, or three virtual Ethernet interfaces in each of
the virtual machines and configuring their IP addresses so to create six different
point-to-point IP subnets.

In order to assign a given capacity value to each of the emulated links, a
queuing discipline and a traffic shaper are associated with both ends of an em-
ulated link. We refer to this technique as the one link per interface technique.
Figure 3 shows with more details the network configuration of a host, in which
two virtual machines (domU 1 and domU 2) have been setup and five different

VM1 VM2 VM3

Physical Host A - VMM1

eth0
eth1

eth2

eth0

eth0

eth1

Real NIC

Physical Host B - VMM2

Real NIC

VM2 VM3VM1

Figure 2. A virtual network implemented by means of virtual machines
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Figure 3. One link per interface technique

links have been emulated, three of them connected to node domU 1 and the re-
maining two of them to node domU 2.

5. NETWORK EMULATION AS AN ON-DEMAND
GRID APPLICATION

Resource allocation is a key aspect of shared testbed infrastructures such as
PlanetLab and Emulab [15]. While designing our system, we recognized that
many resource management issues have already been addressed by the GRID
community.

Traditional cluster-based network emulation systems have based their de-
sign on very specific and customized hardware, in order to reproduce the be-
haviour of real-life communications equipments.

Grid computing, on the other hand, is evolving on a different path, i.e. it
aims at building a reliable and efficient infrastructure to satisfy different user
requirements by means of shared powerful general-purpose computing facili-
ties. In a Grid system, a middleware like Globus has the role of managing users
requests and of customizing the computational resources available in a cluster
of general purpose computers in order to match the users demands. Such an
approach gives the system a higher degree of flexibility and manageability.

To emulate large-scale heterogeneous networking scenarios, the above-
mentioned features of a Grid infrastructure are also desirable for a cluster-
based network emulation system. In the following, we describe what strategies
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we are currently pursuing in order to bring some of the technologies developed
for Globus-based Grids into the next version of NEPTUNE.

5.1 Virtual Workspaces in the Grid

Nowadays several production-quality Grids exists, which offer powerful ex-
ecution infrastructures to help solve many science-specific problems. Much
progress has been achieved with the deployment of Grid-based applications,
but the preparation of remote execution environment and the enforcement of
quality of service (QoS) while still providing manageability is yet a hot re-
search topic. One problem with most Grid platforms, today, is the lack of per-
formance isolation and resource usage enforcement: activities relative to one
user or virtual organization [5] can unpredictably influence the performance
of other processes executing on the same platform. Another issue is the im-
possibility to dynamically customize the execution environments according to
the users requirements, thus compromising their quality of life (QoL) [9] in
interactions with Grid software.

To satisfy such a requirement, the virtual workspace concept has been re-
cently introduced in the Grid computing model. A virtual workspace (VW)
is an abstraction of an execution environment that can be made dynamically
available to authorized clients by using well-defined protocols [10]. The ab-
straction captures resource quota assigned to such execution environment on
deployment (such as CPU, memory share, disk size, etc.) as well as software
configuration aspects of the environment (such as operating system installation
or provided services). This environment abstraction can be implemented by
using various technologies. The Globus Toolkit supports at least two different
techniques: one based on dynamically created user accounts (a.k.a. dynamic
accounts) and one based on dynamic deployment of virtual machines. Virtual
workspaces implemented as virtual machines offer a high degree of isolation,
fine-grained enforcement and configuration: VM image configuration, in fact,
can reflect a workspace’s software requirements, while a hypervisor, such as
Xen, can ensure the enforcement of hardware properties.

In Globus, the so-called workspace service allows a Grid client to dynam-
ically create and manage workspaces. The workspace service implementation
based on virtual machines takes as input a VM image wrapped in metadata
providing critical deployment information and deploys the VM on one of the
physical hosts administered by it.

An atomic workspace, implementing a single execution environment, con-
tains both the data (VM image) and some metadata describing deployment
information and prerequisites. Atomic workspaces can be combined to form
aggregate workspaces such as virtual clusters.
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5.2 NEPTUNE as a Virtual Workspace

We are currently working at a next release of NEPTUNE in which nodes
participating in a network emulation experiment are part of a virtual cluster
implemented according to the virtual workspace concept. This allows the clus-
ter physical resources to be used concurrently with other Grid applications. In
our very first implementation we are interested in demonstrating the feasibility
of our proposal: a portable cluster-based network emulator easily deployable
as a Grid application. Our goal is to not make use of any hardware-dependent
solution, so that our system may be replicated on any cluster.

The NEPTUNE cluster emulator can be seen as composed of two workspace
sets: the first set contains the head node (NeptuneManager), while the second
set contains worker nodes. NeptuneManager, the head node of the virtual clus-
ter, is instantiated as a virtual workspace by itself. The virtual network deploy-
ment is made by NeptuneManager.

The NEPTUNE worker nodes may be deployed on-demand by authorized
users. Each worker node could have a specialized configuration, but for sim-
plicity’s sake we can assume in our experiments that all worker nodes share
same virtual workspace image, which can be easily cloned.

The service node of the physical cluster runs a Xen 3.0 virtual machine
monitor, Globus Toolkit 4 (GT4), and the workspace service. We are currently
using the TP1.2.1 version (technology preview) of the virtual workspace ser-
vice. The workspace infrastructure implemented in Globus Toolkit 4 uses the
web services resource framework (WSRF) model and is composed of

The workspace factory service that allows a Grid client to deploy a Xen-
based workspace according to a deployment request specifying resource
allocation and length of deployment

The workspace service that allows a Grid client to manage a workspace by
starting, stopping, pausing, or destroying it.

Figure 4 shows an overlay network created by means of virtual machines.
After the head node (NeptuneManager) has been instantiated by the workspace
service, we have performed the following steps:

Definition of the network topology to emulate using the NeptuneManager
services

Configuration of the virtual node’s features like RAM and virtual interfaces

Definition of the software image to be loaded into the virtual machines

Selection of the physical cluster’s worker nodes (equipped by Xen 3)

Deployment of the virtual machines
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XEN1

XEN2

XEN3

Figure 4. An emulated network implemented by means of virtual machines

As soon as the virtual nodes are available, NeptuneManager configures the
overlay network and activates any services. The link multiplexing shown in
Figure 4 was realized by the one link per interface technique described above.
In order to test the implemented configuration, we enable OSPF routing by
GNU/quagga on the emulated network; finally, we generate and trace several
traffic flows between the virtual nodes.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Synthetic creation, configuration, deployment, and management of medium
to large-scale virtual networks by means of a cluster-based system requires
fine-grained control of resource utilization and manageability of the instanti-
ated execution environments. These requirements have much in common with
the challenges addressed in the context of Grid computing: a single virtual
node participating in an emulation experiment, its computational resources,
and its software configuration, can be seen like a Grid’s virtual workspace. Re-
cently, in the Grid community, the use of virtualization techniques to support
on-demand instantiation of virtual workspaces has been proposed. In partic-
ular, para-virtualization techniques appear as the most promising, due to the
high-degree isolation between the execution environments obtained with low
performance overhead. In the next future, para-virtualization will also bene-
fit from hardware support implemented by both Intel and AMD in their latest
CPUs, allowing OSs to run natively (i.e. unmodified) and with no overhead
penalties on these CPUs.
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In this chapter, we have illustrated how Xen can be used to realize the vir-
tualization of both computational and network resources, justifying the use of
this instrument in the network emulation context. We have also discussed about
how network emulation can be implemented as an on-demand application in a
Grid computing environment. Finally, we have described the strategies we have
pursued in order to bring some of the technologies developed for Globus-based
Grids into the next version of NEPTUNE.

In the future, our main goal is to realize a further integration between our
emulation environment (NEPTUNE) and Globus virtual workspaces.
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Abstract Implementing applications with remote access to laboratory equipment on a grid
environment requires a design model, focused to solve the interoperability chal-
lenge among an enormous diversity of components, endowed with the required
functionality. Taking advantage of Grid infrastructure and experimental labora-
tory equipment, we drive our effort to develop a workspace, called LEMDist,
based on a categorical approach for the design application. The principal aim for
LEMDist is to build a technological platform to support different pedagogical
approaches in natural science teaching and e-science applications. In this work
we present a Grid implementation for remote access to laboratory equipment in
food engineering that is operated via standard serial and USB computer inter-
faces, and we present some applications to a freezing process in a blast freezer.
In particular, we focus the approach on the remote instrumentations require-
ments and the interaction with modeling resources and digital image processing
capabilities for ice crystal growth.

1. INTRODUCTION

During the recent years many efforts have been made for developing remote
access to the experimental infrastructure for science and teaching purposes.
The need for quality of service (QoS) capabilities presents a big challenge,
because many applications impose a diversity of real-time constraints, with
different time scale requirements, together with another kind of quality require-
ments for instrument control [1]. Many different instrument architectures, ex-
perimental data types, security requirements, and user access policies impose
strong complexity for a standard-based access design [4, 10, 16, 17].
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The deployment of a workspace for e-learning and e-science with remote
access to laboratory equipment capabilities for different application fields
requires multi-scale analysis for complex systems. Taking into account in-
strumentation in many specialized areas, together with the highly specialized
equipment characteristics, owner conditions of use, user communities require-
ments, and services, needs guidelines for the application design, and tools for
the components’ interoperability.

The categorical approach for formal description in open distributed process-
ing systems is promising. In the design and refinement of hierarchical and mul-
tilevel systems whose components [20] are attribute dependent, graph analysis
[6, 12, 14, 15] can be used.

Using the generalized graph theory’s concepts of multi-graph and multi-
graph of multi-graphs [3,13], here we use the term peculiarity, associated with
the external structure of graphs, for the definition of a service, and the term
preciseness, associated with the internal structure of graphs of graphs, for the
definition of an abstraction level in the architecture.

Based on graph theory, the structured systems can be described with a cate-
gorical approach, where the architecture definition for the workspace, endowed
with a diversity of services, is based on generic interfaces that provide a gen-
eralized way for resources’ incorporation.

1.1 LEMDist Architecture

The LEMDist [7] architecture is designed like a component integration sys-
tem in four abstraction levels: Access layer, service layer, grid layer and re-
source layer, considered like preciseness concepts, and, at the moment, five
kinds of service: research repository for the experimental work, distributed en-
hanced instrumentation, distributed data analysis, computational modeling and
simulation, and interactive visualization, considered like the peculiarities [8],
all of those integrated in an e-science workspace (Figure 1). The planned char-
acteristics for each service are

Repository for research project and experimental work. It provides

– Access to global collaboration communities

– Scientific data repositories

– Scientific experiment repositories

– Workspace

Distributed enhanced instrumentation needs

– Discovering laboratory resource service

– Schedule service
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Figure 1. LEMDist architecture

– Interaction environment with instrument operator

– Quality of service for control and monitoring in most of the laboratory
equipment

Simulation and modeling. The main requirements for this service depend
on access to software resources for simulation and modeling that are

– CPU intensive

– Communication intensive (MPI or other)

Interactive visualization. It is

– CPU intensive

– Communication intensive (MPI or other)

– Needs broadband communication for virtual reality capabilities

2. REMOTE ACCESS TO LABORATORY
EQUIPMENT USING GLITE MIDDLEWARE

In the architecture design remote access to laboratory equipment plays a
fundamental role. Based on the GLite middleware architecture, we build an
instrument element like a Grid node. The generic Grid services for planning
and management, discovering resources, job submission, and data transfer are
used (Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Remote instrument access over the Grid

Using the grid-mapfile mechanism, the user requests an instrument service
and that request is mapped, depending on the user-specific privileges to the
host which has the specific resource. The job description language (JDL) is
used to describe the job and its dependence.

For laboratory instrument access, we registered the application interface
(AI) in the computing element (CE), where a dedicated worker node (WN),
like a Grid instrument element, was attached. The AI is installed in the WN.
From the user interface (UI) an interactive job is submitted using the “Require-
ments” parameter looking for the AI. The interactive job enables a kind of shell
where the user (in the UI) can interact with the device, just using the commands
defined in the application interface (Figure 3).

2.1 Application to Freezing Process in Food Engineering

In food engineering teaching, research, and production, it is important to get
access to a diversity of equipments. For example, in production environments
it is not possible to run experiments: the process equipment is not appropriate
for testing, and installing a test laboratory can be too expensive. Access to
remote laboratory infrastructure with scaled industrial conditions results in an
interesting option.

To foretell freezing times in food engineering is important for many prac-
tical applications; for example, designing freezing equipment and production
plans, impact estimation when quality of products or process parameters have
modifications, etc.
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Figure 3. Remote instrument access architecture

Unsteady heat conduction, transition phase, parameter variation with tem-
perature change, geometry impinge on the freezing process. The modeling
technique requires experimental verification, and a good understanding of the
behavior of temperature time profiles is necessary. For long-time meat preser-
vation, for example, it is necessary to get freezing at −18◦C; this temperature
is required to inhibit microbial population increase and enzymatic activity. The
kinetics for temperature diminution and water crystallization varies from point
to point in a product. Establishment of a global freezing rate is complex and
there are many criteria in the study of the impact over the product quality. The
experimental results here are fundamental.

In Figure 4, we present the temperature behavior related to time for freezing
a meat sample in a blast freezer system at −25◦C temperature and 4.5 m/s air
speed. The purpose is to study the effects of freezing time on the mechanical
properties like resistance to compression, where a range of 500–1000 s for ice
formation in this sample is observed, beginning in the region −1.5 to −5◦C.
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Figure 4. Time temperature profiles in a blast freezer

The implementation of different observation technologies requires the iden-
tification and incorporation of all the necessary pieces with the appropriate
communication resources between components and the adaptation all of those
for grid environment work. The prediction of freezing and cooling times in or-
der to ensure food quality plays an important role in food engineering. Heat
and mass transfer phenomena in the freezing process take place as a complex
process with transition phase, sudden changes in thermal properties, and other
physical–chemical characteristics, where crystallization of water plays a fun-
damental role. Models available for describing the freezing process are based
on non-linear unsteady heat conduction, with variable thermal properties, sur-
face convective cooling, and mass transfer. They are useful for development
of simple prediction methods, but in any case verification of thermal data sets
is necessary, because of the complicated structures in the food sample and the
diversity of physical mechanisms taking place in the freezing process.

2.2 Interoperability Requirements

The components design for freezing process in food engineering is based
on the LEMDist architecture, where the required interoperability is found in a
composition process between multi-graphs of multi-graphs.

The LEMDist architecture is defined with four abstraction levels and five
kinds of service: A collaborative environment connects users to instruments;
users can access scientific databases, high-performance computing resources,
and high-end graphic capabilities (Figure 5). Interoperability had to be built
for each application field. The grid infrastructure provides the integration of
services and resources, like remote access to laboratory equipment, low-level
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Figure 5. Food engineering architecture

mechanisms for communication authentication, network information, and data
access; high-level mechanisms for meta-computing services like parallel pro-
gramming tools and schedulers are also provided. We use the GLite middle-
ware and the LEMDist is implemented on the EELA virtual organization. For
food engineering we have implemented in the grid environment a blast freezer
tunnel equipped with a programmable logic controller (PLC) for regulating the
belt speed of the tunnel freezer and scan of the temperature in the sample. Re-
mote access has been implemented for the data acquisition process, based on
an architecture of reliable scan programming component interfaces between
the grid layer and the resource layer. The thermocouples are placed in the ther-
mal center and other locations of the sample, depending on the experimental
design and the model’s geometrical characteristics.

For the prediction of freezing times we are implementing a heat transfer
model, starting with a simple case based on the Stefan problem [9, 18, 19]:

�c
∂T
∂ t

= ∇(κ∇T )+q (1)

Discretizing the space domain we obtain a set of ordinary differential equa-
tions, and then we use a finite difference method, considering shapes with a
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nearly regular geometry. The temperature reduction process is divided into
three phases: pre-cooling, phase change, and tempering phase. The phase
change becomes the difficult point for the heat transfer process. For this we
consider first the application of an empirical expression for the region of phase
change of the most important physical properties, like thermal diffusivity, heat
capacity, density, heat conductivity, enthalpy, and, finally, freezable water frac-
tion (Figure 6). Another interesting alternative is to include in the model the
data for heat capacity and enthalpy issued from modulated differential scan-
ning calorimetry. These present an interesting challenge, because it is neces-
sary to focus on the problems for on-line monitoring process generated by Grid
process latencies and on the limitations in the definition of differentiate net ser-
vices for the interconnection among user, instrument and equipment operator
in a remote supervision scenario.

Heat Transfer Problem in Freezing Process

Unsteady heat
conduction with
transition phase

Conduction heat
transfer

Thermal diffusivity, heat
capacity, density, heat
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properties varying
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Figure 6. Freezing time modeling
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Another component of the systems is based on digital image processing of
electronic microscopy of samples, directed to the study of the size of ice crys-
tals’ formation that induce morphological changes, responsible for moisture
migration [5, 11, 21]. Ice crystals in frozen materials are difficult to observe
and the study of the freeze zone is highly imprecise. The measurement tech-
niques used to model the very thin layer near the surface of the sample are
adopted to describe the moisture movement on the evaporating surface, which
is the cause of change in boundary conditions. We consider texture analysis
and ice crystal formation.

3. CONCLUSIONS

LEMDist is a dynamic project that has the aim of building a working envi-
ronment for e-science and e-learning with access to remote laboratory equip-
ment. So far, we have access to remote laboratory equipment through the Grid
layer middleware GLite, when laboratory equipment has a standard serial inter-
face. The implemented commands at the interface level hide the Grid and con-
trol device commands, avoid damages, and provide different execution com-
mand levels. The main advantage for this design is that we can ever work on
the GLite sandbox and it is not necessary to delegate part of the process to
another kind of environment.

For the Freezing Tunnel, we need interaction with human operators for ini-
tial instrument configuration, sample mounting, and, successively, for starting,
stopping, and monitoring processes that are characterized by interaction at dif-
ferent process times, ranging over:

Real time scales: Interaction with the operator and monitoring process.

Intermediate delay: Interaction between different instruments or between
instruments and simulation process.

Long delay: Parameter determinations in the instrument initial configuration
process.

Not all the process types have been implemented. The main problems pre-
sented for the online monitoring process are Grid process latencies and the
limitations in the definition of differentiate net service for the interconnec-
tion among user, instrument, and equipment operator in a remote supervision
scenario.

The remote access to laboratory equipment requires more flexibility on net-
work service and its corresponding middleware implementation for a good per-
formance on real operational conditions.
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Abstract We present a Grid-aware application for the extraction of isosurfaces from
volumetric data sets. This is an important issue in the design of a virtual lab-
oratory since it permits to analyze data produced by different types of scientific
instruments. After a short description of the basic functionalities we focus on the
issues for the efficient use of Grid resources. Our implementation is designed fol-
lowing a Grid service approach and adopts Globus Toolkit 4 as middleware. The
main advantages of the use of the Grid are the possibility of processing huge
data sets and of satisfying more requests simultaneously.

1. INTRODUCTION

The technological evolution permits the analysis of physical phenomena
with an unprecedented accuracy, by means of distributed and remote instru-
ments connected to Internet. To be effectively useful, the huge amount of data
produced has to be thoroughly analyzed and understood.

Volumetric data sets are 3D matrices of values produced by different
types of devices, e.g., medical instruments as X-ray equipments for com-
puted tomography, or by simulations, e.g., by fluid dynamics or bioinformatics
applications. The isosurface extraction [3, 17] is a basic operation that permits
to implement many kinds of queries on these data. In particular, it permits to
determine the shape of tissues or molecules, on the basis of a given threshold
value (called isovalue).
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Isosurfaces are usually represented as triangulated irregular networks and
constitute useful visual information that has to be transmitted to remote
devices.

3D data analysis, based on isosurface extraction and transmission, repre-
sents a key functionality in a virtual laboratory. It can be, however, an exacting
task, since many problems, arising from the characteristics of the data and the
execution environments, have to be taken into account.

The most important are the following:

The heterogeneity of the client devices used to analyze the results, since the
size of computed isosurfaces may overcome their graphic capabilities. This
problem can be tackled by providing a simplification operation [9, 10], that
produces a good approximation of the original surface using fewer triangles.

The performance of the interconnection network, since the transfer of the
isosurface may be the most costly part of the processing. At this aim a com-
pression operation [10, 20] that reduces the size of the data to transfer can
be adopted.

The possible huge amount of data to process, since users would like to re-
ceive the result as fast as possible. The design of parallel algorithms for the
considered operations would improve performance. Clearly, the achieved
performance will depend on the characteristics of the available comput-
ing resources, but the parallel algorithms may be designed with portable
performance.

In this context we implemented a set of programs for distributed 3D data
analysis and visualization. The tool includes algorithmic components for the
extraction of isosurfaces, their simplification and compression. For each com-
ponent we implemented at least one sequential and one parallel algorithm. The
tool also comprises an application that permits (i) the efficient composition of
sequential and parallel operations in a pipeline assembly, taking into account
the user request and the execution environment; (ii) the dynamic selection of
computational resources, such as single machines or clusters, for the pipeline
execution; (iii) the transfer of the resulting mesh to a remote user device.

The algorithmic part of the system is widely presented in [7], while a syn-
thesis is provided in [6], therefore interested readers may refer to them.

So far we focused on the algorithmic issues of our tool, considering ded-
icated and local computational resources (single machines and local clus-
ters). In this chapter we describe 3DAGOS (3D Data Analysis through
Grid-Oriented Services), a new Grid-aware version for Globus Toolkit 4
(GT4) [8] that is able to exploit remote and shared resources and can repre-
sent a useful tool for distributed cooperative laboratories over the Grid. 3DA-
GOS includes GrISO (Grid Isosurface extraction and management Suite of
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cOmponents), a collection of Grid Services corresponding to the above-cited
components for the isosurface management and PLIC GS (PipeLine Intelli-
gent Composer Grid Service). The client, after the authentication, interacts,
through a graphical interface, with PLIC GS that selects a suitable instance of
pipeline and a set of Grid resources to minimize the cost function defined by
the client.

In order to access and select the resources of the Grid, PLIC GS needs a
suitable support to simplify this essential but complex job. To this aim we
make use of GEDA (Grid Explorer for Distributed Applications) [5], a Grid
Service designed to provide a simplified but non-transparent access to Grid
resources. GEDA is a general-purpose resource broker service that can be used
to allow a fine-grain resource selection for any kind of grid service.

A visualization tool such as 3DAGOS finds a natural collocation inside
projects such as GRIDCC [25] and RINGrid [19], the main goal of which is
to provide tools to access to and control remote instrumentations using the
distributed computational and storage resources of a Grid, even interactively.
Through 3DAGOS, in fact, it is possible to process and visualize the results of
experiments selecting the most performant configuration.

The chapter is organized as follows: the second and the third sections present
some hints related to the algorithmic components of GrISO, with performance
figures for different data sets, and the main features of the PLIC GS compo-
nent. Considerations about the design of the related Grid Services are presented
in Section 4. In Section 5 the Grid Service GEDA is introduced, while in Sec-
tion 6 some related works are discussed.

2. ALGORITHMIC COMPONENTS OF GRISO

2.1 The Pipeline Building Blocks and Configurations

GrISO is structured as a set of Grid Services, representing the basic building
blocks through which the isoextraction service is provided. They can be linked
to one another in a pipeline, composed of different steps, as shown in Figure 1,
that presents all the meaningful configurations.

GrISO includes four computational components corresponding to the three
operations of isosurface extraction, simplification and compression (that com-
prises both the compression and the decompression components) and three
flow components. The pipeline composition is performed by PLIC GS, on the
basis of application- and architecture-related parameters.

We introduced the flow components in order to make efficient the compo-
sition of the parallel algorithms. In fact, while the composition of sequential
algorithms is straightforward, the composition of parallel algorithms involves
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Isosurface Extraction CompressionSimplification

DecompressionVisualization

Volumetric data set

Vertices and triangles

Compressed data

Rebal
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Rebal
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Client side

Server side

Figure 1. The logical schema of the pipelines that may be built using GrISO. Rectangles
represent computational components, while hexagons represent flow components

to consider the possible different parallelization paradigms, the parallelism de-
gree and load balancing strategies.

The Rebal component modifies the data partitioning produced by a compo-
nent on the basis of the parallelism degree and load balancing requirements
of the following one. The Sew component merges the parts in which an iso-
surface is subdivided to produce a single file that may be visualized or further
processed. The Conc component is similar to the previous one, but it merges
the encoding of the parts in which an isosurface is subdivided after compres-
sion to produce a single file for the decompression component.

We can consider these components as filters that transform raw volumetric
data into triangular meshes representing the required isosurfaces. The data flow
among the components is presented in Figure 1. The Sew and the Conc flow
components may be executed both on the server and on the client side, while
the decompression module must be executed on the client device.

The system is able to acquire volumetric data sets stored in files organized
following one out of different possible formats, included the Digital Imaging
and Communications in Medicine (DICOM) format [23], that represents the
standard for medical image storing, handling and transmission. We provide a
set of specialized functions, one for each format, that can be easily extended to
process other standard formats.

Although we decided to leave rendering aspects outside of our scope, we
provided a set of specialized functions also for the output production, for ex-
ample we consider the production of data in the OFF format [26]. Visualiza-
tion of isosurfaces is not provided directly by the system, but we exploit the
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various suitable rendering tools available for most architectures. In particular,
we considered the use of the VRML [27] format, as VRML viewers are freely
available and widely adopted. So the “Visualization” component in Figure 1
represents a generic VRML viewer.

2.2 The Pipeline Performance

Let us briefly present the performance of the computational components, in
order to show how our system may represent an effective analysis tool for the
processing of large amount of data.

We considered for the experiments the computerized tomography (CT)
scans of a christmas tree (XT) 1 and of a female cadaver (FC).2 Furthermore
we considered a data set resulting from a simulation that represents a frag-
ment of immunoglobulin attacking a rhinovirus. The resulting macromolecule
is called the FAB complex. The characteristics of the three data sets are shown
in Table 1. For each data set an isosurface (respectively related to the isovalues
180, 0 and 1230) is shown in Figure 2.

Performance evaluation is carried out using a Linux-based Beowulf Cluster
of 16 PCs equipped with 2.66 GHz Pentium IV processor, 512 MB of RAM
and two EIDE 80 GB disks interfaced in RAID 0. The nodes are linked using
a dedicated switched Gigabit network, and they share a PVFS file system [16].
We implemented the sequential components in C and the parallel ones in C
and MPICH2 [11]. The performance figures of both versions are presented in
Table 2.

For the simplification operation we considered the reduction of 90% of the
triangles. The parallel algorithms are executed using 8 and 16 nodes. With up to
8 nodes it is not possible to simplify nor compress the FC-1230 isosurface be-
cause of the insufficient amount of aggregate memory. The speed-up reported
for the simplification and the compression of the isosurface FC-1230 has been

Table 1. Characteristics of the data sets used in the experiments

Data set Volume Size Isovalue #Triangles

XT 512×512×999 499.5 MB 180 4,514,539
FAB 773×721×746 793 MB 0 8,799,673
FC 512×512×1734 867 MB 1230 12,778,122

1Generated from a real-world christmas tree by the Department of Radiology, University of Vienna and the
Institute of Computer Graphics and Algorithms, Vienna University of Technology.
2Courtesy of the Visible Human Project [28] of the National Library of Medicine (NLM), Maryland.
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Figure 2. The three isosurfaces considered for the experiments

Table 2. Execution times and speed-up for the considered isosurfaces (∗ denotes estimated
speed up)

XT-180 FAB-0 FC-1230

Time sequential iso (sec.) 23.1 34.7 42.6
Speed-up parallel iso ( 8 proc.) 6.8 7.1 7.5
Speed-up parallel iso (16 proc.) 11.7 12.1 12.2
Time sequential simpl (sec.) 166.3 336.7 N.A.
Speed-up parallel simpl ( 8 proc.) 6.4 6.7 N.A.
Speed-up parallel simpl (16 proc.) 11.2 12.3 13.1∗

Time sequential compr (sec.) 10.8 19.3 N.A.
Speed-up parallel compr (8 proc.) 7.9 7.7 N.A.
Speed-up parallel compr (16 proc.) 15.4 15.3 14.8∗

theoretically evaluated, using a validated cost model [7]. We can see that the
parallel components are able to provide high performance figures.

For the isosurface extraction and the simplification components we reported
the computational times, that is, the execution times without I/O operations.
These components in fact may be executed in a pipeline, so they may receive
and leave I/O data in main memory. If we consider I/O times also perfor-
mance is about 20% lower. For the compression component, on the contrary,
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the output time is taken into account, since the compressed representation of
the isosurface is normally transferred as a file.

3. THE PLIC GS BEHAVIOUR AND ITS USER
INTERFACE

The original contribution represented by our tool lies also in the strategies
we designed to provide satisfactory response time to the user.

The goals considered when designing a server are usually two: (i) to satisfy
at the best each user request and (ii) to maximize the throughput of the system.
Using a limited set of resources, as our local cluster, it is possible to achieve
satisfactory results only for the first goal. Actually, if many users simultane-
ously ask for processing large data sets, the computational power may quickly
run out, and the waiting time will become too long.

So far we concentrated our effort on designing suitable strategies to satisfy
the first goal, while the integration of our tool in the Grid environment allows
us to pursue the second goal.

Adaptivity is a key point for providing an efficient and satisfactory service.
In fact, the selection of the components to activate, their efficient composi-
tion and the parallelism degree have to take into account the parameters that
characterize both the execution environment and the user request.

As regards the execution environment, let us consider a user requiring to
extract the isosurface denoted as FC-1230. The visualization of such triangular
mesh is not possible on a domestic PC, owing to the high number of triangles.
This problem can be solved by activating the simplification module, in order
to produce an isosurface made up of less triangles.

A similar consideration has to be made for the transmission time of the iso-
surface. The optimized non-compressed representation of this isosurface has a
size of about 220 MB, so the download time will be huge in the presence of
a low bandwidth link. In this case the system should activate the compression
module that is able to reduce the size of the isosurface to about 20 MB.

As regards the request parameters, when a user requires a service, he/she
normally wishes that

the request is satisfied in the minimum time;

the quality of results is the highest one.

It is often very difficult to conciliate both these aspects. The parallel version
of an algorithm may lower the quality of results with respect to the sequen-
tial version. This is true for our parallel simplification operation owing to the
management of edge points in the mesh. A lower parallelism degree better pre-
serves the quality of the isosurface, at the cost of lower performance, and vice
versa.
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Furthermore the execution of the compression operation must be carefully
considered, since it requires the execution of the decompression on the client
device. If the device, e.g., a personal digital assistant (PDA), cannot provide a
sufficient computational power, the compression cannot be performed.

On the basis of the previous considerations the user has to choose between
the minimum response time and a higher quality of the mesh.

PLIC GS satisfies the user request composing a pipeline and selecting the
resources that better fit the requirements. Remote accessibility is provided by
means of a GUI interface (see Figure 3).

Through the interface the user can or cannot require the execution of the
simplification and compression operations or he can delegate this decision to
PLIC GS. In the second case the user has to provide a threshold on the result-
ing number of triangles, which represents the maximum allowable size of an

Figure 3. The first tab of the 3DAGOS Java client related to PLIC GS. It permits users to
specify the parameters of the isosurface extraction operation and the optional execution of the
simplification and/or compression operation
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isosurface to be visualized and/or transmitted without long waiting time. For
the visualization this size depends on the characteristics of the used device.

After the posting of the request, PLIC GS determines the pipeline compo-
sition and the parallelism degree. A complete description of these aspects is
presented in [7]. Here we briefly describe the decision process through the fol-
lowing example.

Let us suppose the request of the XT-180 isosurface using a PDA, prefer-
ring the quality of the result. The user determined that triangular meshes made
up of more than 800,000 triangles are difficult to visualize, therefore he re-
quires the simplification step if that threshold is overcome. Moreover, because
of the low computational capabilities of his device, he is not able to perform
the decompression or any other operation.

On the basis of these parameters PLIC GS at first executes the sequential
isosurface extraction, then it considers the size of the isosurface. Since the
number of triangles is higher than the given threshold, the simplification mod-
ule with a reduction of 80% will be activated. The parallelism degree has to
be the minimum possible, because high quality of results is chosen. With our
cluster we need the aggregate memory of eight PCs to manage this mesh. In
conclusion, PLIC GS will execute the Rebal component to partition the iso-
surface into eight parts, then the parallel simplification module using eight
processes. At the end the result will be processed by the Sew component that
produces a VRML file that the user can download and directly visualize.

4. GRISO AND PLIC GS GRID SERVICE
INTERFACES

GrISO and PLIC GS allow the user to obtain high-throughput figures
exploiting a wider set of remote computational resources to satisfy requests.
A key point of their implementation is the careful decision of moving the com-
putation where it is more convenient, considering the interconnection network
and the available computational resources.

PLIC GS makes use of the GEDA Grid Service, a kind of Resource Bro-
ker Grid Service, to search and select the computational resources needed to
execute the pipeline. GEDA explores the GRID through WS MDS, proposes
to the client a selection of resources satisfying some filter criteria, and finally
reserves resources and activates a distributed program through WS GRAM.

In the following sections, some hints are given about the implementation of
GrISO and PLIC GS in GT4, while GEDA is presented in Section 5.

We developed all the components of 3DAGOS using the Grid Development
Tools for Eclipse [24] that represents a new and easy-to-use tool that manages
the creation of all the interfaces and the configuration files required to create
and deploy a Grid Service.
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4.1 The Implementation of GrISO

We implemented the computational and flow components by wrapping the
C and MPI code within specific Grid Services written in Java. Only the decom-
pression component of GrISO remains a legacy application, because it may be
executed on a device outside the Grid. Each Grid Service provides a single
method representing all the implementations of the operation. It collects the
parameters of the execution, then the following operations are carried out:

the staging of the input data and of the selected code on one or more pro-
vided locations, if needed;

the execution of the application on the provided resources;

the staging of the results on a provided location, if needed;

the indication of the correct termination or the encountered errors.

To perform these operations each Grid Service produces an RSL2 file that is
submitted to the WS GRAM service of one of the resources to use. As regards
the code to execute, a Grid Service is associated with all the executables of the
operation. In the present version of the system we considered only the use of
32 bit Linux architectures.

These Grid Services require three kinds of parameters:

The operation-specific parameters. For example, the isovalue is only needed
by the isosurface extraction operation, while the reduction percentage is
needed by the simplification. In our system these parameters are provided
by the user through the interface shown in Figure 3.

The selection of the implementation and the parallelism degree. In our sys-
tem these parameters are determined by PLIC GS on the basis of the logic
sketched in Section 3.

The URIs of the resources to use and the possible files to transfer. In our sys-
tem these parameters are determined by PLIC GS interacting with GEDA
and the user.

As an example, let us consider the method provided by the Isosurface Ex-
traction Grid Service:

String Isoextraction(int xdim, int ydim, int zdim, char valtype,
String datafile, float isovalue, float isosize
boolean homogeneity, String impl, int pardegree
String compresources, String fileIn, String fileOut);
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The selection of the implementation and the parallelism degree are repre-
sented by the impl and pardegree parameters, the resources to use and the pos-
sible files to transfer by the compresources, fileIn and fileOut parameters, while
the remaining ones are parameters specific of the operation.

Performance of the computational kernels of the Grid-enabled operations is
presented in Section 2.2. The Grid environment adds some unavoidable over-
heads, mainly due to the transfer of executable and I/O files and to the interac-
tion with the Grid middleware. Such overheads are difficult to quantify, since
they depend on various factors at the different layers of the Grid architecture,
but in any case they are largely compensated by the availability of remote com-
putational resources.

4.2 The Implementation of PLIC GS

The aims of this Grid Service that is completely implemented in Java are
the following:

the selection of the pipeline composition and of the parallelism degree;

the selection of the computational resources;

the management of the interactions among the Grid Services and the man-
agement of the data flow.

The first point, that is the logic of PLIC GS, has been described in Section 3.
The remaining interesting aspects are then the selection of the computational
resources and the management of the Grid Services.

The selection of the computational resources is made considering the param-
eters provided by the user and the response obtained by GEDA that is described
in the next section.

In general the most important research projects [2, 13, 15, 22] aim to hide
the resource selection from the users. In our opinion this approach is suitable
for a large class of embarrassing parallel applications, but not for all parallel
applications.

In many cases the suitability of the scheduling strategy depends on the
knowledge of the application structure, so it has to be made on the basis of
a specific set of characteristics. In our case we consider for the execution of
the various Grid Services of GrISO only the clusters available in the Grid.
Furthermore, if we found several clusters that provide the same computational
power, we should prefer the one which provides a large amount of aggregate
memory, which is made up by few nodes that have to be connected through
sufficiently fast links. In this manner it is more probable that we will be able to
simplify and/or compress the resulting isosurface using it. Such kind of criteria
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may be difficult to formalize, therefore in our opinion the final decision should
be delegated to the user.

Once the computational resources to be used have been determined,
PLIC GS activates each selected Grid Service by providing it the proper pa-
rameters. In particular, it is responsible for the management of the data flow,
supplying the URIs of the input data and the destination of the resulting files.
This is an important aspect as each Grid Service of the pipeline might be exe-
cuted on a different cluster.

5. GEDA GRID SERVICE AND THE USER
INTERFACE

Grid middlewares like GT4 offer mechanisms that permit the discovery and
the selection of resources and the execution of jobs on such resources. The
main problem in performing such operations is that there are different middle-
ware components to interact with (e.g., in GT4 there are WS MDS for discov-
ering, brokers for selection and WS GRAM for execution); obtaining and using
resources through a direct interaction with such a set of different services can
be quite difficult or inefficient. The aim of GEDA is precisely to provide an aid
for the execution of parallel jobs in Grid environments [5].

GEDA provides three methods:

String discoverResources(String XMLConstraints):
this method permits to perform a research among the computational re-
sources of a Grid to find those that satisfy the provided requirements. It
returns a list of all the resources fulfilling the requirements.

String setResources(String XMLChosenResources):
it allows to select a subset of the computational resources of a Grid provided
as list. The returned value indicates the success or the error code.

String executeJob(String XMLExecutionRules):
it grants the execution of a job on the selected resources. The parameters
contain all the execution information (e.g., the location of executables, input
and output files and staging operations), while the returned value indicates
also in this case the success or the error code.

These three methods allow the Grid service to be queried and used by other
Grid Services or applications. When the request is received, an instance of
GEDA is created by GT4 and a set of resources is allocated to allow it to
work. The instance takes into account the requirements provided by the client
and starts to query the WS MDS services to search for the set of resources
satisfying the request. After the research has been correctly made, an XML
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string containing the ID of the instance and the set of fulfilling resources is
returned; a copy of this information is also kept in the state of the instance.

At this point, the client chooses the subset of resources for the exe-
cution and calls the method setResources: XMLChosenResources,
is an XML string containing the list of the selected resources3 and a set
of conditions that define constraints over them (e.g., the estimated time
of usage of a resource or the need to have a certain number of the se-
lected resources available at the same time). GEDA checks these param-
eters and starts an interaction with the WS GRAM services that manage
the requested resources to verify if they are still available; if so, GEDA
tries to make a reservation4 of the resources. Finally, it returns an ack to
the client if all is ok, otherwise it sends back the encountered errors, for
example, because some resources are not available or some constraints are not
satisfiable.

After receiving the ack from GEDA, the client can use the third method to
execute the application, otherwise it can directly contact WS GRAM to launch
it by itself. In this case the client has to produce an RSL2 description of the job
that otherwise is automatically created by the executeJob method. If a negative
answer is got, the client tries a new selection.

In our system GEDA is used by PLIC GS to find the resources that best sat-
isfy the computational requirements of the pipeline that has to be executed. The
selection is made by a cooperation among the two Grid Services and the user.
The interaction of the user with the two Grid Services is performed through a
client we implemented in Java. From a functional point of view, the client is
subdivided into three parts.

The first one is the Parameter Specification, and it is represented by the
tab presented in Figure 3. In this tab the user specifies the parameters of the
request, that is the data set, the isovalue and the optional execution of the sim-
plification and compression steps.

The second one is the Resource Selection, and it is represented by the two
tabs presented in Figure 4. In these tabs the user interacts with PLIC GS and
GEDA in order to determine the computational resources to use for the exe-
cution of the pipeline. Using the third tab it is possible to restrict the list of
considered resources by specifying further parameters.

The third one is the Execution. By clicking the Execute button (Figure 3) all
the information collected in the two previous parts are provided to PLIC GS
that determines the pipeline configuration and manages the execution on the
selected resources.

The interactions among the entities of 3DAGOS are presented in Figure 5.

3That is a subset of the previously sent list.
4If there are mechanisms on the resources that allow reservation, as in Platform LSF [18].
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Figure 4. The tabs of the 3DAGOS Java client that permit the users to interact with PLIC GS
and GEDA for the selection of the resources
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Functional view of the Java client
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WS GRAM
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PLIC_GS
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Figure 5. The interactions among the various entities involved in 3DAGOS

6. RELATED WORKS IN GRID ENVIRONMENT

Many current research projects aim to provide suitable visualization tools
in the Grid environment. The most remarkable projects are the Grid Visual-
ization Kernel (GVK) [12], funded within the EU CrossGrid Project, and the
Distributed Visualization Architecture (DiVA) [4].
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Both of them aim to define a way to efficiently map a visualization pipeline
on the resources provided by a Grid. The ideas are very similar: they consider
the possibility of moving parts of the visualization pipeline, composed of the
filtering, visualization and rendering operations, from the client to the Grid
server. The solutions proposed to this problem are slightly different.

GVK aims to support near real-time interaction between the visualization
client and the server, incorporating in the pipeline operations like occlusion
culling or reference-rendering in order to reduce the size of the data to be
transmitted [14]. In DiVA the efforts are devoted to the design of an accurate
performance prediction system and of new algorithms for remote visualization,
to obtain the best time performance in a dynamically changing computing en-
vironment [21].

Although these two works have been considered, we designed our pipeline
with quite different goals, as presented before. At first, our system is not
intended to simply provide a rendering to a remote client; instead, it pro-
duces and sends data that can be visualized or further processed, satisfying
an even complex client request, not necessarily to have a minimal response
time.

Great attention has also been devoted to the definition of the guidelines for
the pipeline composition, the selection of the most performant algorithms and
the management of the data flow among the pipeline components, in order to
obtain the best match with the client request.

In our purpose the integration of the tool in the Grid environment allows
us to realize a high-throughput system. In fact, we may exploit a wider set of
non-local computational resources to satisfy requests. A key point to carefully
consider is the possibility to move the computation where it is more convenient,
taking into account the interconnection network. For example, we may find
that the repository of the data set we have to process is linked with one or
more computational nodes through a fast and dedicated network. Depending
on the size of the data, the selection of one of these resources rather than a
more powerful cluster linked through a shared network will often represent the
best solution.

GEDA is a general-purpose Grid resource manager and can be compared
with similar middleware components. For example, considering the GridLab
project, GEDA can be intended as a component of the service layer in the
capability space for a GT4-based Grid. It can be compared to the Grid Re-
source Management and Brokering Service (GRSM), working on GT2-based
Grid, but with a greater attention to the management of parallel hardware and
software resources, since it uses a structured description of these resource
(as described, for example, in [15]). An essential part of GridLab is the Grid
Application Toolkit (GAT) that provides a single interface for requesting and
using remote resources, independently of the underlying infrastructure. GEDA
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is the service layer component able to interface with the GAT resource and job
description functions and the GAT resource broker function.

7. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we presented 3DAGOS, a set of Grid Services that permits to
perform efficiently the isosurface extraction operation in the Grid environment.

The proposed approach represents a general way to realize effective tools
for Virtual Laboratories. In particular, our solution is able to effectively exploit
the computational resources shared in a Grid, yielding three main advantages:
availability of the application to remote users; better performance, since more
powerful computer resources than the local ones can be used; higher through-
put, since multiple requests can be accomplished using different computational
resources.

The main goal of 3DAGOS is to support the distributed computation over
the Grid, even interactively. Until now, Grid technology focused on providing
batch access to resources, while interactive behaviour requires some kind of
Quality of Service, to be attained by means of modifications to the grid mid-
dleware managing the interactions between different grid entities.

PLIC GS and GEDA are the first steps in this direction. PLIC GS allows to
define pipelines satisfying some cost function optimization criteria and to in-
stantiate them considering the allowable resources. GEDA considers the Grid
resources as described by the WS MDS, but it requires also other kinds of
description such as network interconnections, topology and performance char-
acteristics and a hierarchical structured description of the distributed resources,
to efficiently support the deployment of distributed applications.

Our future work will be devoted to define a suitable architecture over an
OGSA-compliant Grid to support QoS, providing new tools, e.g., distributed
schedulers with Soft Real Time constraints, and mechanisms, such as more
restrictive Service Level Agreement (SLA).
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Abstract The realization of measurement and control modules for distributed data
transmission is proposed, to be implemented on automatic irrigation systems, so
that it may lead to an intelligent system of irrigation combined with automatic
nutrients’ injection, relying on the sensory investigation of the environment and
soil parameters’ conditions. The decisional algorithm of the control center pre-
scribes combined irrigation schedules according to the exploited crop and to its
development specificity, and the investigation is carried out at the irrigation cell
level, modularly. The communication data flow exploits the existent infrastruc-
ture of power supply of the automatic irrigation systems as a physical support,
and it is developed through the Power Line Communications (PLC) technique.
The system architecture is so conceived that it should allow its implementation
on the automatic irrigation systems of both circular movement (central pivot)
and linear movement. When a monitoring, control and data storage application
involves the presence of the sensors and actuators on a large area, the FieldPoint-
distributed input–output systems offer an integrated, modular and economical
solution for industrial use.

1. INTRODUCTION

The chapter describes a work in progress, which should be completed by
August 2008. The existent automatic irrigation systems use aspersion irriga-
tion, a method that has some disadvantages:

the unfavorable effect of the drops (in the case of average and high-pressure
aspersers) upon plants, especially when plants are young and blooming;
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the presence of the wind during the irrigation – if its intensity overcomes
2.5 m/s, up to 10–25% of the crop areas may receive no water;

high water losses caused by the global irrigation and absence of cell level
individualized information;

increased nutrients’ pollution of the water table;

high-level power consumption.

The intelligent irrigation system architecture proposed by the present project
designs a structure of ample complexity that solves all these problems. This
way, through the various telecommunication techniques used (radio transmis-
sion, data delivery through the PLC power supply network, TCP–IP type data
transmission over the Internet, serial and parallel-type local communications),
a wide range of devices are interconnected (electrical engines, nutrients’ in-
jection batteries, microelectronics specific elements, sensors and transducers,
actuators, computers, etc.), whose action is supervised by software programs
developed through methods of virtual instrumentation. The final objective is
imposing the norms and thresholds specific of modern agriculture and envi-
ronmental protection.

The system contains a rule-type database, as multi-parametric graphs of
the vegetation stage, with which the control center decisional algorithm in-
teracts, having as manifest goal the agricultural productivity growth, with the
constraints of keeping a low degree of groundwater pollution by nutrients [12].

Data transmission inside the system is performed via the PLC technique,
which represents an important research objective.

In the situation when, between two communication points on the powered
lines, there is a transformation post, the problem raises of crossing it with the
useful data signal. The PLC key component is the coupling element between
the transformer primary and secondary circuits, a complex and expensive de-
vice. We note that, since in the online command of the intelligent irrigation
system the response time can take seconds, the present project proposes the
implementation of a by-pass method of the transformers, without using sup-
plementary equipment.

Data transmission will be performed by phase modulation and the signal
reading by digital signal processing, making use of a method developed by
the members of the research team. In this way, the signal processing will be
done by using a variable resolution computational algorithm for the frequency
spectrum, which supposes a dependency between the resolution value and the
amplitude value of the spectrum component previously calculated; this allows
increasing the resolution in the interval of interest, while keeping the imposed
minimum resolution outside the interval of interest.
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The implementation of this method, due to the reduction of the maximum
relative phase error up to 98.9%, compared to the classical discrete Fourier
method, allows the quantization of the information on the spectral components
at the phase level.

2. THE PROPOSED METHOD

2.1 Intelligent Irrigation System

The intelligent irrigation system architecture is structured on six main levels,
as follows:

the level of irrigation modules, which join the automatic irrigation sys-
tems with angular or linear movement and which have as main function the
controlled command of the electro valves for the admission of the water-
nutrients mixture, in accordance with the rules prescribed by the control;

the level of sensor modules, which are fixed and placed on the ground, hav-
ing as main purpose the sampling through sensors of the surrounding cell
characterization data and their transmission toward the control center;

the level of nutrients’ injection batteries, with the role of injecting nutri-
ents into the irrigation water, in the concentration prescribed by the control
center;

the level of data flow transmission through PLC, which has the network
of the power supply of the engines operating on the automatic irrigation
systems and water pumps as physical support, and realizes the data transfer
between the control center on the one hand and the irrigation modules and
the nutrients’ injection batteries on the other;

the decisional level, based on the data resulting from the sensor modules’
level and those extracted from its own database of combined irrigation
strategies, which delivers the execution commands to the injection batteries,
regarding the irrigation output and the characterization cell geographical lo-
calization;

the level of the FieldPoint module, which allows the communication be-
tween the sensor modules and the decisional level.

The general architecture of the intelligent irrigation system is shown in
Figure 1. This system consists of two independent circuits, one of water supply
and one of power supply. The water supply circuit (CAA) makes the junction
between the water supply source (AA) and the nutrients’ injection batteries
(BIN).
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Figure 1. Intelligent irrigation system architecture

This circuit converts into the combined supply circuit (CLC), after the nutri-
ents’ injection, and it connects with the pulverization nozzles of the irrigation
module (MI). The electric circuit powers up the engines and the pumps affer-
ent to the automatic irrigation system, and it constitutes the data transmission
physical environment. The nutrients’ injection batteries are installed near the
pumps. These batteries have a common power supply.

The irrigation module is set up at the level of the mobile arms of the au-
tomatic irrigation system and it is made up of the communication interface
(IPCL), the microchip control device (�P), the radio receiver (RR) and the
electro valve (EV). At the MI module movement, the identification of the mem-
bership to a characterization cell is performed upon entering its range of action.
The emission power of the sensor modules (MS) is limited within the cell and
its detection is based on the maximum emission criterion.
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Following the communication setup between the sensor module transmitter
and the irrigation module receiver, data are transmitted by the command device
�P to the PLC interface, through the supply circuit of the operative electrical
engine.

Power line communication is a method of achieving bi-directional commu-
nication by using a power line as a transmission channel and superposing high-
frequency signals over the 50/60 Hz electrical signal. Since incoming lines and
electric outlets can be used unaltered for PLC, making new wiring unnecessary,
it is a reasonable alternative.

Power line communications, or broadband over power lines (BPL), allow
transmission of data over power lines. The radio frequency (RF) signal sent
over medium- and low-voltage AC power lines allows end users to connect to
the Internet. The RF signal is modulated with digital information that is con-
verted by an interface in the home or small business into Ethernet-compatible
data.

PLC is based on the idea that any copper medium will transport any electri-
cal signal for a certain distance. Basically, a RF signal is modulated with the
data we wish to send. This radio signal is then sent down the copper medium
(our power lines) in a band of frequencies not used for the purposes of supply-
ing and managing electricity.

The frequencies and encoding schemes used greatly influence both the effi-
ciency and the speed of the PLC service. Most PLC radio traffic generally oc-
curs in the same bandwidth, roughly 1.6–80 MHz. These frequencies are in the
MF (medium frequency; 300 kHz–3 MHz), HF (high frequency; 3–30 MHz)
and some of the VHF (very high frequency; 30–300 MHz) spectrum [3]. Vari-
ous encoding schemes [5, 8] have been used for sending the data along power
lines; these include [5]

GMSK: Used with the single carrier version of PLC, providing low band-
widths (< 1 Mbit/s);
CDMA: Used with the single carrier version of PLC, providing low band-

widths (< 1 Mbit/s);
OFDM: Used with the multi-carrier version of PLC, providing a bandwidth

of up to 45 Mbit/s.

The advantages of PLC for the end users are the following:

The equipment needed to set up PLC in the home in the USA is cheaper,
on average, than that of other broadband solutions, such as DSL and cable
modem, usually costing (depending on equipment) from 45 up to 75 USD.

The equipment uses existing power outlets in the home, making the setup a
lot easier (plug-and-play). There is no need for complicated wiring and ad-
ditional installations. It is possible to move one’s computers and appliances
where one wants them.
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Power line communication outperforms its competitors with speeds of up to
14 Mbit/s.

For users in rural areas, who cannot receive DSL or cable modem services,
PLC can be used to provide an all-in-one service, carrying telephone, cable
television and high-speed data.

Via the PLC transmission, the useful information is received by the control
center CC, on a computer server. As a consequence of the interpretation of
the response type data provided by the characterization cells’ sensors, control
decisions are taken upon the limits of the nutrients’ concentrations and relative
humidity, which are imposed by the rule-based database.

The quality and quantity commands are transmitted by the PLC system to
the nutrients’ injection batteries, providing the combined irrigation agent to the
pulverization nozzles and to the volume controlling electro valves belonging
to the irrigation module.

Useful data are delivered by the PLC communication system, modulated
in beams. The signal is of the broadband type and the physical environment
enables multiple operations running on the same existing infrastructure.

2.2 Sensor Module

The hardware architecture of the sensor module is shown in Figure 2 and is
composed of a set of sensors, specialized in the climatic parameters’ detection
(temperature, humidity, dew point, speed, direction and movement sense of air
masses, precipitations) and a set specialized on the soil parameters’ detection
(conductivity, humidity) [2].
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Figure 2. Hardware architecture of the sensors module MS
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For the air-relative temperature and humidity measurement, an incorporated
sensor with numerical output (STU) is used, made in CMOS technology, which
makes it thermally safe and stable. This generates a useful signal of superior
quality, it has a very quick response time and insensitivity to external noises
(EMC) [7].

The data delivered by this sensor are used to forecast the degree of the water
evaporation off the ground. The need to utilize the rain gauge sensor type (SP)
comes from the fact that, during precipitations, following the data provided by
the soil humidity sensor, the interruption of the irrigation procedure happens
late, because of the time needed by water to permeate through the ground,
to the depth where the humidity sensor is placed. The data coming from the
anemometer (SV) are used to eliminate irrigation unevenness caused by wind
blasts.

At the ground level the conductivity sensor (SC) and the humidity sensor
(SU) are set, on whose account the input data for the estimation procedure
of the relative nutrients’ and humidity concentration will be supplied [6]. The
bidirectional communication with the sensors’ block is performed through the
microchip �P, and it is of serial type.

As the sensor module is an independent system, it is equipped with a control
keyboard and a LCD screen. The radio data delivery to the irrigation module is
done by the transmitter (ER), having the transmission range adjusted in order
that it should not surpass the characterization cell by more than half the radius.
The assembly power supply is performed by a dry battery (B).

The control center is the physical support of the decisional algorithms,
which operate the actions of the executor elements (the actuators), relying on
the data resulting from the level of the sensor modules.

The database found at this level contains information referring to the legu-
minous species’ classification, in terms of water consumption and absorption
capacity, and it provides irrigation graphs, regarding the cultivated species, re-
gional climatic factors, culture denseness and rows’ orientation, plant habits,
root system and vegetation stage. Besides, beginning with this level, the time
diagram starting point (the culture initiation) and the spells designated for the
maintenance works are programmed [1].

The Intervention and Monitoring Centre (CIM) represents the interface with
the human operator in the process of supervision and monitoring the control
actions elaborated by the Control Center and allows making modifications in
the decisional algorithms’ development.

Also, starting with this level, the database can be completed or modified
(software upgrade), with respect to the irrigation networks. Since the control
center is configured by the server, it can be accessed from any geographical
area where an Internet connection is available. The TCP–IP communication
between CC and CIM is provided by two dedicated virtual instruments, server
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and client. For security reasons the login to the server is permitted only on a
password basis.

Traditional control systems use a point-to-point architecture to communi-
cate, which implies the existence of a permanent communication between the
main controller and each sensor or executing element. This approach does not
satisfy the requirements of modularity, control decentralization, integrated di-
agnosis, maintenance and low cost [14]. A new communication architecture,
of the “shared bus” type, satisfies all the aforementioned requirements and re-
sults in efficiency, flexibility and safety improvement, with ensuing reduction
of mounting, reconfiguration and maintenance times and costs.

The practical implementation of distributed control systems relies on the
utilization of distributed hardware and software equipment. An advantageous
solution is the adoption of the FieldPoint input–output SCADA (Supervisory
Control And Data Acquisition) software modules, as provided by National In-
struments’ LabView [4, 9–11, 17].

The FieldPoint modules are easy to use and configure, reliable and robust,
and allow the conditioning and conversion components (A/D and D/A) to be
placed near the process. The FieldPoint module used in data acquisition is
connected straight away to the sensors and transducers, and filters, calibrates
and scales the signals, which can then be transmitted through serial interfaces
(RS-232 and RS-485), Ethernet, CAN, FOUNDATION Fieldbus, wireless or
radio.

3. TESTS AND COLLECTION OF EXPERIMENTAL
RESULTS

The FieldPoint module can be connected to a large variety of sensors with
current outputs in the range 4–20 mA and receive a variety of digital signals
from 5–30 VDC to 0–240 VAC. By using the FieldPoint modules for Ethernet
communications, LabView real-time applications can be directly interfaced. In
addition to this, the system has the possibility to work independently, without
computer connection.

Figure 3 presents the block diagram of the virtual instrument, which as-
sures the communication between the FieldPoint module and the workstation’s
computer. The functions implemented by the main instrument are merged in a
While structure.

The front panel of the user interface is shown in Figure 4 and contains four
numeric indicators, which indicate the values registered by the sensors. The
virtual instrument has a stop button, which allows stopping the recording pro-
cess.
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Figure 3. The block diagram of the communication between the computer and the FieldPoint
module

Figure 4. The front panel of the user interface
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4. CONCLUSIONS

Irrigation is essential for the vegetables demanding in terms of ground hu-
midity, especially when cultivated on light soils, with great water permeability.
Considering the high prices of the leguminous production, very large econom-
ical losses can be incurred, when such production is obtained in droughty cir-
cumstances. This is one more reason pleading for the “precision irrigation” of
the leguminous crops [13].

As the leguminous plants’ needs, with respect to the water factor, vary sub-
stantially during the vegetation period, the proposed system allows the as-
surance of humidity necessary in the ground and air to an optimum degree,
according to the vegetation stage. This way, knowing at every moment the
plants’ water consumption, their sweating quotient, as well as the water losses
through evaporation and infiltration into the ground, the system permits to
overcome the watering stress.

The proposed system allows the spatial and temporal monitoring of water
consumption, in terms of the water used by plants, plus the water lost by
evapo-transpiration. After the spatial and temporal monitoring, water consum-
ing graphs can be drawn up, which allow the maximum rigorous determination
of the intervals of maintenance and ingathering work [16]. Moreover, the water
balance in the soil can be determined with high precision; the balance is estab-
lished by measuring the whole water consumption and the water coming from
precipitations. The system allows the fertilization irrigation application, which
is used in order to fulfil the plants’ nourishing needs, on vegetation phases, by
means of the chemical fertilizers’ administration together with the irrigation
water, as a solution.

Using the LabView and the FieldPoint-distributed input–output modules a
structure of distributed control for the automatic control of the irrigation can
be realized, with web monitoring facilities.
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FOR EFFICIENT IMAGE PROCESSING
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Abstract Grids enable the creation of virtual laboratories for the collaborative use of
sophisticated instruments producing large amount of data that have to be pro-
cessed in order to extract knowledge. In this context, a very important task is
related with image processing, since most of the data are images that have to be
adequately analyzed. We present a Grid-aware version of the Parallel IMAGE
processing GEnoa library (PIMA(GE)2 Lib). The major features of our approach
are the preservation of the ease in the development of parallel image processing
applications and the possibility to efficiently exploit the Grid resources for their
executions. The resulting tool, called PIMA(GE)2 Grid, is based on the Grid
Service technology; from the user point of view, it acts as an intermediate layer
between Grid resources and parallel image processing applications. PIMA(GE)2

Grid represents a feasible solution to exploit multiple and computationally inten-
sive image processing applications in a virtual laboratory.

1. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays Grids have been established as a new opportunity in the scien-
tific community. Their development is largely due to the need of cooperation
among scientists who are eager to share resources, such as scientific laboratory
equipment, computing facilities, software tools and data [13].

For example, the hundreds of gigabytes of genome sequence and the ter-
abytes of data of digital observatories require large data repositories and a large
computational power to be processed. The Grid permits to exploit distributed
resources to accomplish this task [28, 30].

The main consequence of producing huge amounts of data is the need of
availability on the Grid of software libraries and tools, which scientists employ
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to extract knowledge from data. With this approach, the heaviest computations
may be done using remote resources, while the lower amount of resulting data
may be moved for further processing on local facilities.

Image processing is a key computational aspect in a virtual laboratory. In-
deed, many works are aimed to enable the use of existing image processing
libraries and tools on the Grid [14, 15, 17]. However, it is not an easy task,
since many different aspects have to be considered, including the following:

the preservation of the ease of use of the original tools;

the possibility of efficiently processing multiple and computationally inten-
sive requests exploiting suitable facilities available in the Grid;

the management of remote application executions, including the I/O and
data transfer.

In this chapter we present our experience in the development of a Grid-
aware version of PIMA(GE)2 Lib, our parallel image processing library. The
resulting tool, called PIMA(GE)2 Grid, allows to develop and execute parallel
image processing applications on the Grid. It represents a useful computational
resource that can be employed in a virtual laboratory. From the user point of
view, it acts as an intermediate layer between Grid resources and parallel image
processing applications. We developed it considering the abstraction model
proposed in [2]. Actually, Grid services aimed at image processing and to the
exploitation of the architecture have been deployed in advance, and through
PIMA(GE)2 Grid, they are coordinated and provided to the users.

However, to execute the applications on Grid resources, the computational
nodes to be used need to be specified by the users. To accomplish this task,
we make use of GEDA, Grid Explorer for Distributed Applications [5], a Grid
Service designed to provide a simplified but non-transparent access to Grid
Resources. GEDA is a general-purpose resource broker service that can be
used to allow a fine-grain resource selection for any kind of Grid Service.

The parallel image processing services are obtained through the porting
of the native library code. The Application Programming Interface (API) of
the library is a standard and sequential one, and the aspects inherent to paral-
lel programming are hidden to the user. These points have been inherited by
PIMA(GE)2 Grid; they represent a further step to simplify the development
and the execution of efficient image processing applications on the Grid.

The chapter is organized as follows: in the next section an overview of the
library integration in a Grid environment is given. In Section 3 PIMA(GE)2

Lib is described, while in Section 4 we provide the overall organization of
PIMA(GE)2 Grid, the Grid-aware version of the library. In Section 5 related
works are discussed, and in the last section conclusions and future directions
are outlined.
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2. MOVING TOWARD HETEROGENEOUS
DYNAMIC IMAGE PROCESSING

The use of sequential and parallel libraries is well assessed for numerical
applications. The software evolution history provides examples in this direc-
tion through the diffusion of different packages, in particular for numerical
applications [4], but also for the field of image processing [18, 25].

A sequential library, for numerical computation or image processing, repre-
sents a user-friendly tool that provides optimized and ready-to-use operations
in its specific domain. A parallel library is a more complex tool. In fact, with
respect to the sequential library, it has to manage in a proper way the burdens
related to the setup of the parallel environment, the management of communi-
cation, data exchange, input/output handling and parallel processing.

The exploitation of parallel libraries is a common practice for the develop-
ment of computationally demanding applications, which improves the devel-
opment process and still provides optimized performance on a wide range of
target architectures [3, 11].

In this context, we developed PIMA(GE)2 Lib, the Parallel IMAGE pro-
cessing GEnoa Library [9], with the purpose of providing robust and efficient
implementations of the most common low-level image processing operations,
according to the classification provided in Image Algebra [23]. We briefly de-
scribe the library in Section 3.

We also considered the problem of making the library interoperable and
available in distributed and heterogeneous environments. To achieve this goal
we designed and implemented PIMA(GE)2 Server [6], a version of the library
obtained by wrapping the original code using CORBA [31]. The result is a
client–server architecture that is able to satisfy more clients at a time.

The main drawback of this approach is that the server is coupled with a fixed
set of computational resources, such as a specific cluster. If many users require
to process large images, which is a common situation in a virtual laboratory, the
available computational power will be quickly run out, with the consequence
of a long waiting time.

Designing a scheduler that uses a set of distributed servers is possible, but
this approach would result in an ad hoc and complex solution. Moreover, these
servers have to be deployed in advance. Considering that the most effective
way to obtain the required computational power is using the Grid, we de-
cided to adopt different technologies. In particular we considered the use of
a Globus-compliant middleware and of the Grid Service technology for pro-
ducing a Grid-aware version of PIMA(GE)2 Lib; we called it PIMA(GE)2

Grid.
In this way we maintained the interoperability and availability level of

PIMA(GE)2 Server, and we added a high level of flexibility and a dynamic
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behavior, as well. In fact, the Grid Service interface allows the user inter-
action with PIMA(GE)2 Grid through heterogeneous clients in order to run
image processing applications on Grid resources. The user has to provide to
PIMA(GE)2 Grid the source code of the application, where all the functions
made available by PIMA(GE)2 Lib can be employed. A Grid Service compiles
the application linking it to the library, and in this way we are able to preserve
the whole management, load balancing and optimization policies we defined
in the library. The result is then executed on the computational resources that
the user selected among those available in the Grid.

We do not need to install or deploy anything on these resources to ex-
ploit them, and this is the most important difference with PIMA(GE)2 Server.
PIMA(GE)2 Grid represents a general solution in the porting and execution of
parallel legacy code on a Grid. However, it is to note that the performance of
the executions depends on the selections made by the user.

3. A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF THE PIMA(GE)2 LIB

The PIMA(GE)2 Lib, the Parallel IMAGE processing GEnoa Library, pro-
vides a robust and efficient implementation of the most common image pro-
cessing low-level operations. It has been implemented using C and MPICH2
and allows the development of compute-intensive applications, achieving good
speed-up values and scalability.

The library elaborates 2D and 3D data sets and allows to perform operations
both in sequential and in parallel, depending on the user requirements. In the
second case the parallelism is hidden from the users and completely managed
by the library. This behavior is mainly obtained through the definition of an
effective and flexible interface that appears completely sequential [7].

The main advantage of this approach is that PIMA(GE)2 Lib shields users
from the intrinsic complexity of a parallel application. On the other hand this
approach requires a great effort in designing effective solutions for the effi-
cient management of underlying architectures. In the library we tackled this
issue at different levels: an optimization policy is applied to perform a suitable
management of communications and memory operations; the data distribution
is oriented toward obtaining load balance; other efforts are dedicated to the
exploitation of memory hierarchies. Another important point to improve appli-
cation performance is the adoption of a parallel I/O [8] in PIMA(GE)2 Lib that
permits to also speed up the I/O time.

3.1 The PIMA(GE)2 Lib Hidden Parallelism

The major issue in the development of PIMA(GE)2 Lib is the definition of a
robust and effective parallelization strategy. It has to permit the automatic man-
agement of all the aspects related to the data distribution and communications.
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In this way we are able to hide the parallelism of the computation and still
ensure efficient execution.

The image processing operations are implicitly parallelizable; they usually
require a spatially localized portion of the input image data to compute the out-
put image. Moreover it is possible to use a similar methodology to implement
the computational engines of many operations. Thus we were able to group
together similar image processing operations, defining an algorithmic pattern
that corresponds to each group. The algorithmic patterns may correspond to
the execution, in parallel, of sequential operations or it may also require one
or more communication phases. They provide a restricted number of parallel
behaviors and are useful to avoid redundant data distributions and communica-
tions when a sequence of operations is applied to the same data. This approach
has already been adopted in the image processing community [24].

The parallel behavior of the library is the following: data are distributed
among the parallel processes when a user instantiates an image. In particular
data are subdivided in contiguous row regions with the same granularity dur-
ing the I/O phases or during the memory management operations. Each process
performs the appropriate functions on its own chunk of the image, following
the adequate parallelizable patterns. Similar to what happens in the distribu-
tion phase, an implicit collection phase is performed when necessary, e.g., at
the end of computation. This behavior is depicted in Figure 1. We implemented
the parallelization strategy using a dedicated software layer, transparent to the
users. The functions of this layer are activated through the sequential interface
of the operations; they start up the algorithmic patterns and manage the corre-
sponding parallel schemes. The parallelization strategy leads to high speed-up
values in the execution of each operation, because of the proper parallelization
of the algorithmic patterns. The same result is achieved considering a pipeline
of operations, since we avoid redundant communications, as demonstrated by
speed-up values presented in the next subsection.

Figure 1. An intuitive example to show how images are distributed, elaborated and collected
among the MPI processes; in this case we considered three processes
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Table 1. Experimental results of the edge detection algorithm implemented using PIMA(GE)2

Lib. We indicated the execution times in seconds, and we make explicit the obtained advantages
through the speed-up values achieved

Processes 1 2 4 6 8

Execution time 1037.6 s 564.7 s 326.1 s 243.5 s 208.8 s
Speed-up – 1.8 3.2 4.3 5

3.2 Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the speed-up achievable using PIMA(GE)2 Lib we
briefly present the experimental results obtained with the implementation of
an edge detection algorithm using our library. We consider an image repre-
senting human tissue, whose size is 1 MB. This image and the resulting one
are presented in Figure 2. Table 1 reports execution times in seconds and the
corresponding speed-up values for the edge detection algorithm using up to
eight nodes of a Linux cluster. The interconnection is provided by a Gigabit
switched Ethernet and each node is equipped with a 2.66 GHz Pentium proces-
sor, 1 GB of RAM and two EIDE disks interface in RAID 0. We can see that
the algorithm requires about 17 min to process the image sequentially, while
using 8 nodes we can speed up the execution about 5 times.

Figure 2. An example of edge detection application developed using the PIMA(GE)2 Lib. In
(a) a tissue image is represented before the elaboration; in (b) there is the resulting image that
represents the edge structure of the tissue

4. USING GRID SERVICES TO INTEGRATE
PIMA(GE)2 LIB IN A GRID

The present version of the library can be employed to develop applications
that may be executed on Grid resources. To do this a user has to

1. select the architecture he/she wants to use;
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2. write the source code of the application;

3. compile it with the compiler and the library version corresponding to the
selected architecture;

4. select computational resources;

5. transfer the input data and the executable on the selected resource(s);

6. launch and monitor the execution;

7. transfer the output data on the machines he/she specifies;

8. remove all the files from the selected resource(s).

The aim of our work is to leave to the user only the second step of the previ-
ous list of operations, while the others are managed by the library and the Grid
Service. In particular the management of the other steps may be completely
delegated to an automatic tool, but we decided to let expert users cooperate
with the Grid Service, at least in order to select the computational resources
to use. This choice differs from the usual behavior of most of the job submis-
sion tools [1, 26], that is to exclude the users from the resource selection step.
However, in our opinion this is, in many cases, a good way to achieve high
performance executing parallel applications.

Actually the efficient execution of a parallel application is a complex task
in the Grid environment. A first screening of the computational resources is
easy to obtain on the basis of common application requirements, such as the
requested amount of computational power, aggregate memory or disk space.
Instead, the effective selection of the resources that are able to provide the
highest performance is complex to achieve.

The major issue is to limit the unavoidable overhead due to the Grid en-
vironment, in particular considering the need to move data among the repos-
itories, the computational resources and the users using low bandwidth links.
Furthermore, new problems may arise, for example if computational resources
belonging to different organizations are coupled to perform a parallel job [21].

In the Grid environment, the library represents a service to develop image
processing applications. For this reason it is natural to develop it using the Grid
Service technology. PIMA(GE)2 Grid is composed of three Grid Services:

PIMA(GE)2 GS, aimed to couple and execute the parallel image processing
applications developed using PIMA(GE)2 Lib;

GEDA, a resource selection service already mentioned;

the GridFTP file transfer service, provided by the middleware.

We briefly present the first prototype of the system.
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4.1 The User Interface and the Functional Description

The user interacts with PIMA(GE)2 Grid using the graphic interface of a
Java client application, which is presented in Figure 3. We describe it consid-
ering the list of operations presented before.

Figure 3. The interface of the java client that permits to interact with PIMA(GE)2 Grid
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The first parameter to provide is the Uniform Resource Identifier (URI) of
PIMA(GE)2 GS. Then, the user has to specify the C source code of the applica-
tion and the platform to use. The corresponding file is uploaded using GridFTP,
then it is compiled and linked with the library. Presently, we consider only the
use of 32-bit Linux architectures. Thus the upload of the file and its compila-
tion are made on the machine where PIMA(GE)2 GS is running. In a future
version, we will extend the system considering other possibilities.

After the compilation, the user receives a feedback which may be “Success”
or “There are errors.” In the second case the output is provided to the user that
has to properly modify the code and re-upload it.

The next step is the selection of the computational resources to use. This
is a common operation in many Grid applications, therefore we preferred to
exploit a separate Grid Service rather than to implement an ad hoc solution.
In particular we used GEDA, which represents the Grid Service version of
a selection tool we already developed to aid the execution of parallel jobs.
To simplify its use, we implemented in the PIMA(GE)2 Grid Java interface a
client for GEDA, whose graphic interface is presented in Figure 4.

The graphic interface permits users to browse the list of computational re-
sources available in the Grid. It may present all the available resources or they
can be limited by the user providing one or more requirements using the last
tab. In particular in the current version of the system the research is limited by
defaults to only 32-bit Linux architectures.

Figure 4. The interface of the java client that permits to interact with GEDA
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Selecting each computational resource, its characteristics are presented in
the corresponding text area of the first tab.

When a resource is chosen, by default the number of processes that will be
launched on it is equal to the number of processors, but it is possible to modify
it. The resulting parallelism degree of the application and the selected machines
are also presented. Considering that a computational resource in Globus mid-
dleware is represented by the URI of its WS GRAM, the result of the selection
step is a list of pairs (URI, parallelism degree).

The last step to perform before the execution of the application is the indi-
cation of the URIs of input and output files. This step is performed using the
first tab of the graphic interface corresponding to the PIMA(GE)2 GS client.
Notice that we provide the possibility to select the protocol to use. The se-
lection of a specific protocol is an issue arising by the availability of several
data replication systems, each of them using its own protocol, even if there are
many proposals aimed to develop a uniform interface [16]. In the present ver-
sion, however, we provide only the possibility to transfer the I/O data using the
GridFTP protocol.

When all the parameters are specified the user has to press the Execute but-
ton, which corresponds to the execution of the application on the selected re-
sources. During the execution a feedback is provided by PIMA(GE)2 GS. The
status of the job may be one of the following: “Submission,” “Staging of Input
files,” “Computing processing,” “Staging of output files,” “Cleaning,” “Done”
or “There are errors.” It is also possible to require the output of the program
as a further file, for example in order to analyze statistical information, as the
times of the different parts of the application, or to get error messages.

4.2 Behavior and General Organization

The scheme presented in Figure 5 shows the interaction between the com-
ponents of PIMA(GE)2 Grid, the middleware and users. There are four groups
of functionalities that the user may access by means of the Java client:

Compilation, represented by arrows 1 and 2;

Resource Selection, represented by arrows 3 and 4;

File Transfer, represented by arrow 5;

Execution, represented by arrows 6, 7 and 8.

The Compilation part consists in the transfer of the C source code of the
program a user wants to execute and in its compilation by PIMA(GE)2 GS
using PIMA(GE)2 Lib and MPICH2. The resulting executable is stored on the
disk and will be transferred on the resources selected for the execution.
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Figure 5. Interaction among the various entities involved in the execution of a user application
using PIMA(GE)2 Grid. Numbers represent the order in which they take place

The Resource Selection is provided by GEDA. In the present version of the
system PIMA(GE)2 GS and GEDA do not cooperate directly. The user selects
the machines, then the resulting resource list will be provided to PIMA(GE)2

GS by the client, and not through a direct interaction between the two Grid
Services. In a future version we plan to provide a default selection of resources.
It will be based on an estimation of the computational requirements of the
application, and on a possible execution time threshold provided by the users.
In both cases we will maintain the possibility to modify the proposed selection
of machines, in order to exploit possible further information, for example the
presence of a particular optimized version of some software.

It is to notice that the best performance will be obtained if all the selected
machines belong to the same LAN and share a parallel file system, as PVSF.
Indeed the parallel operations provided by the library are mostly based on
the data parallel approach, therefore parallel processes may need to frequently
communicate and exchange data. If the machines belong to the same LAN, the
communication time is lower than we select machines belonging to different
organizations. Another advantage is represented by the presence of a parallel
file system. We implemented a version of the I/O operations that is optimized
for the use of MPI-IO, and we collect satisfactory results using PVFS.

The File Transfer part is represented by the specification of the URIs of
the I/O files of the program. These files will be transferred to/from each com-
putational resource or only to/from the parallel file system using the GridFTP
protocol. These transfers are made in conjunction with the execution of the
application, managed by the Execution part.
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All the information collected in the two previous parts in fact are provided
to PIMA(GE)2 GS by clicking the Execute button. The execution of the appli-
cation is performed by PIMA(GE)2 GS that produces an RSL2 file containing
all the necessary parameters. The resulting file is then submitted to the first WS
GRAM of the list of computational resources to start the execution.

4.3 The Performance

We considered the use of the Grid we built with other research institutes
in Genoa for the execution of the same edge detection algorithm presented in
Section 3.2. We selected, through GEDA, the same cluster than in the previous
case, while both user and the PIMA(GE)2 GS exploit different workstations.

We noticed that the performance achieved by the application by itself was
the same than using PIMA(GE)2 Lib, while the overall execution time in-
creases by many seconds because of the need to transfer the I/O files and to
set up the execution environment.

Those overheads do not depend on the sequential or the parallel nature of
the application, but on the size of the images and the network characteristics.

5. RELATED WORKS

In the porting of existing software tools in different environments, there are
two common solutions: the re-engineering and re-development of the code or
the encapsulation of the code with a proper technology [27].

Also in the case of the Grid environment, it is possible to adopt both strate-
gies. Most of the projects aimed at the integration of parallel libraries or tools
in the Grid environment follow the second one. In particular they use the Grid
Service technology, because it permits to achieve the required interoperability
level with few modifications to the code [10, 29].

These projects can be further subdivided into two classes. In the first class,
the legacy code functions are called in a Grid Service, e.g., using the Java
Native Interface [20]. In the second class, the solution is the execution of the
whole legacy parallel application by a Grid Service using external commands.
In particular the MPI-based applications are executed using the mpirun com-
mand.

In the first class one of the most important projects is the GrADS
project [29]. The aim of GrADS is to develop a framework that incorporates
scheduling policy based on the application requirements and on the perfor-
mance dynamic monitoring of resources. It is obtained using various specific
Grid components, such as Globus MDS, NWS and Autopilot. Each applica-
tion running in the GrADS system is responsible to select the resources and
monitor the execution on the basis of its performance contract.
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GrADS performs a set of experiments toward the porting of specific func-
tions of parallel libraries such as ScaLAPACK [11] and PETSc [3]. These ex-
periments are described in [22] and belong to the first class. Their approach
considers each library operation separately, integrating it in an atomic way and
adding proper scheduling policies in order to improve its performance. Each
legacy function is wrapped in the GrADS framework with the definition of a
new GrADS function. It has the purpose to execute the native code, to dynam-
ically select and monitor the resources and also to manage the aspects related
to the fulfillment of the performance contracts.

In our case this solution is infeasible since we want to inherit the library
optimization policy that requires to know the sequence of function calls.

An example of the second class is proposed in [12]. This solution is fast and
efficient, because the Grid Service is independent of the implementation and
execution details of the MPI application. Considering that this means the possi-
bility to maintain the policies of our library we decided to follow this approach.
This solution represents a way to encapsulate parallel code that could be as-
sumed more in general in service-oriented and object-oriented approaches, like
Web Services and CORBA. For example, this way of integrating parallel code
in the CORBA framework is proposed in [19].

At the best of our knowledge PIMA(GE)2 Grid is one of few examples
where an entire native library is ported on the Grid. Furthermore, its ease
of use in the development of parallel applications and in the exploitation of
Grid resources for their execution represents a relevant feature of the work.
PIMA(GE)2 Grid represents a general solution in the porting and execution of
parallel legacy code on a Grid.

6. CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter the integration of the Parallel IMAGE processing GEnoa
library (PIMA(GE)2 Lib) in a Grid environment is presented. The proposed
approach represents a general way to produce effective tools for virtual labo-
ratories and presents many advantages.

First of all, users have the same degree of freedom than using the original
version of the library to develop applications. We did not port only a particular
set of functions, instead we made available the whole API of the library. In this
way we allowed the integration of the generic applications that is possible to
develop using the library, achieving also the goal of inheriting the optimization
policy and the flexibility of PIMA(GE)2 Lib.

Furthermore, we allow the exploitation of the whole amount of computa-
tional power provided by the Grid, and at the same time, providing Grid Ser-
vices deployed in advance, we hide the burdens related with the execution of
parallel applications and with the use of the Grid as well. PIMA(GE)2 Grid
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acts as an abstraction layer that coordinates Grid Services, data and image pro-
cessing applications and as a consequence enables a simplified exploitation of
the architecture.

However, it is to note that the performance of the applications depends on
the selected resources. A careful resource selection also permits the reduc-
tion of the data transfer time. This aspect is of particular importance when
PIMA(GE)2 Grid is used in virtual laboratories. Normally the data repository,
corresponding to a particular instrument, is connected with one or more com-
puting centers with a dedicated large bandwidth network. If the user applica-
tion is executed using the computational capabilities of one of these centers, the
transmission time and consequently the whole execution time will be shorter.

We plan to implement many improvements to the present version of
PIMA(GE)2 Grid. We want to allow users to extend the operations provided
by the library with their applications. In this manner a user that has often to
execute the same algorithm on newly produced data will recall the stored ap-
plication without the need to re-upload it. The perspective is to produce an
extensible library of software components, representing higher-level functions.

At the same time we plan to add an intelligent scheduler module to
PIMA(GE)2 Grid in order to provide a default resource selection based on
a given temporal threshold for the production of results. This solution requires
the development of a cost model for each library function. On the basis of the
information provided by GEDA, we plan to implement a scheduler to propose
a matching between the user requests and a set of computational resources.
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Abstract GRIDCC [7] is a 3-year project funded by the European Commission. Its goal is
integrating instruments and sensors with Grid computing and storage resources.
Its middleware is being designed bearing in mind use cases from a very diverse
set of applications and, as a result, the GRIDCC architecture provides access to
the instruments in as generic a way as possible. GRIDCC is also developing an
adaptable user interface and a mechanism for executing complex workflows in
order to increase both the usability and the usefulness of the system. The new
middleware is incorporated into a few significant applications that will allow
software validation in terms of functionality and quality of service. The pilot
application this chapter focuses on is applying GRIDCC to support remote op-
erations of the ELETTRA synchrotron radiation facility. We describe the results
of implementing complex GRIDCC workflows involved in both routine opera-
tions and troubleshooting scenarios. In particular, the implementation of an orbit
correction feedback shows the level of integration of instruments and traditional
Grid resources that can be reached using the GRIDCC middleware.

1. INTRODUCTION

Grid research has concentrated mainly on the marshaling of computation
and data and their interactions at hubs of analysis and synthesis. This focus has
spawned the notion of computational and data Grids, respectively. As the tech-
nology for these has matured, increasing attention is being directed toward the
actual sources of data: instruments and sensors. Scientific instruments and sen-
sors provide the raw observations used to develop, falsify and verify scientific
theories and thus drive the scientific progress. The scientific process begins
not with the data, but rather with the preceding data collection. This collec-
tion interacts profoundly with interpretation and analysis, whether by human
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or by machine. Another important trend is the increasing use of in silico exper-
iments and the integration of model-based simulation with physical sensors.
These projects further couple the data collection with analysis and simula-
tion. In these scenarios, a unified paradigm for Grid-enabling both physical
instruments and virtual instruments will result in flexible, extensible systems
for exploiting the tremendous potential of information technology. The above
considerations suggest that we seek to push the Grid to the edges of the prac-
tice of science: to the point where data are collected and to the point where
the scientists use data; and thus create an end-to-end Grid environment for
scientific activity. Many instruments and sensors are already digitally acces-
sible, but they are poorly integrated into the Grid. In this chapter we define
an instrument to be any piece of equipment controlled through a computer in-
terface such as telescopes, particle accelerators or power stations. Instruments
work in real time and their successful operation often requires rapid interac-
tion with conventional computing and storage resources as well as with other
instruments. The control of instruments is often an interactive process. The
real time and interactive nature of instrument control provides a critical re-
quirement for the definition of acceptable quality of service (QoS) constraints
for interactions between the different Grid components. In order to meet these
defined QoS constraints it is often necessary to provide mechanisms for re-
serving the instruments [8], the required computing and storage elements and
network bandwidth. While running an experiment, an application scientist will
inevitably need to perform more than one task. A common scenario involves
running an experiment using a piece of equipment, analyzing the obtained re-
sults and then in the light of this analysis eventually conducting further exper-
iments. Hence, the need to provide the best possible support for workflows,
defined as the execution and management of sets of dependent and potentially
heterogeneous tasks. (In this chapter, the term “task” is used to indicate a gen-
eral piece of work, while the term “job” refers specifically to a computational
task.) Workflow support must be powerful enough to deal with a myriad of
possible workflows that the application scientist may wish to describe, but also
presented in simple and intuitive manner. It should not be assumed that appli-
cation scientists are competent software engineers, nor should they be forced
to act as such.

Application scientists should be presented with a similar interface to the
Grid and to the instruments they are already familiar with. For this purpose,
the GRIDCC project is developing a virtual control room (VCR) [10] envi-
ronment that presents to its users a tailored interface both to the Grid and the
instruments. One of the barriers to placing instruments onto the Grid in the
past has been the risk of damage to the instruments caused by (unintentional)
misuse by inexperienced users. Protection of the instruments through appropri-
ate checks and measures becomes thus an essential requirement. These checks
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and measures include local problem solvers, which are capable of diagnos-
ing situations that would cause damage to an instrument, e.g., by monitoring
the temperature of the positioning motors on a telescope and shutting them
down in the case of overheating. Likewise, there is a need for global prob-
lem solvers required to identify problems that cannot be detected or reme-
died by a single instrument. Considerable effort has already been made within
the e-science community to develop Grid middleware through a number of
projects [4, 9, 13, 14]. Whenever possible, GRIDCC builds on these projects
and the community standards and extends them with the added functionality.
The GRIDCC architecture implementation is being developed within the gLite
[6], a Grid middleware built within the EGEE [3] project. Among the many
workflow description languages available for use within the Grid, BPEL [1]
has been selected, having a number of commercial and open source engines
becoming available.

2. THE GRIDCC ARCHITECTURE

In this section we present the overall architecture [15] for the GRIDCC
project. The project is composed of several service groups (Figure 1), each
of which may be decomposed into a number of individual services.

Virtual control room (VCR): The VCR is the application scientists’ inter-
face into the GRIDCC system. VCR offers a customizable, user-friendly
interface to the interactive real-time control of instruments and a complete
collaborative environment for support of the group work.

Information service (IS): The IS provides a repository for information col-
lected within the architecture. It may be queried to discover information.

Global problem solver (PS): The PS uses information from the IS in order
to diagnose potential situations which may lead to damage of the instru-
ment or other elements. It is also responsible for taking whatever actions
are appropriate to remedy these situations.

Security services (SS): These services are omnipresent throughout the
GRIDCC architecture and provide the mechanisms for performing authen-
tication and authorization of users.

Execution service (ES): The ES is responsible for taking a workflow defin-
ing a sequence of tasks to be performed and ensuring that it is executed with
all existing QoS requirements.

Instrument element (IE): The IE [5] is an abstraction of an instrument (or a
group of instruments) into a standard interface that can be used within the
rest of the GRIDCC architecture.
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Figure 1. GRIDCC architecture

Compute element (CE) and storage element (SE): The CE and SE are usual
Grid abstractions of computational resource(s) and storage resource(s).

3. APPLYING GRIDCC TO REMOTE OPERATIONS
OF AN ACCELERATOR

Remote operations of an accelerator (e.g., ELETTRA) involve planning of
the accelerator operations, maintenance of the accelerator and its troubleshoot-
ing, repair of delicate equipment; understanding and pushing performance
limitations; performing commissioning and set ups and various routine oper-
ations. All these activities are based on large amounts of information, which
are at present accessible only at the accelerator site. All the high-level software
(HLS) of ELETTRA, a third-generation synchrotron radiation facility located
in Trieste (Italy), is suitable to be implemented using the GRIDCC testbed
(Figure 2). ELETTRA HLS consists of application programs like OneBM (One
Button Machine) and OrbitFB (Orbit FeedBack). The implementation of the
OrbitFB application via a GRIDCC workflow, a real feedback via Grid, shows
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Figure 2. GRIDCC applied to far remote operations of ELETTRA

the level of integration of instruments and traditional Grid resources, which can
be reached using the GRIDCC middleware. The machine operators and remote
experts in a virtual control room can collaboratively operate the accelerator in
a routine and in a troubleshooting scenario. In the OrbitFB application, beam
positions are sent via Grid to a remote computing center where orbit correction
code is running and the corrections are fed back to the corrector elements, thus
improving the orbit of the storage ring. Remote control of an accelerator facil-
ity has the potential of revolutionizing the mode of operation and the degree of
exploitation of large experimental physics facilities. Grid technologies facili-
tate the sharing of these resources across a distributed computing environment.
In particular, the Grid handles issues of authentication, authorization, resource
description and location, data transfer and resource accounting, all of which
make Grid technologies extremely useful for implementing highly distributed
control systems such as those of an accelerator. Grid technologies can also be
used to integrate operations with computing farms where complex machine
physics models can run.

The implementation of the OneBM and the OrbitFB programs using the
GRIDCC middleware and the involved complex workflows is a demanding
task. The OneBM application controls different parts of the accelerator and
turns them on gradually executing a set of tasks (Figure 3), monitoring the
outcome of each task and taking corrective actions in case of malfunctions in
order to have the machine up and running at the desired working parameters.
In this case, different components of the GRIDCC architecture are involved
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Figure 3. OneBM workflow flowchart

and interact frequently, in particular the instrument elements and the execution
services. In the OrbitFB (Figure 4) application the data coming from the ma-
chine are fed to a simulator to correct and optimize machine parameters in a
loop. Implementing this challenging application required the development of a
new machine simulator that can be controlled via Tango [12], the control sys-
tem used at ELETTRA. As we are developing a generic bridge between the IE
middleware and the Tango control system it will be very simple to move from
a simulated environment to the real accelerator. The simulator may thus be ef-
fectively used to develop the pilot application. Moreover, the OneBM and the
OrbitFB have to be coded as GRIDCC workflows and the corrector algorithm
has to be coded as a separate program to be executed on a computing resource.
A very useful side effect of porting the HLS to the GRIDCC testbed is the pos-
sibility for ELETTRA to set up a powerful training tool by which a user can
learn to control the accelerator using the simulator without affecting the status
of the real machine. We have implemented an IE with three instrument man-
agers (IMs). The first IM is the accelerator, which allows to control the general
parameters of the machine and implements commands to initialize, start and
stop the machine and inject current into the storage ring. Also, it allows injec-
tion of the beam orbit distortions used in simulations. The PositionMonitors
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Figure 4. OrbitFB workflow flowchart

IM allows the acquisition of the beam orbit in the storage ring of the acceler-
ator through beam position sensors and saving the obtained data either locally
or on a remote Grid storage element. The Correctors IM allows the correction
of the beam orbit acting on a set of corrector magnets distributed along the
storage ring. The values applied to the corrector magnets are the result of the
orbit correction calculation and may be uploaded from the local file system
or from a remote Grid storage. The IMs are all interfaced with a set of Tango
devices that implement the machine simulator and in the future they could be
connected to the Tango devices that control the real machine. An additional
IM, the OrbitCorrector, has been developed to interact with a local computing
resource that executes the orbit correction code.

4. RESULTS

In the current setup a remote operator can log in the virtual control room and
launch the OneBM workflow that starts the machine simulator and gradually
injects current into the storage ring of the accelerator, reaching the normal op-
erating conditions. The operator may then interact with the machine, modifying
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Figure 5. Workflow submission and monitoring

the orbit by injecting a random distortion and thus simulating a problem. VCR
offers the operator a set of collaboration tools such as Skype [11] and VRVS
[16] that allow contacting remote experts and discussing operating procedures
or seek advice in case of possible malfunctions. To deal with an orbit distortion,
an expert would likely suggest launching the OrbitFB workflow. The operator
can monitor the workflow execution (Figure 5) from the VCR and at the same
time interact with the PositionMonitors IM to visualize the orbit (Figure 6) and

Figure 6. Interacting with an IM: beam before and after running the OrbitFB
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evaluate the quality of the beam. The OrbitFB has been tested in three different
setups: The first one uses an IE to interact with a local CE, an approach sim-
ilar to the one used by the NEESgrid [8] project. With this configuration we
managed to run the OrbitFB loop at 1 Hz. The second setup uses CREAM [2]
as a web service interface to the specific remote CE. We managed to run the
OrbitFB loop every 5 s with this setup. In the final setup we used the WMProxy
[17] as a web service interface to the gLite broker. As expected, it turned out
to be the slowest setup, with OrbitFB loops running every 20 s.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The far remote operations of the ELETTRA accelerator pilot application
shows the potential of the GRIDCC middleware in accessing and control-
ling distributed instrumentation in a large experimental physics facility. It also
demonstrates how Grid technologies can be used to integrate operations with
computing farms where complex machine physics models can run. VCR, the
GRIDCC user interface, provides operators and experts with a set of tools that
allow collaborative efforts in coping with everyday tasks as well as handling
exceptional events. This pilot application will evolve with the further devel-
opment of the GRIDCC middleware. GRIDCC will use the agreement service
layer between the workflow management system and the grid resources, pro-
viding the resource reservation service. An integrated problem solver will mon-
itor the running tasks in order to identify error conditions and provide support
for fault-tolerant operation.
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Abstract Very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) is a technique in astronomy where
several distant radio telescopes observe the same source and the received signals
are recorded and later correlated to produce an image with a larger resolution. An
e-VLBI experiment is a VLBI experiment where the data are transferred directly
over the Internet and correlated in real time.

The primary task of JIVE is the correlation of data from the EVN tele-
scopes [2] all around Europe. A special purpose-built hardware correlator is
used for data processing. We are currently investigating the capabilities of a
next-generation software correlator using Grid processing power. In this chapter
we describe the design of this software correlator.

1. INTRODUCTION

Very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) [8] is a type of interferometry
used in radio astronomy, in which data received at several telescopes are com-
bined to produce an image with very high resolution. VLBI can be used for
both astronomy and geodesy. For astronomy, VLBI provides high-resolution
images of radio sources in the sky, whereas in geodesy VLBI measures the
location of the telescopes and the Earth orientation parameters (EOP).

Astronomical research aims to study the sky and requires high angular res-
olution. The resolution of the image increases linearly with the size of the
telescope dish. However, it is not possible to build telescope dishes of arbitrar-
ily large size. Instead, measurements of several telescopes can be combined
using VLBI to simulate a telescope as large as the Earth. By measuring the

∗On behalf of the FABRIC team.
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cross-correlation of the signals between all telescope pairs, one is able to mea-
sure the angular Fourier components of the image in the sky.

VLBI

In order to approximate a telescope with a larger dish, multiple telescopes
can observe the same object, and the data can be combined using interferome-
try. A pair of telescopes forms a baseline. The baseline projected to the plane
orthogonal to the source direction defines the spatial frequency for a given ob-
serving frequency. So the maximal frequency is defined by the two telescopes
farthest apart. Due to the rotation of the earth, these projected distances change
during an experiment, giving the possibility to measure a range of spatial fre-
quencies with a limited number of telescopes. The angular resolution of the
VLBI array depends on the maximum projected baseline length, while the sen-
sitivity depends on the number of telescopes and the bandwidth. Because the
radio emission has a broad white noise spectrum, it is most efficient to use
two-bit (four-level) sampling of the signal. The data rate is a limiting factor for
the total bandwidth, as Nyquist sampling is required.

In practice, the data are recorded at the telescopes on disk packs during a
VLBI experiment. After the experiment the disks are shipped to a central in-
stitute, the Joint Institute for VLBI in Europe (JIVE), for correlation. At JIVE,
the data from the different telescopes are played back and correlated by a ded-
icated hardware correlator [6]. The maximal capacity of this hardware corre-
lator is 16 telescopes at a data rate of 1 Gb/s each. In practice, there can be
several weeks between the experiment and the time when the correlated data
become available.

e-VLBI

In an electronic VLBI (e-VLBI) experiment [7], data from the telescopes
are transferred directly over the Internet to JIVE, where they are streamed in
real time into the correlator. The data transport from the telescopes to JIVE
goes over several networks like local connections, paths provided by NRENs
and the GÉANT backbone in Europe.

The sensitivity achievable using interferometry is proportional to the square-
root of the data rate and the number of telescopes, whereas the angular reso-
lution is proportional to the maximal distance between two antennas. Hence,
heavy requirements are put on both the network connections and the computing
power to achieve a good sensitivity, see also Table 1.

Transporting the data over the network has several advantages over a tra-
ditional experiment. Obviously, the results of the experiments are almost im-
mediately available. This opens up the possibility to change the course of an
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Table 1. Network bandwidths and computing power needed for an e-VLBI experiment based
on a XF architecture

Description # # Data-rate Spect/prod Tflops
telescopes sub-bands (Mb/s)

Fabric-demo 4 2 16 32 0.16
1 Gb/s, full array 16 16 1024 16 83.39
Future VLBI 32 32 4096 256 ˜21457

experiment based on earlier findings. Also, e-VLBI allows for real-time anal-
ysis of the data and helps to identify and resolve minor technical problems in
the data collection during the course of the experiment.

Several experiments in the past have shown that real-time e-VLBI is pos-
sible. The EC funds the EXPReS project1 [3] which aims at building a
production-level e-VLBI instrument of upto 16 intercontinental telescopes
connected in real time to JIVE and available to the general astronomy com-
munity.

Correlation

Correlation is the process by which data from multiple telescopes are col-
lected and combined to measure the spatial Fourier components of the image
of the sky. The high data rates and the optimizations complicate the process.

Assume that we are correlating the signal of two telescopes. First, both sig-
nals are delayed to account for the different time at which the signal arrives at
the telescopes, see Figure 1. Next, a phase shift is performed to compensate for
the Doppler effect produced by the rotation of the Earth. This process requires
very accurate timing information in the data and a very detailed model of the
geometry of the experiment. The signals are now ready to be correlated.

During correlation, the first signal is delayed with discrete steps and each
delayed signal is multiplied with the second signal and then integrated. The
output is a summation per delay step.

For more than two stations, each station is correlated with itself (auto-
correlation) and every other station (cross-correlation). Note that the complex-
ity is quadratic in the number of telescopes.

1EXPReS is made possible through the support of the European Commission (DG-INFSO), Sixth Frame-
work Programme, Contract #026642.
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Figure 1. Block diagram of the correlation

2. SOFTWARE CORRELATOR

If the data in an e-VLBI experiment can be streamed over the Internet to
JIVE, they can also be sent to another correlator. We are currently investigat-
ing the possibilities of a next-generation correlator using a computing Grid.
The advantages of a software correlator over a new dedicated hardware corre-
lator lie in its flexibility and accuracy. The software correlator can be tuned for
special experiments. The main advantage of a dedicated hardware correlator is
the greater performance. The advance of general-purpose computing is mak-
ing software correlation a cost-effective solution for a range of applications.
A similar approach is presented in [1].

The flexibility of its design allows the software correlator to change with
the needs of researchers. In fact, the first version of the software correlator
was developed to track the Huygens spacecraft during its descent through the
atmosphere of Saturn’s moon Titan. Due to the nature of this experiment,
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Figure 2. Outline of the network connections between different components in the software
correlator

special requirements were put on the correlator, which the current hardware
correlator was not able to provide. Moreover, we expect that the costs of de-
veloping a software correlator are much lower than the costs for a hardware
correlator.

The correlation is done by splitting the signal in time slices that are pro-
cessed in parallel (see Figure 2). The signal from a telescope is received by
a single, so-called data node. The data node sends slices of data to an avail-
able correlate node. The correlate node receives data from all telescopes for a
certain time slice and performs the correlation. The size of the output of the
correlation is much smaller than the input size and can be collected and stored
by a single output node. There is one manager node that assigns data to avail-
able computing nodes.

The correlation is not computationally expensive, in the sense that it re-
quires only few operations per transferred bytes. However, due to the high data
rates, the absolute number of clock cycles required by the application is still
extremely high. Moreover, the problem is quadratic in the number of telescopes
participating in the experiment since it is linear in the number of channel pairs
that have to be correlated. The huge need for networking and computing power
makes a computing Grid an ideal platform for this application.
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Design

The software correlator is written in C++ and uses several standard libraries
like fftw [4], mpich [5] and the standard template library.

At initialization, each node is assigned a role: data node, correlator node,
output node or manager node. The node then creates a number of controllers
that manage different tasks of the node. For example, there are controllers for
reading input, processing the data and writing the output. A single type of
controller can be used by different kinds of nodes. If a node receives a message,
it delegates the message to the different controllers. The proper controller can
then process the message.

Data Node. The data node opens a controller for reading data and a con-
troller for forwarding the data to the correlate nodes. It then connects the two
using a buffer. The data node will receive a message from the manager node
specifying how to obtain the input: from file or over the network using one of
various types of transfer protocols. It will also receive messages containing a
start and stop time and the correlate node to send the data to.

Correlate Node. A correlate node will initialize the correlation process and
connect to the output node. It can receive messages from a data node asking to
open an input connection and from the manager node to process a time slice.
After the slice is processed the node will send a message to the manager node
saying it is available for a next job.

Output Node. The output node will receive a message from the manager
node where to store the data, and it allows connections from the correlate node
to be opened. The node sorts the received data from the correlate nodes and
stores it for further processing. The output node has to make the received data
available to the user, and it should be archived in a proper way.

Manager Node. The manager node is the most complicated node in the
software correlator. It sends messages to initialize the other nodes and tells
them how to connect to each other. After the initialization, it maintains a list
of available correlate nodes and delegates time slices to available correlate
nodes. General error messages can also be sent from any node to the manager
node.

The interface to the user will communicate with the manager node to send
commands to the correlator and obtain status information from the correlator.
The user interface will be based on virtual lab.

Network Connections. Since correlation is mainly a networking problem,
testing and optimizing the data flows is of vital importance for the performance
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of the software correlator. We distinguish two types of data flows: containing
control messages and the signals from the telescopes.

Control Messages. The control messages are sent between different nodes
to regulate the correlation. They form a low bandwidth stream and MPI is
used to send these messages. The network is mainly star shaped around the
control node, but there are some connections during the initialization between
input nodes and the correlate nodes and between correlate nodes and the output
node. Since the messages control the correlator, the delivery of the messages
has to be guaranteed.

Signal of the Telescopes. The signal from the telescopes requires far more
bandwidth than the control messages. The constant throughput for these con-
nections is very important as we are dealing with real-time data. Some packet
loss is even acceptable if a data stream at a constant rate can then be main-
tained. The connections for these data streams are set up to be exchangeable
such that it is possible to test different network protocols like TCP (using
jumbo frames) or protocols used for streaming media. The network consists
of three layers: from the telescopes to the data nodes, then to the correlate
nodes and finally to the output node, as shown in Figure 2.

3. CONCLUSIONS

Within Future Arrays of Broadband Radio-telescopes on Internet Comput-
ing (FABRIC), which is a joint research activity in the EXPReS project, we are
currently implementing the software correlator. The work flow management is
designed by the the Polish Supercomputing and Networking Center in Poznan.

In order to be able to guarantee data transfer, it might be necessary to add
an extra node near the telescopes with guaranteed bandwidth to the telescope.
This node could buffer the input data in case the transfer rates to the Grid
drop temporarily. When the software correlator is run on a cluster of super
computers, this node can also send large time slices directly to alternating super
computers. In this way the network connectivity is optimized by introducing
an additional layer of input nodes.

Other research areas that need attention are found in resource leveling, deal-
ing with delays in data transfers and managing insufficient computing power.

We also want to test several networking protocols to optimize the data trans-
fer. For example, we could imagine using UDP for the main data stream, where
some data loss is acceptable and a TCP connection for data-headers to guaran-
tee their proper delivery.
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Abstract This chapter is devoted to the analysis of data management in remote instru-
mentation systems. Storage and management of significant amounts of data are
crucial issues in every system where data need to be collected from different
scientific equipment and next used to analysis or further processing. The au-
thors propose their own solution, called digital science library (DSL), and an-
alyze a specific implementation of DSL designed for nuclear magnetic reso-
nance (NMR) spectroscopy. DSL, based on the data management system, is a
distributed data-access environment. Its main function is to store and present
data in the grid environment. Moreover, results of the conceptual work are pre-
sented in this chapter, starting with the requirements specification and finishing
with the architectural design.

1. INTRODUCTION

There are numerous areas of science, industry and commerce that require
broad international co-operation for their success. A number of problems may
be addressed by using sophisticated equipment and top-level expertise, which
is often locally unavailable. Therefore, the development and dissemination of
techniques and technologies that allow virtualized, remote and shared access
to industrial or scientific instruments is essential for the progress of society.
The possibility of using scientific or industrial equipment independent of their
physical location helps in the egalitarian attitude in using expensive facilities
and for unification of communities and subsequently opens new opportunities
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for industry, science and business. That is why a new branch of grid science –
remote instrumentation systems (RIS) – becomes more and more popular.

The specific representative of the RIS systems is the virtual laboratory sys-
tems (VL). One of them is PSNC Virtual Laboratory (VLab) [14], the research
project developed in Poznań Supercomputing and Networking Center [8] since
the beginning of the year 2002.

A crucial component in most typical RIS (and VL) systems is the module re-
sponsible for data storage and management (DSM). Performing remote experi-
ments on laboratory devices in a multi-user environment is related with the ne-
cessity of storing results data, which could be next used in the post-processing
and visualization stage. This requirement is especially true for experiments
where some number of devices need to work in parallel, e.g., in e-VLBI exper-
iments. The execution of e-VLBI experiments with 16 radio telescopes takes
a few dozen terabytes (dependently on measurement resolution). It illustrates
the scale of the problem.

The functional requirements which DSM systems should meet are not lim-
ited to storage and management only. These systems should provide their
users the possibility to publish electronic papers and presenting digital con-
tent. Moreover, nowadays users want to have the possibility of using more and
more sophisticated tools designed to create, browse and search for electronic
documents. These tools perform an important role in the global information
infrastructure and can benefit the education and scientific environments. These
kinds of tools are called digital science libraries (DSLs).

The DSL which is implemented in the VLab system is created on the ba-
sis of the data management system (DMS) [6], which was developed for the
PROGRESS project [9]. Its main functionality, which is storing and present-
ing data in grid environments, was extended with the functions specific to the
requirements of the virtual laboratory [14].

This work presents the general assumptions, project design and implemen-
tation of the digital science library for the exemplary purpose of nuclear mag-
netic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy data. The digital science library should
allow store and present data used by the virtual laboratories. These data can
be input information used for scientific experiments, as well as the results of
performed experiments. Another important aspect is the capability of storing
various types of publications and documents, which are often created in the
scientific process. This type of functionality, which is well known to all digital
library users, is also provided by the DSL.

2. PSNC VIRTUAL LABORATORY

In general, VL is a distributed environment, providing remote access to the
various kinds of scientific equipment and computational resources. In VLab
users can submit their tasks in the form of dynamic measurement scenario –
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the sets of experiments and computational tasks of different kind. These tasks
form a dependencies’ graph – describing the connections between them and all
possible flow paths; the actual flow path is determined upon run-time – based
on results obtained at each stage. The tasks are scheduled on one-by-one (or
on group) basis, after the appropriate results from the preceding tasks are ob-
tained. The virtual laboratory is not a stand-alone system. It was designed to
cooperate with many other grid systems, providing only the purpose-specific
functionality and relying on well-known and reliable grid solutions. The most
important system the VLab cooperates with is the Globus Toolkit [2] – in the
scope of scheduling computational tasks, software services and libraries for
resource monitoring, discovery and management. All computational tasks sub-
mitted in the VLab system are transferred to the Globus via the GRMS [5]
module – an important part of the GridLab project [4]. Among other external
systems used by the virtual laboratory are the VNC [10] system, SZD [6] (data
management system), authentication and authorization modules.

Workflow in EXPReS

The virtual laboratory system has a modular architecture. The modules
can be grouped into three main layers. The general diagram is presented in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. General architecture of the virtual laboratory
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An access layer is the top layer of this structure. Basically, it contains all
modules and components responsible for a VLab user access and graphical in-
terface to the system (including a web portal) and data input interface. Below
there is a grid layer, which communicates with the external grid environment.
It is responsible for user authorization and authentication, data management,
general task scheduling. Modules from this layer also handle the transfer of
the computational tasks to the Globus system and gather feedback data and
the computed results. The monitoring layer consists of lower-level modules,
such as hardware-dedicated schedulers, system monitoring, gathering account-
ing data. All the physical scientific devices are located in the resources layer, as
well as modules responsible for their direct control. On the grid environment
side the most important element is the Globus system, with all its components
(GRMS, GridFTP, etc.). Globus also allows execute computational tasks (batch
and interactive) on a wide variety of grid applications.

The Peculiar Nature of the Virtual Laboratory Experiments

To understand how the VLab works and why the data management system
is so important for its proper working, the peculiar nature of this system is
described next in this chapter.

In general, there are two main kinds of tasks in the virtual laboratory: exper-
imental and computational ones. The latter can be divided into regular (batch)
jobs and interactive/visualization tasks (the ones performed in real time, di-
rectly by the users – via the GUI). The biggest difference (and difficulty) be-
tween those types is that – in the interactive tasks – the time slot reserved for
running the task on a computational machine must be synchronized with user
preferences, considering specific work hours, daily schedule, etc. Another as-
pect is the mechanism which will present the users with the graphical interface
of the actual computational (or visualization) application – which is run on dy-
namically assigned computational servers – and allow them to perform their
interactive task.

Another, very characteristic type of virtual laboratory tasks are the exper-
iments. By the term experiment we mean a task, scheduled to be performed
on the remote laboratory equipment, available via VLab to its users. In most
cases such experiments will be interactive processes, with users manipulating
directly the remote equipment via a specialized control software GUI. Exper-
iments are difficult for formal description. Depending on a specific science
domain, there can be many dependencies on external, often non-deterministic
factors. The device will not be non-stop available for VLab users but will be
shared with local researchers (usually with higher priority than the remote
users). There are also maintenance periods, in which the device is unavailable.
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Sometimes the presence and assistance of the device operator may be neces-
sary – especially at the beginning of experiments.

The first scientific device incorporated into the VLab system was an NMR
spectrometer. The most important problems with scheduling the NMR exper-
iments, apart from those described above, come from the samples manage-
ment. To perform an NMR experiment, an actual sample containing chemical
compound has to be delivered to the NMR spectrometer and inserted into the
machine. This causes a number of scheduling problems. At the task (and cor-
responding sample) submission point the actual NMR device has to be known
and chosen, because the sample has to be sent from the remote location to the
device site. The exact time of sample arrival is not known as well, making the
exact task scheduling impossible until the sample arrives.

3. NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE
SPECTROSCOPY

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is a unique experimen-
tal technique that is widely used in physics, organic and inorganic chemistry,
biochemistry, as well as in medicine.

The analysis of one- or multidimensional homo- and heteronuclear spectra
obtained in the course of an NMR experiment can provide information about
the chemical shifts of the nuclei, scalar coupling constants, residual dipolar
coupling constants and the relaxation times T1, T2. All of these data can be
stored in the presented database, which also offers tools for performing quick
and optimal search through the repository.

Information about each compound that is stored in the database comprises
its unique name, a chemical formula, information about its physicochemical
properties and a specific description of all its atoms consistent with a HOSE
code [1]. Graphical representation of one- and multidimensional NMR spectra,
as well as their source files obtained from NMR experiments, and a complete
description of parameters used to acquire spectra are also kept in the reposi-
tory. Additionally, it is possible to place the pulse sequence programs, which
can be used by all the database users. In case of bio-molecules – proteins and
nucleic acids – the database yields a possibility of depositing atom coordinates,
structural constraints used in the computation and the complete structure de-
termination protocols. References to all the stored data in the form of a list of
papers are also included. A complete list of record fields and their formats is
presented in Table 1.

Compared to the other NMR databases available through the Internet, like
BioMagResBank [11], NMR data-sets bank [7], NMRShiftDB [13], SDBS
[16] and Spectra Online [12], the presented repository is more suitable for
teaching, since it contains an entire range of information about the performance
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and analysis of the NMR experiment. Based on the data that are stored in the
database such as chemical shifts, coupling constants or relaxation times, the
user can quickly identify a molecule.

In case of unknown compounds the knowledge of chemical shifts and cou-
pling constants, together with a set of the HOSE codes, can be used to pre-
dict the chemical environment of atoms and to suggest the types of functional
groups which are present in the analyzed molecule. The HOSE codes can also
be helpful in the simulations of the spectra performed on the basis of the molec-
ular formula of the compound.

4. DIGITAL LIBRARY

The main functional assumptions of the digital science library can be
described in reference to the reasons for founding the Digital Library of
Wielkopolska (Wielkopolska Biblioteka Cyfrowa – WBC) [15], developed by
Poznań Supercomputing and Networking Center. Some of the most important
assumptions are

uniqueness of some digital collections,

digital library software should make it possible to significantly extend the
usefulness of the library, which takes advantage of this software,

digital library software must cooperate with the library-integrated systems
and, in particular, allow using the catalogue database.

Referring to the first assumption, the digital science library will serve stu-
dents and scientists by storing the results and computation data of the experi-
ment. There is a need to digitize the research in a form further called a digital
publication.

The second assumption is related to the usefulness that should be provided
by the digital library in comparison with the existing libraries. A digital li-
brary is not supposed to constitute a separate unit or to be in competition with
the existing libraries. It should complete and broaden the overall library use-
fulness, expanding its universality and availability on the one hand, and on the
other allowing the librarian (or library administrator) to adapt the digital library
functionality to its readers’ (users) and administrator’s needs.

In this context, DSL exemplifies the digital library which, in assumption,
will serve the scientific unit providing the selected instrument (e.g., NMR spec-
trometer) through the virtual laboratory. The scientists should have a possibility
of collecting and accessing their results of the experiments and computations.
The collected resources related to a defined institution and the provided instru-
ment should have a teaching character, too.
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The third issue concerns the semantic description of the stored resources,
i.e., metadata. It allows searching the content of the library. DSL realizes these
assumptions in a complete manner – the publications can be described by any
metadata set, including those renowned as quasi-standards (e.g., Dublin Core).
The issue of the scientists’ experiment results is similar; in this case the avail-
able functionality is broadened by the possibility to store the NMR-data. For
this purpose the NMR-dedicated database described in Section 5 has been de-
veloped.

To sum up, the digital science library is an example of a digital library ded-
icated to scientists, which extends the possibility to store the results of experi-
ments and related documents. It should be outlined that, unlike other libraries,
e.g., the Digital Library of Wielkopolska [15], DSL realizes a different ap-
proach to the representation of digital resources. In WBC an electronic publi-
cation represents some separated content (an article, a report, a movie, a book),
which can exist in the system in many versions, and the structure of that pub-
lication has a form of a single file (e.g., PDF) or multi-files (e.g., HTML).
In DSL the electronic publication (an article, results of scientific work and a
chemical compound) has a multi-file format and the metadata sets are used to
model the possible relations and dependencies.

The Functionality of the Digital Libraries

Over the last several years a few fundamental features which the modern
digital library should provide [3] have been established. The list below presents
the most important ones:

Categorization – the ability to group the related publications,

Catalogue description – detailed information about the digital entries in the
library,

Searching – the possibility of the library content lookup by the user-defined
criteria (paper search or the experiment results search),

Browsing – visualization of the searched out data in the user-friendly
interface.

Convenient and Widespread Access to Publications

There are many scientists who find publishing their work results, materials,
etc., in the digital library necessary and share them with other users. However,
to make it possible, the basic functionality described in the previous section
is not sufficient. The digital science library software has to be equipped with
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some additional features adequately to the requirements of the scientific en-
vironment. The list of such additions for the publication of documents and
experiment results is presented below:

Widespread access to the published papers – Internet access to the digital
library resources has to be assured,

Durability – a publication made available should never change its form (i.e.,
the file format) or the localization (i.e., network localization),

Version management – the possibility of keeping the document in many
versions and managing them,

Access management – resource access protection. The access cannot be
granted to valuable, unpublished resources or experiment results,

Copying protection – protection from unauthorized resource copying,

Notifications – the user should be notified about the changes of the library
content,

Credibility – the published document should not be changed by non-trusted
or unauthorized users.

Many existing digital libraries (e.g., WBC) can be characterized by the com-
mon qualities described above.

The digital science library is built on the basis of the data management sys-
tem. This implies the list of features, which are not so common in the digital
library environments, but on the other hand are valuable and significant to the
scientific environment. DMS is a distributed virtual file system, extended by
the data storing on the hierarchical storage management (HSM).

5. EXEMPLARY SET OF DATA

The first steps of the DSL preparation assume that all data which will be
placed in the library should be gathered, categorized and characterized. The
characterization should consist of name, type, size (range), description.

A detailed list of data stored in the exemplary NMR library is presented
in Table 1. Information is processed with the use of the following operations:
enter, modify and search.

The Use Case Diagrams

After gathering all data which are designed for putting them into the
database, the use case diagrams should be prepared for most frequent scenar-
ios. Below one of them is discussed. There we can distinguish the main actor
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Figure 2. Use case diagram

on the basis of demands defined for the digital science library of nuclear mag-
netic resonance spectroscopy. It is presented in Figure 2. As an actor we can
consider the system placed in the presentation or the indirect (middle) layer, on
the condition that it is able to communicate over the SOAP protocol. The figure
presents the two actors. The first – SOAPCompliedClient – is identified with
a certain pattern of actor with granted rights for executing the specified opera-
tions and provided with the ability of intercommunication with the library over
the SOAP protocol. The nuSOAP (nuSOAP PHPClient) is the second actor in
the figure. It can be used to create an access service for the NMR library. In
this case the access service is based on WWW pages and the PHP program-
ming language.

The figure shows some main examples of using the DSL-NMR library sys-
tem:

Data gathering and updating – enables introducing and updating infor-
mation related to the chemical compound and the experiment data.

Querying / viewing – enables getting information on a chemical compound,
experiment and its results and the analysis executed on the basis of received
data. The course of searching out the data depends on the demands. A stan-
dard package of demands consists of

– Query for compound info – condition: existence of information concern-
ing researched chemical compound; searching out its attribute,

– Query for experiment data – condition: existence of experiment data;
searching out after attributes of an experiment, like type of spectrum,
sequence of impulses, spectrometer type, solvent, measurement temper-
ature,
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– Query for post-experimental analyses – condition: existence of the anal-
ysis description; searching out of chemical compound according to value
of chemical shift, coupling constant,

– Query for post-experimental additional data – condition: existence of the
research documenting data, e.g., reference for authors of experiments, for
articles concerning research or papers documenting the received results.

6. PROJECT DESIGN ASPECTS

The creation process of the database scheme for the DSL-NMR proceeded
in several periods and depended on the user demands. An important period
in the database project design process was the process of its normalization,
allowing the removal of excessive information from tables and increasing the
optimization level of the data structure. It is possible to distinguish four logical
parts in the database scheme. They are dedicated for

storage of basic information characterizing the examined chemical com-
pound,

storage of information and localizations describing the experiment carried
on,

storage of information about the experiment data analysis,

storage of information and localizations of the research complementary
data.

7. CONCLUSIONS

Remote instrumentation systems become more and more popular among
users wishing to use very rare and expensive scientific devices remotely. One
of the important components of these systems is the module for storage and
management of data.

Nowadays, there are many digital libraries available via Internet access.
They all have different profiles. They can be devoted to the cultural heritage or
regional art, while others could have educational purpose or belong to scien-
tific research projects. That is why it is very important to use open standards in
digital libraries information recording. It will allow the collaboration between
the digital science library and other projects of this kind (e.g., WBC). Fur-
thermore, it will create mutually complementing environments that will give
the users access to the repositories containing digital information of different
types and subject matters.
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Moreover, it is worth to remember that in the case of remote instrumentation
systems the DSL systems should closely cooperate with scientific equipment
and application servers to facilitate experiment results, storing and conducting
post-processing or visualization stages.

An example interface to the digital science library for NMR data was im-
plemented in PSNC and can be found on the web page of the virtual laboratory
project [14].
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Abstract The purpose of this chapter is to present the design for the integration of
radio-astronomical VLBI experiments with the Grid environment. The current
status of VLBI process is described, and the main part of this document presents
the proposed architecture for the development of the next-generation e-VLBI
system, together with the analysis of potential problems and design limitations.
This design was done for the purpose of the EXPReS project [5], partially funded
by the European Commission (FP6–IST). It was created with significant help and
close cooperation from the Joint Institute of VLBI in Europe (JIVE) [10].

1. INTRODUCTION

Networks of radio telescopes can be used to produce detailed radio images
of stars and galaxies. The resolution of the images depends on the overall size
of the network (the maximum separation between the telescopes) and the sen-
sitivity depends on the total collecting area of all the telescopes involved and,
crucially, the bandwidth of the connection between the telescopes. In this tech-
nique, called very long baseline interferometry (VLBI), the signals between
all telescope pairs are combined in a data processor. Typically this processor
needs to find the correlated response in 2-bit (4-level) sampled signals on every
baseline pair with high resolution and must be able to cope with data rates up
to 1 Gbps per telescope.

This functionality has been implemented by constructing a massively paral-
lel, purpose-built “supercomputer” – usually referred to as a data processor or
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correlator. A decade ago, a 20,000-node PC cluster would have been required
to match the processing power of the EVN (The European VLBI Network) [4]
MkIV Data Processor at JIVE. However, this number is falling rapidly as pro-
cessor capabilities continue to develop. The networking infrastructure is also
getting more capable of dynamically handling very large data transfers in long
periods of time. There is a growing trend in research communities to design
and develop a number of “virtual laboratories” – or remote instrumentation
environments [1, 2, 13], which benefit from the increasing power of available
computational systems and high-bandwidth networks. A good example here
is the RINGrid project [17] (co-funded by the EC under the 6th Framework
Programme), which aims at trend analysis and recommendations for designing
next-generation remote instrumentation services and synergy between remote
instrumentation and next-generation high-speed communications networks and
grid infrastructures [19].

2. THE CURRENT STATUS OF VLBI OPERATIONS

As was mentioned in Section 1, the data correlation is currently being done
by a dedicated hardware. The radio-telescope data are recorded locally, put
on magnetic tapes or hard disks at the telescope sites and sent to the central
processing facility using traditional methods like couriers or post office.

In the past some effort was dedicated to introducing the e-VLBI [4] (elec-
tronic VLBI) concept, very similar to the “regular” VLBI, with the main dif-
ference being data sent via the network to the central processing facility at
JIVE.

Currently, JIVE can guarantee for regular science experiments e-VLBI
at 128 Mbps for six radio-telescopes (Torun, Onsala, Westerbork, Medicina,
Jodrell Bank, Cambridge). EVN aims at one regular e-VLBI session every
6 weeks. In practice this schedule may vary. Occasionally, 256 Mbps for 6
and 512 Mbps for 3 radio-telescopes were achieved in research experiments.
Also the Arecibo telescope, which is the largest telescope in the world (305 m
antenna, run by National Astronomy and Ionosphere Center, Arecibo, USA),
has participated at 32 Mbps.

For the data transfer e-VLBI relies on dedicated light-paths (Wb, Jb, Cam)
and the classical IP switched network (Med, Ons, Tor).

In detail, the VLBI process can be described as follows (Figure 1):

The radio astronomer (user) is given a research grant for performing the
observation. The exact time slot is scheduled and the information is returned
to the user.

The user uses the SCHED program to produce a single VEX file [20], which
contains the complete description of the VLBI experiment. The file is of the
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Figure 1. VLBI correlation process

ASCII text format. SCHED uses a text file as an input and has a command-
line interface and some graphical output.

The VEX file is transferred to the radio-telescopes, via an FTP system. The
telescope operators are responsible for loading the file and setting up the
observation.

During the observation the Field System controls the telescope using set-
tings obtained from the VEX file. Data are recorded in the Mk4 data format
on Mk5A disks. These disks are inside a Mark5 computer and can only be
accessed through special software. More information on these subjects can
be found at the Haystack website [9].
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After the observation the collected data are sent to the central JIVE proces-
sor at Dwingeloo, via dedicated connections as is done for e-VLBI or still
in most cases by physical transport of disks or tapes. In order to perform the
correlation, the JIVE hardware correlator needs the following:

– Data from all the telescopes

– User VEX file

– EOP (earth orientation parameters)

– Additional control parameters, supplied by the user

After the correlation, the raw output data are verified by the JIVE staff, and
if no errors are detected, the data are converted into the FITS [7] format.
This file format can be read by standard astronomical data processing soft-
ware.

Finally, the converted correlation results are put in the JIVE archive where
the radio astronomer who asked for the observation can access the data.
After 1 year others will gain access to the data.

3. THE IDEA OF GRID-BASED E-VLBI

Future e-VLBI arrays may want 32 telescopes combined with 4 GHz band-
width (generating at least 16 Gbps of sampled data per telescope), which re-
quires two orders of magnitude more computing power than available in the
current data processor. Conceptually, the processing of a single baseline prod-
uct can be assigned to a cluster computer at some random Grid point. This
requires a state-of-the-art implementation of a correlation code, which is com-
pletely scalable and easily distributed. Recent research has shown that it is
possible to take advantage of floating point processing to implement more ac-
curate and sensitive algorithms that also allow special functionality, such as
unlimited spectral zoom. This unique machinery will allow spacecraft tracking
with VLBI precision.

It is not just the issue of sheer computing power that drives the design is-
sues of radio astronomy data processors. The connectivity aspects are just as
demanding and may in fact be the defining issue in the future. As high-speed
data sampling becomes available at the telescope, it will be more and more
challenging to bring all data to a single place. Moreover, to form all the baseline
pairs a matrix of computing nodes needs to be fed to calculate all data prod-
ucts, requiring massive switching capacity. An attractive idea for future data
processors is to map this computational topology onto an international Grid of
computing nodes. This will reduce the requirement to have all data converge
to one central place; with a large fabric of reasonably fast, interconnected data
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processor nodes it will be possible to provide the necessary computer power
for a wide band data processor, while the international wide band connections
themselves provide the complex interconnect. In such a scheme, digital data
must be packaged at the telescope and copied for distribution to several data
processor nodes, arbitrarily distributed over Europe. The resulting data product
must be archived as a single entity, presumably at a central node, as there are
proprietary issues associated with its use for scientific research.

With the start of an e-VLBI experiment that employs distributed correla-
tion, a central routing scheme needs to be implemented. Each telescope needs
to be instructed where to send data, and computer resources must be allocated
accordingly. There are different topologies possible for the implementation;
we aim for scalable solutions that can work both with relatively few data pro-
cessor nodes, as well as implementations in which there are more nodes than
baselines between telescopes. To support data management and information
flow for the entire e-VLBI experiment in an automated way, a workflow man-
agement system will be created. The workflow module is placed on top of the
existing applications and steers them to control the measurement process in a
Grid environment. The total process must be real time, in the sense that it keeps
up with observing, but otherwise processing can be asynchronous.

4. DESIGN LIMITATIONS

The integration of e-VLBI operations with the Grid environment has to cope
with certain limitations of currently used Mark5 operational system. It poses
some specific problems, which may disappear when other systems can be em-
ployed in the future. This part of the VLBI evolution is also covered in the same
EXPReS project, in the scope of JRA1: FABRIC (Future Arrays of Broadband
Radio-Telescopes on Internet Computing) WP1 [6].

The Mark5 is a disk-based VLBI data recording and playback system ca-
pable of handling 1 Gbps data rates. It is widely used at the telescopes partic-
ipating in the EVN. A software correlator running on some grid node should
therefore conform to this interface of the radio-telescopes to the outside world.

Figure 2. Mark5 to Mark5 transfer through the network
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Figure 3. Mark5 to file transfer through the network

Before describing ways to get the observed data onto some grid node for
further processing, first the relevant data transfer modes of the Mark5 com-
puter will be described. For the current e-VLBI practice a Mark5 computer is
connected to the radio-telescope through a formatter. The data enter the I/O
board and are transmitted to another Mark5 computer (Figure 2). At the re-
ceiving Mark5 data can be recorded on disks or an I/O board can transmit the
data directly to the EVN correlator. The appropriate Mark5A commands have
to be activated on both sides.

Usually a grid node does not have a Mark5 computer at the receiving side
but UNIX/Linux-like computers. There are two ways of getting the data onto a
UNIX/Linux machine. First the data are recorded on disks in the Mark5 com-
puter and later they are played back. In this case the disk2net command puts
the data to the network and Net2file gets the data from the network (Figure 3).
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Figure 4. The overview of the solution with file servers
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The data stream can also be put on the network by the Mark5 during the
astronomical observations by in2net. At the receiving side Net2file gets the
data from the network onto a disk.

So, somewhere a UNIX/Linux file server is necessary, either at the telescope
site or at a remote grid node. In the first case a powerful file server at the tele-
scope site is required, and it operates as a data buffer. The data are sent over
the network to a compute node. The second case requires a point-to-point Inter-
net connection between the Mark5 system and a remote file server. Buffering
can optionally be done at the telescope site on the Mark5 system itself. The
connection between radio-telescope and appropriate file server must be set up
manually by the telescope operator, who receives the relevant information from
the experiment description (Figure 4). The connections will be defined by the
VLBI operator, using the Workflow Manager application, as is described in
more detail here.
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Figure 5. The close-up view on the file server solution
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One of the problems lies in the effective switching of the routing path from
the telescopes (there is no automated way to do that; it requires manual adjust-
ment of networking equipment). Furthermore, once the data acquisition has
started, the data destination point cannot be changed.

This limitation has a significant impact on the design, because the initial
design assumptions were based on the idea of direct and dynamic routing of
the data streams from the radio-telescopes to the computational nodes. Consid-
ering the above, this is technically impossible with the current hardware. Un-
fortunately, the routing problem is difficult to solve at this point, as it requires
hardware modification at the telescopes sites. A workaround is necessary and
is presented in this section. The solution is explained in detail earlier in this
section.

Figure 5 presents a more detailed view on a single telescope.

5. GRID TECHNOLOGY FOR THE E-VLBI CONCEPT

One of the main tasks of FABRIC was to identify and describe the e-VLBI
domain areas that could be addressed by existing or currently developing Grid
solutions. These areas include network security, data transport, workflow man-
agement and Grid resource management systems.

Security

Security is a very important aspect in every distributed, grid-related system.
But this “openness” of grid systems can cause many disturbances. On the one
hand, there is the necessity to protect resources like computational servers or
laboratory equipment from intruders; on the other hand, these facilities should
be easily accessible to authorized users.

The very popular solution for developing distributed and heterogeneous sys-
tems, which solves most of the mentioned problems, is Globus Toolkit (GT)
[8]. GT is a set of tools, which provides distinct Web Services [21] (WS)
and pre-WS authentication and authorization capabilities. Both build on the
same base, namely standard X.509 end entity certificates and proxy certifi-
cates, which are used to identify persistent entities, such as users and servers,
and to support the temporary delegation of privileges to other entities, respec-
tively. Globus Toolkit in the confines of security aspects provides the following
functionality:

message-level security mechanisms – implement the WS-Security standard
and the WS-SecureConversation specification to provide message protec-
tion for GT’s SOAP messages,
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transport-level security mechanisms – uses transport-level security (TLS)
mechanisms,

authorization framework – allows for a variety of authorization schemes,
including a “grid-mapfile” access control list, an access control list defined
by a service, a custom authorization handler and access to an authorization
service via the SAML (Security Assertion Markup Language) protocol [18].

For non-WS components, GT provides similar authentication, delegation
and authorization mechanisms, although with fewer authorization options.

The Grid Security Infrastructure (GSI) is used by the Globus Toolkit for
enabling secure authentication and communication in a distributed and hetero-
geneous environment. It provides useful services for Grids, including mutual
authentication and single sign-on, which bases on public key cryptography.
The main GSI functionality covers

secure communication between nodes in the Grid,

supporting security across organizational boundaries,

supporting “single sign-on” for users of the Grid.

Every user and service on the Grid is equipped with a certificate and in this
way identified. The certificate contains the following information:

a subject name, which identifies the person or object that the certificate rep-
resents,

the public key belonging to the subject,

the identity of a Certificate Authority (CA) that has signed the certificate,

the digital signature of the named CA.

CA is used to certify the link between the public key and the subject in
the certificate. GSI certificates are encoded in the X.509 certificate format, a
standard data format for certificates established by the Internet Engineering
Task Force (IETF).

Mutual authentication is a very important operation in establishing a secure
connection. It is used for proving that the two parties are who they say they
are. The Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) is used in the Grid to perform mutual
authentication.

Data Transport and Management

An enormous amount of data is collected under VLBI experiments. As a
consequence, the designed system has to have additional, specialized function-
ality connected with data transport and management. Data retrieved from radio
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telescopes are then transferred through many processing stages of experiment
scenario to get the final correlation product (e.g., visualization). Due to the
huge size of data and assurance of efficient post-processing computation, a set
of grid tools must be involved in this process. It is not enough to simply store
data on some machine in the grid and download it when the computation will
be performed. The retrieving and downloading processes must be optimized
for speedy access in different geographic locations, cataloged with descriptive
information for easy retrieval and made available to computation jobs running
on the Grid.

Data management is one of the core services in the Grid systems. Based on
the high-capacity storage systems and broadband networks, the Grid commu-
nity has produced a set of components for working with and managing data on
the Grid.

Several components in the Grid space are aimed specifically at providing
uniform Grid interfaces to various types of data:

GridFTP – A uniform, secure, high-performance interface to file-based stor-
age systems on the Grid,

OGSA-DAI – An OGSA interface for accessing XML and relational data
stores,

Metadata Catalog Service (MCS) – A stand-alone metadata catalog service
with an OGSA service interface.

These tools specialize in moving and transferring data between Grid sys-
tems. Each tool meets specialized applications or user needs and some also
provides interfaces to specialized storage systems:

globus-url-copy – a command-line tool for requesting GridFTP transfers,

Reliable File Transfer (RFT) Service – an OGSA service that allows clients
to request data transfers and then “disconnect” while the transfer takes
place,

UberFTP – A text-based interactive client for GridFTP,

GSI-SCP/SFTP – Popular OpenSSH tools that support Grid authentication,

Data Management System (DMS) [3,16] – part of Gridge Toolkit developed
by PSNC [15] and designed for the creation of a complete and robust data
management environment, ready to fulfill even the enterprise requirements.
The basic functionality enables the creation of a distributed environment
capable of managing large amounts of data. Advanced security solutions
ensure the appropriate protection of the collected resources. The universal
gateway to the scientific databases may be used to integrate external data
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sources. Web Portal facilitates users’ work with data and helps to comfort-
ably manage the DMS resources.

Moreover, a set of tools were implemented, which help optimize the use of
storage systems for specialized user communities:

Replica Location Service (RLS) – a distributed mechanism for keeping
track of the locations of replicated data on a Grid,

NeST – a “storage appliance” that provides remote access to local data when
computation jobs are running,

DataCutter – a system that uses data filters and streams to segment data sets
in efficient ways on a Grid.

6. NETWORK MONITORING AND MANAGEMENT

The European VLBI network is spread over European countries and be-
yond; thus, data transmission will cross several administrative domains, in-
cluding National Research Networks (NRENs), as well as the pan-European
GÉANT2 network [GÉANT2]. The development of a GRID system and e-
VLBI data transmissions between different geographically distributed partners
will require proper resource management and network monitoring, to allow for
automatic resource distribution and QoS provisioning.

Network Monitoring

Based on the set-up of the e-VLBI network and initial requirements these
are the highlights of the monitoring architecture:

It must operate inter-domain and end-to-end. There is also a need for intra-
network measurements in order to identify the exact amount of resources.
Therefore, metrics should be provided on a hop-by-hop basis.

It should be flexible enough to accommodate different types of metrics (e.g.,
capacity, available bandwidth, delay).

The architecture must encompass using different existing monitoring tools
to measure various metrics, e.g., MRTG [MRTG], Cacti [Cacti], BWCTL
[BWCTL].

It must standardize interfaces between various architecture components and
provide a defined interface to integrate GRID resource brokers or QoS pro-
visioning systems.
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It should carefully cover security issues. The architecture must be able to
deal with customized requirements, on what metrics and with whom they
can be shared.

Quality of Service

e-VLBI, as an application supposed to transmit huge amounts of real-time
data, will impose very strict requirements on the wide-area transmission net-
works that can be used by e-VLBI. Such requirements are identified in the
networking community as QoS (quality of service). There are four major pa-
rameters of QoS, which will determine the quality of transmission services for
e-VLBI:

a) capacity – the number of bits per second that is available to a flow or an
aggregation of flows,

b) one-way packet delay – the time between the transmission of a packet at
its source to the moment it is fully received by the destination,

c) one-way packet delay variation – the difference in the one-way packet
delay of two successive packets in the same IP flow,

d) packet loss – the ratio of packets sent by the source and not delivered to
the destination (or delivered in error).

Capacity seems to be the most crucial QoS parameter for e-VLBI, as it de-
termines the amount of data that may be transmitted over the network. e-VLBI
is going to transmit large portions of data, which will require that the network
offer high-capacity transmission services with sufficient values of the other
QoS parameters.

There are two networking technologies that may be used by e-VLBI, which
have adopted different approaches to QoS. Both technologies are used in re-
search networks (GÉANT2, national research and education networks), which
can offer transmission services for e-VLBI. In a traditional IP network traffic
is transited on a best-effort basis without any guarantee of QoS; QoS can be
achieved by reservations of bandwidth and admission control, which requires
that some additional mechanisms be introduced into the network. In the other
approach, which is adopted in optical networks, every transmission requires
prior reservation of bandwidth and the QoS parameters are guaranteed upon
the reservation acceptance by the network.

7. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The final system design and architecture is a result of careful problem anal-
ysis and requirements specification. It would be impossible to present a suc-
cessful solution to such a complicated problem without the help and advice
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Figure 6. System architecture for a distributed broadband correlation

of radio astronomers (JIVE staff in particular). The proposed architecture for
meeting the FABRIC goal is based on the current VLBI and e-VLBI status and
is presented in Figure 6.

The whole process can be divided into four major parts.

Experiment Preparation

A principal investigator (PI) will be granted observation time on various
VLBI telescopes. Before the actual observation can start, the PI will create a
schedule file containing all the details of the observation, like what source to
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observe, which telescopes to use and when to observe. This schedule file will
be used to create a VEX file with the SCHED application. A central operator
will be notified of the experiment. Then, the PI will have to wait until the data
arrive in the JIVE archive.

Experiment Set-Up

The central operator will use the Workflow Manager (WFM) [11, 12, 14] to
process the VEX file. The WFM will be a graphical Java application, down-
loaded and executed from the VLBI web portal (Figure 7). The information
contained in the VEX file will be displayed in the appropriate forms, in which
the experiment control parameters can be verified and modified if necessary.
The central operator will be able to set up more e-VLBI parameters, according
to the operator’s domain knowledge and some specific experiment conditions.
Another important role of the WFM (and central operator) will be to asso-
ciate specific file servers with radio-telescope locations and create a workflow
for the post-experiment distributed data correlation. The description of con-
nections between file servers and radio-telescopes will be sent to telescope
operators together with experiment definition (VEX file). It will be the oper-
ators’ responsibility to manually set up the routing from their sites to the file
servers before the experiment starts. Additionally, the operator will build an
experiment workflow graph with virtual correlation tasks, which will divide
the correlation process logically, on a number of processing instances. Each

Figure 7. A sample view of the WFM application prototype
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instance will be treated as a single and independent sub-task and can be allo-
cated on a different computational node.

The WFM will also calculate the necessary delay tables before the correla-
tion takes place, by calling the external program CALC and Earth orientation
parameters (EOP). CALC is a standard application developed by geodesists to
accurately determine positions on Earth.

Experiment Start

After the central operator’s work is done, a new VEX file will be created
and sent to the telescopes participating in the observations. The WFM will
also notify the telescope operators that a new experiment is scheduled. As was
mentioned before, the WFM will also send the planned routing information
between telescopes and file servers and it will also contact the dedicated Grid
Resource Broker to allocate the necessary computational nodes for each of
the correlation tasks, and for the necessary broadband network connections
between the file servers and computational nodes. The resource broker will
use the mechanisms described in Section 4 (networking) in order to plan and
schedule the optimal route for the data transfer between file servers and nodes.

In the meantime, the telescope operator will load the VEX file in the Field
System, which controls the telescope, and in the Mark5 system, which records
the data. At the start of the experiment the allocated compute nodes should be
ready and waiting for data. The WFM has already sent the Correlator Con-
trol File (CCF) and Delay file to the compute nodes. The data recorded by the
Mark5 system will be sent to the allocated compute nodes via the file servers
(see Section 4 for details). Additionally, the WFM may also provide the op-
erators (as well as principal investigator) with the possibility of verifying the
status of the entire e-VLBI experiment (by displaying the current status of all
radio-telescopes and the status of the grid broker).

Distributed Correlation

One of the goals of the FABRIC project is to enable distributed correla-
tion using grid facilities. It was concluded that the implementation of the first
version of the software correlator will be based on the off-line time-sliced cor-
relation scenario. Other software correlator architectures and implementations
will be developed and tested in the FABRIC project.

8. CONCLUSIONS

At this point the project is at the design phase. Therefore, the design pre-
sented in this chapter has not yet been verified in the field. However, we trust
that this is the optimal solution for this kind of system. It was a result of careful
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analysis of the problem domain and radio astronomy hardware specifications
and state-of-the-art Grid solutions. It was created with great help from JIVE
staff. Unfortunately, the nature and complexity of this problem still raise many
questions and uncertainties that may have to be solved only by experimenting
and creating working models and prototypes. Therefore, in the end the final
implemented system architecture might look different in some areas, and some
issues may be handled differently. But, in general, the presented approach gives
the complete view on the shape of Grid-embedded e-VLBI operations.

We strongly believe that this scientific radio astronomy domain will benefit
greatly from the new opportunities, given by this state-of-the-art Grid-wise
approach, and that this is a good start to a project that will benefit in the better
understanding of the universe and the nature itself.
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Abstract According to the virtual physiological human paradigm, integration is often
required among different levels and disciplines. Large, distributed and hetero-
geneous repositories, as well as computationally demanding analysis tools, are
more and more involved in biomedical studies. Both for storage of distributed
biomedical data and metadata and for access to distributed analysis tools, a Grid-
based approach may provide a shared, standardized and reliable solution. To
make users able to easily access available services and data, a Grid portal has
been implemented in order to hide the complexity of the framework. The portal
is intended to act as Grid services provider and as Web interface for managing
workflow enactment and management on the Grid. Workflows may be submit-
ted as Grid jobs through a service-based workflow engine and monitored during
execution. As a first case study for testing workflow functionalities of the Grid
portal, an application is presented for the search and analysis of microarray data.

1. INTRODUCTION

Both in clinical and in research studies a multilevel approach, combining
clinical, cellular and molecular data, is more and more required in order to
build a patient model according to the virtual physiological human (VPH)
paradigm to support personalized diagnoses and therapies [15]. As regards the
clinical environment, an increasing number of images are acquired for both
morphological and functional medical imaging studies. Moreover, the acquisi-
tion of several image data sets along time is usually needed in order to mon-
itor the disease progression and to follow up therapeutic treatments. On the
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other hand, the scientific approach to the molecular basis of cells and tissues
studies has been deeply changed, in both physiological and pathological condi-
tions, by recent data acquisition technologies like high-throughput sequencing
equipment and microarray analysis systems, giving a new comprehensive view
to the research community.

Extensive computational efforts are required to make sense of the large
amount of data generated by these experiments and to produce accurate and
biologically consistent predictions. From another point of view, data coming
from different instruments and/or repositories have to be managed in a virtual
experiment environment. Eventually, the interactive management of acquisi-
tion and analysis workflows arises as one of the most challenging issues in the
field.

Due to such an integrated approach, clinical and genomic studies tend to
converge in more complex multiscale biomedical experiments to open the way
to new research goals ranging from personalized medicine to in silico drug de-
sign and discovery [7], but advanced tools must be developed to easily manage
the amount and the complexity of the information generated every day.

In the clinical field, multiscale studies may combine information coming
from different acquisitions (molecular data, cellular data, signals, morpholog-
ical images, functional images) along temporal sequences of analysis for both
diagnosis and therapy. And, more and more, in medical imaging studies data
are stored in different and geographically distributed clinical repositories, thus
forcing doctors at difficult remote searches (when possible) for collecting the
complete information about patients. On the other hand, also in bioinformatics
experiments data come from different heterogeneous and distributed data sets,
and interoperability among different remote repositories arises as a main con-
cern for researchers. In both cases, the complexity and the interdisciplinarity
of experimental setups have to be faced by ontologies and metadata managing
tools.

From a computational point of view, the fast timing of the clinical practice
may force different clinical institutions to connect their computing resources
to provide results for advanced medical applications supporting diagnosis and
therapy. In bioinformatics, as well, the use of distributed computing resources
running suitable applications on networks of federated research centers is of-
ten needed due to difficulties in finding relationships among heterogeneous
data sets of large-scale experiments. To widen the range of such analysis tools,
the access to geographically distributed services has begun to be a suitable
resource in the biomedical field, but has to be correctly managed.

To further improve the results of studies and experiments, tools and data
have to be managed through predefined functional sequences of acquisition
and analysis. This can be accomplished by transparently managing complex
workflows over such sequences and by enabling automatic enactors of such
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workflows both within the usually heterogeneous environment of research and
on clinical networks.

The sharing of such data and metadata repositories as well as of computa-
tional resources may be provided by a Grid approach. In a Grid framework,
resources may be shared within virtual organizations (VO) in a standardized,
secure and reliable way, and computational power and performances may also
be scaled in terabytes scenarios. Furthermore, a certificate-based authentica-
tion schema coming out for free from the Grid technology [14] may address
security and privacy issues. Nevertheless, as regards data security, special
requirements are often needed in clinical environments, due to the high sen-
sitivity of medical information. On the other hand, the complexity and hetero-
geneity of data and services may be hidden from unpracticed users by a Grid
portal.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

Starting from the aforementioned reasons, a Grid-based platform, named
BMPortal, has been built as the core block of different specific Grid environ-
ments able to integrate data storage, retrieval and analysis in several fields of
biomedicine. This platform provides shared, standardized and reliable tools
for managing and analyzing distributed and heterogeneous biomedical data in
order to maximize the results of virtual experiments. Users may store their ex-
perimental data on distributed and shared storage units and then retrieve their
own data or data coming from other experiments. In the same way they may
provide and access shared algorithms and tools. Through a simple interface,
also third-party resources, such as databank and computing services, may be
accessed by users as well as different distributed analysis tools.

The BMPortal follows a traditional model view controller pattern. The in-
terface (View layer) includes a Web GUI browsable through common stan-
dard browsers and a number of Web services available through a WSDL de-
scription. The portal (Controller layer) transforms interface (user) requests into
commands to server-side components, invokes server-side components to inter-
act with resources and returns the result of processing to users. The resources
(Model layer) include databases, storage areas, system commands and library
functions that may be exposed via API or command line.

The BMPortal is implemented over the EnginFrame Grid Gateway devel-
oped by Nice [16]. The EnginFrame Grid Gateway is composed by two main
components, a server and one or more agents. The server part of the platform
relies on a standard J2EE Servlet container (e.g., Tomcat) to provide both static
and dynamic contents. The EnginFrame agents manage both local and Grid
resources on behalf of users and publish services to be accessed through Eng-
inFrame Servers, extensively using XML for service definition (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Architecture of the platform

The BMPortal supports gLite version 3.0, which is the official Grid
middleware for the European Grid infrastructure [1]. gLite provides some fun-
damental functions as (i) job scheduling and submission, (ii) data storage man-
agement, (iii) metadata access, (iv) monitoring and (v) accounting services.
As metadata container, AMGA [11] has been used, both for local and Grid
domains. gLite has been chosen as the reference middleware but other mid-
dlewares may be linked as well, through specific plugins. The plugin to gLite
has been developed within the activities carried out for the development of the
Genius Grid Portal [2] (also based on EnginFrame).

With particular attention to the definition and the execution of complex
workflows for acquisition and analysis, the BMPortal has also been designed
to expose Grid services that can interact with workflow designer applications
and to support workflow enactment and life-cycle management [3].

To these goals, the BMPortal is intended to act as

1. Grid services provider. Grid services exposed as Web services by Engin-
Frame can be used in the workflow as standard nodes.

2. Web interface for managing workflow enactment and management on the
Grid.

As regards the first function, defined Grid services should be exposed as
WSDL/SOAP standards Web services and made available to in-house or ISV
applications like workflow enactors, hiding the complexity of the underlying
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Grid infrastructure and actually providing an abstraction layer on the Grid tech-
nologies. Thus, the exposed Web/Grid services could be used as nodes of a
workflow graph by workflow designer applications and could be triggered for
running during the workflow execution.

For the second function, the BMPortal Web interface should allow users
to submit workflows as Grid jobs and to monitor/control them as standard
jobs. Moteur (hoMe-made OpTimisEd scUfl enactoR) has been selected as
workflow enactor. Moteur is a service-based workflow engine developed in the
AGIR project [4], optimized for dealing with data-intensive applications. Mo-
teur has been selected as workflow enactor for our prototype due to its ability
of implementing parallelization at different levels: intrinsic workflow paral-
lelism, data parallelism (multithread) and services parallelism (pipeline), in
order to better exploit the resources available on a grid infrastructure. In order
to make the workflow enactment more scalable, the Moteur engine has been
configured properly on a LSF-based cluster. LSF is an industry cluster sched-
uler provided by the Platform Company. Therefore the “Moteur jobs” can be
launched like other jobs on the local computing cluster, according to cluster
CPU’s current load. This approach discharges the Portal server CPU from ex-
ecuting the workflows and thus from incurring, in memory, CPU or bandwidth
limitations.

In both of these roles the computational power and data access capabilities
provided by the backend Grid infrastructure may be exploited.

The BMPortal Web interface is designed to provide the following function-
alities:

1. Upload of workflows and related inputs: users can upload their own work-
flows and insert input data for execution.

2. Submission of Moteur as Grid job: workflows are executed by Moteur on
the Grid infrastructure as standard Grid jobs.

3. Monitoring of workflows: both Moteur submission and workflow processing
status may be checked together with data produced by intermediate results.

4. Results visualization: when jobs are terminated, workflow results are staged
in the spooler area and are made available through the BMPortal interface
for visualization, post-processing or download.

Thus, by simply using a standard Web browser, researchers can run and
monitor their own workflows, exploiting both the computational power and the
data access capabilities provided by the backend Grid infrastructure. Moreover,
typical features of server-side services (reliability, fault tolerance, load balanc-
ing, etc.) may also be exploited for a more efficient approach.
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3. A CASE STUDY

The BMPortal has been designed for supporting a wide range of biomedical
experiments. Nevertheless, in order to test its functionalities, a simple case
study involving use of workflows in the field of bioinformatics has been set up.

Microarray techniques have been successfully used for gene expression
profiling in a variety of genomic analyses such as gene identification, drug
discovery and clinical diagnosis, providing a genome-wide system-level under-
standing of cellular processes and transcriptional networks. Due to this large
extension of microarray studies we focused on the analysis of microarrays data
in order to carry out tests about the reliability and efficiency of our platform.

Several systems have been presented in the last years in order to manage
the complexity of big microarrays experiments. The amount of data, the ne-
cessity of standardization, the lack of leading software packages have driven
laboratories to the pursuing of the perfect system.

The MARS system [6] provides a comprehensive suite for storing, retriev-
ing and analyzing multicolor microarrays data. This system can be used to keep
track of information that accumulates during microarray production, with em-
phasis on quality management and process control. Several applications can be
connected through a Web service infrastructure in a tightly integrated environ-
ment. Although it uses SOAP as interconnection protocol, there is no mention
of remote access to applications or of the use of a Grid middleware.

Another interesting work has been done with the eXpression Profiling Sys-
tem (XPS) [12], which is a distributed system for microarray storage and analy-
sis. XPS is intended to run in a Grid context and is entirely based on the ROOT
data analysis framework. XPS has extended R toolkit to access Root TFiles
data storage. The most important feature of the system is also its main draw-
back: data are stored as Root trees. Therefore, the system is fully dependent on
the availability of Root all around the Grid infrastructure.

The ODD-Genes system [13] has been developed in order to demonstrate
several Grid technologies. They are mostly provided by Sun Microsystem com-
ponents. The system provides some basic microarray analysis tools based on
R and a knowledge discovery module. The users may also select one or more
analysis workflows for microarray data. Notwithstanding its robustness, ODD-
Genes is heavily dependent on the Sun Technology framework and only one
supercomputing facility has been involved.

From these considerations it emerges that, at least in this domain, the BM-
Portal can provide better interoperability and standardization for advanced
functionalities in a full Grid environment.

For testing the platform, a data set with 448 patients has been used con-
cerning the gene expression of breast cancer tissue in a large population-based
cohort of patients from both Sweden and Singapore [8]. Acquisitions had been
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performed on HG-U133 microarray chips with the GeneChipT M Affymetrix
platform and had been uploaded into the GEO database.

The simple case study defined for testing our prototype is defined by an
operative sequence including

the search of suitable microarrays data for the study of gene expression
profiling of breast cancer tissues in two different databases (GEO, KEGG)

the downloading of data sets from the databases

the normalization of image sets

a model-based gene expression profiling based on a PM/MM difference
model

the definition of differentially expressed genes

All these operations are being exposed as Web services on the BMPortal.
As regards the analysis of data, all steps are performed by a parallel version

of the dChip software [5]. dChip is a commonly used Windows application
for microarray analysis. It has been ported to a parallelized version running on
Linux and on the Grid, using MPI for parallel job definition and GFAL APIs
for remote data access through the Grid. A very good performance speedup
has been achieved [9] by parallelizing this application that was intrinsically
sequential in its original version. The module providing the definition of dif-
ferentially expressed genes is planned but not available yet.

Bioinformatics scientists need to orchestrate the integration in complex
workflows of services provided by different computational tools and data com-
ing from information repositories [10]. With the increasing number of bioin-
formatics databases and processing tools exposed as Web services, a workflow
managing system able to operate according to the SOA standards is an essential
tool for e-Scientists for taking full advantage of such resources. In this exper-
iment, the Taverna application has been adopted as workflow designer while
most of the building block tasks are provided by the BMPortal. Taverna is a
workflow tool, which allows users to construct complex analysis workflows
from Web services standards components located on both remote and local
machines.

The sequence of the implementation includes

the definition through Taverna of a workflow describing the above-listed
steps of analysis

the exposition of such functionalities as Web services on the BMPortal

the enactment of the workflow through Moteur by using the services of the
BMPortal
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the use of Grid technologies for authorization procedures as well as for
accessing distributed resources both for data management and for computa-
tion.

Moreover, complementary services for microarray quality control, based on
the R/Bioconductor execution environment, will be implemented.

The workflow shown in Figure 2 is intended to build a data set suited for
analysis by searching for data on different repositories, starting from some
search parameters (patient Ids, studies, genes, etc.) that can be identified even
through other previously performed workflows. Data are downloaded from
repositories, selected and refined through some selection parameters and even-
tually merged in a final data set to be submitted to an analysis workflow. The
execution status of the workflow is continuously checked and displayed on the
portal interface.

Figure 2. Example of workflow: construction of a data set
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4. CONCLUSIONS

The BMPortal has been built to provide shared, standardized and reliable
tools for managing and analyzing distributed and heterogeneous biomedical
data in order to maximize the results of virtual experiments. The BMPortal
is intended to act both as provider of Grid services to be used in workflows
as standard nodes and as Web interface for performing workflow enactment
and management on the Grid. The complexity and heterogeneity of data and
services are hidden from users and results may be produced using distributed
resources both for data and for computation. The execution status is continu-
ously checked while performing workflows and is displayed to the user through
the portal interface. The portal has been tested on a case study concerning the
analysis of microarray data for breast cancer studies and satisfying results have
been achieved.
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